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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
This thesis explores the linguistic construction of sexual identities in online personal-ads for 
male-male casual sex. Specifically, it will investigate how POSTERS of Craigslist advertisements 
for casual sex construct their identity in part through defining not only their pleasure, but also 
a relationship of power and intimacy with the identity of the desired TARGET in creating 
imaginary sexual encounters. The analysis will make use of quantitative corpus linguistic 
methods and qualitative analytical frameworks in drawing out and interpreting the empirically-
valid patterns of discourse that construct these identities and relationships. 
 
This chapter presents an introduction to the study. Section 1.1 will outline the aims of the 
research and the questions that guide the analysis. Section 1.2 will explore the motivations that 
drive the research, and Section 1.3 will situate the thesis within the wider linguistic field. The 
chapter concludes with Section 1.4 which will define the structure of the thesis. 
 
1.1 Aims and Objectives 
 
This thesis investigates the linguistic mechanisms for negotiating pleasure and inter-actor 
power and intimacy in personal-ads in which a “real” male participant seeks an “imagined” 
male participant for an imaginary erotic act.1 The performance of sexual acts by two (or more) 
actors can be analysed according to the key motivations for pursuing it: power, pleasure and 
intimacy (Hill & Preston 1996). By combining quantitative and qualitative methods in 
analysing the linguistic construction of imaginary sexual acts, this thesis will explore how 
sexualised identities are constructed through language, in particular through the definition of a 
relationship to another sexualised identity and in relation to particular sexual practices (such as 
fellatio and anal intercourse). 
 
This thesis will interpret power through verb semantics and the assignment of semantic roles 
(Agent, Experiencer, Beneficiary and Patient) to participants in order to analyse the various 
means of constructing pleasure and negotiating inter-actor power. Further, intimacy will be 
investigated by analysing the advertisers’ representations of their desired targets’ identity and 
                                                 
1 The “real” participant is the POSTER of the advertisement, while the “imagined” participant is the TARGET of the advertisements 
who is unknown to the POSTER. His identity is imagined by the POSTER who cannot know whether there exists someone from 
the target audience of Craigslist men-for-men personal-ads for casual sex, given the nature of the genre of personal-ads.  
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their own. Ultimately, this thesis will show how men who seek casual sex with men construct 
identities of pleasure, and how they position themselves as more or less (or equally) powerful 
and intimate than their imaginary sexual partner. 
 
1.2 Motivations and Significance 
 
Sexuality—and, more particularly, sexual action—is a fundamental part of the human 
experience (Cameron and Kulick 2006), which is not only the means of our species’ continued 
existence, but also a source of pleasure (Metson & Buss 2007). It is ubiquitous in our lives: it 
pervades advertisements and media, literary and visual art, friends’ narratives and our own 
thoughts. In spite of this, it has been treated with considerable suspicion in the domain of 
academia: until fairly recently, linguistic scholarship has almost entirely avoided this topic. Few 
researchers have investigated the linguistic construction and description of erotic acts (e.g. 
Talbot 1997; Baker 2005), and this scholarship has focussed mainly on stereotypes of sexuality 
and sexual identity within literary contexts. This thesis aims to fill a part of the extensive gap 
in our understanding of the language of sexuality. It focusses on virtual (online) personal-ads, 
because of the increased significance of the online networks as a tool for communication (Wood 
and Smith 2005: 1). 
 
Casual sexual relations have undergone a significant increase in media exposure and academic 
interest in the last decade (Wentland and Reissing 2011: 75), primarily in the discipline of 
psychological and behavioural sciences (e.g. Maticka-Tyndale et al. 2003; Wentland and 
Reissing 2011; Danube et al. 2014). The interest in casual sexual relations, and the relative 
youth of this area of study, justify and vindicate further academic research, particular in the 
field of linguistics which has, until now, avoided the topic entirely. This makes personal-ads 
for casual sex an appropriate genre and medium for a study of the linguistic construction of 
sexualised identity. 
 
1.3  Situation within Current Research 
 
There is an extensive body of works in the field of corpus linguistics (e.g. McEnery & Wilson 
1996; Stubbs 2001; Baker 2003) (see Section 3.2.1), of which a recent and growing subfield is 
corpus applications to sociolinguistics, and identity construction (e.g. Baker 2003, 2010). In 
particular, this thesis acts as an extension of the sociolinguistic study of the interrelated concepts 
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of gender and sexuality (e.g. Cameron & Kulick 2003, 2006). This thesis positions itself within 
these research domains, bringing together qualitative and quantitative approaches to a 
sociolinguistic analysis of identity construction. 
 
1.4  Thesis Structure 
 
Chapter 2—Literature Review—will introduce the existing literature that forms the foundation 
for this thesis—the interrelated concepts of language, gender and sexuality, and the genre of 
personal advertisements—and will position this thesis within the field of research. 
 
Chapter 3—Data, Methodology and Analytical Frameworks—will begin with a detailed 
explanation of the data used in this thesis before outlining the corpus methods used in analysing 
the data. This chapter will also introduce the analytical frameworks of semantic role theory 
(Carnie 2007) for analysing participant power and pleasure, and of social actor analysis (van 
Leeuwen 2008) for analysing inter-actor intimacy. 
 
Chapters 4 and 5 will analyse the data and present an interpretation of the linguistic construction 
of power, pleasure and intimacy. Chapter 4—Power and Pleasure in Semantic Role Analysis—
will analyse the negotiation of power and the construction of pleasure through the analysis of 
verb semantics and the assignment of semantic roles (Agent, Experiencer, Beneficiary and 
Patient) to social actors in the texts. Chapter 5—Intimacy in Social actor Analysis—will analyse 
the construction of intimacy through the discursive representation of social actors within van 
Leeuwen’s “sociosemantic inventory” (van Leeuwen 2008: 23). 
 
Chapter 6—Conclusion—will summarise the findings of the analysis, and outline the 
implications of these results, and discuss its limitations alongside future directions for research. 
The conclusion will highlight that while this thesis does not attempt to analyse all aspects of 
power, pleasure and intimacy, or identity construction, it does make an important contribution 
to the understanding of the relationship between sexualised identities. 
 
  
 4 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
Chapter 2 summarises the existing literature that forms the foundation of this study and 
identifies the areas in which this study aims to make an original contribution. Section 2.1 
summarises the development of the field of research concerned with the interrelated concepts 
of language, gender and sexuality. Section 2.2 outlines the research of the personal-
advertisement genre. Finally, section 2.3 summarises the field of research and identifies the gap 
that motivates the present research. 
 
2.1  Language and Sex 
 
The language of and about sexual action does not occur in a vacuum: it is produced by real 
speakers whose linguistic choices are indelibly linked to their identity. As this chapter will 
outline, research on the interrelated concepts of language, gender and sexuality attempts to 
describe the use of language as a means of constructing gendered and sexualised identities and 
is historically motivated by the wider socio-political contexts that motivated its development. 
  
2.1.1 Language and Gender 
 
The study of language and gender began with three accounts for the apparent linguistic 
differences between men and women, known today as the “3Ds” (Baker 2008: 24): deficit, 
dominance and difference theories. All three theories were predicated on a rigid structuralist 
dichotomy: that men and women could form binarily discrete and homogeneous linguistic 
communities that could be explained by overarching social structures (Cameron 2005: 484). 
 
Jespersen (1922) proposed the deficit model which demotes women’s language as a “deficient 
approximation of men’s” (Baker 2008: 31) and accounts for the linguistic differences between 
men and women as functions of the historical division of labour that conditioned 
communicative habits (Jespersen 1922: 254). According to Jespersen, women lacked fluency 
and their vocabulary, while often more extensive than men’s, did not correlate with increased 
intelligence or communicative prowess (Jespersen 1922). According to the deficit model, social 
conditioning results in linguistic distinctions between the two sexes, rather than any linguistic 
capability or deficiency inherent to either group. 
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During the second-wave feminist movement of the 1960s, the dominance theory similarly 
sought to analyse linguistic phenomena through the perspective of societally constructed 
differences: in this case, the oppression of women by men. Lakoff (1975) explored the language 
used by and about women that results in women being “systematically denied access to power” 
(Lakoff 1975: 7) by means of, and demonstrated by, language. Among other things, she 
explored the way women and men are labelled differently and how these incongruous pairs 
expose the power discrepancy between men and women and elevate men to a position of power 
(Lakoff 1975: 29). 
 
The contrasting difference theory proposed by Tannen (1990) suggested that men’s and 
women’s linguistic practices were not ranked by value (as in the deficit theory), or reflective of 
widespread societal oppression (as in the dominance theory); rather, they represent two distinct 
socially-conditioned means of achieving distinct aims. Tannen (1990) asserted that men are 
focussed primarily on independence and women are focussed on intimacy, and that these foci 
are established according to models of men’s and women’s behaviour that are emulated and 
reinforced during childhood: boys learn to play in groups that are structured hierarchically, 
while girls play in small groups where “intimacy is key” (Tannen 1990: 18-19). As a result, 
men and women were considered to be speaking cross-culturally, using “different genderlects” 
(Tannen 1990: 18; for further discussion, see Motschenbacher 2011: 46). Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginet (2013) summarise this dichotomy as “cooperative women and competitive 
men” (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013: 38).  
 
The “3Ds” consider gender to be a social construction that is grounded on biological sex 
(Cameron 2005), which “produces the language we use” (Harvey and Shalom 1997: 5, italics 
their own). An opposing theory developed by Foucault (1972) dismantled the structuralist 
bonds that confined distinct and opposing language communities as expounded by the “3Ds”. 
Foucault introduced a theory of body and self which asserted that categorical identities (e.g. 
gender, sexuality) were constructed and reproduced in discourse (Foucault 1972). His theory 
had an enormous impact on the development of feminist theories and theories of identity 
(McNay 1999), such as that of performativity developed by Butler (1990) and extended by 
Connell (2005). 
 
Butler (1990) conflated the distinction between gender and sex and asserted that there is no 
purely natural existence: the body—and therefore the concept of sex—is, from its inception, 
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socially constructed; or, as Salih (2002) states, “there is no sex that is not always already 
gender” (Salih 2002: 63). Butler’s fundamental notion of performativity asserted that gender is 
socially and, therefore, linguistically constructed: gender is a “‘doing’ rather than a ‘being’” 
(Butler 1990: 25) that is not freely chosen or changed. Indeed, Butler (1993) asserted that 
performativity is simply “a repetition, a sedimentation, a congealment of the past” (Butler 1993: 
244). A criticism of Butler’s theory of performativity (1990, 1993) is that the static and rigid 
view of identity performance leads to an “overemphasis on internal uniformity of gender 
norms” (McNay 1999: 102).1 
 
Connell (2005) therefore proposed that gender identities are performed but not rigid, as was 
asserted in Butler’s (1990, 1993) theory; rather, gender identities are freely chosen and changed. 
According to Connell (2005), it is impossible for a woman or a man to exist without their 
respective feminine and masculine identities being “constituted in discourse” (Connell 2005: 
5). In this way, the area of study of language, gender and sexuality refers to the linguistic 
construction and performance of diverse gendered identities. In sum, language is not the product 
of gender: gender is the product of language. This thesis likewise assumes that gendered (and 
sexualised) identity is constructed through discourse, such as that produced by male advertisers 
on Craigslist in seeking casual sex with other men. 
 
2.1.2  Language and Sexuality 
 
Prior to the conceptualisation of performativity, significant linguistic research asserted the 
existence of linguistic and discursive features that were fundamental and exclusive to the gay 
community (e.g. Legman 1941; Stanley 1974; Hayes 1976). The concept of queer (and, soon 
after, queer linguistics) arose to challenge the heterosexual norm (Baker 2005) and to counter 
the reductive and structuralist perspectives of rigid dichotomous sexual orientation that 
prevailed. A fundamental concept developed during the queer movement is heteronormativity 
(Warner 1991), which posits that there exists a societally-constructed system for “organising 
and regulating sexuality” (Cameron and Kulick 2006: 9) and the privileged members are 
heterosexual. 
                                                 
1 Performativity draws similarities to Bourdieu’s (1990) concept of habitus as the embodiment of expectations and socially 
learned styles for a particular group that “mediate an individual’s actions” (Bourdieu 1990: 53) that likely reproduce and 
strengthen that group’s expected disposition (Bourdieu 1990) and restrict performance that is divergent from the expectation. 
Bourdieu’s theory differed from Butler’s theory of performativity in its assertion that habitus is an open system that is exposed 
to new experiences that either “reinforce or modify its structures” (Bourdieu 1992: 133), rather than solely perpetuating them. 
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Historically, the majority of queer linguistic research considered homosexual men to form a 
discrete and homogeneous group that could be “easily summarised or unified” (Butler 2004: 
7). The early research on the gay community’s linguistic features (e.g. Legman 1941 et al.) 
reveals an underlying and covert affirmation of heteronormativity: namely, that the gay 
community is worthy of study because of its divergence from the norm. 
 
As linguistic research on sexual identity has increased, the notion of sexuality has undergone a 
shift in contemporary usage. Sexuality is “the fact of being heterosexual, homosexual or 
bisexual” which is a characteristic of one’s identity, like performed gender, that “enters deeply 
into [one’s] sense of self” (Cameron and Kulick 2006: 2–3). According to Giddens (1992), 
sexuality is a property of the self that can be “reflexively grasped, interrogated and developed” 
(Giddens 1992: 14). Sexuality is therefore a performance (see performativity in Section 2.1 
above) that produces a sexual identity. Recent research in the field of language and sexuality 
has been concerned principally with linguistic trends across or within communities defined by 
sexual orientation, such as the construction of hyper-masculine identities among homosexual 
men (Baker 2003, 2008, 2014), labelling within a lesbian community (Abe 2004), and the 
construction of butch and femme identities in films targeting lesbian viewers (Morrish and 
Saunston 2007). It has clearly been demonstrated that sexual identities constructed through 
language are a current research focal point in the field of language and sexuality. 
 
An emerging area of study in the domain of language and sexuality research is the linguistic 
and discursive construction of sexualised identities (Cameron and Kulick 2003): sexualised 
identities are performances of sexual identities that are unique to sexual contexts and are not 
necessarily bound by gender (Cameron and Kulick 2003). The construction of individual 
sexualised identities in erotic texts has been an area of some research (e.g. Talbot 1997; Baker 
2005; Morrish and Saunston 2007; Sauntson & Kyratzis 2007); however, the identities 
constructed within these texts present highly stereotyped perspectives of masculinity and 
femininity in sexual contexts which are not reflective of the true diversity of sexualised 
identities (Baker 2005: 189). According to stereotypes of masculinity in Talbot’s (1997) 
research on popular romance fiction, men are defined by their role as objects of sexual desire 
that embody hegemonic masculinity through power and physical perfection (Talbot 1997: 107). 
In sum, the stereotypes of erotic novels illuminate a reductive assumption that gender and 
sexuality predicts sexual behaviour and that behaviour can thus be neatly categorised according 
to gender and sexuality. 
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Parker’s (1997) research on Ancient Roman sexuality identifies a different possible approach 
to the study of language and sexuality: one in which identities are defined by their sexual role. 
In his work, Parker (1997) describes how sexual behaviour was determined by activity and 
passivity in Ancient Roman society: men and women were assigned to rigidly prescribed roles 
(each expressed by a unique lexical form) that were based on a fundamental distinction of 
“active and passive” (Parker 1997: 48), as is summarised in Table 2.1. 
 
 Vagina Anus Mouth 
Active (male) fututor pedicator irrumator 
Passive (male) cunnilinctor cinaedus/pathico fellator 
Passive (female) femina/puella pathica fellatrix 
Table 2.1: Ancient Roman sex roles (adapted from Parker 1997: 49) 
 
Parker notes that it was humiliating for a man to be passive (Parker 1997), since it was a disgrace 
for a man to “suffer in the woman’s role” (Parker 19997: 50-52). Contemporary language of 
men who have sex with men similarly distinguishes sexualised identities along an axis of 
activity and passivity: men are labelled according to this distinction (e.g. top and bottom), with 
bottom being viewed stereotypically as “feminine” (Baker 2014: 113) owing to its correlation 
with the female role in the heterosexual paradigm (Baker 2014: 172).1  
 
It has been demonstrated that considerable research has been undertaken to investigate the 
linguistic construction of identities in a diversity of contexts (see Section 2.1.1). A limited 
subset of this research has focussed on the construction of individual identities within erotic 
situations—so called sexualised identities—as variations of masculinities and femininities. 
There has been no research, however, on the linguistic construction of relationships of two or 
more sexualised identities, particularly in representations of sexual acts. This thesis aims to fill 
that gap by exploring the use of language as a means of constructing paired identities in the 
context of erotic actions, using a corpus linguistics approach. 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Considerable research in other disciplines has investigated the pervasive association of femininity with negativity, especially 
within masculine identities (e.g. Killianski 2001; Sánchez & Vilain 2012). 
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2.1.3 Corpus Approaches to Gender and Sexuality 
 
Corpus linguistics has, in recent years, seen considerable interest in diverse linguistic fields, 
such as lexicography (e.g. Cermák and Kren 2005), phonology (e.g. Zuraw 2007), syntax (e.g. 
Smith 2014), and language variation (e.g. Laanemets 2013). However, corpus linguistic 
methods (detailed in Section 3.2) have only very recently been applied to sociolinguistic 
analyses (e.g. Baker 2003, 2005, 2008, 2014), and with very limited impact on the wider 
sociolinguistic field (Baker 2010: 1).  
 
Corpus linguistic research in the field of gender and sexuality is limited, and has focussed 
primarily on the construction of gendered identities, such as the representation of men and 
women in the British press (Caldas-Coulthard and Moon 2010), the construction of feminine 
identities in personal-ads (Bakar 2012), and the comparison of stereotypical masculine and 
feminine sexualised identities in erotic texts (Baker 2008). This thesis contributes to the 
growing field of corpus-based sociolinguistic research by applying corpus linguistic methods 
to the construction of sexualised identities in personal-ads.  
 
2.2 Selling One’s (Sexual) Identity: Personal-ads 
 
A personal advertisement (personal-ad) is a type of advertisement in which a person describes 
themselves and their desires in order to attract a reader to engage in a (primarily romantic) 
relationship. Personal-ads were originally print-based (e.g. Jones 2000; Marley 2000; Coupland 
1996), but there is now a growing domain of online personal-ads (e.g. Bakar 2012; Baker 2014). 
There is significant research on the genre of personal-ads; Gonzalez and Meyers (1993) agree 
that the genre of personal-ads is worthy of study because of the information about self- and 
target-presentation strategies, gender stereotypes and identity construction that is contained 
within personal-ads (Gonzalez and Meyers 1993). 
 
Personal-ads, like all advertisements, are designed to sell a product (Shalom 1997). Coupland 
(1996) identifies two key elements as definitive of the personal-ad sub-genre: commodification 
of self and restriction of the buyer. In personal-ads, identity is a linguistically packaged “product 
in the dating marketplace” (Coupland 1996: 101) that results from the process of 
commodification of the self developed by Giddens (1991), in which standard consumption 
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patterns are established and promoted through advertising which, in turn, influences the 
narrative construction of self identity (Giddens 1991: 197).  
 
Both the POSTER’s and the TARGET’s identities are commodified in personal-ads. Description of 
the POSTER ensures the greatest number of responses from the target audience by “constructing 
the most attractive possible image” (Baker 2005: 136). Description of the POSTER and TARGET 
is very common, particularly through adjectival modification (van Compernolle 2008: 2070). 
Coupland (1996) asserts that the attributes used to specify POSTERS and TARGETS belong to a 
limited domain of semantic groupings, namely appearance, occupation and interests (Coupland 
1996: 193), while Shalom (1997) suggests that all advertisers specify for appearance (Shalom 
1997: 201-202). Bartholome et al. (2000) note that in male-male personal-ads, age, as well as 
physical appearance, are the most commonly specified attribute, followed by sexual interests 
and characteristics (Bartholome et al. 2000: 310), which Deaux and Hanna (1984) found to be 
significantly more frequently specified than among heterosexual personal-ads (Deaux and 
Hanna 1984: 370). 
 
The specification of the TARGET suggests that a wider audience is expected, and can be analysed 
according to Bell’s (1991) theory of audience roles. At the individual text level, POSTERS of 
personal-ads attempt to distil their TARGET—the target audience who is both “expected and 
addressed” (Bell 1991: 92)—from the wider marketplace—the auditors who are “expected but 
not targeted” (Bell 1991: 92). This is confirmed by van Compernolle (2008), who asserts that 
there is an assumed one-to-one dialogue between POSTER and TARGET (van Compernolle 2008: 
2073).  
 
The dialogue between POSTER and TARGET in personal-ads follows, for the most part, a 
conventionalised structure which allows little room for creativity (Nair 1992). Coupland (1996: 
106) asserts a prototypical structure, based on an empirical study of 100 personal-ads, as shown 
in Figure 2.1. 
 
1. POSTER   2. seeks   3. TARGET 
 4. GOALS   5. (COMMENT)   6. REFERENCE 
 Figure 2.1: Prototypical structure of personal-ads (Coupland 1996: 106) 
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The prototypical structure means that there is a high degree of repetition and hence many 
personal-ads will appear similar, with patterns being observable in a small data-set (Baker 2005: 
135). The structure is so rigid that readers are able to predict semantic structures, grammar and 
vocabulary because “each ad is a standard solution to a standard problem” (Stubbs 2001: 17). 
This structure has motivated significant linguistic research, as has been demonstrated above in 
the research related to specification of the POSTER and TARGET. Several means of reference to 
the POSTER and TARGET have been identified, including personal pronouns for address (van 
Compernolle 2008) and general identity-based nouns (Baker 2003) that ascribe the POSTER or 
TARGET to a category and objectify them (Shalom 1997: 190). Marley (2000) asserts that 
“choice of headword [in references] constitutes a fundamental categorization of self and other” 
(Marley 2000: 271). In addition to lexical choice, the syntactic arrangement of headwords and 
modifiers nuances the participants’ constructed identities (Marley 2000: 280). 
 
The use of abbreviations in personal-ads similarly influences the construction of the POSTER’s 
and TARGET’s identities. Historically, abbreviation was connected with the cost of advertising 
(personal-ads being charged per character), where they would reduce the total amount of 
characters and therefore the total cost (Coupland 1996: 106; Baker 2003: 246). While the 
historical explanation is no longer suitable for justifying their use, Shalom (1997) notes that 
invoking standardised abbreviations creates and maintains a community of solidarity between 
POSTER and TARGET (Shalom 1997: 193), thereby increasing the likelihood of establishing a 
connection between them. 
 
This connection is the second stage of a long process, which starts with the posting of the 
personal-ad, and ultimately ends with the fruition of the GOAL (Coupland 1996) (see Figure 2.1 
above). This process is called a genre chain (Bazerman 1992, cited in Shalom 1997: 189) and, 
in the case of personal-ads, follows a paradigmatic structure (Shalom 1997: 189). The majority 
of linguistic research on personal-ads has focussed on the most common form of personal-ad, 
for which the GOAL is romantic partnership (e.g. Coupland 1996; Shalom 1997; Bartholome et 
al. 2000; Baker 2003, 2008, 2014). As has been demonstrated above, such a GOAL does not 
preclude sexual identity and references to sexual practice and interests from arising. Personal-
ads for romantic partnerships are popular among heterosexual and homosexual communities 
(Bruthiaux 1994), which is reflected in the prominence of linguistic research examining 
personal-ads for romantic homosexual partnerships (e.g. Deaux and Hanna 1984; Davidson 
1991; Thorne and Coupland 1998). A study by Hogben and Coupland (2000) investigated 
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advertisements for reproductive-partners for same-sex couples. There have been no studies that 
have examined personal-ads for which the exclusive GOAL is casual sexual relations, despite 
considerable growing interest in casual sexual in other academic disciplines (e.g. Maticka-
Tyndale et al. 2003; Wentland and Reissing 2011; Danube et al. 2014). The vast majority of 
romantic-partnership-seeking personal-ad data has been sourced from print-based newspaper 
classifieds, or supplementary spoken ads, while more recent research draws data from online 
sources, such as online dating-sites (e.g. Bakar 2012) and Craigslist (e.g. Baker 2014). The data 
on which Baker’s (2014) analysis was founded were collected from three separate 
geographically delimited sections of the worldwide online classified service Craigslist. This 
thesis will extend the current field of research by analysing online personal-ads for which the 
GOAL is casual sexual relations. 
 
In sum, significant research has been undertaken into the construction of diverse identities based 
on the sexual orientation and gender identification of the POSTER and TARGET. This thesis does 
not follow the traditional pattern of prescribing sexual orientation to the POSTERS or auditors 
(see Section 3.1.1). In addition, it has been shown that the majority of research has focussed on 
personal-ads for romantic relationships. 
 
2.3 Summary 
 
This chapter has illustrated that there has been extensive research undertaken in the key fields 
of personal-ads and language, gender and sexuality, although few studies have employed corpus 
linguistic methods. This study founds itself on the significant knowledge that has been 
developed about the linguistic construction of identities, in particular within personal-ads, as a 
foundation from which it will extend the limits of this knowledge by making an original 
contribution to the understanding of the construction of sexualised identities. The extensive 
research on personal-ads among homosexuals and heterosexuals has focussed primarily on 
romantic relationships, with no research having been conducted on personal-ads for casual 
sexual relationships, despite significant growing interest in casual sexual relations in other 
disciplines. This study aims to fill these two gaps by exploring the use of language as a means 
of constructing imaginary paired sexualised identities in online personal-ads for casual sex, 
while contributing to the emerging field of corpus linguistic applications to the study of identity 
construction. 
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Chapter 3: Data, Methodology and Analytical Frameworks 
 
This chapter introduces the data and methodology of my analysis. Section 3.1 will introduce 
the data that will drive my thesis and provide a detailed explanation of the source of the data, 
and the methods of collection and sanitisation. Section 3.2 will introduce corpus linguistics and 
explain the corpus analytical methods. Lastly, Section 3.3 will outline the analytical 
frameworks that underpin the qualitative analysis of the data. 
 
3.1 Data 
 
The data collected for this study forms a corpus—a large body of digitally-encoded real-life 
language data which constitutes a “standard reference” (McEnery & Wilson 1996: 24) for a 
particular genre under investigation. The data source, and collection and sanitisation methods 
are outlined below. 
 
3.1.1 Data Source 
 
This thesis uses personal advertisements from the Craigslist Sydney website, following the 
research of romantic personal-ads on Craigslist by Baker (2014).1 The data are restricted to 
advertisements posted within a single, yet sufficiently large and diverse, geographic community 
(Sydney) for two reasons: first, to eliminate any possible differences that might arise from 
significant geographic separation; second, to take clear advantage of the diversity of identities 
within the gay community of Sydney owing to its status as an significant city on the gay map 
(Markwell 2002).2 
 
The organisational structure of Craigslist (Figure 3.1) demonstrates the diversity of goals of 
personal-ads (see Section 2.2).  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Craigslist Australia has separate subdomains for each of the capital cities within Australia, as well as a subdomain for 
Wollongong NSW and for Newcastle NSW. Craigslist Sydney is located at http://sydney.craigslist.com.au 
2 While the men-for-men category from which the data are sourced is not exclusively comprised of gay men, this is the category 
under which these men would post personal-ads. Hence, the status of Sydney within the gay community is significant. 
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   Craigslist Sydney 
    — personals 
 — platonic relationships 
    — romantic relationships 
— casual encounters 
— m4m (men-for-men) 
— m4w (men-for-women) 
— w4m (women-for-men) 
— w4w (women-for-women) 
Figure 3.1: Organisational schema of Craigslist personal-ads 
 
Personals-ads are categorised according to the goal of the post: romantic relationships, platonic 
relationships and casual sexual relationships comprise the personals section. While there has 
been a growing interest in the study of casual sexual relations in the wider academic community 
in the last decade (e.g. Maticka-Tyndale et al. 2003; Wentland and Reissing 2011; Danube et 
al. 2014), there have been no linguistic studies on casual sex. As a result of this, this study uses 
the personal-ads for casual sex (from the casual encounters section) as a source of linguistic 
data. 
 
The focus on personal-ads for casual sex constitutes a considerable shift from previous research 
which has focussed primarily on personal-ads for romantic partnerships (e.g. Coupland 1996; 
Shalom 1997; Bartholome et al. 2000), including research on gay men’s romantic relationships 
(e.g. Jones 2000; Baker 2003) as well as the only linguistic study on romantic relationships on 
Craigslist (Baker 2014). Casual encounter ads can be subdivided further according to the 
identified gender of the advertiser and of the desired target. Previous behavioural science 
research has identified that men have more positive attitudes than women towards engagement 
in casual sexual relations (Peterson and Hyde 2010). Further, male-to-male personal-ads have 
been shown to feature the greatest proportion of attributes specifying sexual interests and 
practices (Bartholome et al. 2000; Deaux and Hanna 1984).  Consequently, this thesis examines 
only those advertisements that are posted by gender-identifying men who seek casual sexual 
relations with gender-identifying men (m4m). The POSTERS are not defined by any prescribed 
gender or sexual orientation; categories on Craigslist are defined by gender-identification and 
attraction rather than according to sociological notions of homosexuality or heterosexuality. 
Each advertisement features two distinct yet related texts: a header line, and, after a paragraph 
break, the main body text. The header line contains optional meta-data (e.g. age and location of 
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the POSTER, and the date of posting) and a title that summarises the contents of the main text. 
The main body text is the main advertising content that will be analysed in this study. Figure 
3.2 demonstrates an example text, showing header (bolded) and main body text below it. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Prototypical structure of a Craigslist personal-ad for casual sex 
 
3.1.2 Data Collection 
 
Following Baker (2014), I used HTTrack1 to save local copies of the m4m casual encounters 
section of Craigslist Sydney. Personal-ads remain online for 75 days, after which point they 
become inaccessible. I copied all the ads that were available between January 5 and March 21 
2014, which amounted to 8,425 texts. Each ad was saved as a .html webpage which included 
not only the header line and body text, but also boilerplate material such as navigation to other 
sections of the website (see Appendix 1 for an example). Each file was saved as the original 
server-side filename, which is a unique 10-digit number.  
 
3.1.3 Data Sanitisation 
 
A python script (see Appendix 2) and a bash script (see Appendix 3) batch-stripped each .html 
file of the boilerplate material and outputted the sanitised body text to a file of the same name, 
appended with .txt file extension. I chose to ignore the meta-data variables (i.e. age and 
location) since this thesis seeks to describe the construction of relationships of power and 
                                                 
1 HTTrack: http://www.httrack.com 
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intimacy for all identities within Craigslist m4m casual encounters personal-ads, regardless of 
differences in their location within Sydney or in their age.1 
 
The size of the working corpus was reduced by including only the most recent 1,000 personal-
ads in order to make it manageable (Baker 2006: 30). Following Baker (2014), I removed 
duplicates from the working corpus in order to reduce the likelihood of skewed results: firstly, 
a preliminary n-gram search, with minimum frequency set to 5, revealed a considerable number 
of duplicate or quasi-duplicate texts.2 I then used CopyCatch Investigator3 software to identify 
similar texts within the working corpus, based on lexical items and their grammatical positions. 
Duplicates with absolute identity were excluded from the working corpus, while files with 
>65% identity were manually verified.4 It was important to eliminate quasi-duplicates that were 
presumably written by a single POSTER because the presence of multiple instances of lexical 
items within grammatically similar environments could skew the results to suggest saliency as 
a result of frequency (Baker 2014: 160). The anonymity of Craigslist users renders it impossible 
to determine whether two advertisements are similar by virtue only of their shared genre, or 
whether their similarities derive from being composed by a single author. In these instances, I 
considered the grammatical structure and vocabulary of each text and evaluated the possibility 
that they were personal-ads written by unique authors. Most of the texts with >65% identity 
were judged to be quasi-duplicates; in these cases, the shorter text was excluded from the 
working corpus in order to have as many unique grammatical constructions and lexical items 
represented. In total, 129 texts were deleted from the working corpus owing to being considered 
duplicates or quasi-duplicates. Figure 3.3 demonstrates two quasi-duplicates that were 
determined to be written by a single author; the text on the left was excluded form the corpus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 In addition, age and location data are inconsistently provided, and it is impossible to know if the data reflect the POSTERS’ real 
age and location. Location could possibly be a particularly salient indicator of social class, though it would be difficult to verify 
the correlation. It would therefore be difficult, and perhaps meaningless, to compare across these variables. 
2 An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n tokens. 
3 CopyCatch: http://www.cflsoftware.com/Investigator.html 
4 65% was chosen as the threshold because there were no quasi-duplicate files between 65%-50%. I concluded that 65% 
represented the point at which similarities became insignificant. 
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     Ad no: 4374397187   Ad no: 4375771881 
24 m bored and wanna drive to you 
and jerk u with my toy pussy  
Fleshlight 
 
GENUINE ONLY 
 
replies with pics get first pref 
 
Must be std free 
 
 
 
 
 24 m bored and wanna drive to you 
and jerk you off with my toy 
pussy Fleshlight  
 
Must be genuine  
Std free  
And replies with pics get first pref 
 
WILLING TO DRIVE ANYWHERE 
Figure 3.3: Example comparison of two quasi-duplicates 
 
Finally, it is possible for Craigslist advertisements to be miscategorised, or to be published in 
multiple categories in order to increase exposure. Advertisements for drugs, accommodation 
and massage were infrequent, but present. 1  Many of these advertisements included erotic 
reference, and therefore remain in the corpus; those without erotic reference were excluded. In 
total, 5 texts were excluded from the m4m corpus because of miscategorisation. 
 
There are a total of 866 texts and 46,826 words in the sanitised m4m corpus (see Appendix 4). 
As Table 3.1 illustrates, the average length of the texts is 54.1 words, with a median text length 
of 43 words. The texts within the m4m corpus are “colony texts” (Hoey 1986: 1) which stand 
alone as discrete and individual texts that do not need to be particularly long to be meaningful 
(Baker 2006: 29). The corpus is a small, specialised corpus which is representative of the 
language use within a genre (Leech 1991: 11) and can be “used to study features of it” (Baker 
2006: 26). It is more than double the size of Shalom’s (1997) specialised corpus and includes a 
large number of discrete texts. Further, given the high degree of repetition associated with the 
genre of personal-ads (as outlined in Section 2.2), linguistic patterns will be observable in a 
small corpus (Baker 2005: 135). 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Drugs were predominately referred to by the cultural reference “420”.  Advertisements for massage included genuine amateur 
erotic massages and professional erotic massages; given the nature of both types as erotic, all massage advertisements remain 
in the corpus. 
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Total texts 866 
Total number of words 46,826 
Average text length 54.1 
Median text length 43 
Range of text length 12 – 446 
Table 3.1: m4m corpus summary 
 
3.2 Methodology 
 
This thesis uses a two-pronged—quantitative and qualitative—approach to analysis. It is widely 
agreed that a two-pronged approach can overcome the issues encountered in the use of just one 
of these approaches (see Section 3.3.1 below), allowing a richer and more precise analysis that 
is empirically valid (e.g. Stubbs 1996; McEnery & Wilson 1996). 
 
3.2.1 Corpus Linguistics 
 
Corpus methodology has distinct advantages over a purely qualitative approach. Firstly, large 
quantities of data can be considered at once. Käding (1897) analysed vowels in German from 
an eleven-million-word corpus, without the aid of a computer (Käding 1897, cited in McEnery 
& Wilson 1996), which represents an unfeasible method of conducting research because it is 
“slow, expensive and prone to error” (McEnery and Wilson 1996: 10). Instead, personal 
computers are now able to sort, retrieve and calculate linguistic data in a few moments: they 
facilitate a methodology that is fast, affordable and less error-prone. 
 
Further, the patterns of language use within a corpus are exposed by methods of measurement 
which are grounded in statistics (Baker 2011: 19) that are verifiable (Leech 1992). This is not 
to say that quantitative methods are without disadvantage: McEnery & Wilson (1996) argue 
that the quantitative analyses produce results that are “necessarily less rich” than those obtained 
through qualitative means (McEnery & Wilson 1996: 63). Through combining quantitative and 
qualitative analyses, this thesis hopes to overcome this limitation to some extent. 
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3.2.2  Corpus Linguistic Methods 
 
I will draw on several well-established corpus methods (e.g. Stubbs 2001; Baker 2006) to 
quantify the qualitative analysis, and guide my analysis. Following Baker (2014), I use the 
freeware AntConc1 to perform the corpus analyses. The methods used in this thesis are outlined 
below. 
 
3.2.2.1 Frequency List 
 
A frequency list ranks all of the tokens of a corpus according to how frequently they appear. 
Frequency lists can be interpreted as representations of typicality since members of a speech 
community have a tacit understanding of behavioural norms and their language use reproduces 
and strengthens typical language use (Stubbs 2001: 16). This typicality defines the “lexical 
focus” (Baker 2006: 121) of the corpus which underpins the direction of the research. 
Morphologically related words (e.g. the conjugated forms of a verb) are treated as distinct 
tokens in AntConc, but there is an option to load a lemma list so that the corpus is lemmatised 
and inflected words are considered to be instances of a single token. I downloaded Yasumasa 
Someya’s lemma list (without hyphens) 2  and added to it words and abbreviations that I 
anticipated would be abbreviated frequently: 
 
bottom   bottoms,bottoming,bottomed,btm,bttm,botm,bottm,bttom 
 top   tops,topping,topped 
 dom   dominant 
 sub   submissive 
 you   u,yu 
 your   ur,yr 
 
It is impossible to predict which words should be added to the lemma list, but I considered the 
words above to be crucial additions, owing to their contextual significance and their irregularity. 
The use of abbreviations signals membership to a specific community and creates solidarity 
between POSTER and TARGET (Shalom 1997: 193). In this corpus, the use of terms such as dom 
and sub indicates membership to the male-male attracted community. 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 AntConc: http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software.html 
2 The lemma list (no-hyphen) is published on the AntConc website: http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/resources  
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3.2.2.2 Collocation 
 
Collocation is the characteristic co-occurrence of patterns of words (Firth 1957, cited in Xiao 
and McEnery 2006: 105). Collocation tests measure the probability that two words are not 
randomly co-occurring, and hence significantly associated, by comparing their expected co-
occurrence with the actual frequency of their co-occurrence (Cheng 2012: 94), and are widely 
accepted as a statistical test (e.g. Sinclair 1991, Stubbs 1995, Hunston 2002). The collocation 
measure used in this thesis is the Mutual Information (MI) score, which, in spite of being known 
to “unduly overvalue infrequent words” (Xiao and McEnery 2006: 105), is not adversely 
affected by small corpus size as much as the other collocation measure (Hunston  2002: 73). 
An MI>3 predicts collocation (Hunston 2002). 
 
Parameters for collocation testing are span and minimum frequency: minimum frequency is a 
threshold number for the number of instances of a particular co-occurrence; span refers to how 
far apart the potential collocate can be from the node word. To compensate for the fact that the 
MI function emphasises low-frequency patterns (Xiao and McEnery 2006), the minimum 
frequency parameter is set to five (5) in order to eliminate patterns that appear infrequently that 
are incorrectly predicted as collocates. 
 
3.2.2.3 Concordancing 
 
Concordancing displays the co-text of a node word or search term within a corpus. It is a visual 
tool that can be used to identify key patterns or structures, or to explore the significance of word 
patterns (Baker 2006) by alphabetically sorting the concordance lines by the co-text. The 
analysis of concordances helps to reveal the context in which patterns appear (Baker 2014), 
which will prove useful in this thesis by facilitating identification of the POSTERS’ and TARGETS’ 
semantic roles within the texts. Example concordances in Figure 3.4 show concordancing 
revealing the pattern cock sucked, in context, in the m4m corpus. 
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Figure 3.4: Example concordances of cock in AntConc with default Sort 
 
The default co-text sorting (or Kwic Sort in AntConc) options are 1R–2R–3R, such that the 
lines are alphabetically sorted, iteratively, according to the word one, two and three places to 
the right. These sorting options will be used throughout the thesis unless otherwise mentioned.  
 
3.3 Analytical Frameworks 
 
This thesis utilises quantitative and qualitative approaches to analysing the data for 
constructions of relationships of power, pleasure and intimacy. There will be two qualitative 
frameworks for analysis: semantic role theory in the domain of verb semantics will be used to 
analyse power and pleasure, while social role theory will be used to analyse intimacy.  
 
3.3.1 Power, Pleasure and Semantic Role Theory 
 
The linguistic analysis of power has traditionally fallen within the scope of Critical Discourse 
Analysis (CDA), which analyses the language use of the powerful as a means of reproducing 
their domination and perpetuating the inequalities for which they are responsible (Fairclough 
1989): in short, language reflects power (Wodak 2009). In the texts of this corpus, the 
participants are anonymous and treated as ‘classless’, owing to the fact that there is no access 
to class variable data, nor is the limited geographical suburb data sufficiently indicative of class. 
Because of the anonymity and classlessness, the language of Craigslist ads necessarily defines 
and constructs power ex nihilo rather than creating and perpetuating pre-existent power 
hierarchies in socially-classed systems. I have chosen to analyse the data within the theory of 
  and looking to get their  cock sucked and balls licked o 
  curious guy wants to get  cock sucked by another dude an 
  that want to have their  cock sucked. I will be blindfo 
 oung straight guys want their  cock sucked in the next couple 
 Keen to get my  cock sucked in the city today, 
  you want to have your  cock sucked just lay your towe 
 y. Very deep throat. Talented  cock sucked loves my face bein 
 Need my  cock sucked 19 6.5" nice.cock, 
 where outside and wants their  cock sucked.   Nothing wanted  
 tonight. You either want your  cock sucked or you want to  
  or fit who needs his  cock sucked  Please be str8/bi 
  fuck ass and get their  cock sucked. Please be genuine 
  a guy who wants his  cock sucked tonight. Can trave 
 Any shire guys want their  cock sucked tonight?  Must be  
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semantic roles since the relationship between agency and power is well established in Systemic 
Functional Linguistic (SFL) transitivity analyses (e.g. Fowler and Kress 1979; Goatly 2002; 
Lukin et al. 2004; Wodak 2009). However, since this thesis is not located within SFL, it does 
not apply an SFL-based transitivity analysis. 
 
The participants of social interaction are represented by semantic roles (Cook 1989) according 
to their relationship to the verb. What is traditionally referred to as the grammatical subject of 
an active verb is semantically interpreted as one of several roles based on the way that a specific 
verb interacts with that participant. According to Carnie (2007), the Agent is the initiator of the 
action of the verb; the Beneficiary is the one for whose benefit the action takes place; the 
Experiencer is the entity who feels or perceives something; the Patient undergoes the action of 
the verb or is perceived, experienced or moved. Given the nature of erotic verbs, in which an 
action is primarily performed by one participant on another, the semantic roles of Agent and 
Patient will form a primary focus of this thesis. The semantic roles of Experiencer and 
Beneficiary will also be analysed for sexual pleasure in the context of expressions of desire and 
climax, respectively. 
 
Traditional SFL and CDA interpretations of transitivity associate power with agency: the Actor 
(or Agent in semantic role theory) is ranked as more powerful than the Affected (or Patient in 
semantic role theory) (e.g. Goatly 2002). This is because an action is brought about by the 
Agent, and this causation is explicit (Lukin et al. 2004). However, not all Agents are equally 
powerful; verb transitivity influences power, such that Agents of intransitive verbs are less 
powerful than their counterparts of transitive verbs (Goatly 2002: 7). Similarly, this study’s 
semantic role analysis takes into account the meanings of verbs and their co-textual 
environment in defining the participants’ power relations. Thus, the Agent is not necessarily 
always the most powerful participant. Chapter 4 outlines how power relations can be shifted 
through expressions of authority and mutual agency. 
 
3.3.2 Intimacy and Social Actor Theory 
 
Social actors are the participants of a social interaction (van Leeuwen 2008: 23), and their 
linguistic representation can extend beyond that of the Agent-Patient relationship outlined 
above. Van Leeuwen (2008) developed a sociosemantic inventory to analyse the representation 
of social actors in texts. A subset of this complex inventory will be employed here to understand 
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the various ways in which participants of erotic acts—and their relationships to each other—
are represented through discourse. The tools which I will utilise are introduced below with 
examples from van Leeuwen (2008), where possible. 
 
3.3.2.1 Exclusion: Backgrounding and Suppression 
 
Exclusion is the process by which a social actor who is responsible for the performance of an 
action is not explicitly referenced in the main verbal clause. Exclusion can be divided into two 
categories: backgrounding and suppression. Van Leeuwen (2008) defines backgrounding to be 
the process by which the social actor is not mentioned explicitly in relation to the main action, 
but is mentioned elsewhere in the text, while suppression is the lack of any reference to the 
social actor responsible for the action. I will extend van Leeuwen’s (2008) theory of 
backgrounding to distinguish two distinct forms of backgrounded participant: explicit 
backgrounding and implicit backgrounding. Explicit backgrounding is the overt expression of 
the backgrounded social actor through lexical items or personal pronoun. Implicit 
backgrounding, on the other hand, is the implied representation of the backgrounded social 
actor, such as through imperative constructions or null-subject verbs. Implicit backgrounding 
constitute a more extreme form of backgrounding than explicit backgrounding. Chapter 5 will 
present examples of implicit and explicit backgrounding as well as suppression. 
 
Where actors in erotic interactions are not excluded (suppressed or backgrounded), they can be 
represented as personalised or impersonalised participants, as indeterminate or differentiated 
entities, and as functionalised identities. 
 
3.3.2.2 Personalisation and Impersonalisation 
 
Personalisation is the process by which a social actor is represented as a human being, by means 
of nouns or adjectives that contain the semantic feature “human”, e.g. “maternal care” (van 
Leeuwen 2008: 46). In addition, this analysis will include personal pronouns that represent such 
a noun as personalising. Contrarily, impersonalisation is where a social actor is not represented 
as a human, by means of abstract nouns or concrete nouns that do not contain the semantic 
feature “human”, e.g. “changing face of Australia” (van Leeuwen 2008: 46). The effect of 
impersonalisation is the backgrounding of the role and identity of the impersonalised actor (van 
Leeuwen 2008: 46). Objectivation is a subtype of impersonalisation whereby a social actor is 
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represented through metonymical reference, whereby a thing closely associated with the person 
represents his whole (van Leeuwen 2008: 46). A subtype of objectivation that is particularly 
relevant for this analysis is somatisation, a process in which a body part stands as the 
representation of the social actor, e.g. “she put her hand on Mary Kate’s shoulder” (van 
Leeuwen 2008: 47). Somatised nouns that are preceded by a possessive pronoun or genitive 
construction are possessivated, as seen in the previous example (van Leeuwen 2008: 47) and 
relate back to the person of which they form a part. Van Leeuwen (2008) does not suggest a 
name for non-possessivated somatised nouns; for ease of comprehension, I will call the process 
that produces these “complete somatisation”. 
 
3.3.2.3 Differentiation and Indetermination 
 
Social actors can be represented as a specific individual or as an indeterminate member of a 
class. Differentiation is the process in which an anonymous and generic social actor’s identity 
is specified, either through relative clauses or adjectival modification, e.g. “‘uptown’ people in 
American terminology” (van Leeuwen 2008: 40). In contrast, indetermination is the process 
where social actors are represented as anonymised and unspecified individuals, e.g. “someone 
had put flowers on the teacher’s desk” (van Leeuwen 2008: 39). It has the effect of anonymising 
the social actor and rendering their identity as insignificant (van Leeuwen 2008: 40). 
 
3.3.2.4 Functionalisation 
 
Functionalisation is the process whereby social actors are represented through their 
performance of a role or activity rather than through characteristics of their person or character, 
e.g. “interviewer”, “celebrant” or “guardian” (van Leeuwen 2008: 42). In the context of erotic 
interactions, functionalisation is primarily observed in sexual role labels, such as top and 
bottom, which are derived from the role an actor will play during sexual intercourse. 
 
3.4 Summary 
 
This chapter has outlined the research design of this thesis. It has defined and justified in Section 
3.1 the choice of data source and methods of collection and sanitisation. The corpus methods 
introduced in Section 3.2 will form the basis of the quantitative approach to analysis. These 
techniques will elucidate significant trends in the data and provide an empirical basis for the 
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richness afforded by the qualitative interpretations. The analytical frameworks introduced in 
Section 3.3 will found the analysis of the corpus data, firstly through semantic role theory within 
verb semantics in Chapter 4, and secondly through the social actor representations framework 
in Chapter 5. In combining quantitative and qualitative analyses, this thesis will identify the 
salient means of constructing sexualised identities defined by power, pleasure and intimacy. 
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Chapter 4: Power and Pleasure in Semantic Roles 
 
This chapter examines several linguistic means of constructing pleasured and powerful 
sexualised identities in Craigslist men-for-men personal-ads for casual sex, and how the 
constructed identities of the POSTERS and TARGETS together form power relations. 
 
Sex derives pleasure (Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 1996), which is one of the most important, 
and most obvious, motivators for the performance of sexual acts (Meston & Buss 2007: 477). 
In this analysis, pleasure is a general term that reflects the imaginary satisfaction derived from 
the performance of sexual acts, as well as the appreciation of and attitude towards sexual 
practices. Sexual pleasure is unidirectional and not relational: it is not expressed as a hierarchy 
where the available sexual pleasure for distribution is finite; rather, each participant can be 
constructed as sexually pleasured without necessarily influencing the sexual pleasure of the 
other. As will be argued, sexual pleasure is derived primarily from the experience of orgasm in 
sexual acts represented by erotic verbs. Further, this chapter will propose that erotic verbs 
encode pleasure to semantic roles differently. In addition, there are linguistic strategies through 
which imaginary pleasure and satisfaction can be expressed, such as construction of mutual 
agency, overt expressions for sexual climax, and expressions of desire. The use of these 
strategies influences the sexual pleasure of the participants, which reflects the extent to which 
the identities are constructed as appreciative of and desiring sexual satisfaction. 
 
In addition to sexual pleasure, it has been argued that participants pursue sex to feel powerful 
(Hill & Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007). Consequently, this chapter will examine the 
construction of power, between sexualised identities constructed in the texts. Authoritative 
power is the power to control behaviour of other people (Fowler and Kress 1979: 26); in this 
case, it is the power to control the course of a sexual interaction. Authoritative power is 
relational: it is expressed as a hierarchy that defines the relative positions of each participant. 
Authoritative power is therefore asymmetrical—both participants cannot be simultaneously 
empowered or disempowered, and the empowerment of one participant necessarily 
disempowers the other. At the level of the genre, each text represents a set of defined rules for 
a proposed sexual interaction that can either be accepted, through responding to the ad, or 
rejected, through ignoring the ad; in this way, the application of power is unidirectional: there 
is “no hint of negotiation of control” (Fowler and Kress 1979: 27). At the level of the individual 
texts, each specific sexual act represented by an erotic verb is a negotiation of control between 
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POSTER and TARGET: power is therefore bidirectional and open to negotiation at this level. This 
analysis will focus primarily on power at the level of the individual text. While there is inherent 
power in Agency (cf. SFL and CDA analyses: e.g. Fowler and Kress 1979; Lukin et al. 2004; 
Wodak 2009), there are linguistic constructions in the m4m corpus, such as appeals to authority, 
and the construction of mutual agency, that modify power structures. These constructions 
modify the construction of power hierarchies between the Agent and Patient which are 
established through agency. 
 
For reasons of scope, this analysis cannot cover all of the diverse strategies for constructing and 
modifying power. This chapter will therefore investigate the construction and negotiation of 
pleasure and power in 4 linguistic strategies. Section 4.1 will introduce the salient erotic verbs 
found in Craigslist men-for-men personal-ads for casual sex. Section 4.2 will examine the 
expression of climax as a means of heightening sexual pleasure, while Section 4.3 will explore 
constructions of authority and how they influence power hierarchies, and Section 4.4 will 
examine the use of expressions of desire in constructing attitudes and inclinations toward sexual 
acts. Section 4.5 will discuss mutual agency and how it positively influences sexual pleasure 
and power. Finally, Section 4.6 will summarise the findings of the analysis of semantic roles in 
their co-textual environments. 
 
4.1 Erotic Verbs 
 
Erotic verbs are the verbs that refer to sexual activity in the m4m corpus. A lemmatised 
frequency list (see Appendix 5) of the m4m corpus reveals the most frequently occurring verbs 
of sexual practice, and a concordance plot of these verbs reveals the proportion of texts within 
the corpus which contain at least one instance of the erotic verbs. As Table 4.1 illustrates, the 
most salient erotic verbs are SUCK, FUCK, PLAY and BLOW, which appear in more than half 
(51%) of advertisements. 
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Lemma Raw frequency 
Frequency per 
1,000 words 
Proportion of 
advertisements 
SUCK 298 6.36 26.8 % 
FUCK 140 2.99 13.2 % 
PLAY 135 2.88 13.2 % 
BLOW 95 2.03 1.0 % 
All erotic verbs 668 14.26 51.3% 
Table 4.1: Frequency and distribution of erotic verbs 
 
SUCK is the most frequently occurring erotic verb in m4m Craigslist advertisements for casual 
sex, and occurs at least once in more than one-quarter (26.8%) of the advertisements. It denotes 
the action of fellatio; examples of suck are shown in (1)—(2) below. The subject of SUCK is the 
Agent, and the optional object is the Patient. 
 
(1) Like to suck cock in the bush near my place 
(2) Let me start sucking and gagging on your cock 
 
SUCK can be used with the particle off to form a phrasal verb (Matthews 2007) SUCK OFF, as 
seen in examples (3)—(4) below.  
 
(3) Looking to suck off a fit guy. 
(4) Looking for a guy to suck me off 
 
SUCK OFF is semantically related to SUCK—it denotes the action of fellatio—except it carries 
with it an implied result of inducing orgasm which is not found in the base verb. The two verbs 
differ also in the semantic restrictions of their objects. Concordancing of SUCK reveals that the 
object of the particle phrasal verb is semantically restricted to humans, while the object of the 
base verb is not forcefully restricted to body parts, though this is the preferred semantic domain. 
This can be seen in the example concordances in Figure 4.1. Concordancing with context word 
off in horizon 5L to 5R (see Appendix 6) indicates that there are only 26 instances of the phrasal 
verb, accounting for only 9.4% of total instances of the verb SUCK. 
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. Looking for a guy to  suck me off or let me  
  me his boner and says ' suck me off'.   real blokes bl 
  guy to come over and  suck me off until I blow.  
  porn.  You can rim and  suck me too, maybe more. Seeki 
  you dry, then have you  suck me too! Please be near  
  GWM 178c 89k loves to  suck men off, rim beefy ass.  
  to suck cock or be  sucked & more if you wish, up  
  a nice good fuck and  suck :)) must be safe. I love  
  cock. I also enjoy being  sucked, mutual wanking and kis 
  guys to rim my asshole,  suck my cock and take my  
  st george/shire area to  suck my cock and swallow my  
  i need a guy to  suck my cock dry. I wanna  
  horny today, anyone want to  suck my cock? I am 19, slim,  
  for another guy who would  suck my cock in westpoint or  
  a smooth slim twink to  suck my cock, lick my balls &  
  be the first man to  suck my cock, nothing in retur 
  coming around here just to  suck my cock or me fuck  
 .  I would like that you  suck my dick and fuck me  
 t timer/Inexperienced male to  suck my dick. I would prefer  
Figure 4.1: Example concordances of SUCK with default sort 
 
FUCK and PLAY are the next most frequent erotic verbs in the m4m corpus, each occurring at 
least once in 13% of advertisements. PLAY is a euphemistic expression whose referent—the 
specific object for which it stands on this particular invocation (Riemer 2010: 17)—is a non-
specific sexual activity, which can be inferred from the genre of personal-ads for casual sex in 
which it is found. The sense of PLAY is, however, not necessarily sexual in nature: it is 
suggestive of fun and games and camaraderie, particularly those experienced in youth. In this 
way, PLAY highlights the pleasure and enjoyment that can be experienced through sexual 
activity. PLAY is primarily seen in the m4m corpus without objects or adjuncts, as is shown in 
example (5). The subject of PLAY is an Agent. 
 
(5) I’m very inexperienced but am keen to play 
 
PLAY is used in another way in the m4m corpus: there are 40 instances of PLAY followed by the 
prepositional-phrase “with + noun phrase”. Concordancing of PLAY reveals that the head noun 
inside these noun-phrases is most frequently from the semantic domains of either human 
referents or their body parts, as is shown in the example concordances in Figure 4.2.  
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8/curious guy that wants to  play with a young guy or  
 -free and discrete and enjoy  playing with an older guy  Pic 
  want to be tied down  played with and forced to cum  
 I want to meet and  play with and older man only  
  , who wants to do soft  playing with another male, kis 
 ? Keen on k9, love to  play with cocks. Interested in 
  as I am and safe  play with condoms only.   Send 
  with own place looking to  play with dominant black men   
  48, easy going, and bi and  play with gay bi and first  
  and if you want to  play with it a thick 6 inch  
  nice cock that I can  play with later this afternoon 
  for a friendly couple to  play with.  Me:  30 bottom 5'6 
  that wants to come and  play with me. No Asians sorry. 
  group action so I can  play with multiple cocks at on 
  kit a plus love someone  playing with my arse it's  
  I start stroking it. You  play with my ass for a  
  come to my house and  play with my cock. I'm  
  to start with coming and  playing with my dick im 23 als 
 interested in rewarding me to  play with my feet? Looking to  
  good massage. You can can  play with my hole and pull  
Figure 4.2: Example concordances of play with default sort 
 
There are two possible interpretations of the syntax of PLAY + with: verb followed by a 
prepositional phrase (as analysed above), or phrasal verb. When used as a phrasal verb, PLAY 
refers to the action of touching or moving an object (OED). The concordances in Figure 4.2 
suggest that the object of PLAY WITH is semantically restricted to body parts. The object of PLAY 
WITH is the Patient, as is shown in example (6) below. 
 
(6) come to my house and play with my cock 
 
The noun-phrase within the prepositional-phrase following PLAY is not traditionally assigned a 
semantic role, since it is an adjunct to the verb and it does not grammatically participate in the 
action. However, there is a semantic relationship between this noun and the subject of the verb, 
and so it is possible to define the noun’s semantic role as Patient, as is shown in example (7). 
 
(7) hang in bed and i’ll [sic] lightly play with you 
 
FUCK refers to the action of penetrative anal intercourse; examples of FUCK are shown in (8)—
(9) below. The subject is the Agent and the optional object is the Patient. 
 
(8) looking to be fucked hard by one or more men 
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(9) Come fuck my virgin ass?  
 
The object of FUCK is semantically restricted to orifices, such as ass in (9), or to their 
holonymical references, such as implied subject pronoun I in (8). As with SUCK above, FUCK 
can be joined with prepositions around to form a prepositional phrasal verb FUCK AROUND. It 
does not denote the same sexual practice as FUCK; it is a euphemism whose sense is similar to 
that of PLAY, and whose referent is, like PLAY, a non-specific sexual activity. It is an infrequently 
occurring verb, appearing once in the m4m corpus; it is shown in example (10). 
 
(10) want to fuck around with a guy 
 
Concordancing of FUCK, sorted to 1L, reveals another derived verb: FACE FUCK (see Appendix 
7). The sexual practice evoked by the verb is a composite of fellatio and penetrative intercourse, 
such that the penetrating participant inserts his penis into the mouth of the other participant. In 
this way, it is a semantic cross-over of SUCK and FUCK. An example of FACE FUCK is shown in 
example (11) below. It is a relatively uncommon derivative, occurring only 10 times in the m4m 
corpus.  
 
(11) while you face fuck me forcefull[y] 
 
BLOW is the least frequent of the four erotic verbs analysed in the m4m corpus, appearing in 
only 1% of advertisements. BLOW is semantically and grammatically diverse, and refers to one 
of two distinct but related sexual actions. The first referent of BLOW is to orgasm—or, 
specifically, to ejaculate—as is shown in examples (12)—(13). It is a euphemism whose sense 
is aligned to explosion, derived perhaps from the explosive nature of male ejaculation. This use 
of BLOW accounts for 44 (46.3%) of the total instances of BLOW, and is therefore the less 
common secondary sense. The subject of this verb is the Experiencer, since he experiences the 
action of ejaculation without consciously controlling its performance. 
 
(12) let me suck you off until you blow 
(13) and let you blow your load 
 
BLOW can either be used intransitively, as in (12), or transitively (with the noun load), as in 
(13). Concordancing with context word load and horizon 5L to 5R (see Appendix 8) reveals 
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that there are 10 instances of BLOW + load accounting for 11% of the instances of this verb. 
This usage of BLOW + load, as in (13), suggest that the action is actively controlled, since the 
elided participant provides permission (through and let) for the actor to perform the action. The 
subject of this particular use of BLOW will by interpreted as Agent. 
 
The second referent of BLOW is semantically related to the first: it refers to the sexual action 
that is synonymous with the phrasal verb SUCK OFF, meaning to perform fellatio until orgasm 
is achieved.1 It is used transitively, as is shown in example (14). This sense accounts for 51 
(53.7%) of the total instances of BLOW, and is therefore the more common primary sense. In 
this case, the subject of the verb is the Agent and the object is the Patient. 
 
(14) I walk in, blow you, then leave. 
 
The semantic role allocation to participants of erotic verbs determines the distribution of power. 
At the genre-level, this allocation empowers the POSTER who controls the manipulation of the 
text-level distribution of power. At the text-level, the Agent, who is the main actor responsible 
for the performance of the act and who is capable of withholding that performance, is powerful, 
while the Patient is performed on and hence is disempowered (cf. Fowler and Kress 1979). This 
aligns with a SFL transitivity analysis in which agency equates to power (Wodak 2009; Goatly 
2002). In contrast, the Experiencer undergoes an experience of feeling or sensation that is out 
of his conscious control (see Section 3.3.1) and hence is not empowered. As Table 4.2 
illustrates, posters of Craigslist ads more frequently position themselves in the powerful Agent 
role than constructing the TARGET as the powerful participant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 There is a noun derived from this referent of BLOW: blowjob. In spite of its relevance to erotic verbs, it is outside the scope of 
this chapter and will not be analysed. 
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Lemma POSTER as Agent TARGET as Agent Total agency 
SUCK 177 33 210 
FUCK 21 40 61 
PLAY 24 24 48 
BLOW 21 9 30 
All erotic verbs 243 106 349 
Table 4.2: Distribution of agency in erotic verbs 
 
POSTER allocation to Agent role is most prevalent with the erotic verb SUCK, occurring in 177 
of 210 (84%) of all instances of agency, which significantly contributes to the overall 
prominence of assignments of POSTER to the role of Agent. The distribution of agency is not, 
however, consistent across erotic verbs: the majority of instances BLOW (21 of the total 30 = 
70%) have the POSTER as the sole Agent, while the majority of instances of FUCK position the 
TARGET as the powerful Agent (40 of the total 61 = 66%). There are equal proportions of Agent 
roles among POSTERS and TARGETS with the erotic verb PLAY. In sum, POSTERS more often 
assign themselves to the Agent role (70%), rather than the Patient role (30%), thereby 
constructing an identity that is powerfully positioned above the TARGET’s constructed identity.  
 
4.2 Expressions of Climax 
 
Pleasure is derived from sexual acts (Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 1996) which are represented 
by erotic verbs in the m4m corpus. Pleasure is therefore achieved through the imaginary 
performance of erotic verbs, even when an overt expression of satisfaction is lacking. Some 
researchers have asserted that men are primarily motivated by physical release (e.g. Carroll, 
Volk & Hyde 1985; Leigh 1989), while Meston & Buss (2007) have found that men 
prominently endorse items relating to orgasm in particular as motivators for pursuing sex 
(Meston & Buss 2007: 500). Consequently, this section proposes that the degree of sexual 
pleasure experienced by a constructed identity is primarily determined by that identity’s 
reaching orgasm. In this analysis, this semantic role of Beneficiary (see Section 3.3.1) will be 
applied to the participant who derives pleasure from the experience of climax. Climax can be 
implicit in the erotic verb, as shown in example (15), or it can be explicit, as shown in example 
(16). 
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(15) I would like to get sucked and fuck you 
(16) Slide your cock in and fuck me till you cum 
 
The expression of climax in (16) overtly acknowledges the ultimate goal of the sexual act, 
which is implied in (15). The construction of the verb fuck in (16) with an adverbial clause till 
you cum also suggests that the action is complete and ends upon fulfilling the action within the 
adverbial clause. In this way, the action referred to by FUCK is centred around the climax of the 
Agent rather than the Patient. It is the Beneficiary of the climax—whether implicit or explicit—
who is imagined as satisfied by the erotic act and hence bestowed with sexual pleasure. In the 
case of the erotic verb FUCK, it is the Agent—the insertive participant—who is constructed as 
sexually pleasured. The explicit reference to orgasm in (16) heightens the sexual pleasure of 
the Beneficiary, since the climax—and his satisfaction—becomes the focal point of the 
linguistic representation of the action. The erotic verb SUCK functions in a similar way: the 
climactic goal can either be implicit, as shown in example (15) above, or explicit, as shown in 
example (17) below. 
 
(17) I’ll suck your cock & balls to completion 
 
In contrast to FUCK, SUCK denotes an action which has the climax of the Patient as its ultimate 
goal and hence the Beneficiary of sexual pleasure. This can be seen in (17), in which the Agent 
performs the action to completion—a euphemism for climax—on the Patient. The explicit 
reference to climax similarly emphasises the pleasurable goal and hence heightens the Patient’s 
constructed identity of sexual pleasure. The Agent therefore performs the act for the pleasure 
of the Beneficiary, which supports the findings from the psychological field of research that 
pleasing a partner is a primary motivator of performing sex (e.g. Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 
1996). The climactic goal can be expressed in several ways. Examples of explicit climax are 
shown in (16) and (17) above, and (18)—(20) below. 
 
(18) fuck me till you blow 
(19) will suck and swallow 
(20) Im [sic] keen to suck you off 
 
Example (16) expresses the climactic goal cum in an adverbial clause introduced by till; 
similarly, (18) expresses the experience of climax blow in the same adverbial manner. Example 
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(17) expresses the same goal through completion through a prepositional-phrase introduced by 
to. The goal is embedded in (20) within the particle off in the erotic particle phrasal verb suck 
off (see Section 4.1.1), while climax is implied in (19), since the erotic verb swallow necessitates 
the presence of ejaculate. 
 
The two referents of the erotic verb BLOW have the action of orgasm embedded in the verb, as 
outlined above in Section 4.1.1. The primary referent of BLOW—fellatio to the point of 
ejaculation—implicitly expresses the climactic goal and thus emphasises the imaginary 
satisfaction of the Beneficiary: in this case, it is the Patient of BLOW who is sexually pleasured, 
as is shown in example (21). 
 
(21) Let me blow you and go 
 
The secondary referent of BLOW—to ejaculate—refers solely to the performance of climax. It 
differs from the other erotic verbs in that the means to the goal are not encoded in the verb, as 
is shown in example (22). 
 
(22) looking for a guy to suck and blow into my mouth 
 
BLOW acts as an ending to one or more erotic actions, denoting that the climactic goal has been 
achieved, as in (20) where it is used intransitively and signifies the completion of the sexual act 
suck. It is often seen within adverbial clauses introduced by till, as discussed above. In addition, 
it is used in conjunction with other erotic verbs in order to signify the successful completion of 
the main sexual action. However, the climactic goal can be overtly expressed in transitive 
constructions BLOW + load, as shown in example (23). 
 
(23) have me work your cock and balls till you blow the most amazing load. 
 
Transitive use of the secondary referent of BLOW, as in (23), emphasises the climactic goal by 
its being made overt and hence strengthens the predicted satisfaction of the Beneficiary of the 
orgasm. The erotic verb PLAY has the euphemistic referent of ambiguous sexual activity, as 
discussed in Section 4.1.1 above; there are no instances of overt expression of a climactic goal 
with PLAY. This can be explained, in part, by the fact that the sexual action denoted by PLAY is 
not clearly defined and it is incongruous to define the goal of an action that is not fully known. 
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It is reasonable to assert that the participant who performs the action for the sake of the 
Beneficiary’s climax (following the definitions above) also derives sexual pleasure from the 
erotic act: for what other reason would they willingly perform the action than to experience 
pleasure? It is worth noting, however, that there are no instances of overt expressions of climax 
of the Agent of SUCK or BLOW, or the Patient of the erotic verb FUCK. This disregard for the 
satisfaction of the participant not assigned to the Beneficiary role demonstrates how POSTERS 
in male-male personal-ads for casual sex construct imaginary sexual encounters where the 
traditional Beneficiary of the sexual act (as outlined above) is the only participant whose 
pleasure is linguistically constructed. 
 
The proportion of overt expressions of the Beneficiary’s climax through erotic action is 
dependent on the erotic verb. As Table 4.3 illustrates, overt references to climax are largely 
uncommon within the m4m corpus, and SUCK and BLOW have the greatest number of explicit 
references to climax, while FUCK and PLAY have relatively few. 
 
Lemma POSTER as Agent TARGET as Agent Raw frequency 
Proportion of 
agency instances 
SUCK 41 13 54 25.7 % 
FUCK 0 5 5 8.2 % 
PLAY 0 0 0 0.0 % 
BLOW 4 5 9 30 % 
All erotic verbs 45 23 68 19.5 % 
Table 4.3: Explicit expressions of climax of traditional Beneficiary in erotic verbs with Agents 
 
Expressions of climax occur proportionately most frequently with the verb SUCK AND BLOW 
(26% and 30% respectively), while no expressions occur with PLAY. The prevalence of 
expressions of climax with SUCK and BLOW could possibly be explained by the physical 
proximity between the ejaculate and the facial sensory systems of the Agent during the sexual 
act, which promotes the viability of the Agent’s experiencing (through sight, touch, or taste) 
the climax. In contrast, the lack of expressions of climax with PLAY could possibly be explained 
by the euphemistic sense of the verb which does not include the semantic feature “sexual”. 
 
The assignment of the POSTER to the Agent role of SUCK and BLOW—the semantic roles in which 
the derivation of satisfaction is never linguistically explicit—is the most commonly occurring 
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type of assignment (see Table 4.2 above), embedding the POSTER in a role in which his sexual 
pleasure is undefined and never linguistically constructed. By contrast, FUCK rarely co-occurs 
with expressions for climax, and never when the POSTER is the insertive participant (the Agent) 
who derives sexual pleasure. For this verb, there are half as many POSTERS assigned to the role 
of Agent as there are to the role of Patient (see Table 4.2 above). 
 
Thus, it could be argued that the POSTERS of personal-ads for casual sex on Craigslist are, more 
often than not, characterised by self-assignment to the service roles in sexual practice, which 
aligns with findings that partner-pleasing is a key motivator for sex (Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 
1996). In this way, the POSTERS construct themselves as partner-pleasers rather than as identities 
of heightened sexual pleasure through assignment to the Beneficiary role with possible overt 
expressions of climax. 
 
4.3 Appeals to Authority 
 
The use of authority through commands has been found to be a significant tactic among men to 
influence sexual interaction (Howard et al. 1986: 105). At the genre-level, there is no need to 
explicitly request permission for any imaginary sexual acts, since a reader of the personal-ad 
will not respond if they do not consent to the erotic actions expressed within. In this way, every 
advertisement requests permission to perform an action. At the text-level, however, the POSTER 
can appeal to the TARGET’s authority when asserting his imaginary sexual interaction thereby 
negotiating the power of the constructed identities within. Fowler and Kress (1979) note that 
while commands express inequality, they do not “necessarily imply conflict of interests” 
(Fowler and Kress 1979: 27); in m4m corpus texts, appeals to authority are made in order to 
appeal to the interests and comfort of the TARGET’s constructed identity. Concordancing of 
SUCK with sorting 2L–1L reveals that requests to authority (e.g. let me) are a feature of the m4m 
corpus, as is shown in example concordances in Figure 4.3. 
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r guys. Into kissing touching  sucking and wanking. Intereste 
 ,get on his knees and  suck my soft cock hard till  
  one has to know i  sucked you off... Married men  
  ur pants and let me  suck ur clean cock...serious q 
  a pic and let me  suck you off until you blow.   
  monster out and lets me  suck till he cums..... can tra 
 d experimenting or letting me  suck him off. Doesn't matter  
 I want to lick and  suck your hard throbbing clean 
  feet sniffed and licked,toes  sucked clean. I like to lie  
 ing, fondling and licking and  sucking to completion, nothing 
Figure 4.3: Example concordances of SUCK with sort 2L–1L 
 
Linguistic manifestations of this request from the Agent to perform a sexual act (represented 
by an erotic verb) on the Patient constructs a relationship in which the Patient is empowered: 
he has power. This is because the Patient is afforded the option of declining the offer for that 
particular act, and subsequently withholding the Agent’s possible sexual pleasure, as is shown 
in examples (24)—(26). 
 
(24) i would like to suck your dick and fuck your ass too if it is possible 
(25) I like to [sic] my cock to be serviced and will suck urs as well if you wish 
(26) Let me blow you and go 
 
There are several means of constructing requests for permission. The most prominent is through 
conditional clauses introduced by if, as in (24) and (25) above, which express the performance 
of a sexual activity as conditional on the permission or willingness of the Patient. Another 
means is the use of the imperative let me, as seen in (26) above. There is a distinction in the 
way that these structures alter the participants’ constructed identity of power. The use of if-
clauses places overt emphasis on the desires of the Patient, while the imperative construction 
forcefully requests authority and focusses the attention on the desire of the Agent to perform 
the action. The net outcome is the same, however: the TARGET and Patient experiences 
empowerment by the deferral for authority. As Table 4.4 illustrates, requests for authority are 
quite common within the m4m corpus: they occur in 37% of advertisements with erotic verbs 
in which the POSTER is the Agent. 
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Lemma Let me… If you… 
Proportion of ads 
(POSTER as Agent) 
SUCK 8 29 20.9% 
FUCK 8 12 95.2% 
PLAY 2 12 58.3% 
BLOW 3 5 47.1% 
All erotic verbs 25 64 37.2% 
Table 4.4: Instances of appeals to authority 
 
Appeals to authority are most frequent with the erotic verb FUCK at 95% of instances of the 
verb. This is almost double the proportion of appeals that occur with the verbs PLAY and BLOW. 
Requests for authority occur with SUCK in only 21% of the instances of this verb. The 
considerable difference in proportions can possibly be attributed to the sexual pleasure 
distribution inherent in sexual practices (see Section 4.1.1): the Agent of FUCK is satisfied by 
the climax, and since the Patient’s climactic pleasure is never overtly expressed, it is arguable 
that the Agent must seek permission to perform an action from which he primarily enjoys the 
pleasure derived from climax. This contrasts with SUCK and BLOW, in which the Agent performs 
the action for the sake of the pleasure of the Patient. It is clear from the examples above that 
requests for Patient’s permission to enact an erotic verb constructs the Patient’s identity as 
powerful, while the POSTER’s identity is constructed as less powerful. This appears to conflict 
with the finding within the psychological field of research that men use authority to influence 
sex (Howard et al. 1986), since the male POSTERS’ identities of Craigslist personal-ads for casual 
sex often appeal to the authority of the TARGET identity. 
 
4.4 Expressions of Desire 
 
It has been shown that in personal-ads where a POSTER seeks a TARGET, terms that represent 
desire are common (e.g. Davidson 1991; Shalom 1997). The lemmatised frequency list (see 
Appendix 5) reveals that the expression of desire WANT is a highly frequent verb in the m4m 
corpus. Concordancing of WANT with default sort indicates that this expression of desire appears 
primarily in two distinct patterns of usage (see Appendix 9). Firstly, WANT represents the 
prototypical seek component of personal-ads, as identified by Coupland (1996: 106), that 
establishes the relationship between the POSTER and the TARGET. This use of the expression of 
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desire is commonly followed by a noun-phrase introduced by the indefinite article a, as is shown 
in examples (27). 
 
(27) I genuinely want a skinny or hunky twink 
 
Secondly, WANT specifies the inclination to perform a sexual act and is followed by an infinitive 
construction (to + verb), as is shown in example (28). 
 
(28) Want to suck a cock right now. 
 
Example concordances of WANT demonstrating the prominence of this usage, both with erotic 
verbs and with other representations of sexual acts, are shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
  bi or curious guys who  want to be fucked are welcome  
 any guys  want to be my first step   
  those rare occasions when I  want to be on my back  
 . I do not join,comment, want to be part of any  
  play a dad teacher role  wanting to be pleased by your  
 hey,  i've always  wanted to be rimmed but the  
  an older str8 bloke that  wants to be serviced while he  
  but if you can I  want to be shown an assortment 
  I want to fulfill. I  want to be stripped, worshippe 
  genuine bi guy who justs  wants to be submissive to a  
  (18-30), horny and clean and  want to be sucked and to  
  for free all backpacker who  want to be sucked and maybe  
 Horny fat teen  wants to be taught how to  
 appreciate the same.   If you  want to be the one to  
 I  want to be tied down played  
  somewhere we can fuck I  want to be treated as a  
 ucked hard + deep throated. I  want to be turned into a  
  male/naked male fantasy. I  want to be undressed, massaged 
 I have a fantasy i  want to be work fixing a  
 Just  want to blow on a nice  
  NOR DRIVE BUT IF ANYONE  WANTS TO CHILL AND SMOKE SOME  
 Want a hot top that  wants to come and play with  
 Looking for guys under 40 who  want to come over, watch porn, 
Figure 4.4: Example concordances of WANT with default sort 
 
There are many expressions within the semantic domain of desire in the m4m corpus (of which 
WANT is the most salient) and an analysis of these expressions will reveal how expressing desire 
affects the construction of sexually powerful identities. For reasons of scope, this analysis will 
focus solely on the use of expressions with sexual acts—the second pattern of usage outlined 
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above—and only expressions with a normalised frequency greater than 1 per 1,000 words will 
be analysed. Table 4.5 illustrates the most salient expressions of desire identified from the 
lemmatised frequency list that fall within the scope of this analysis. 
 
Lemma Raw frequency 
Frequency per 
1,000 words 
Proportion of 
expressions 
WANT 332 7.1 36.2% 
LIKE 216 4.6 23.6% 
LOVE 162 3.5 17.7% 
keen 109 2.3 11.9% 
PREFER 98 2.1 10.7% 
All expressions 
of desire 
917 19.6 100% 
Table 4.5: Frequency and proportion of expressions of desire 
 
Expression of an identity’s desire in the context of a sexual act defines the extent to which he—
the Experiencer who perceives or feels something (see Section 3.3.1)—is inclined to participate 
in that action and thus foreshadows the amount of satisfaction that will be experienced in the 
possible future sexual encounter. In this way, the use of expressions of desire construct an 
identity for the Experiencer that is sexually pleasured. Extensive psychological research has 
already demonstrated that pleasure is a key motivator for engaging in sex (e.g. Leigh 1989; Hill 
& Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007): this analysis seeks to further confirm this finding by 
showing the extent to which POSTERS of Craigslist personal-ads linguistically encode pleasure. 
 
Expressions of desire situate the sexual action on a scale that reflects the extent to which the 
participant assigned to the roles of Experiencer (of the desire) and Agent (of the sexual act) 
expresses his pleasure and desire to enact the erotic verb. The expression of desire can also 
relate to the performance of an action by another participant, in which case the desirous 
participant is assigned to the roles of Experiencer and Patient. The position on that scale 
determines the extent to which his identity is constructed as sexually pleasured: the greater the 
expression of desire, the greater the construction of the expectation of satisfaction from 
performing the act and hence the construction of an identity with greater sexual pleasure. In the 
m4m corpus, LIKE and LOVE are commonly expressed conditionally as would like and would 
love; for the sake of ease of comprehension, conditional forms will be included as part of the 
lemmatised forms. 
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The impressionistic interpretation of the degrees of desire and changes to the construction of 
sexual empowerment can be represented graphically. As Figure 4.5 illustrates, this thesis 
proposes that keen, WANT and LIKE has less impact on constructing identities of sexual 
empowerment than PREFER and LOVE, which construct identities that are sexually pleasured to 
the greatest extent. 
  
 keen/want/like (minimal sexual pleasure)  
 prefer 
 love  (maximal sexual pleasure) 
Figure 4.5: Scale of expressions of desire 
 
Keen, WANT and LIKE suggest the POSTER’s manifest desire and interest in performing a sexual 
act as Agent, as is shown in examples (29)—(32). The expression of these degrees of desire 
constructs the Experiencer’s identity as more sexually pleasured than an identity constructed 
that expressed no desire, since that Experiencer of desire constructs himself as explicitly eager 
or desiring to engage in a sexual act that he enjoys, from which he would presumably derive 
pleasure. WANT is the most prominent of the expressions of desire (36% of the total 
expressions), with LIKE being the second most prominent of these expressions (24%). 
 
(29) I’m keen to suck you off 
(30) I just want to suck some cock 
(31) i like to face fuck 
(32) I would like to suck your dick and fuck your ass 
 
Desire can also be expressed by the Patient of the sexual acts, as shown in example (33). 
 
(33) I want to be undressed, massaged, fondled, licked, sucked, 
 
The expression of desire influences the pleasure that is associated with Agent and Patient roles 
in sexual acts. Section 4.2 demonstrated that the pleasure from an act is derived principally 
from ejaculation. The examples above provide evidence that the roles associated with the non-
ejaculator (e.g. the Agent of SUCK and BLOW and the Patient of FUCK) nevertheless express the 
Expressions of desire 
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derivation of pleasure from the performance of an act and are able to construct identities of 
sexual pleasure. 
 
PREFER expresses an overt desire on the part of the POSTER to be assigned to one particular 
semantic role in a sexual act. While PREFER does not co-occur explicitly with the erotic verbs, 
it co-occurs with sexual role labels (see Section 5.4) that implicitly align to semantic roles, as 
is shown in example (34). 
 
(34) I prefer btm but am happy to go both ways 
  
The role label btm in (34) refers to the receptive role in the sexual act referred to by FUCK and 
aligns to the semantic role Patient. In this example, the POSTER and Experiencer expresses his 
desire to be assigned to the Patient role, while stating his willingness to be assigned to the Agent 
role which he presumably enjoys. In this way, PREFER overtly expresses that the Experiencer 
predicts greater pleasure from Patient role of FUCK than the traditionally empowering Agent 
role, and thus creates an identity that is more greatly sexually pleasured than a constructed 
identity that expresses desire through keen, WANT or LIKE.  
 
Finally, the verb LOVE suggests a great amount of pleasure (OED 2008) and inclination to 
perform a sexual act, and is similarly used to express inclination towards actions in which the 
Experience plays both the Agent, as is shown in example (35), and the Patient, as is shown in 
example (36). Love is an extreme expression of desire that constructs the Experiencer’s identity 
as more sexually pleasured than is able to be constructed with other expressions of desire. LOVE 
is the third most prominent expression of desire in the m4m corpus, accounting for 18% of the 
total instances of these expressions. 
 
(35) [I] would love to suck a hot footy/rugby player through the leg hole of his shorts. 
(36) I like to be throat fucked 
 
Expressions of desire have been demonstrated to reflect the POSTER’s inclination towards 
performing a sexual act as Agent or having a sexual act performed on him as Patient, thereby 
modifying the extent to which the POSTER’s identity is constructed as sexually pleasured. 
Concordancing of WANT with sort 1L-1R (see Appendix 10) reveals that the TARGET can also 
be constructed to express the same range of desires, as is shown in examples (37)—(39). 
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(37) You either want your cock sucked or you want to fuck a hot btm 
(38) It’s up to you when you want to get blown 
(39) I like really masc guys who like to fuck ass and get their cock sucked. 
(40) You aged 25-40 who is located in and around Sydney/City/CBD with a cut cock 
that loves to be sucked dry. 
 
In the examples above, the POSTER constructs the identity of the TARGET as sexually pleasured. 
The TARGET Experiencer can be assigned to either Agent or Patient roles, as can be seen with 
the two erotic verbs sucked and fuck in example (37). Collocation tests of expressions of desires 
reveal that erotic verbs (and other sexual practices) significantly co-occur with these expression. 
As Table 4.6 illustrates, WANT and LOVE collocate with the erotic verbs SUCK, FUCK and PLAY, 
while LIKE and keen collocate with only one erotic verb and PREFER does not have any erotic 
verb collocates. 
 
Lemma Erotic verb collocates Other sexual act collocates 
WANT FUCK, PLAY, SUCK cum 
LIKE FUCK sex 
LOVE SUCK, PLAY, FUCK deepthroat, swallow, cum 
keen PLAY — 
PREFER — — 
Table 4.6: Erotic verb and sexual act collocates of expressions of desire 
 
Expressions of desire significantly co-occur with erotic verbs. WANT and LOVE co-occur with 
the greatest number of erotic verbs and other sexual act terms, which reveals that these 
expressions of desire are prominently used in the m4m corpus to exaggerate the extent of the 
sexual pleasure derived from the imaginary sexual act. LIKE collocates with FUCK and keen 
collocates with PLAY, which signifies that these expressions are significantly prevalent in 
enhancing imagined sexual pleasure derived from the acts represented by these erotic verbs. 
PREFER does not have any erotic verbal collocates and hence is not used frequently enough in 
this specific construction to be considered significant. While BLOW is not a collocate of any of 
the expressions of desire, it is worth noting that 3 of the 5 collocates for other sexual acts (cum, 
cum, swallow) are expressions of climax and hence have a synonymous function to BLOW. 
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In sum, the saliency of erotic expressions of desire demonstrates that a large proportion of 
POSTERS express desire through their constructed identity, and through the constructed identity 
of their TARGET, to perform the sexual acts represented in Craigslist personal-ads for casual sex. 
Thus, it could be argued that the constructed identities of participants in online personal-ads for 
casual sex are characterised by relatively high sexual desire and pleasure. In this way, it gives 
weight to the findings that a key purpose of pursuing sex is pleasure (e.g. Leigh 1989; Hill & 
Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007), since a considerable proportion of the POSTERS explicitly 
construct pleasure through language. 
 
4.5 Mutual Agency 
 
The distinction between Agent and Patient is not always realised in erotic verbs. It is possible 
to construct the performance as a mutual sexual act, such that the each participant is both Agent 
and Patient. Mutual agency in erotic verbs necessitates that both participants derive an identical 
amount of pleasure from the action (cf. Section 2.2: Expressions of Climax). There are three 
strategies for constructing mutual agency: reciprocal pronouns, plural pronouns, and mutual 
noun-phrases. Reciprocal pronouns assign both the POSTER and TARGET to the semantic role of 
Agent, as is shown in example (41). 
 
(41) we can suck each other as well 
 
The use of the reciprocal pronoun each other in (41) constructs both participants as equally 
powerful and having enhanced sexual pleasure in this immediate erotic context: both initiate 
and perform the same action, and both benefit equally. Reciprocal pronouns do not co-occur 
with all erotic verbs, however. Erotic verbs FUCK, BLOW and PLAY never co-occur with 
reciprocal pronouns in the m4m corpus, and therefore have no overt expressions of reciprocity. 
The construction of plural agency through first-person plural pronouns is another means of 
expressing mutual agency, as is shown in examples (42)—(43). 
 
(42) Let’s party and play guys 
(43) we can have a play 
In (42), the use of contracted first-person plural pronoun us in let’s establishes both participants 
as Agent of the verb play. Similarly, the first-person plural pronoun we in (43) positions both 
participants as Agent. In this way, plural agency constructs two identities in the Agent role 
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whose sexual pleasure and power are equally matched, since both initiate and perform the action 
for the same derived pleasure. Plural pronouns are not sufficient conditions of mutual agency, 
however, as is shown in example (44). 
 
(44) we can fuck[:] I want to be treated as a sex slave 
 
In (44) the participants are constructed as equal Agents through the use of we, as in (43) above; 
the power balance does not continue throughout the sentence, however, as the POSTER 
constructs himself as subordinate to the TARGET through the overt expression sex slave, which 
creates a relationship of unbalanced power. The third strategy for creating mutual agency is 
through the use of the word mutual, which suggests a similar equality of power through the 
creation of a sense of reciprocity, as is shown in examples (45)—(47). 
 
(45) anyone up for mutual sucking 
(46) looking for any guy between 25 and 45 for mutual play 
(47) looking for guys who are around on Saturday for mutual blow or fuck. 
 
The noun-phrase mutual + noun (derived from an erotic verb) functions in an identical way to 
the reciprocal pronoun in (41) in promoting participants as equally powerful. It is clear from 
(45)—(47) above that mutuality through the mutual noun-phrase construction is a possible 
feature of all erotic verbs. Mutual agency is a considerably less prominent construction than 
unidirectional agency. As Table 4.7 illustrates, mutual agency is particularly uncommon with 
erotic verbs FUCK, SUCK and BLOW. However, mutuality accounts for almost 18% of the total 
instances of the verb PLAY, which reflects the euphemistic sense of camaraderie and 
conviviality.  
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Lemma 
Instances of 
mutual agency 
Proportion of all 
constructions 
SUCK 12 4.7 % 
FUCK 4 4.2 % 
PLAY 15 17.6 % 
BLOW 0 0.0 % 
All erotic verbs 31 9.0 % 
Table 4.7: Instances of mutual agency in erotic verbs 
 
In sum, mutual agency in erotic verbs constructs identities of POSTER and TARGET as equally 
ranked in terms of power, through the assignment of both participants to the role of Agent, who 
brings about an action for which causation is explicit (Lukin et al. 2004). The participants are 
also constructed as equally sexually pleasured, since both are able to derive the satisfaction 
associated with the traditional climax role. 
 
4.6 Summary 
 
Chapter 4 has investigated four strategies for constructing powerful identities within the 
immediate context of sexual acts represented by erotic verbs. POSTERS construct identities for 
themselves and for their TARGET in Craigslist personal-ads for casual sex that are characterised 
by more or less sexual pleasure and power depending on the manner in which the erotic action 
and its co-text are expressed. It has argued that the use of expressions of desire to engage in 
sexual actions in which the climactic goal is overtly expressed result in the construction of 
online identities that are significantly more sexually pleasured than identities who do not 
express an attitude towards sexual acts in which they perform the service. 
 
It has been demonstrated that: 
 the sexual act of fellatio, referred to by the erotic verbs SUCK and BLOW, is the most 
frequently invoked sexual act in the m4m corpus, in which the majority of POSTERS align 
themselves with the disempowered service-role (Agent); 
 explicit reference to climax (e.g. till you cum, to completion) is largely uncommon, but 
its limited use, particularly in SUCK and BLOW, emphasises the focus on service by 
POSTERS; 
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 Agents do not have complete power and often seek permission (e.g. let me, if you want) 
from the Patient to perform a sexual act, particularly FUCK; 
 expressions of desire (e.g. want, like, love) occur significantly prominently in 
constructing various degrees of the participants’ positive attitudes and inclinations 
towards performing sexual acts; 
 mutual agency of erotic verbs is a significantly infrequent construction. 
 
These patterns suggest that there is a degree of variation in the extent to which POSTER 
constructs his and his TARGET’s identities as sexually pleasured, and their relationship of power 
as equal or polarised. There is significant variation in constructing relationships of power on 
Craigslist personal-ads for male-male casual sex: it is clear, however, that not all POSTERS 
construct an online sexualised identity which is positioned as more powerful than the TARGET’s 
constructed identity. Ultimately, most POSTERS appear to construct identities that are 
characterised by high sexual pleasure. The analyses provides linguistic support for previous 
research around the motivation of pleasure in engaging in sexual acts (e.g. Leigh 1989; Hill & 
Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007), and questioned the findings around the use of authority 
by men in sexual interaction (Howard et al. 1986). 
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Chapter 5: Intimacy in Social Actor Analysis 
 
This chapter examines the means of representing social actors in Craigslist personal-ads for 
casual sex, and how these representations construct relationships of intimacy between the 
participants of the sexual act. Intimacy has been extensively recognised as a key motivator in 
pursuing sex (Leigh 1989; Basson 2000), particularly among women (Buss 2003), and has been 
described by key terms “emotional closeness”, “bonding” and “affection” (Meston & Buss 
2007: 478). In this analysis, intimacy is the emotional closeness or proximity of the social actors 
in the imaginary erotic actions, as created by the language, such that participants represented as 
intimate are emotionally proximate. This chapter will provide an analysis of 4 representational 
processes in personal-ads for casual sex, and will examine how these representations construct 
varying degrees of intimacy between the two participants. Section 5.1 will describe the 
exclusion of social actors in passive constructions and identify the scale of backgrounding. 
Section 5.2 will explore the impersonalisation of social actors, focussing particularly on the 
representation of somatised participants. Section 5.3 will analyse the standard means of 
representing participants as indeterminate and the use of adjectives in differentiation. Finally, 
Section 5.4 will explore the well-established dichotomy of sexual role labels as a process of 
social actor functionalisation. 
 
5.1 Exclusion 
 
Exclusion is the process whereby a social actor is not explicitly referenced. In the m4m corpus, 
exclusion is signalled by the absence of a prepositional phrase “by NP” after the erotic verb in 
the passive voice. In being excluded, a participant’s role in the action is rendered less 
significant; in the case of exclusion from an erotic act, only one participant is portrayed as being 
involved in the action while the other is alienated from the action and the other participant. In 
this way, exclusion constructs relationships characterised by low intimacy. As Table 5.1 
illustrates, passive constructions for erotic verbs occur considerably less frequently (13.9% of 
all instances of erotic verbs) than active constructions (86.1%). 
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Erotic verb Active voice Passive voice 
SUCK 84.1% 15.9% 
FUCK 74.2% 25.8% 
PLAY
1 98.1% 1.9% 
BLOW 93.9% 6.1% 
All erotic verbs 86.1% 13.9% 
Table 5.1: Proportions of active/passive voice in erotic verbs 
 
The proportion of erotic verbs that appear in the passive voice is small, and so opportunities for 
excluded representation are generally quite limited in these personal-ads for casual sex. 
However, FUCK and SUCK appear in the passive voice more often than average (26% and 16% 
respectively) which means social actors are more likely to be excluded in the representation of 
sexual practices denoted by these verbs. As Table 5.2 illustrates, the vast majority of passive 
erotic constructions represent the social actor who performs the erotic act through exclusion, 
thereby reducing the significance of his role and identity (van Leeuwen 2008: 29). 
 
Erotic verb 
Representations 
of exclusion 
Proportion of 
possible instances 
SUCK 42 89.4 % 
FUCK 27 87.1% 
PLAY 0 0.0 % 
BLOW 6 100.0 % 
All erotic verbs 75 89.3 % 
Table 5.2: Frequency of exclusion among erotic verbs 
 
Advertisements with BLOW consistently represent the social actor responsible for the action as 
excluded, while participants responsible for enacting the verbs FUCK and SUCK are represented 
as excluded in almost 90% of total instances. The social actors in passive constructions are 
therefore frequently represented as alienated from the erotic act and constructed as insignificant 
and emotionally distanced from the other participant. Exclusion can be categorised into 
                                                 
1 There are two instances of PLAY in the passive voice that follow the pattern “to be played with”, in spite of its general status 
as intransitive in the m4m corpus.  
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backgrounding, where the excluded actor is present in the text but not involved in the erotic 
action, and suppression, where the excluded actor is not mentioned anywhere in text. 
 
5.1.1 Backgrounding 
 
Backgrounded social actors are excluded from the main erotic action, but are represented 
elsewhere in the text, rendering their identities overt yet deemphasised (van Leeuwen 2008: 
29). My extension of van Leeuwen’s (2008) theory of backgrounding distinguishes two types 
of reference to backgrounded actors—explicit and implicit—that differentiates the extent to 
which participants are backgrounded and, therefore, the extent of their sexualised identities’ 
insignificance. Explicit backgrounding occurs when the excluded social actor is represented 
through a lexical item, such as guys, or pronoun, such as you, that refers to that actor. Implicit 
backgrounding, on the other hand, are those made through imperative constructions in which 
the social actor is not overtly expressed but whose existence is implied through the verb. 
 
5.1.1.1 Explicit Backgrounding 
 
An explicitly backgrounded participant’s identity and role is separated from the erotic action 
and is therefore constructed as less important than the other participant’s. Explicit 
backgrounding can be seen in examples (48)—(49). 
 
(48) just looking to get my dick sucked, maybe rimmed too if youre [sic] keen 
(49) i would like to get sucked and fuck you 
 
In (48), it is a reasonable inference to identify the social actor represented by you as the 
performer of the verb sucked, who, in spite of being excluded (there is no prepositional “by” 
phrase), is introduced later in the text in the conditional clause if youre keen. A relationship 
between these two participants is therefore overtly constructed, which is strengthened by the 
POSTER’s appeal to the TARGET’s authority and inclination with if youre keen (cf. Sections 4.3 
and 4.4). The identity of the SUCK-performing social actor in (49) can similarly be inferred from 
the text that follows the passive erotic verb sucked: the participant represented by you is the 
recipient of the action FUCK and can be reasonably interpreted as the performer of the verb 
SUCK, given the semantic relation of the two verbs sucked and fuck in the sentence. In this way, 
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the identity of the backgrounded TARGET is constructed as less important than that of the 
POSTER, and the intimacy between the two participants is reduced. 
 
The extent to which a social actor is backgrounded is dependent on the grammatical distance 
between the passive verb and the representation of that social actor. In (49) above, the actor 
represented by you is within a verb phrase VP that is distinct from, but coordinated to, the VP 
containing the passive verb. In this way, the actor is close to the main action and is therefore 
considerably involved with the performance. Compare this to examples (50)—(51) below 
which demonstrate greater grammatical distance between participants. 
 
(50) hi guys[,] I'm horny as hell, a little drunk[.] i love to such [sic] and wanna get 
fucked 
(51) love to be sucked. I have a dark room in Enmore where we can be discrete. 
 
In (50), the possible actors of the verb fucked are those referenced in the vocative construction 
hi guys at the beginning. Although the invocation of the actors is separated from the verb by 
only a handful of words, they are grammatically distant owing to their being in distinct 
sentences. Similarly, the use of the first-person plural pronoun we in (51) identifies the two 
participants. In spite of the direct reference, the separation of the pronoun from the erotic verb 
sucked highlights the insignificance of the TARGET’s identity in the action. The relationship 
between the social actor and erotic verb in (50)—(51) is contextually inferred rather than 
grammatically; there is therefore greater emotional distance between the actors than in (49). 
 
5.1.1.2 Implicit Backgrounding 
 
Implicit backgrounding is a more extreme degree of backgrounding that obstructs the identity 
of the performing social actor to a greater extent than explicit backgrounding. An implicitly 
backgrounded participant is not represented through a discrete lexical form, but rather is implied 
through imperative construction or verbs with null-subject. Examples of implicit 
backgrounding can be seen in examples (52)—(53). 
 
(52) Keen to get my cock sucked in the city today, nice cock waiting to unload, 
Hit me up let’s bust a load. Free till about 3ish. Prefer close to my age.  
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(53) Looking for a nice good fuck and suck :)) must be safe. I love to be throat 
fucked mmmmm 
 
In spite of there being no mention of the performer of the erotic verb get … sucked in (52), the 
social actor performing that action clearly does exist, just not explicitly in the discourse. Instead, 
the actor is implied through the imperative constructions hit and let’s. In example (53), the 
social actor performing the action denoted by the verb FUCK is implied through the phrase must 
be safe, for which the subject pronoun you is omitted. The omission of an overt reference to the 
performing actor eliminates almost all possibility of connection—intimate or otherwise—
between the social actors, since only one social actor is overtly instantiated lexically, and 
constructs a relationship that is therefore less intimate than one featuring explicit 
backgrounding participant representation. 
 
5.1.2 Suppression 
 
Suppressed social actors are excluded from the main erotic action and are not referred to 
anywhere in the text. It is a more radical form of exclusion than backgrounding and results in 
the performing actor’s identity being unknown and, subsequently, irrelevant. Suppression is far 
less frequent in the m4m corpus than backgrounding, occurring once only in the m4m corpus. 
Suppression of the TARGET’s identity is demonstrated in example (54). 
 
(54) Looking to play outdoors tonite love to swallow cock drink a load love to be 
fucked amyl piss drinking and outdoor play. 
 
By making no reference to the other participant in the erotic action, the POSTER renders the 
TARGET’s identity completely insignificant in their relationship. In this way, suppression 
constructs relationships of extremely diminished intimacy. 
 
5.2  Personalisation and Impersonalisation 
 
As we have seen in Chapter 4, the erotic verbs FUCK, SUCK, PLAY and BLOW denote sexual 
actions that may define two social actors. The first actor is the performer of the action, while 
the second is the one who is performed on, or, as is the case with PLAY, the one who is played 
with. This second actor is the erotic object of the verb. As Table 5.3 illustrates, SUCK and FUCK 
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are most frequently used transitively with an expressed erotic object, while PLAY and BLOW are 
more frequently used without. Chapter 4 discussed these patterns in relation to agency and 
power; this chapter will examine the patterns of representation in relation to intimacy. The 
erotic object can be represented in two distinct ways in online personal-ads for casual sex: 
personalised and impersonalised. 
 
Erotic verb 
Ads with  
erotic objects 
Proportion of 
total ads 
FUCK 93 66.4% 
SUCK 218 73.2% 
PLAY 48 35.6% 
BLOW 17 17.9% 
All erotic verbs 376 56.3% 
Table 5.3: Instances of erotic objects for im/personalisation 
 
5.2.1 Personalisation 
 
Personalisation produces a personalised object, which represents that participant as a human 
being. It functions primarily to emphasise the potential intimacy between two participants by 
highlighting their shared humanity, and is linguistically encoded through personal pronouns 
that represent a human actor, as in examples (55)—(56), or noun phrases denoting people, as 
in examples (57)—(58).  
 
(55) No talking just suck me for a minute then leave. 
(56) I would like to get sucked and fuck you. 
(57) looking to venture into m2m by blowing a younger guy 
(58) looking to play with dominant black men 
 
Personalisation of the erotic object is a common process in Craigslist advertisements. As Table 
5.4 illustrates, the majority (59.3%) of erotic objects are represented as personalised, through 
either a noun-phrase or a personal pronoun. Erotic objects of the verbs FUCK, PLAY1 and BLOW 
are more often than not personalised, and erotic objects of SUCK are personalised 45% of the 
                                                 
1 PLAY is an intransitive verb that is unable to take a direct object. In spite of this, the noun phrase (NP) that frequently appears 
after the verb within the prepositional phrase “with NP” is treated as an erotic object. 
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time. This is in spite of the fact a relatively large proportion of personal-ads with erotic verbs 
PLAY and BLOW are used without an erotic object that is capable of being personalised (see 
Table 5.3 above). 
 
Erotic verb 
Instances of 
personalisation 
Proportion of ads 
with erotic object 
FUCK 73 78.5 % 
SUCK 99 45.4 % 
PLAY 34 70.8 % 
BLOW 17 100 % 
All erotic verbs 223 59.3 % 
Table 5.4: Instances of personalisation of erotic objects 
 
The verbs FUCK and PLAY have a significantly high proportion of instances of personalisation, 
such that participants of the action of these verbs are represented more often as intimate than 
with other verbs. (The case of BLOW will be discussed below.) A possible explanation for the 
frequent use of personalisation with FUCK is that the action denoted by the verb is arguably the 
most intimate and connected male-male sexual act, often with the two participants being 
physically closer than any other act, with a greater degree of body contact. Further, there is the 
possibility for two-way verbal communication between the participants that is not present in 
the acts denoted by SUCK and BLOW, and so the act offers a unique chance for physical and non-
physical connection. In this way, it is perhaps more likely that the erotic object of the verb FUCK 
would be represented as a whole person with whom the other social actor can adequately 
connect. 
 
In the case of PLAY, the euphemistic referent is an erotic act that remains undefined (see Section 
4.1), which possibly affords the participants the flexibility to explore various erotic acts 
between them. In this way, the erotic object will likely be a personalised individual rather than 
a predetermined impersonalised body part that more precisely defines the sexual action which 
stands as PLAY’s referent. The personalisation of erotic objects of BLOW does not necessarily 
signify intimacy, unlike FUCK and PLAY which also tend towards personalised participants. 
Advertisements with the verb BLOW construct personalised erotic objects in all instances, which 
suggests that the object of this verb is semantically restricted to people (see Section 4.1). 
Because of this restriction, and in spite of the use of personalisation in all instances, it is difficult 
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to assert that participants of the action denoted by BLOW are more often constructed as intimate 
than with other verbs due to representations of personalisation. 
 
5.2.2 Impersonalisation 
 
Impersonalisation produces impersonalised objects that represent the social actor as non-
human, and occurs, on the whole, less frequently than personalisation in the m4m corpus. As 
Table 5.5 illustrates, fewer than half (41%) of erotic objects are represented as impersonalised 
through a body part. Erotic objects of SUCK are more often than not impersonalised, while FUCK, 
PLAY and BLOW rarely have their erotic objects represented through impersonalisation. 
 
Erotic verb 
Instances of 
impersonalisation 
Proportion of ads 
with erotic object 
FUCK 20 21.5 % 
SUCK 119 54.6 % 
PLAY 14 29.2 % 
BLOW 0 0.0 % 
All erotic verbs 153 40.7 % 
Table 5.5: Instances of impersonalisation of participants of erotic verbs 
 
The process of impersonalisation is realised through somatisation in the m4m corpus data. 
Somatised nouns refer to a social actor metonymically as a body part, rather than as the person 
himself, as can be seen in (59)—(60). 
 
(59) looking for a nice cock to suck and fuck 
(60) i would like to suck your dick and fuck your ass too 
 
There is a subtle distinction between these two examples in the way that the metonymic 
relationships between body parts and participants are established. There is no reference to a 
human possessor in (59), but as it is a necessary condition that one exists—a body part cannot 
stand on its own and engage in activity without the rest of the body—it is assumed that the body 
part and the possessor are joined together. This is complete somatisation which seeks to 
“background the identity and role” (van Leeuwen 2008: 47) of the participant and alienate the 
possessor from both the action and the other participant, thereby reducing intimacy between the 
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two participants. The representation of the social actor in (59) as a nice cock renders his specific 
identity insignificant and elevates the modified body-part to greater importance, thereby 
reducing the possible intimacy of the social actors. 
 
The association between body part and participant can also be made explicit, as in (60), where 
the body part is linked with the possessor through a possessive pronoun. This is possessivated 
somatisation which, like complete somatisation, suggests alienation and isolation of the 
metonymised participant owing to their being represented as an object. In contrast to complete 
somatisation, however, possessivated somatisation marks an explicit reference to the erotic 
object which is otherwise de-humanised, thereby constructing an overt emotional connection 
between the two participants based on shared humanity and decreasing emotional distance. 
Participant intimacy is maximally reduced in complete somatising representations because of 
the alienation of the excluded participant and preclusion of inter-actor connection resulting from 
the lack of overt reference to a human possessor. Possessivated somatisation similarly 
diminishes inter-actor intimacy owing to the overt reference of a human possessor, but to a 
lesser extent than complete somatisation; or, as van Leeuwen (2008) explains it: “possessivated 
somatisation still adds a touch of alienation” (van Leeuwen 2008: 47). 
 
Collocation tests of the erotic verbs reveal the statistically significant body parts that are 
employed as somatising representations of social actors in the m4m corpus. As Table 5.6 
illustrates, five distinct body parts are collocates of the erotic verbs. Dick and cock constitute 
the only two somatising collocates for SUCK, while FUCK comprises ass, face and dick and PLAY 
has somatising collocates ass and bottom. There are no statistically significant somatising 
collocates of BLOW, which is possibly explained by its being used prevalently as a synonym to 
the intransitive (and therefore objectless) verb ejaculate. From this data, it is clear that 
somatisation with SUCK, FUCK and PLAY is a statistically significant means of actor 
representation within the Craigslist advertisements. Such constructions separate participants 
from their sexual organs and arguably render the interaction considerably more impersonal and 
less intimate by representing the human possessor as alienated from the sexual experience. 
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Erotic verb Somatising collocate MI 
SUCK 
dick 6.040 
cock 5.435 
FUCK 
ass 5.658 
face 5.498 
dick 4.959 
PLAY 
ass 5.032 
bottom 3.877 
Table 5.6: Somatising collocates of erotic verbs 
 
Concordancing of the erotic verbs for patterns of impersonalisation suggests that the 
possessivation of somatising body part is a salient phenomenon, as shown in example 
concordances in Figure 5.1. 
 
  cock. I also enjoy being  sucked, mutual wanking and kis 
  guys to rim my asshole,  suck my cock and take my  
  st george/shire area to  suck my cock and swallow my  
  i need a guy to  suck my cock dry. I wanna  
  horny today, anyone want to  suck my cock? I am 19, slim,  
  for another guy who would  suck my cock in westpoint or  
  a smooth slim twink to  suck my cock, lick my balls &  
  be the first man to  suck my cock, nothing in retur 
  coming around here just to  suck my cock or me fuck  
 .  I would like that you  suck my dick and fuck me  
 t timer/Inexperienced male to  suck my dick. I would prefer  
  if you want my to  suck my dick with no return ( 
 ,get on his knees and  suck my soft cock hard till  
  40 .looking for cock to be  sucked n nice arse to fuck. 
Figure 5.1: Example concordances of SUCK with default sort 
 
Complete somatisation is a more common impersonalising representation than possessivated 
somatisation in the m4m corpus. As Table 5.7 illustrates, complete somatisation accounts for 
over two-thirds (69%) of the representations of impersonalised social actors. Erotic objects of 
FUCK and SUCK are represented more commonly as somatising terms that are alienated from 
their possessor, while erotic objects of PLAY are most often represented through possessivised 
somatisation. 
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Erotic verb 
Complete 
somatisation 
Proportion of 
impersonalisation 
Possessivated 
somatisation 
Proportion of 
impersonalisation 
FUCK 13 65.0 % 7 35.0 % 
SUCK 89 74.8 % 30 25.2 % 
PLAY 4 28.6 % 10 71.4 % 
BLOW 0 - 0 - 
All erotic verbs 106 69.3 % 47 30.7 % 
Table 5.7: Complete and possessivated somatisation of erotic objects 
 
Advertisements that represent a social actor as impersonalised tend to maximise the extent to 
which alienation and distancing are constructed through complete somatising representation. In 
advertisements with the verb SUCK, impersonalisation through the expression of complete 
somatising body parts accounts for almost three times as many representations as possessivated 
somatisation through possessive pronouns. Thus, the relationship between participants of the 
sexual action denoted by the verb SUCK in Craigslist advertisements are, more often than not, 
characterised by representations of alienation and emotional distance, rather than of intimacy. 
 
5.3 Indetermination and Differentiation 
 
As has been demonstrated above, personal pronouns and body parts are salient expressions of 
social actor representations. Another expression of participant representation are lexical items 
that generically define an indeterminate identity. The use of indeterminate terms is a constraint 
of the specific genre: in personal-ads, the TARGET is unknown to the POSTER and so direct and 
specific address is impossible (Coupland 1996). Indeterminate entities serve as placeholders for 
participants that may be differentiated in order to elucidate parts of their identity.  
 
5.3.1 Indetermination 
 
Indetermination produces social actors that are represented as anonymised and indefinite 
individuals, such as with the term guy. Traditionally, indetermination is seen to diminish the 
importance of the identity of the social actor whose specific traits and features are less 
significant than the class he belongs to (van Leeuwen 2008: 35). In Craigslist advertisements 
for casual sex, POSTERS are constrained by lack of information about the identities of their target 
audience and hence indetermination is a prototypical way of defining an unknown TARGET, as 
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is seen in example (61). In spite of its prominence being a result of the constraints of the genre, 
indetermination similarly constructs relationships of low intimacy in personal-ads for casual 
sex. 
 
(61) looking to get my tool sucked at my place now in banks town. can't travel 
23, 7 inches, looking for someone who can deep throat it. 
 
There is never total indetermination in the m4m corpus, however. As is seen in example (61), 
even an indeterminate entity someone undergoes qualification in being required to be able to 
deep throat it, expressed in a subordinate clause introduced by a relative pronoun. 
Concordancing of GUY reveals that a salient means of qualification is adjectival modification, 
as shown in example concordances in Figure 5.2. For reasons of scope this thesis will only 
analyse differentiation by attributive and predicative adjectival modification. 
 
Young and horny  guy looking to be bare backed  
  keen to find a hot  guy who can give me a  
 looking for a hot  guy around my age to get  
 , would love for a hot  guy or girl to give me  
 Any hung or hot  guys want me to swing buy  
  am looking for some hot  guys to have some fun. versati 
  no strings BJ to hot  guys. Come lay back and let  
 Howdy  Guys  Bi Straight acting dude  
  and looking for a hung  guy who wants to fill my  
  want to meet a hung  guy that has poppers  and blin 
 Seeking Fit and Hung  Guys Drop in Strip off and  
 private discreet bi hung  guy here looking for wank and  
  for older guys or hung  guys. Your pic gets mine. Don' 
 Fit, tall, hung  guy here looking for discreet  
  usually service all the hung  guys in melb and they love  
 oking at rewarding uncut hung  guys.  Im a sucker for wog  
  to be used by 9inch+  guys. am clean and expect same 
 Indian  guy 40 .looking for cock to be 
 Inexperienced  guy here wanting to hook up  
  not essential. Inexperienced  guys welcome. Must be discreet 
Figure 5.2: Example concordances of GUY with default sort 
  
A frequency list reveals the most common terms of indetermination. As Table 5.8 illustrates, 
GUY is the most frequently occurring lexical lemma, followed by tokens someone and anyone.  
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Terms of 
indetermination 
Raw frequency 
Frequency per 
1,000 words 
GUY 742 15.8 
someone 92 2.0 
anyone 58 1.2 
Table 5.8: Frequency of terms of indetermination 
 
GUY is eight times more commonly used than someone, and thirteen times more common that 
anyone. The prevalence of GUY can possibly be explained by the informal nature of the text 
which allows the colloquial term to feature so prominently, and by the identification of all 
POSTERS and TARGETS as men within men-for-men personal-ads. GUY is therefore the most 
likely term to be modified adjectivally in order to specify the TARGET’s and the POSTER’s 
identities, as is discussed in Section 5.3.2 below. 
 
5.3.2  Differentiation 
5.3.2.1 Differentiation of the TARGET 
 
The differentiation of an indeterminate entity through adjectival modification reflects the 
existence of distinct audience roles for this genre of text. Each casual sex advertisement has an 
audience whose roles can be categorised according to Bell’s (1991) audience-role schema: the 
TARGET, who is sought by the POSTER, is differentiated from the “auditors who are expected but 
not targeted” (Bell 1991: 92) by means of differentiation.1 In being made specific, the TARGET 
is afforded a greater sense of identity and humanity, and is thus less emotionally distant from 
the POSTER. Differentiation therefore increases intimacy between participants. The extent of 
differentiation is proportional to the amount of adjectival qualification that an indeterminate 
entity receives, and reflects the level of intimacy between the two social actors, as is shown in 
examples (62)—(63). 
 
(62) Mature guy wanted to give hot massage 
 
                                                 
1 Traditionally, audience roles described the audience of mass-media. It could be argued that the m4m casual encounters section 
of the Craigslist Sydney site has its own distinct audience categorisation: males who seek casual sex with other males are the 
target audience and others, such as researchers trawling through the advertisements or men not seeking casual sex with other 
men, are the auditors. 
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(63) Curious guy here[.] Looking for str8 guys 17-25yo who wants their cock 
sucked.  
Will rewaard [sic] in return. 
be disease free, [in] good shape and discreet 
  
In (62), the indeterminate guy is differentiated only once with mature, which demonstrates 
limited differentiation. In example (63), the indeterminate guy is differentiated as meeting 
requirements for sexuality str8 [straight], age 17-25yo and, later in the text, the indeterminate 
entity is further differentiated: disease free, discreet. The POSTER uses both attributive 
adjectives (str8) and predicative adjectives (disease-free, discreet) to define the important parts 
of the TARGET’s identity. This is extensive differentiation which diminishes a significant 
amount of the desired TARGET’s indeterminacy. This promotes a relationship of greater intimacy 
between the TARGET and the POSTER, since the definition of the desired TARGET’s qualities by 
the POSTER suggests that the two participants are more likely to be closely matched and in turn 
satisfied. 
 
5.3.2.2 Differentiation of the POSTER 
 
Indetermination and differentiation do not only occur in describing the TARGET, but also 
features in identifying the POSTER. There are degrees of differentiation, as with the 
differentiation of the desired target: extensive differentiation, as seen in example (64), reduces 
the sense of anonymity of the POSTER; and limited differentiation, as seen in example (65), 
ensures that the identity of the POSTER is safely guarded.  
 
(64) Straight, married, fit, clean, discrete [sic], 33 y/o curious aussie guy. 
(65) Im [sic] a bi guy looking for some fun in the local area  
 
In example (64), the POSTER specifies his identity by means of adjectives, just as the TARGET is 
differentiated in example (63) above. In example (65), the POSTER obscures his identity in spite 
of revealing his identification as bisexual, which, given the context of the advertisement, is a 
less significant differentiation. In so doing, the POSTER constructs a relationship defined by 
anonymity and emotional distance. 
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Differentiation of the POSTER serves a different purpose to that of differentiation of the TARGET. 
TARGET differentiation seeks to distil the TARGET from the auditors (see 5.3.2.1 above), thereby 
increasing intimacy between social actors. POSTER differentiation, on the other hand, seeks to 
attract the TARGET by means of increasing the worthiness of the POSTER in the eyes of the 
TARGET (Shalom 1997). Section 2.4 demonstrated that the primary goal of personal 
advertisements is to sell a product—in this case, a sexual experience—and hence a significant 
portion of the language is devoted to “constructing the most attractive possible image” (Baker 
2005: 136) of the POSTER in order to ensure the greatest number of responses from the target 
audience. In promoting their attractiveness through self-differentiation, POSTERS create 
identities that are more human and approachable which creates a greater opportunity for 
intimacy in their and the TARGETS’ relationships. 
 
5.3.2.3 Differentiating Adjectives 
 
The most salient means of specifying the characteristics that identify indeterminate individuals 
is through adjectives. A collocation test of GUY reveals the most statistically significant 
semantic domains of differentiation in the m4m corpus. As Table 5.9 illustrates, differentiation 
according to appearance, sexuality1 and ethnicity are the most common means of defining the 
identities of the social actors. 
 
Semantic domain Collocates No. of collocates MI range 
Appearance 
stocky, hairy, gl2, cute, fit, athletic, 
slim, hot, tall, smooth 
10 4.477 – 3.122 
Sexuality 
bi, curious, gay, straight, vers, dom, 
masc(uline), hung 
8 4.768 – 4.240 
Ethnicity Aussie, white, Caucasian, dark, Asian 5 4.560 – 3.658 
Table 5.9: Significant semantic domains of collocates of GUY 
 
Physical appearance is clearly the most valued specifying attribute within the group of men 
who seek casual sex with men on Craigslist, with 10 distinct collocates attributed to this 
semantic domain. This mirrors findings from a study of gay men’s personal advertisements that 
“body language3 was the most dominant theme” (Bartholome et al. 2000: 309). Among the 
                                                 
1 The domain of “sexuality” is an umbrella term that combines sexual orientation, sexual practices, gender identity and penile 
specification, as these terms are considered to be mutually concerned with sex and sexuality. 
2 gl is an abbreviation for good-looking. 
3 The term “body language” refers to language about the body, and not to gestures. 
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collocates, the most statistically significant terms reference general attractiveness (goodlooking, 
cute), athleticism (fit, athletic, slim) and muscularity (stocky). This supports findings within the 
psychological field of research that physical appearance is a key motivator in performing sexual 
acts (Buss & Schmidt 1993). The use of terms for fitness and muscularity to define 
attractiveness is the “most obvious way to construct a masculine identity” (Baker 2005: 145) 
which suggests a preference towards overt masculinity in the constructed POSTER and sought 
TARGET. The creation of communities of masculinity can result in a sense of shared identity 
between social actors and hence relationships defined by emotional proximity and heightened 
intimacy. Further, there is a collocate—represented through two different word forms—within 
the domain of sexuality, and more specifically gender identity, that seeks to specify the social 
actors’ conformance to overt stereotypical gender identities: masc(uline). It has been previously 
shown that negative stereotypes of homosexual men have centred around characterising them 
in terms of their “‘feminine’ gender performance” (Baker 2014: 106), and this data suggests 
that there is a preference among men seeking casual sex with men to construct and declare 
hyper-masculine identities and disassociate from the implied negativity of that effeminacy. 
 
Differentiation through adjectives describing sexuality is another frequent phenomenon, with 
eight distinct collocates belonging to this domain. Half of the collocates describe sexual 
orientation (bi, curious, gay, straight) which is perhaps to be expected given the nature of the 
advertisements: there is differentiation of sexual orientation firstly because the advertisers seek 
casual sex, and secondly because the advertisements are not limited to men who identify as 
homosexual. In addition, two collocates—vers and dom—describe sexual role characteristics 
(for more on sexual role labels, see Section 5.4 on Functionalisation). The last collocate of this 
domain is hung which specifies an obviously important penile characteristic of having a large 
penis. This mirrors findings by (Deaux and Hanna 1984) that attributes for sexual interests and 
characteristics were significantly proportionately higher among male-male ads than male-
female personal-ads. 
 
The next most prominent characteristic for differentiation is ethnicity. The most significant 
collocate that constructs the ethnicity of the social actors is the nationality marker Aussie. The 
significant use of this adjective with GUY suggests that there is notable worth in being a member 
of that community, and identification with this characteristic creates a sense of intimacy 
between (presumably) similar participants. The next most significant collocates—white, 
followed by Caucasian—which shows a preference for white skin colour in the social actors. 
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Another collocate is dark which demonstrates the significance of skin colour in advertisements. 
There is some overlap between the semantic domains of appearance and ethnicity: white and 
dark suggest ethnic background through appearance, while Caucasian suggests skin colour 
through ethnicity. 
 
5.4 Functionalisation 
 
Social actors’ performance of erotic acts are normally conveyed linguistically through a verbal 
phrase that follows the actor and links the action with the actor, as in (66) below. 
 
(66) masc guys who like to fuck ass 
 
Functionalisation is a means of representing the social actors and their performances or roles as 
one. The most frequent functionalising terms are pairs that describe the insertive/receptive role 
in anal sex, which are identified from a frequency list. As Table 5.10 illustrates, the most 
common functionalising pair is TOP/BOTTOM, which occurs at least twice as often as the other 
terms, which includes the pairs SUB/DOM and SLAVE/MASTER. Functionalising terms are not 
nearly as prominent as indeterminate terms, such as GUY (see 5.3.1 above). Given the 
prominence of sexual practice specification in male-male personal ads (Deaux and Hanna 
1984), functionalisation is not unexpected. 
 
Lemma Raw frequency 
Frequency per 
1,000 words 
BOTTOM 102 2.2 
TOP 83 1.8 
DOM 24 0.5 
SUB 22 0.5 
SLAVE 17 0.4 
MASTER 10 0.2 
Table 5.10: Frequency of functionalising terms for sex roles 
 
Each functionalising term is linked with another to describe a paradigmatic definition of the 
participants’ roles as either insertive or receptive. The most common pair is BOTTOM and TOP, 
followed by SUB and DOM, and SLAVE and MASTER. The receptive participant within the pairs 
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TOP and BOTTOM and SLAVE and MASTER is more frequently invoked than the insertive partner, 
which can possibly be explained by the prevalence of POSTERS assuming the receptive role (cf. 
Section 4.2). The naming of the term bottom is assumed to be derived from the body part of the 
same name that is crucially involved in the sexual act; the derivation of top is assumed to be 
the prepositional opposite of bottom, reflecting the distinct and exclusive roles of participants 
carrying these epithets. These functionalising terms are the modern-day equivalent of Ancient 
Roman sex roles described by Parker (1997). The use of bottom as a description of the 
fundamental sexual characteristics of the social actors suggests that, following the analysis of 
somatising impersonalisation (see Section 5.2.2), the receptive participant is partially alienated 
from the ranks of human interactions through their being invoked by their sexually relevant 
body part, thereby reducing the sense of intimacy between the two participants and establishing 
the bottom as a less powerful individual. This power imbalance further increases the emotional 
distance between the two actors and hence exacerbates their reduced intimacy. 
 
The derivation of DOM and SUB is perhaps more immediately appreciable: domination and 
subordination. DOM defines a participant who is the insertive partner, while SUB defines a 
participant who is receptive. DOM and SUB should not be conflated with their related adjectives 
dominant and submissive, which describe the characteristic nature of a social actor but do not 
necessarily associate directly with sexual roles. Likewise, the MASTER and SLAVE pair derives 
from the namesake relationship that defines participants as inherently unequal. In the case of 
social actors, the MASTER is the insertive partner while the SLAVE is the receptive one. The 
insertive/receptive pairs are used as the head noun of the noun phrase, which “constitutes a 
fundamental categorization of self and other” (Marley 2000: 271). Examples of functionalising 
terms in head noun position are shown in (67)—(69): 
 
(67) I’m a bottom. PLEASE be disease free & clean 
(68) I’m a discrete [sic] VGL hairy well hung top 
(69) I’m a slim smooth sub with a smooth bubble butt 
 
In the examples (67)—(69), the POSTER identifies himself using the functionalising nouns 
(bottom, top and sub) that defines him by his performance of a defined sexual role, rather than 
by an overt human reference. The POSTER is thus alienated from the other potentially humanised 
participant, and because of this, the two social actors share a relationship of reduced intimacy. 
The functionalising terms can stand alone in the NP, as in (67), or they can be qualified with 
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attributive adjectives that specify characteristics of the sexual role-player, as in (68) [very good-
looking] hairy well-hung or (69) slim smooth. This has a similar effect to the process of 
differentiation in which adjectival modification specifies an indeterminate identity in order to 
maximise the attractiveness of the POSTER to the target audience (see Section 5.3 above). As 
Table 5.11 illustrates, functionalising terms qualified with adjectives occur only fractionally 
more frequently than unmodified functionalising terms throughout. 
 
Functionalising term Unmodified Modified 
BOTTOM 32 49 
TOP 38 35 
DOM 8 4 
SUB 4 6 
SLAVE 9 7 
MASTER 7 3 
Total 98 104 
Table 5.11: Frequency of modification of functionalising term 
 
It is not only the POSTER who is able to be defined through functionalisation; the TARGET can 
be similarly represented, as is seen in examples (70)—(71). 
 
(70) Looking for a slave my age or under  
(71) Looking for a dom or master to take me to theirs 
 
In examples (70)—(71), the TARGET is represented solely as a performer of a desired sexual act. 
By representing the TARGET as a sexual role-player rather than as a humanised entity (such as 
guy), the POSTER reduces the humanness of the TARGET and, just as with the POSTER 
functionalisation above, constructs a relationship of diminished intimacy. 
 
Functionalising terms are also used adjectivally to qualify another head noun that stands as the 
primary identifier for a participant. As Table 5.12 illustrates, adjectival functionalisation 
modifies indeterminate terms for participant far more frequently than modifying other 
functionalising terms.  
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Functionalising term 
Modifying other 
functionalising term 
Modifying 
indeterminate term 
BOTTOM 1 20 
TOP 0 10 
DOM 3 9 
SUB 3 9 
SLAVE 1 0 
MASTER 0 0 
Total 8 48 
Table 5.12: Frequency of functionalising terms as modifiers 
 
Adjectival functionalising terms account for only 20% of the instances of functionalisation in 
the m4m corpus, which shows that men seeking casual sex with men on Craigslist more often 
construct relationships in which men are defined principally by their sexual role rather than by 
other identifying characteristics. The participants are less emotionally distanced from each 
other in cases where functionalising terms are used adjectivally than when functionalisation 
acts to primarily represent the social actors. Examples of attributive functionalisation of 
indeterminate terms can be seen in examples (72)—(74). 
 
(72) Short dark hr/haz, 5ft 10, fit, bottom guy 
(73) Thick hung dom top asian (26) 
(74) Need to find a sub dude around my age (32) 
 
By moving the functionalising term out of head noun position, the POSTER defines the intended 
sexual role of the participant, which is pertinent information given the genre of the text, without 
defining his identity solely by that role. The use of differentiated bottom guy in (72) and sub 
dude in (74) positions the participant as humanised while maintaining the definition of his 
intended sexual role. The use of functionalising terms adjectivally constructs participant 
identities that are more humanised than a solely-functionalised participant and thus increases 
the emotional proximity between the POSTER and the TARGET. 
 
Several functionalising terms (BOTTOM, DOM, SUB and SLAVE) modify other functionalising 
terms in the m4m corpus, as is seen in example (73) above and (75) below. 
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(75) Sub Bottom looking for GangBang tonite at Syd park 
 
The modification of a functionalising term with another functionalising term promotes the 
extent of their dominance, as seen in (73), or submission, as seen in (75). A dom top Asian in 
(73) is defined principally by his ethnicity and then by his sexual role top, which is itself 
modified by the functionalising term dom which highlights the dominant and high-powered 
nature of his role as a insertive sexual partner. In this way, the functionalised participants are 
constructed as more and less powerful, respectively, which results in decreased intimacy owing 
to the greater power differential. 
 
Since the functionalising terms are clearly grouped into pairs, the definition of one participant 
by a functionalising noun suggests that the other participant be defined by the corresponding 
term. Of the 185 advertisements in which the social actors are represented by TOP or BOTTOM, 
only 30 advertisements invoke both terms of the functionalising pair, which is exemplified in 
(76)—(77) below. 
 
(76) Any horny slim/athletic bottom available for hot session now with a hung top? 
(77) Older bottom looking for top to fuck me 
 
The remaining 155 advertisements have only one participant defined by their role in the sexual 
act, as is exemplified in (78)—(79) below. 
 
(78) I am a 20 year old bottom with an ass that has never felt what it is like to have 
a cock fill it. I'm looking for someone to bend me over and break me in 
(79) hey guys, vgl relaxed hairy guy here love getting fucked by young tops 16-19. 
 
In examples (78) and (79), only one half of the functionalising pair is overtly expressed, while 
the other participant is represented as either an indeterminate identity someone in (78) or 
differentiated entity [very goodlooking] relaxed hairy guy in (79). The sexual act in each of 
these cases is anal penetrative sex, which is made clear by the overt expression of the 
synonymous erotic verb fuck, as in (79), or references to the interaction between the penetrative 
and receptive body parts, as in (78). Since the sexual act is clearly defined, it is clear that the 
non-functionalised participant is intended to perform the role that opposes that which is 
expressed in the functionalised participant. In (78), someone is intended to perform the insertive 
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role of a top, which is made clear by the imaginary actions of the indeterminate entity. In (79), 
the POSTER who represents himself through a differentiated indeterminate identity positions 
himself to perform the receptive role of bottom, which can be identified through the use of the 
passive fucked. The invocation of the term tops for the TARGET confirms the intended role of 
the POSTER. It is therefore clear that it is not necessary for both parts of a functionalising pair to 
be overtly expressed in order to position both participants in their respective roles. 
 
5.5  Summary 
 
Chapter 5 has investigated four of the means through which social actors are represented in 
imaginary erotic actions, demonstrating that different strategies construct relationships of 
intimacy to varying degrees. POSTERS construct their relationship with the TARGETS as more or 
less intimate depending on the manner in which the TARGETS are represented. Included, 
personalised and differentiated actors are the representational means that construct the most 
intimate participant relationships, whereas excluded, impersonalised and functionalised actors 
construct the least intimate participant relationships. 
 
It has been demonstrated that: 
 when passives are used, one of the social actors tends to be excluded; 
 backgrounding participants is more frequent than completely suppressing them; 
 the majority of erotic objects is personalized, rather than impersonalized, with 
somatization (e.g. ass, bottom) a key device for impersonalisation; 
 the genre of the Craigslist ads means social actors are constructed as indeterminate (e.g. 
GUY, someone, anyone) and are differentiated via adjectives specifying appearance, 
sexuality and ethnicity; 
 the most frequent functionalising nouns refer to sexual roles (e.g. top and bottom), yet 
are less frequent than the non-functionalising GUY. 
 
These patterns suggest that there is a degree of variation in the extent to which POSTER 
constructs a relationship of intimacy between diverse performed sexualised identities. 
However, the majority of POSTERS appears to construct intimate relationships through 
personalising and differentiating. The analyses also confirmed previous research that language 
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about the body and about sexuality are important devices in the construction of sexualised 
identities in male-male personal-ads (e.g. Deaux and Hanna 1984; Bartholome et al. 2000). 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, Implications and Future Directions 
 
This thesis has explored the linguistic mechanisms for negotiating power, pleasure and intimacy 
within and between identities in online personal-ads for casual sex in an attempt to broaden the 
understanding of the linguistic construction of sexualised identities. 
 
6.1 Summary of Findings 
 
Sexual acts are motivated primarily by power, pleasure and intimacy (Leigh 1989; Hill & 
Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007) and can be analysed according to these motivators. 
POSTERS of men-for-men Craigslist personal-ads for casual sex construct virtual sexualised 
identities for themselves and for their TARGETS that interact in imaginary sexual acts to form a 
relationship. This relationship can be characterised by the constructed sexual pleasure of each 
participant, the constructed hierarchy of power between participants, and the level of inter-
participant intimacy.  
 
6.1.1 Power 
 
Psychological research has identified the desire to feel powerful as a primary motivator for 
pursuing sex (Hill & Preston 1996). Chapter 4 examined the construction of a hierarchy of 
power—control over the course of a sexual interaction—and argued that it is determined largely 
by agency. Section 4.1 demonstrated that a POSTER who imagines a sexual act, represented 
through an erotic verb, constructs an identity in which he assigns himself to one of two semantic 
roles: Agent or Patient. Assignment to the Agent position proposes that the POSTER’s online 
identity maintains control of the erotic action and therefore is able to ensure that his needs are 
prioritised and met. POSTERS more often than not construct online sexualised identities that 
perform the imaginary sexual acts and are therefore positioned as more powerful than the 
TARGET’s constructed identity. 
 
There are two strategies through which power, as constructed by agency, is negotiated in the 
m4m corpus: appeals to authority and mutual agency. Authoritative power is negotiated through 
a POSTER’s appeals to the TARGET’s authority or permission to perform an imaginary sexual act, 
as examined in Section 4.3. Research demonstrated that authority is a key means of influencing 
sexual interactions (Howard et al. 1986). Appeals to authority diminish the power of the POSTER 
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in allowing his Agency to be denied by the TARGET. More often than not, POSTERS construct 
online sexualised identities that do not hold supreme control, but rather cede a portion of the 
control to the TARGETS’ constructed identity by ensuring that their interests are prioritised. This 
appears to contradict the findings made by Howard et al. (1986) about the use of authority 
among men. 
 
The second strategy for negotiating power is the construction of mutual verbal agency. Mutual 
agency assigns both participants to the role of Agent, such that their sexual pleasure through 
climax is ensured, and their power is equally ranked. Mutual agency of erotic verbs is a 
significantly infrequent construction, and is constructed in several ways, as has been 
demonstrated in Section 4.5. Mutual agency occurs in less than 5% of instances of the erotic 
verbs FUCK, SUCK and BLOW, but is considerably more prevalent with the erotic verb PLAY. 
Mutual agency occurs in 15 expressions of PLAY, accounting for 18% of the total instances, 
which reflects the euphemistic sense of community action.  
 
These patterns reveal that there is a degree of variation in the extent to which POSTER constructs 
his and his TARGET’s relationship of power as equal or polarised. There is significant variation 
in constructing relationships of power on Craigslist personal-ads for male-male casual sex: it is 
clear, however, that not all POSTERS construct an online sexualised identity which is positioned 
as more powerful than the TARGET’s constructed identity, although most do. 
 
6.1.2 Pleasure 
 
Mutual agency has been shown to modify the construction of not only powerful identities, but 
also of pleasured identities. Previous research has demonstrated that pleasure is derived from 
sex (Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 1996), and is one of the most important, and most obvious, 
motivators for the performance of sexual acts (Meston & Buss 2007: 477). In contrast to power, 
sexual pleasure—the possible satisfaction and enjoyment derived from a sexual act—does not 
exist hierarchically; rather, it is uniquely defined for each identity. Sexual pleasure is implicitly 
encoded in the semantics of the erotic verbs, as has been argued in Section 4.3. The assignment 
of Agent and Patient semantic roles determines the distribution of sexual pleasure, such that 
SUCK and BLOW implicitly convey pleasure to the Patient while FUCK conveys pleasure to the 
Agent; the pleasure for the opposing roles in each verb is never overtly expressed and hence 
these participants’ identities are constructed as having undefined pleasure. Psychological 
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researchers have found that men are primarily motivated by physical release (e.g. Carroll, Volk 
& Hyde 1985; Leigh 1989), while Meston & Buss (2007) have found that men prominently 
endorse items relating to orgasm in particular as motivators for pursuing sex (Meston & Buss 
2007: 500). Overt expressions of climax as the goal (e.g. till you cum, to completion) of the 
erotic verbs focusses the attention of the erotic action on the final goal, thereby constructing the 
Beneficiary’s identity as more sexually pleasured. Craigslist m4m POSTERS tend to promote the 
sexual pleasure of their TARGET’s constructed identity over their own, positioning themselves 
in a role of service, which aligns with findings that in addition to power, pleasure and intimacy, 
partner-pleasing is a key motivator for sex (Leigh 1989). 
 
Sexual pleasure is similarly modified through the expression of sexual desire, as has been 
demonstrated in Section 4.2. Expressions of desire reflect an attitude or inclination to perform 
an imaginary sexual act, and so the Experiencer of this desire is constructed as more sexually 
pleasured. Desire expressions are situated on a scale, such that they enhance the construction 
of sexual pleasure to varying positive extents: keen, WANT and LIKE increases constructed 
pleasure to a minimal extent, and LOVE increased constructed pleasure to a significantly greater 
extent. It could be argued that the constructed identities of participants in online personal-ads 
for casual sex are characterised by relatively high sexual desire and pleasure. Further, this 
suggest that POSTERS construct identities with explicitly positive attitudes towards (casual) 
sexual acts.  
 
It is evident that there is a degree of variation in the extent to which POSTER constructs his and 
his TARGET’s identities as sexually pleasured. Ultimately, most POSTERS appear to construct 
identities that are both characterised by high sexual pleasure. In this way, the analyses provides 
linguistic confirmation for previous research about the significance of pleasure in pursuing 
sexual interaction (e.g. Leigh 1989; Hill & Preston 1996; Meston & Buss 2007). 
 
6.1.3 Intimacy 
 
This thesis also examined the construction of relationships of intimate identities in personal-
ads for casual sex. Intimacy has been recognised as a key motivator in pursuing sex (Leigh 
1989; Basson 2000), and is necessarily defined by the interaction of two: in the case of personal-
ads for casual sex, POSTERS’ ads can construct different degrees of intimacy between their own 
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and their TARGET’s identities. Chapter 5 has demonstrated that there are several linguistic means 
of representing the identities of POSTER and TARGET which influences the inter-actor intimacy.  
 
Passive constructions are largely uncommon within the m4m corpus, but performing actors 
within passive constructions are most often excluded from the main action of the erotic verb, 
as has been outlined in Section 4.1. It has been demonstrated that backgrounding participants 
is far more frequent than completely suppressing them. In this way, the majority of participants 
of erotic verbal actions that are expressed in the passive voice are constructed as emotionally 
distanced but not entirely alienated and, therefore, form a constructed relationship defined by 
low, rather than a complete lack of, intimacy.  
 
Intimacy is strongest when both participants are human; if a participant is represented through 
just one part of his whole person, then the potential for an intimate relationship is diminished. 
The majority of social actors in the immediate context of erotic acts are personalised, and 
represented as humans, rather than impersonalised. Impersonalisation through complete 
somatising body parts (e.g. ass, cock) is a prominent means of representing a social actor as 
less humanised. Possessivated somatisation (e.g. my ass, your cock) is a less frequent 
representation than completely somatised social actors. Therefore, social actors are most often 
constructed as belonging to intimate relationships between full participants. 
 
The genre of online personal-ads for casual sex restricts the capacity of the POSTER to identify 
his TARGET who is very often represented as an indeterminate identity (e.g. guy, someone). The 
specification of the generic TARGET through adjectival terms defines the identity of the TARGET 
by restricting the quality of certain characteristics that belong to the semantic domains of 
appearance, sexuality and ethnicity, as has been demonstrated in Section 5.3. The prominence 
of adjectives from these domains mirror findings that appearance and sexual practice 
specifications are significantly common among male-male personal-ads (Bartholome et al. 
2004; Deaux and Hanna 1984). The act of specifying the identity of the TARGET functions as a 
means of distilling the perfect imagined TARGET from the pool of auditors. In contrast, 
specification of the POSTER constructs an identity that has diminished anonymity and therefore 
forms part of an intimate relationship. 
  
Finally, functionalisation defines the POSTER and TARGET by the sexual role that their 
constructed identities perform in the imaginary sexual acts. Functionalisation is less frequent 
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than the non-functionalising yet indeterminate guy. The most common terms for functionalising 
are sexual role labels (e.g. top and bottom). POSTERS who construct identities represented 
through functionalisation often differentiate the functionalised actor by means of adjectival 
terms in order to augment the emphasis on the humanity of the actor’s identity and thereby 
increase intimacy. 
 
There is a clear degree of variation in the extent to which POSTER constructs a relationship of 
intimacy between diverse performed sexualised identities. However, the majority of POSTERS 
appears to construct intimate relationships through personalising and differentiating, thereby 
providing linguistic confirmation for previous research about the significance of intimacy in 
engaging in sexual interactions (e.g. Leigh 1989; Basson 2000). 
 
6.2 Contribution to the Field and Implications  
 
This thesis addressed three significant gaps in the current body of linguistic knowledge: the 
genre of online personal-ads for casual sex as a space for identity construction, the linguistic 
construction of sexualised identities, and the application of corpus linguistic methods to 
sociolinguistic research on identity construction. 
 
The well-established field of personal-ad research has historically focussed on the GOAL of 
romantic partnership (e.g. Coupland 1996; Shalom 1997; Bartholome et al. 2000; Baker 2003, 
2008, 2014), originally in personal-ads in print-based newspaper classifieds (e.g. Jones 2000; 
Marley 2000) and, more recently, in online personal-ads (e.g. Bakar 2012; Baker 2014). This 
thesis abandons the traditional GOAL of romantic relationships in analysing online personal-ads 
for casual sexual relationships. In particular, the shift towards personal-ads centred around 
casual sex has strengthened the findings made in previous research about the importance of 
language about the body (e.g. Bartholome et al. 2008), sexuality (e.g. Deaux and Hanna 1984) 
and feminine masculinities (e.g. Baker 2003) in the construction of identities in male-male 
personal-ads. This particularly has broader implications for the sociological, psychological and 
medical perspectives of male body image, which has been significantly researched in the last 
decade (e.g. Lee et al. 2002; Morgan & Arcelus 2009), particularly for gay men’s body image 
(Feldmen & Meyer 2007; Schwartz 2009). Further, this study’s findings on feminine 
masculinities has implications for the wider feminist movement; particularly, the pervasive 
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association of femininity with negativity, especially within masculine identities (Killianski 
2003; Sánchez & Vilain 2012). 
 
Previous research on sexualised identities has analysed the performance of masculine and 
feminine identities within sexual contexts (e.g. Baker 2008; Abe 2004), focussing specifically 
on stereotypically hyper-masculine and hyper-feminine performances of individuals. Instead, 
this thesis focusses on the construction or performance of powerful, pleasured and intimate 
identities in sexual context. Results show that there is considerable diversity in not only the 
manner of realising these performance dimensions, but also in the resulting performances. 
 
Finally, the application of corpus linguistic methods to sociolinguistic research is an emerging 
field (Baker 2010: 1). In the limited research that has been undertaken, corpus linguistics 
research has focussed primarily on the construction of gendered identities (e.g. Caldas-
Coulthard and Moon 2010; Baker 2003; Bakar 2012). In applying corpus linguistic methods to 
the analysis of the construction of relationships of powerful and intimate sexualised identities, 
this thesis contributes to and extends the emerging field of corpus-based sociolinguistic 
research. This has important implications in strengthening the legitimacy of combining these 
two fields of linguistics, which will result in further sociolinguistic research using corpus 
linguistic methods. 
 
6.3 Limitations and Future Directions 
 
While this thesis makes several key contributions to our understanding of the relationship 
between language and power and of the linguistic construction of identity, there are several 
limitations to this study in its scope, data and analysis. 
 
The data was limited to the men-for-men section of the Craigslist website and so the only 
constructed identities represented were those of men who seek sex with men. This study is 
therefore limited in its ability to generalise its results across the domain of all men, and further 
of all gender-identifying groups. Secondly, the lack of access to reliable and consistent meta-
data for the age and location of the poster means that this thesis is restricted to generalising the 
results to all men-for-men posters using the Craigslist casual encounters section. The 
availability of reliable and consistent meta-data for age, location and class for all personal-ads 
would allow the findings to be expressed as functions of these variables and provide a greater 
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insight into the way age and location influence identity construction, and the way that class 
relates to the construction of power (cf. Fowler and Kress 1979; Wodak 2009). Thirdly, this 
thesis uses only one corpus—the m4m corpus—without comparison to a reference corpus. In 
this way, it is impossible to suggest whether the means of, and trends within, identity 
construction are specific to the men-for-men casual encounters users of Craigslist. An extension 
of this research which includes a reference corpus composed of personal-ads for casual sex 
from one or more of the other organisational categories on Craigslist, such as m4w (men-for-
women), or w4w (women-for-women), would verify the extent of the specificity of the findings 
to the m4m group. Lastly, the data of this thesis was collected from only one source website—
Craigslist—and so the results of this study pertain only to the individuals who use that website. 
Research that includes data from a wider range of sources, in particularly from mobile services, 
such as Grindr, would be more extensively representative of the construction of sexualised 
identities. 
 
In terms of analytical frameworks and methods, this thesis is limited in what constructions and 
representations could be analysed. Firstly, only some of the tools in van Leeuwen’s 
sociosemantic inventory for analysing identity representation were used, limiting the variety of 
unique representational devices for constructing identities of intimacy. In terms of semantic 
analysis, only 4 linguistic strategies were analysed and it is likely that an analysis of further 
strategies would provide greater insight into the means of establishing power relations through 
language. In particular, expressions from the domain of hospitality and service (e.g. hosting, 
driving) are particularly salient in the m4m corpus and these would enrich the analysis of the 
construction of power hierarchies.  
 
Finally, there is a significant amount of personal-ads for casual sex on Craigslist that contain 
visual data in addition to linguistic data. In a genre where physical characterisation is prominent 
(Bartholome et al. 2000), it could be profitable to conduct an investigation that incorporates 
analyses for visual and verbal identity representations (cf. Bakar 2012), particularly with visual 
data that strongly focusses on genital representation. In particular, an examination of the 
interaction of these two modes of identity construction and performance—whether these two 
modes act as reflections and extensions of each other—could significantly contribute to an 
understanding of the interplay of these two modes as a means of identity construction.  
The intention behind the linguistic construction of powerful, pleasured and intimate identities 
cannot be deduced from the texts alone. This thesis has analysed the “meaning potential” 
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(Halliday 1978: 39) in POSTERS’ personal-ads; it demonstrates the “how” of sexualised identity 
construction, but not the “why”. Future research (e.g. in the form of interviews and focus 
groups) would need to be undertaken in order to understand to what extent POSTERS consciously 
choose particular constructions, and their intention behind those choices, or to understand the 
effect of such constructions (e.g. how TARGETS react; or whether or not the desired casual sexual 
interaction takes place, and if it corresponds to the way it has been constructed in the personal-
ad).  
 
Although this study does not exhaustively examine the diverse means of constructing virtual 
sexualised identities, it does demonstrate that there are degrees to which POSTERS linguistically 
construct relationships of power, pleasure and intimacy in imaginary sexual acts. In particular, 
this thesis shows that the majority of POSTERS construct identities both for themselves and for 
their TARGETS that are characterised by high sexual desire and intimacy with each other. Further, 
this thesis has significantly contributed to the growing bodies of research that attempt to study 
the genre of personal-ads, the linguistic construction of sexualised identities, and the application 
of corpus linguistic methods to sociolinguistic research. 
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Appendix 1: Example of locally saved .html files 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html class="nojs"> 
 
<!-- Mirrored from sydney.craigslist.com.au/cas/4374365705.html by HTTrack Website Copier/3.x 
[XR&CO'2013], Thu, 20 Mar 2014 19:57:50 GMT --> 
<!-- Added by HTTrack --><meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;charset=iso-8859-
1" /><!-- /Added by HTTrack --> 
<head> 
 <title>Glory Hole / Fuck This - m4m</title> 
 <meta name="robots" content="NOARCHIVE,NOFOLLOW"> 
 <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1.0, user-scalable=1"> 
 <link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" media="all" 
href="../../www.craigslist.org/styles/cl7289.css?v=49baf916eef7f86cd84731b2948dcd9f"> 
  
 <!--[if lt IE 9]> 
<script  src="//www.craigslist.org/js/html5shiv.min.js?v=42e8031bc7ca9d67a48f4a5feff7bf29" 
type="text/javascript" ></script> 
<![endif]--> 
<!--[if lte IE 7]> 
<script  src="//www.craigslist.org/js/json2.min.js?v=178d4ad319e0e0b4a451b15e49b71bec" 
type="text/javascript" ></script> 
<![endif]--> 
</head> 
 
<body class="posting"> 
 <script type="text/javascript"><!-- 
 function C(k){return(document.cookie.match('(^|; )'+k+'=([^;]*)')||0)[2]} 
 var pagetype, pagemode; 
 (function(){ 
  var h = document.documentElement; 
  h.className = h.className.replace('nojs', ''); 
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Appendix 2: Python script to extract body data from saved .html files 
 
#hstrip.py - CJG 2014 
#this program takes a webpage as input and outputs the non-HTML body text 
 
#import modules needed 
from sys import argv, exit, stdin, stdout, stderr 
import re 
import glob 
 
#define a function to print a warning message if there is an issue 
def warn(message): 
    stderr.write('hstrip: ') 
    stderr.write(message) 
    stderr.write('\n') 
 
#define the main function which will strip the html and output the text 
def filecopy(fileHandle): 
 age = "" 
 suburb = "" 
 htmlSearch = re.split(r'[<>]', fileHandle.read()) 
 for item in htmlSearch: 
  if item == 'section id="postingbody"': 
   bodyDirtyStart = htmlSearch.index(item) + 1 
 
 for i, j in enumerate(htmlSearch): 
     if j == '/section': 
          if i > bodyDirtyStart: 
    bodyDirtyEnd = i 
    break 
 
 textA = "" 
 for item in htmlSearch[bodyDirtyStart:bodyDirtyEnd]: 
  if item != 'br': 
   textCleanList = re.split('(\n)*(\t)*',item) 
   for item in textCleanList: 
    if item: 
     textA = textA + item 
 stdout.write('%s' % (textA[2:]))   
 
 
for arg in argv[1:]: 
 try: 
  fileHandle = open(arg) 
 except IOError: 
  warn('Skipping %s because it could not be opened' % arg) 
  continue 
 filecopy(fileHandle) 
 fileHandle.close 
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Appendix 3: Bash script to process body data extraction script 
 
#batch.sh - CJG 2014 
#script to batch-extract body text data from  
#.html files from Craigslist 
 
for f in *.html; do 
python hstrip.py $f  >../m4m_body/${f%.html}.txt 
done 
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Appendix 4: Full texts in the m4m corpus 
 
4374365705.txt 
Private discreet glory hole in hot cock swallowing cocksuckers apartment hallway 
just at the front door i buzz u up leave the door unlocked and drop to my knees behind the 
glory hole for you 
dump your load pump it and go fellas 
or come on up to the rooftop of the building, private discreet and outdoors, strip me naked 
and do whatever the fuck u wanna do to me there n then 
get back for details 
very close to central/broadway area 
  
4374378626.txt 
22 year old fit goodlooking aussie looking to suck a nice thick cock right now in your car 
 
Have pics and be disease free 
  
4374381999.txt 
Need someone to help me get off right now. NSA mutual satisfaction. Can host so if you are 
feeling horny and need relief contact me! 
  
4374389790.txt 
as soon as you see this add email me your mobile number i wanna cum with a guy 
 
im in narrabeen 
 
  
4374400645.txt 
good looking young 23 year old  
looking for someone to host for some mutual fun  
free now to travel  
NO PING PONG OR ONE LINERS Reply with stats FULL STATS be D&D FREE 
First timer here actually  
YOU HOST I can travel....  
I would love to try poppers 
my stats below  
NO PIC REQUIRED and DONT ASK FOR MINE 
 
cheers 
  
4374405262.txt 
Rewarding blowie for young guys, under 23 the younger the better ;) outdoors or ur car 
 
Send through ur stats and pic 
  
4374418517.txt 
1) A good cocksucker does not require any reciprocation. The focus is 100% on your cock. 
2) A good cocksucker always swallows, and never minds if you blow on their face. 
3) Once you cum, a good cocksucker knows it's over.  
4) You can text a good cocksucker for service at your conveinence. It's up to you when you 
want to get blown. 
5) A good cocksucker has a place to host, that's private, clean, and comfortable with a nice 
selection of porn and amyl available. 
6) When not sucking your dick, a good cocksucker leaves you alone and doesn't hassle you. 
7) A good cocksucker can suck for as long as you want. And takes direction and sucks your cock 
the way you like it serviced. 
A good cocksucker always shows the utmost respect and exercises complete discretion. 
9) You can treat a cocksucker however you want, talk to them how you want, and you are free to 
tell your mates about your cocksucker and even let them use your cocksucker, if you want to. 
It's completely up to you. 
 
A good cocksucker like that can serve a man's needs very well. If you are the kind of guy who 
would enjoy a cocksucker like that, please feel free to get in touch. 
  
4374438643.txt 
walk in, drop ur pants, ill suck til ur hard, then pound me doggie til u blow. 
fit gl white guy can host in cbd, send dick pics for response, can host 
  
4374449973.txt 
want someone to pick me up from parramatta and take me to arrows now, im an inexperienced 
bottom sub. send a quick pic and tell me what you will do to me or what you will make me do. 
  
4374473709.txt 
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Hey, 
 
Good looking 22 year old white aussie keen to give great head tonight. 
DDF and non smoker, you be to please. 
 
Let me know if you want some great head! 
  
4374514287.txt 
i'm a 19 year old bicurious guy looking for a mutual blow and go, i've had a bit to drink and 
want to fuck around with a guy, if you can pick me up in your car or meet me at a local park 
message me. i just want to mess around and have some fun. i'm not trading pics and no 
pingpong, first time doing anything like this. 
  
4374525405.txt 
Hey 21 years old male 60kgs 5 foot 6 uncut good looking althelic build, had too much to drink 
and too many party supplies tonight and looking to have some fun with a nice looking guy, 
haven't done much with guys but super keen to play with some dick can't host or travel bit 
will play in your car, send me pics for quick reply and I'll send mine, not always in this 
mood so I'm looking to do this tonight  
  
4374543960.txt 
anyone for fetish or fantasy with fit 30yo ready to b dom or switch.... Hit me up asap :) 
  
4374670992.txt 
im 52 bottom  looking to be fucked hard  by one or more men  you need to have a place o 
somewhere we can fuck I want to be treated as a sex slave 
  
4374687201.txt 
I'm 22 just finished work looking for some fun..... Up for most things just ask.... Reply with 
location and picture  
  
4374697689.txt 
Looking for some dirty fun time, Let me be your slut or you be mine, blind fold me and fuck me 
hard or gentle. I'm 27 love to suck and fuck. Drug free disease free. Drop me an email and 
let's get dirty! Stats and pics would be nice. No strings attached. Discreet. Dirtier the 
better!! You host or out doors and hotels fine with me. Up for over night fun. 
  
4374739676.txt 
Hi I'm 21 looking for some wired play. Or just some fun. I'm straight so won't do anything but 
your welcome to do what ever you like as long as you keen going slow! 
  
4374766168.txt 
will be sitting nude on the front verandah of house when you arrive. small dark cul de sac 
street. Strip off in your car and join me on verandah to puff away and get wired and 
horny,then go inside and play wired nude Twister.  nice looks and build. 7 cut. some tattoos. 
Sutherland Shire area.  
  
4374817287.txt 
Seeking to blow someone and maybe more can't host but will travel.looks not important. 
  
4374880980.txt 
looking to get my tool sucked at my place now in banks town. can't travel 
 
23, 7 inches, looking for someone who can deep throat it. i like to face fuck. 
 
be ddf, less than 40  
 
 
send pics for reply  
  
4374999656.txt 
Looking for a cruel dom man to tie my hands and  abuse and degrade me. 
 
Make me serve you however you want, laugh as I cry and plead for mercy, beat me until I beg to 
obey your every command  
  
4375025129.txt 
really need a hot cock to suck today. me 50,slim 69 kg. DDF,Nsa cock sucking. Like to suck 
cock in the bush near my place. your pic gets mine. face pic will do so I recognise you. Would 
like to meet for beer and take it from there. 
  
4375027744.txt 
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26 yr old Straight married tradie needs a GOOD massage this afternoon. Big week at work and 
gym and body is aching. Want a good massage. You can can play with my hole and pull me off (if 
u want), but the massage is mainly what im after. NO ORAL. Im working in Maroubra area and 
will be travelling back towards the Shire so around those areas would be easiest but its not a 
deal breaker. Im not sure exactly what time ill finish work but will be around 2pm-4pm im 
guessing. Message me if u are keen and can host, stats and pics go to top 
  
4375082800.txt 
hot trashy slim smooth great defined little bod cple tats/piercings 
been out fucking all nite few hours to kill before work and looking for guys to 
come over and bang my hole 
blow n go 
anything goes however you want it is what ill give you 
asap 
  
4375086753.txt 
Short dark hr/haz, 5ft 10, fit, bottom guy wants to suck and deepthroat a nice hard cock. 
Straight /bi guys hot. Can host. Backpackers welcome. 
  
4375146407.txt 
I want to be tied down played with and forced to cum 
I can provide a picture send more info to the right person.  
Can't host 
  
4375146753.txt 
Looking for guys who are around on Saturday for mutual blow or fuck. 
 
Can host or meet somewhere  
 
Not into older guys sorry 
  
4375155711.txt 
Aussie man bi wanting to meet up around lunch time today hills area . 
8unc  and thick and needs draining . 
No ping pong , email pic n stats . 
No Asian Indian not my thing  
You be able to host  
Very discreet looking whilst the add is up 
  
4375159950.txt 
Cute slim 58kg smooth bi twink looking for regular gentleman to pleasure mutually. You must be 
able to host at least 1 once week on the Northshore or northern beaches I'm in belrose. You 
must be disease and drug free 420 is ok. I love to worship a nice cock and bottom for the 
right man. Size isn't an issue and I'm not attracted to hairy or fat men, you don't have to be 
gym fit just in some shape or slim. Age not to important but must be discrete. Just be genuine 
and send a pic on reply cock and body. Been told many times I have a beautiful cock and ass by 
women and men. I hope to wrap my lips around your cock soon. 
  
4375162807.txt 
46yo GWM for Cute Slim Bttm 18-22yo Asian or White guys who enjoy male company for no strings 
fun regular fun. Prefer smooth but not essential. Inexperienced guys welcome. Must be 
discreet. Reply with pics. 
  
4375168175.txt 
Teen wanted to fuck my bear ass then take it back . 
clean ddf discreet can not host  
  
4375173680.txt 
anyone looking for a nsa bj soon? good looking, muscular 28yo asian guy here can host near 
central. Get back to me asap if interested. 
  
4375182488.txt 
looking for a good asian cocksucker to come round and blow me while i watch porn 
 
looking to make it a regualr thing  
 
can host in darlinghurst 
 
28 shaved head average body and some stubble on my face 
 
get back to me hard and horny now  
  
4375186544.txt 
any asian guys with a big load of piss and cum want to shower me? 
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i can deepthroat you till you blow!! 
 
looking now 
 
in the city always looking for hot ASIAN piss 
  
4375204877.txt 
Looking for horny men to have phone sex with, if u like leave your number and age and I will 
call you. 
  
4375205479.txt 
I'm a normal gay guy, 48, 6 foot 2, 88kgs, quite handsome, fit, professional and intelligent 
guy.  I'm looking for a guy to have some fun with, go running, swimming at the pool, (I have 
an outdoor pool) bike riding, shopping, eating out at restaurants or just chilling out at home 
and watch a movie.  If sex happens, then all well and good.  You need to be employed, a non-
smoker, no drug addicts and someone who is into keeping fit and living a good life.  Please 
no-one with any excess baggage.  I'm looking for a man, not a screaming queen.  Does this 
person exist on CL?  Time will tell.  Reply with details and if interested, then we can swap 
pics, numbers etc. 
  
4375209908.txt 
Good looking guy. Very deep throat. Talented cock sucked loves my face being slam fucked. Do 
what u want to me. Deep and hard as u want. Cum down throat or on face. Being mates.  
  
4375231219.txt 
Horny top fucker into fuckin cute twinkish young guy's, if ur inexperienced cum n get sum, can 
host or travel short dist, clean hot fun, pics n stats please, a nice smile go's along way.... 
  
4375240878.txt 
First timer here but very eager, have been thinking about it all the time and now willing. 
please send a pic and please be ddf 
  
4375268336.txt 
Hi fellas.. hairy indian with shaved head looking for some fun time with slim or medium body. 
Cuddles, suck and massage. Must be clean ddf. I am 189 cm 92 kgs. Nsa. You host. 5.5 inches 
cut. Thanks 
  
4375277370.txt 
Any hung or hot guys want me to swing buy this morning and suck you off?  
I give great head, and looking for asap.  
I walk in, blow you, and leave.  
Please be either genuinely hung, or very good looking. Please be clean and drug and disease 
free.  
send pics through and i'll reply with mine.  
6'1", blond, blue eyes, young and good looking.  
  
4375296467.txt 
Get a great fuss free blow job for any horny fit white guys aged between 20-45 passing thru 
Town Hall today & tomorrow.  
 
Hosting all day, in a discreet city apartment near Town Hall, Hyde Park and the QVB. 
 
Watch some hot pussy or tranny porn while Im down on my knees servicing you the way you like. 
Dont need to strip off, or even take off your daks. I promise to swallow all your hot creamy 
load, not spill a drop on your clothes. 
 
Im totally clean, totally discreet, regularly tested, always test negative, but happy for you 
to wear a condom (supplied) if you're especially nervous or cautious. 
 
Im a quiet but friendly, normal & sane Aussie guy, 178cm tall white European Sydneysider, 
79kg. But I'm the absolute best cocksucker in the city. 
 
I don't want money, its a totally free service, I dont need a photo, and dont ask me for a 
photo. All I need is a good description of you and when you're free to cum ! 
  
4375306331.txt 
30 yo stocky bi guy looking for a guy who is keen on mutual sucking and fucking outdoors 
today. I'm looking for someone with a small to average uncut cock. Please be clean discreet 
and disease free. If this is you please reply with pics and stats and ill reply with mine.. 
Big cummers a bonus.. Let's play 
  
4375340256.txt 
Hi guys 
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I am visiting discreet masculine friend 29 year old decent looking Asian man. 170cm  sixty 
eight kg. always safe and ddf 
 
I am hoping to meet up with decent ddf masculine guy/guys around 20-40 year old. Tonight and 
tomorrow.   
 
Must send me a picture and stats.  
 
And put "single" or "group" to indicate if you are ok with group action thanks 
 
Hope to see you  
Thanks 
  
4375340414.txt 
I am 34 and bi curious. I need a bi man to join me in a threesome with a hooker that do anal. 
I want to do her if we can and we can suck each other as well. Reply with a photo and info 
about yourself. And let me know if you know a girl we can see. Need to do this around 
lunchtime today 
  
4375341693.txt 
Get a quick, safe and the best Blow Job in the heart of the city today. 
 
Nice normal Aussie guy here, in a comfy discreet mid city apartment, good porn to watch, while 
I go down on you. No fuss, no mess, no talk, no charge. Fast safe and discreet blow and go. 
Happy for you to wear a condom (which i can supply) if you're very nervous. 
 
I just need you to be fit, white, horny and aged between 20 to 40. Maybe up to 50 if you're 
really fit and super horny. 
 
Don't need any photos, and dont ask me for any photos, discretion is paramount,  just send a 
good description of yourself and when you want to cum. 
  
4375360548.txt 
Any blokes in need of a good suck discreetly? 
 
I give it good and i don't gag. Seeking curious men or horny men who wanna cop a proper bj. To 
Completion 
 
I can host and i've porn and a comfy couch. Am normal clean and discreet. No need to be 
nervous. 
 
 
Seeking hung men today 
  
4375367607.txt 
tall masculine hung top genuine discreet 
will re-ward young guy 18 to 23 only 
looking for a curious ,bi or st8a guy 
looking for a bj or more 
send location, description or a face or body pik if ur keen,no cock piks please 
  
4375382901.txt 
looking for someone youngish/around my age on the northern beaches to sesh with tonight.  
cant host, but maybe you can or we can chill at a park/beach.  
 
no sex expected, just keen to chill and meet  other some cool local guys 
 
hit me up boys 
  
4375384782.txt 
Hey boys...looking to suck a nice cock or 2 anytime today or tonight ....live in Parramatta 
and my place is very discreet and private.  Available all weekend. 
 
Ht me up if you wanna drop by, get naked , lay on my bed and have me work on your cock and 
balls till you blow the most amazing load. 
 
Prefer young (18-30) horny and clean 
  
4375406816.txt 
bear looking for fun I want to try it in the bottom  any takers  
cant host  email with stats  
  
4375416443.txt 
hi I'm male 16 bottom 1st timer looking to get fucked for the first time over the weekend 
during the day, I just need someone to host and I will be there! 
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4375422296.txt 
Looking for 2 clean shaven d&d free cocks. I'm a young twinky looking to be rammed in my ass 
while sucking a cock. 18 years old. No reply without pics of your cock 
  
4375435410.txt 
Masc, GL, Tall, Muscular and Hung. Looking to massage younger FIT Aussie, Euro guys. I don't 
require any reciprocation happy to go with the flow. I have big strong hands and enjoy 
massaging a fit guy. Gay, straight or bi - just be fit and under 40. Lay back relax and enjoy.  
Let me know what you want.  Total discretion and privacy, very comfortable home. Drug and 
disease fee, Safe and Neg. The pics are me and I have more to swap. Reply with your PICs and 
DETAILS. 
  
4375439029.txt 
Hi there... 
Older guy here with a bear build who is genuinely seeking a younger guy into both older and 
bigger guys for relationship / or friendship (FWB) 
 
Keen to hear back from single (preferably gay) guys 18 up to about 30 (prefer local on north 
side of Sydney) that would be interested in coming over and seeing where it goes from there. 
Looking to meet sooner than later ...not in a week time...as it wont happen guys. 
 
Be good to meet with other like minded guys after the same things as me. I am genuine to meet 
with a view to ongoing friends with benefits or longer term friends ? Open to anything. I am 
romantic, loving caring and generous guy and also keen to pursue something more with a guy 
than just sex. Looking to be able to care about someone again. ! 
 
I am a guy who loves being with younger people. I like to spend time out with guys camping, 
going on drives and weekends away. Movies and diner are also on the agenda. 
 
Can host most nights and some days or travel to meet or just go for a drive !! 
 
Know there are guys out there into daddies and bears...etc so love to hear from you !! 
 
Thanks 
  
4375442620.txt 
Hi, 30 aussie dude here, never been to a sauna and keen to have a look. Im looking for a guy 
who might be interested in taking me, and maybe we could have some fun also, maybe a drink or 
two first, then head in.  
Im in OK shape, pretty slim and good looking. Hoping to find a guy around my age, thought not 
essential. Nice, sorted and sane, no pressure please. ONLY safe and clean. If you are 
interested, let me know! Thanks, 
  
4375446238.txt 
Looking to chill with another laid-back, down-to-earth awesome guy. Either stroke together, 
stroke eachother, and hopefully leads to oral. Bi/Straight/Gay/TS porn playing while we have 
some fun. 
 
You must host locally. 
 
Also looking for my first facial. So, oral would be awesome. 
 
Me: awesome, bi-wm, 6foot, 160lbs, 7.5cut, DDFREE, Clean!!!, chill, awesome, non-scene, not 
into pigs or overly hairy guys. I'm not in any scene and am very discreet, so if you're 
curious, I would probably be a great start :) 
 
SEND PICS OR NO REPLY 
 
You don't have to send a face photo. But definitely cock and/or body. This is CL afterall, so 
I respect people who don't want to send a random stranger their face photo before even 
confirming if this is legit. 
 
REPLY SOOON so we can do this :) 
  
4375456918.txt 
Hi im a young fit aussie 20 yo with a 6.5" uncut seeking other young guys my age or younger 
just to fool arround with n have some hot fun i am dnd free n expect u to b also must reply 
with pic n also ur stats would b good if u could host  
looking for twinks 
If ur not a twink and u r a older male rewrd me 
  
4375458148.txt 
Greek guy looking for any cute btm boys. I have a thing for Asian boys, twinks, slim guys but 
all considered. I'm medium bod, hairy chest, v. thick uncut, passionate. Looking to travel. 
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4375458293.txt 
fit 54yo guy can host early afternoon today saturday.i just want someone to come to my 
place,get on his knees and suck my soft cock hard till i cum in your mouth.i'd like to get my 
hands on the back of your head and see if u can deepthroat it-please be over 40 and clean as i 
am.i also want to wank your cock over me.hurry! ps give some details a bout yourself in 
reply,pic wud be good! 
  
4375477187.txt 
Young fit legal sexually active & horny good looking clean guys  "required"  18-25yr "give and 
take a few approx" for various positions, please apply within.......dont be shy or hold back, 
cum deep and let yourself flow.....yummm & yerrr...." 
  
You must be fun, sane, Drug&Disease Free, clean "....without any sort of attitude.... thanks. 
 
Sexual & sentual only, 1-on-1 sex, nothing over the top....we are simply here to get ourselves 
off together & fulfill our sexual desires NSA. 
 
You should be open minded, with a reciprocal nature would be best suited....also you should 
and can ask questions of anything you require. 
 
Availabilaty is open to all.....versitile, tops or bottoms, you will be accomadated 
for...specify your inteded & willing positions. 
 
Send a message stating your requesting roles towards this sexual adventure, along with any 
credentials, "pictures"  of yourself, (face, body or more) your stats etc.....you'll be 
equally rewarded sexually accordingly .... replies ASAP. thanks 
 
Importance is that your young, good looking, sexually horny, sane, ddf and willing to have 
fun. 
Thanks in advance, I look forward in seeing you and have some fun together. 
  
4375481165.txt 
Looking for a top who is into party and play for a hot session tonight. You host and provide 
the cock and I bring the party and a cock slut attitude. Clean guy here, no hard body but good 
looking. Tall, solid and masculine. So if this is your thing and u can host preferably not too 
far from the city, send me your stats, what u are into and suburb.  
  
4375485795.txt 
50YR OLD DADDY LOOKING FOR YOUNG GUYS FOR MUTUAL 
ORAL AND ANAL MY STATS 162CM 75KG 6INCH CUT COCK 
YOUR STATS AND A PIC IF POSSIBLE WOULD BE APPRECIATED 
TEENS ONLY NO TIME WAISTERS GENUINE REPLIES ONLY? 
I ALSO HAVE SKYPE? 
  
4375491098.txt 
So I went to the pub and got chatting to a landscaper. ended up on my balcony smokin cones and 
drinkin beer for Hours, then he just pulls down his pants, shows me his boner and says 'suck 
me off'.  
 
real blokes bloke 
 
any more like this around? 
 
 
 
  
4375494059.txt 
Are you 23 or under and are wanting to suck 8 inches and then be topped? 
 
Strong stayer looking to give someone a really good f-ing. 
 
Send age, pics and location and we'll organise a meet! 
  
4375506153.txt 
Looking for a hot fit guy for fun.  Love to dominate, fuck, spank etc.  If your into more even 
better.  Into fit aussie/euro ass.  Want to submit and worship a big cut cock?  Safe and neg. 
Reply with pic and details 
  
4375515944.txt 
Looking for a nice respectful, nice looking guy who can host this afternoon so I can come 
over, get dressed as a girl and we can have some fun. 
Sound like you? 
 
I'm 34, slim, 76kg, 6ft tall, not smooth shaven, versatile, 7in. 
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Will come as a guy but transform into a slut just for you... 
  
4375518989.txt 
Hi if your and older person and in the mood for a naughty talk or maybe even get together 
please reply. 
Fairly opened minded but could be shown or told some new fum I'm sure, look forward to hearing 
from a stranger 
Thanks 
  
4375526876.txt 
hey guys young euro Aussie here looking to suck a hung daddy older man even double my age and 
more lol have good looks mouth sxc body and am a bottom not over weight and not fussed about u 
just no time waisters please pics to trade if u want urs for mine  
  
4375527111.txt 
24 year old transguy from Newcastle - in Sydney for the afternoon. Looking for some NSA fun 
before I drive back.  
If you're keen send a piccy (also know what a transguy is).  
Can't host but can travel 
  
4375535038.txt 
I'm going out for drinks tonight in the city and want to meet up afterwards. Preferably 
somewhere close to the city. I have a craving for older guys or hung guys. Your pic gets mine. 
Don't be shy. I just want to ride you ;) 
  
4375539667.txt 
Thick hung dom top asian (26) and stocky bottom bear (53) seek uninhibited men for fuck 
session. Come get your arse pounded by an athletic top or help spitroast a willing eager 
bottom. NSA safe play only, Send pics and stats to guarantee reply. 
  
4375541553.txt 
Discreet group sucking session and deepthroat for fit guys 18-40. My stats are 1.8m, 70kg, 45, 
fit and genuine.  
D&D free and you be too. Don't expect anything in return - you sit back with other guys and 
watch hot porn while I suck you both off and and then you leave. 
I give a great no hassles deepthroat headjob.  
  
4375544608.txt 
Horny bottom boy with party supplies seeks a top to play tonight. If u can host, preferably 
not too far from the city and u like wired sessions with a willing bottom then I want to hear 
from you. I am clean and keen, tight arise and awesome at giving head. I am masculine, talk, 
solid, and cool..I don't have a hard body but overall I get a pass mark. Include stats, likes 
and what part of sydney u can host at tonight in your first email. Hope to have a hot time 
tonight.  
  
4375547708.txt 
I am a 20 year old bottom with an ass that has never felt what it is like to have a cock fill 
it. I'm looking for someone to bend me over and break me in, and fuck me like a good bitch 
should be fucked. I cannot host but will travel, and am drug and disease free (I expect the 
same). I am discreet and appreciate the same.  
 
If you want to be the one to break me in, send me an email with some info and maybe a pic and 
we'll sort it out :) 
  
4375553942.txt 
If you are looking for a hot blow job until u cum in my mouth, message me!! Can rim too if 
clean. Guys under 32 only. Can host or travel too....car fun or discrete meets are fine too. 
Jus drop ur pants and let me suck ur clean cock...serious queries only. You either want it or 
don't. Will reply promptly 
  
4375554407.txt 
I'm looking for a very big and dominant guy that can host all day. I will cum and be your 
bitch all day. If u have a collar and leash or stuff u want me to wear I will obey u. I do not 
wanna chat when u come I'll just lie at your dick until your horny again then serve u more. U 
have to be dominant and agressive!  
  
4375563823.txt 
Two kinky adventurous guys looking for someone to photograph and or film us 
Will be up for anything 
Looking for someone to use my boy too 
  
4375579756.txt 
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Hi i m 31 dark guy with 7 inch down. I need some guy dark with big sown . It has to be atleast 
more tgen 7 inch . Prefer dark and asian guys. Cant host.in lower north shore. Pic must 
  
4375585251.txt 
any horny str8 or curious dudes in the area looking for safe fun? I'm a fit, masc, white 
bloke.  
prefer under 30. Totally discreet. 
i can host near mona vale beach. no reciprocation required unless u want to. 
 
No married or attached guys. 
  
4375585607.txt 
Hey all, 
 
Looking for an easy and hot session with masculine guys. I like to be cheeky and naughty and 
explore some new things in bed. 
 
I'm a young Asian boy, 22, smooth/athletic build, cute,bubble butt, dark hair, dark eyes, 5'6, 
60kg. 
 
Please shoot me an email with a face pic and contact details if you are interested. Emails 
with pics would definitely a response and also let me know if you can host. Into many types so 
don't be shy and hit me up. Free today! First in Best (un) dressed. Lol 
 
Come get me ;) =D  
  
4375586099.txt 
Fit athletic slim tanned hung boy here.  Looking for some pnp with a real hung Dom.   
 
I love to be throated, spanked and used by real men.  Lets party and play guys.   
 
  
4375597717.txt 
Fit easy going guy in Kings Cross looking to have NSA fun with younger fit lean vers /btm 
guys..bi curious, backpackers....watch porn, cruise etc:) Send pics etc  
  
4375598162.txt 
30 aussie guy here home alone looking for a guy who can walk in find me naked in my room, 
unzip then let me start sucking and gagging on your cock. Play with my hole if you like then 
turn me over and fuck me till you cum then leave. No chit chat just a straight to the point 
anonymous NSA meet. 
I am aussie 6'1, 80kg smooth clean and discreet. I can host 
 
Anyone around for a meet? 
 
 
  
4375599578.txt 
Any young guys under 30, clean hygienic, uncut preferred, Leb,wog, Asian, tradie, or white 
surfie , email me ASAP  
  
4375600985.txt 
Younger Aussie dude with place to myself tonight. Good looking, clean, ddf and fit. Looking 
for a guy with a nice cock that I can play with later this afternoon/tonight. Not into Asian 
sorry. Please send your age, stats and a pic or I won't reply. Gen only! 
  
4375607364.txt 
Anyone wanna have some fun at a rest area? Let me know I'm leaving canberra now back to syd 
let me know what rest area u can meet at  
  
4375613164.txt 
Laid back guy looking for a bi or curious mate to come over and watch some porn.  Into 
wanking, wanking each other, and sucking only.  Open to something regular if we click.  Got my 
own place, prefer to host, and got lots of different porn.  Even have a fleshjack we can 
share.  Very discrete and d/d here - you should be too.  Under 35 only and in reasonable 
shape.  Replies with pic and stats will get my attention. 
  
4375614603.txt 
Need older 45+ hung thick teacher for long oral sessions 
 
Ideally looking for older guy (over 45 strictly) ideally with own place, porn vids & spare 
time to perform long oral on my 6.5-7 and have the favour returned. Have recently become 
curious about returning the favour and sucking my first cock. 
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Definitely looking for older guys who are 7.5" and over, preference is 8" or more, and thick 
please. Please understand that my fantasy is for a man who is more well hung than myself, so 
please do not be offended if i dont reply to you if you email me and you dont fulfill this 
preference. I wont consider anyone who doesnt fit this preference, sorry. 
 
I imagine a scenario where its dark with the only light coming from the tv playing porn and 
slowly licking and sucking your cock with you helping me learn, perhaps 69`ing instead and 
just exploring slowly... 
 
Cant host, but willing to meet outdoors if you dont have a place, and willing to travel a 
reasonable distance for the right person 
 
Please make sure you have a CLEAR COCK pic to email me if replying to this ad. 
 
Please also include your details, age, cock size etc and what you are interested in 
(hopefully, youve read the ad properly and its the same as what im looking for). 
 
No one word or one line emails with no details thanks 
 
Dont waste my time, and i will not waste yours.  
  
4375622824.txt 
Anyone wanna meet up at ClubX on George St for a mutual wank and suck?  18 - 30 only! 
  
4375628209.txt 
craving cock at all times 
young cock hungry boy that is looking for hot sensual man on man sex during the day. can host. 
love sucking, being sucked, being fucked, licking, kissing and ill try anything once. love and 
have amyl.  
big fetish for men in formal wear and business suit / tie. men dressed as such to the front of 
the line. 
 
get in touch asap! 
  
4375631939.txt 
who come with me in sauna 
i am very horny 
very young 
very open mind  
 i love play with a lot of dicks 
come on 
its noww 
  
4375633481.txt 
masc dte bloke, non scene, cropped and tatts, ex military, looking to suck a cock now. new to 
sucking, but love doing it.  come around now and get drained. 
  
4375636307.txt 
 
GL Asian guy here looking for fun today/tonight. 
 
you must be hot and slim/athletic 
 
please send your stats and face pic. don't send your cock picture thank you. 
  
4375640698.txt 
Hi I'd like to meet a guy who wants his cock sucked tonight. Can travel to yours or play 
outside somewhere. The situation would be me sucking you cock, nothing more. Please be: 35 
years+, slightly dominant, top, clean. I might send pics but only after we discuss things a 
bit first. And because I;m sucking your cock, a photo of it would be good. I'll be free from 
after 7pm tonight...  
  
4375641515.txt 
Straight 27yr old straight acting attached guy looking for a pounding, im clean n d&d free and 
expect the same, im tall 6ft3 dark tan skin, stocky built 115kg.. I can travel close but can 
host but need to be discrete  n ull have to supply condom n lube.. If u keen get bck to me...  
  
4375646503.txt 
Ass up in the air you walk in and do as you wish... 
I am 30 aussie 6'1, 82kg smooth clean and discreet and can host. So if your looking for NSA 
the MSG me! 
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4375664417.txt 
Got the place to myself so would be keen to meet up with a guy and mess about. 
Im 39, slim fit and genuine. 
Keen to jerk get naked and kiss or just get you sorted. 
Prefer a guy who is 23 to 31, don't mind if you are shy. Someone who is bi or has a GF and 
just wants to mess. 
Cool if it gets to be a regular situation. 
Let me know. 
  
4375667812.txt 
Looking for horny patient tops to come over my place and I'll suck your cock then you gently 
stretch my hole. 
Hit me up with some stats and let's make this happen. 
  
4375668127.txt 
bi curious 18 m looking to wank and maybe do more with a guy under 30 TONIGHT. 
Must be DD free and fit like me. 
Super horny, keen to meet up.  Can't host but there are a few secluded public places nearby, 
or can use your car. 
Send me details and a pic if interested. 
  
4375672016.txt 
I'm a good looking guy 27 years old lives in the city. Looking for some fun tonight.If you 
like cross dressing and not older than 28 then let's have amazing sex ;)xx 
  
4375675484.txt 
time now 350pm can host now for fun open minded seek clean guys for nice relaxed fun at my 
place 
  
4375675963.txt 
Hey 
I am looking for Girlish gay bottom guys.(specially asian guys-But like any cute guy from any  
nationality) I am dark colour(south asian) top guy. Well mannered and down to earth. expect 
the same from you. Im 5. 6 tall. 72kg. Little hairy 6.5 inch uncut tool for your pleasure. At 
the moment do not have a place. But can travel anyware. Day time Im free. So msg with your 
body stats. mails with pictures get priority. but pictures without also eagerly looked in to. 
But must be discreet. Cross dresses, transgendered wellcome. 
XX 
Mat 
  
4375679352.txt 
Me; Middle Eastern 
Im chubby not a slim guy 
 30yrs old 
 177cm Tall 
 I have no pics at the moment sorry 
 
 You; Must be able to have a car and drive to me 
 Regular Meets (Everynight if possible) 
 Cut and 7inches plus 
 Must send me few clear cock pics 
 And must bring some sort of a Blindfold of some sort to cover your eyes! 
 
 Read my add carefully before replying if all off the above suits you then get incontact with 
me txt me on 0421 THREE FIVE SEVEN 465 and in your txt message put your name age and location 
with cock pics! Thanks. NO TIME WASTERS PLEASE ONLY REAL PEOPLE REPLY 
  
4375679424.txt 
Looking to find another dude to wank with  
Come over jerk with me and blow  
I am a slim easy going guy prefer yonger undet 30 if thats ok. 
Im an older 41 , fit  genuine just keen on wanking.  
  
4375680124.txt 
Starting new work next week, got some time off. Looking for any fit guys up for drinks 
shirtless, then safe clean play. Tall lean masc Asian here. Have pics to trade. I can host.  
  
4375686288.txt 
Horny short bottom available for fun .  
I like sucking . kissing and a hard dick in my ass 
  
4375687684.txt 
mature guy wanted to give me hot massage - can travel -me 45- 7 in cut---cum on email me for 
some fun --available now-- 
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4375701412.txt 
Seeking straight cock to suck. No strings. Discreet. I come and work you while you watch porn. 
You blow I go.  
  
4375705395.txt 
Any horny slim/athletic bottom available for hot session now with a hung top?  
Please reply with just a body pic and stats for quick meet up. I can only host. You must be 
between 20 to 26, any race is welcome. 
 
Please reply as per my specification, I'm not keen to see your ugly face pic lol, I am 
attracted to body and not face. 
  
4375706721.txt 
I am good looking, fit, disease free and Australian. I am looking for a guy, preferably with 
an uncut dick that wants a bj. I can host you tonight. 
 
You need to be disease free, in shape and good looking. No Indian or Asian!!  
 
Your stats and dick shot will get my reply. I am serious and looking for this arvo or tonight. 
  
4375710101.txt 
Two guys here wired and keen for another guy to join in 
 
31 and 35 both clean, fit and healthy. Disease free and expect the same 
 
Just keen for someone to call round and join in on the action 
 
Pref 18-35 
 
Genuine ADD, both hard and ready. 
 
No time wasters or email ping pong. Please send a pic to speed things up and get this party 
started 
  
4375712749.txt 
Good looking, tall, muscular, married, straight, aussie, DDF, keen to meet up with a young 
curious guy and masterbate together watching porn tonight. 
 
Maybe mutual masterbation... I might also like to suck (or more, see how it goes) 
 
You host. 
 
Asians welcome. 
 
Discretion and secrecy a must. 
 
Reply with pic (if possible) 
 
  
4375713721.txt 
Straight guy here looking for someone to come over n pound me.. I can host now before 6.30pm 
or tomorow morning before midday, If u keen get bck to me.. I have a gf so discretion a 
must... About me tall 6ft3 stocky built dark skin n hairy... No time wasters 
  
4375715262.txt 
Are you dominant natured - seeking someone to be your submissive?I would kneel, lick and kiss 
it. Be slightly abusive, overpowering - call me slave and choke me. 
  
4375716845.txt 
Looking for another guy who would suck my cock in westpoint or Westfield toilets or carpark 
around the area. 
 
I'm 27 asian. Please reply with stats I'll reply back with cock pic. 
  
4375720532.txt 
I want a cute young Asian guy to give me a hand job. Send your picture and you get a response. 
  
4375723982.txt 
Need my dirty musky ass rimmed clean u must host can travel get back to me with stats age 
location maybe a pic if u want. Ill reply with stats and pic love rim chairs 
  
4375729047.txt 
Looking for someone that can host only, not into public stuff. 
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Keen for a blowjob from a guy or chick. Happy to jerk off/eat out in return. 
 
Straight 25yo caucasian, average/cuddly body. 7.5 inch cock. 
 
Happy to swap pics. 
  
4375729278.txt 
I've always fantasied about exploring a guys body while he's passed out.  Here's what I'm 
looking for: you come over drunk and or take some sleeping pills (stilnox is good).  You pass 
out on my bed or lounge.  I'll slowly take your clothes off and explore your body.   Touching 
licking sucking.  All limits will be respected.  Prefer if you're str8 or bi, and must be in 
reasonable shape under 35. 
 
Genuine replies with description of yourself only!   
  
4375735657.txt 
fit smooth clean Asian 172cm 63kg 7" uncut,  looking for a massage, just finished work and 
want to de-stress. I will return the favour. I have massage oil.   
 
You don't have to be an expert, I'm not an expert either, but it feels nice to have someone 
touch my back and head. It makes me happy. 
 
 
You must be able to host.  I prefer fit/slim/musc White male under 30 year old, please send a 
body pic.  No fake pics or old thanks. 
  
4375736456.txt 
Must travel, I'm curious str8, must be discrete as have a misses. Looking for under 30, 
tradie, chill, clean, discrete, who need a reward 
  
4375739227.txt 
just a curious straight guy looking for someone to meet up with for regular jack off sessions, 
probably at the Randwick tafe, jacking each other off under the stall. Not interested in 
seeing your face, or anything more than jacking off (for the time being at least). 
 
my age or younger would be preferable but not that important, and race/size doesn't bother me. 
 
let me know. 
 
  
4375744845.txt 
discreet non scene man wanting to meet up in ur hotel - be discreet clean 
 fit here, European like to get naked - masculine contact etc  
  
4375745072.txt 
Hey Boys 
 
I am here for You and i WANT  your pleasure 
i am young 
bottom and very horny 
i am slim and smooth 
do you want me? $$ 
 
Kisss 
  
4375747307.txt 
I want a decent, clean guy with reasonable body to come to my hotel room. Have a quick shower, 
jump under the sheets, and go with the passion, enjoying the feeling of bliss (or enjoying it, 
whatever the term you prefer) until we feel the awaited release! It may be a one time meeting 
so why not go with the flow, give in to the feeling, be wild (in a good way), and make the 
most of the moment! :)  
 
It's cool if you've had a few drinks.  
 
After this, we go our separate ways and back to our normal lives. 
 
Straight or curious guys welcome! Let me know what you want, I will respect your limits. 
 
Simple. Straight to the point.  Great satisfaction! 
 
Can host this time only! 
 
34 or less only please. Be clean and discreet. 
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4375748013.txt 
looking for passionate sex with lots of kissing with a White young male 18-30 years old. if 
you are blonde, even better. 
 
I can't host, I can drive up to 15 mins from glenfield. Send a photo thanks.  
  
4375750784.txt 
Will rim ur ass deep and hard until u cum...only rim clean smooth asses 18-30...feel my tongue 
up your ass n cum at the same time. Could blow if you want. Got a place or travel 
  
4375751641.txt 
hey guys im strictly bottom, im lat20ino, a little chubby, get told im very good looking 
can host from now to late late 2night 
love to suck cock swallow, been fucked once a bout 2 years ago and really want to get fucked 
again  
pretty opened minded to alot of things so tell me what you wanna do  
as i said strictly bottom not looking to get my dick sucked or fuck u  
i cant travel. and please dont reply with a one liner. give me some bloody info a pic or 
something 
people who reply with things like "interested ?" will not get a reply  
  
4375752359.txt 
I want to suck cock today/tonight. 
 
I love getting a facial. So if you, and your mates if you like, need to unload get in touch.  
 
Me: 35, chubby, awesome cocksucker, clean, non-smoker,  drug and disease free.  
 
You: under 45, not Asian or Indian, big load, clean, non-smoker, drug and disease free.  
 
Can't host and can only travel a short distance. Outdoors is always fun ;) 
 
 
 
Suck cum facial facials north blowjob headjob bukkake groups  
  
4375753255.txt 
A fantasy of mine is having a decent straight, bi or curious guy who's had a few drinks or is 
drunk come to my hotel room, and experimenting or letting me suck him off. Doesn't matter if 
he has a partner or not. If he passes out, it's cool, he can spend the night here and go home 
in the morning after a good rest.  
 
I can host, and doing this tonight only.  
 
Must be 32 or below, discreet, clean, reasonable body. The younger, the better.  
 
If this ad is up, I'm still looking! Message me quick! 
  
4375757821.txt 
anyone in the Shire that can host or knows somewhere outside and wants their cock sucked.  
 
Nothing wanted in return.  
First preference goes to replies with pics and dominating/face fucking requests.  
  
4375758328.txt 
New to the hills area , where are best beats guys ? 
Any info would be great !!!  
  
4375761255.txt 
If your gl, disease free, in shape and after a bj get in touch. Pls no Asian it's just not my 
thing, without sounding rude.  
 
I am a good looking Aussie dude that can host. Fit and disease free. Like to play the bottom 
if that comes into it.  
 
Send me your stats and a pic 
  
4375761596.txt 
Yo! Bottom guy with no plans for tonight, feeling frisky and hoping somebody is available and 
dtf :3 have a lil bit of body hair and some small tats.  
 
Okay, before anybody emails me, there are a few prerequisites before emailing me. If you don't 
meet all of these, don't email me; I just won't respond. 
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1)You must host. I live with my rents and WILL NOT FUCK IN PUBLIC. "But what about my van with 
no windows?" No? That's not sketchy. 
 
2)Must have pics. I'm not arranging to meet someone without seeing their face. No exceptions. 
 
3)Must live on the Northern Beaches. It's raining and I don't drive so local only. Penrith 
isn't local and neither is Marrickville. 
 
Otherwise message away! Look forward to your hard cock throbbing in my tight little ass! xx 
  
4375763651.txt 
love to suck and be on my knees and  enjoy a nice dick in my mouth, I love the taste and the 
feel of a dick inside my mouth and because I like it so much I enjoy sucking it , which means 
you will love it being sucked. I also am into being fucked. I am into just blowing you and you 
go or  if you want to fuck me then that's on the cards too. I also like  dom guys  as I am 
also into being a submissive boi  in the moment being your  slut at your need,  I have a few 
fetishes also and could be open to stuff that you desire with in reason or mine if u are keen 
and which is all about your pleasure any way , if your keen then email me and we can go from 
there . you must be able to send a face pic and stuff cause I wont just meet any one , im a 
good looking clean aussie str acting and easy going bloke, im 35 but look younger and have a 
bit of a boi look I guess , ok bod good legs and blue eyes brown hair, Not sexually into Asian 
guys and pref guys under  35 but could be open to a couple of years over love younger guys 
also I am discreet as well  
  
4375764476.txt 
Hey guys, I am a mid 40s married guy, very keen to try giving oral to the right guy. 
 
I am not into deep throating/gagging or anything forced. 
 
What I would like is kissing, fondling and licking and sucking to completion, nothing heavier. 
 
My fantasy is a stockier hairy bear type, unshaven, bald and with a mustache would be extra 
hot but not essential. Drug and disease free, drink is cool. I'd come to you, you'd come for 
me. I want to experience making a man come in my mouth. 
 
As I said I am mid 40's, hairy, slim build but big belly. 
 
I need someone discreet (obviously), and if you know the reference even better. 
 
  
4375767587.txt 
Hey yo! I'm 24, bi guy! Looking to have first encounter with a guy tonight! I'm fit, clean, 
discrete, dd free, down to earth, fun and romantic!  
I'm looking for someone who is the same! Aged between 20-30! Looking to just fool around, 
wank, suck and hang out! Let me know if your keen! Must be clean, fit, healthy, no drugs! Just 
abit of safe fun! Can't host, so hope you can! Send me pics, and I can send you mine, does NOT 
have to be all about the dick pics tho! That shits waaaay to crazy! Lol 
So let me know if your keen and hopefully we can catchup and meet tonight! 
  
4375767891.txt 
Hey, I'm a 27year old, brown skin, 7" cut & thick cock, who would like to have some fun with a 
girls, cd, trans, btm, vers,top and bi or straight guys as well guys under 40 years old only , 
I'm a top so I would like to get sucked and fuck you. 
I'm disease free and clean. I expect the same. 
Message me if you're interested and you picture gets mine. i can't host can drive.. im 100% 
sexy machine...lol  
  
4375772548.txt 
Anyone keen for pnp tonight? 23 y.o decent guy. If you can supply 420 or sweet puff ill pretty 
much be up for anything.  Cant host can travel. 
  
4375772826.txt 
Clean fit late 30's tradie type with a cut 8-9' shaved straight guy wanting to have discreet 
Suck and maybe duck tonight with someone easygoing who would enjoy blowing down my throat 
after u tell me how and what to do.  Must be clean and nice cock and local  and can host 
  
4375774230.txt 
 Looking for a friend - m4m (sydney) 
I am 56, with not much experience, looking for a friend, for mutual pleasure. 
Nothing to heavy, just some easy going fun. 
Please reply with pic and details. 
Thanks for looking 
  
4375774419.txt 
Straight/bi guy looking for a mates in same situation.   
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Im not looking for anything too involved and not attracted to overtly gay or fem guys (sorry 
but it just saves us all time). 
 
Im discreet, masculine and up for some low key fun behind closed doors, perhaps have a beer or 
two if your keen....  
 
Hit me up and lets see whats up. 
  
4375774639.txt 
Young straight guy looking to unload. Willing to fulfil Pantyhose or stockings fantasy is an 
extra. must be able to host 
 
the older the better. 
 
Must be completely discreet. 
 
Have a girlfriend. 
  
4375775974.txt 
Stocky to chubby bottom 174cm 95kg seeks hung tops to fuck my tight hole. Come in to find me 
blindfolded on all 4s, slip on a condom, fuck me till you blow, dress n go. 
  
4375776422.txt 
Hosting tonight. You either want your cock sucked or you want to fuck a hot btm..... I am 
Aussie and gl, you certainly won't be disappointed. If your gl and ddf get in touch. I can 
have you over my place for some NSA fun. Pls send your statistics in first email.. 
  
4375778534.txt 
I'm 6' tall muscular asian, i go to gym 6 times a week and look after myself....i''m into 
white boys only 20-40 years fit...show me how confident you are......... 
  
4375779297.txt 
Just chilling at home tonight and looking to give NSA BJs to any drunk horny dudes. 
Will be up all night so just hit me up, come in, get blown. 
Looking for 18 -35. Reply with pics/stats 
 
  
4375781655.txt 
Hey there, ive got nothing to do tonight, and im up for pretty much anything. I'm 17, average 
body, blue eyes, dark hair. Can travel, can't host. Under 25 prefered. Looking forward to your 
replies xx 
  
4375783316.txt 
Hey fellas 17year old chubby inexperienced but really want to suck some dick never tasted cum 
before so if you lucky might take your load  please be hung and send pics and stats for a 
superfast reply hope to hear from you soon  
  
4375783509.txt 
Hi guys. I'm looking for some CNMN play tonight. I love being naked and exposed for the 
pleasure of other guys. I want guys to (force) strip me, take my gear off, explore my body 
(everywhere), with hands and/or mouth, and jack and/or suck me off. Explore my body - arse, 
balls, cock. I am open to role play scenarios. I'm athletic/muscular, caucasian, 167cm, 60kg. 
Inner suburbs. NB: I'm not looking for 'sex' - I'm looking for tactile/voyeuristic guys who 
want to touch, feel and explore. Cheers. 
  
4375783904.txt 
Horny guy in a Surry Hills looking for fun now, or anytime today. I just love sucking & riming 
and if you want to fuck even better! I am 48, easy going, and bi and play with gay bi and 
first timers! Just be genuine! 
Just tell me what your cock is like, your age and and want you want to do if we hook up? 
Simple. 
I can host, and can hook up most days and some nights. Replies with an email address or mob 
number will make hooking up quicker. Also a photo or 2 would be great!  
Suck you soon.... 
 
  
4375785140.txt 
Ever wanted your own sex slave? 
Good looking straight acting guy available for next 24 hours you to use however you want. Try 
out your fantasies.  
Need domestic chores done or errands run then use me for that? 
Need someone to humiliate? I'm your guy! 
Need a sex slave? Look no further.  
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Want nasty pig? Thats me! 
Email for more info 
  
4375788236.txt 
okay im bi, 20, latino a bit chubby but not huge fatt  
strictly bottom. im not fem at all.. except the fact that i like to be fucked  
i love cock 
had a rough day at work so really looking to blow off some steam by sucking some dick and 
getting fucked. i like to be submissive, i can host tonight only and untill late 
open to quite abit of experimenting so tell me what your into, get back 2 me soon  
i cant travel only host 
  
4375790736.txt 
Stocky bottom bear seeking tops for totally anonymous NSA safe fuck sessions now. Come in my 
open door to find me in all 4s blindfolded ready to take your hard cock. Slip on a condom fuck 
me blow dress n go. Send stats in reply. 
  
4375793468.txt 
Anyone else interested in hypnosis and keen on experiencing with it tonight? I can host! Let 
me know ASAP and let's do this! If it resolves your issues, great! Let's explore it now! 
Should be fun! :) 32 and below only please. Cheers! 
  
4375793746.txt 
Looking to host tonight at my hotel. Safe, sane discreet, vers. What are you seeking? 
  
4375794341.txt 
Hi, I am a straight male and no girl has been able to make me cum with a BJ before. Want to 
see if any guy is up to the challenge. I would also like to be rimmed for the first time. 
Would be keen to fuck someone but sorry atm not willing to receive anal. I am dnd free. 
  
4375795141.txt 
heya, 
Im a mixed guys early 20s ..  
providing massage to guys or girls.. any one not a problem 
i cant host.. i come to ur place its full body  massage .. please discuss for prices 
if any one intersted please let me know ur details/address and contact number 
Thanks 
  
4375796882.txt 
44 bi mwm seeking other mature guys for wife pic sharing and jo videocalls.  Mine is 36, 
asian, big brown nipples...yours? 
  
4375797187.txt 
Hi guys  
I'm looking to dump a load down someone's throat. I can host or travel.  
I'm tall, good looking, hung and cut.  
I also prefer young guys who look aftertthemselves.  
What is mean by that, is young is not someone in their 40s, for example. About don't need to 
have an amazing body, just not overweight.  
Looking to do this asap.  
Must be able to deepthroat and swlow.  
  
4375798248.txt 
Slim Aussie guy, 6ft 6.5" cock 
 
Attached looking for discrete NSA light fun 
 
Show me your cock, or if keen for more let me jerk you off or possibly blow  
 
Can't host so looking local 
 
Hit me up with your stats/pics and let me know what your into  
 
Straight, gay, married , curious all welcome  
  
4375802986.txt 
looking for a hot guy around my age to get between the knees of, and suck his cock so it gets 
really good and wet! i can go slow or let you go as fast as you like ... even face fuck me! 
perhaps if we make a mess we could share a shower after? 
 
19yo, slim, smooth with a 6.5"cock 
send a pic to get a response 
MUST BE DDF  
I cannot host!!! 
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I can host ONLY in my car  
if you can host that would be great! 
  
4375803367.txt 
Cannot host, so only people who can host 
 
Looking for at least 2 others for a group session (don't inquire if you are a single person) 
 
I'm only interested in being bottom  
 
Either just Oral or Fucking, whatever is prefered 
  
4375804897.txt 
Anyone still awake, drunk, and/ or horny, seeking a good release to help you sleep better 
after? I can host tonight/ tomorrow morning only. 
 
NSA bj warm mouth on offer now, message me ASAP! I'm a decent guy, be discreet, clean, less 
than 32. Straight or curious guy, reasonable body looking for release preferred. 
 
No reciprocation necessary. 
 
Still looking if this is still on. 
  
4375812483.txt 
Any taxi drivers looking for a NSA totally discreet bj get in touch. Have a private apartment 
you can come up to and have a release. Get in touch if your around the area and come get a 
great bj.  
  
4375820126.txt 
Im keen on meeting up and playing safe  
Im 39, good looking snd fit 
If you are interested and able to travel hit me up  
Prefet 23 to 31 years old  someonen whi keeps fit and looking to have fun with a guy hit me up 
Prefer a bi guy or curious guy I prefer to host 
  
4375820464.txt 
Gay guy here into str8 men and thier feet, love workboots, sneakers, work socks, sports socks 
etc. Love to worship and be spoke down too, spit on etc. 
  
4375821698.txt 
Hey guys. 25 6ft 7.5" uc top avg to fit build looking for some nsa fun Sunday arvo on the 
northern beaches. You must be able to host or know a discreet place, can travel to anywhere on 
the beaches and north shore. Please send pics with your reply. 
  
4375824762.txt 
Hi guys, 
Im looking for a nice cock to suck and fuck.. 
prefer younger guys.. 
I travel or can host.. would love to try a gloryhole if there are any around 
Talk soon guys 
  
4375836631.txt 
Just wanna talk dirty with some guys. Reply with a pic or two and we'll take it from there. 
Any age is fine ;) 
  
4375836795.txt 
Looking for GL wank mates. I'm bi, but looking for guys who just love a good wank sesh.  
 
6", uncut here, fit/slim and tanned.  
 
Email me with pics for a reply ;) 
 
 
 
  
4375839321.txt 
Hey guys, young aussie guy here looking to spend some of the night preferably sucking a cock, 
open to suggestions in terms of playing.. prefer to travel locally but could host for the 
right person.. hit me up! 
  
4375842998.txt 
2 guys here one bi one gay vers and bottom need third top please . Wired kinky play 
  
4375843928.txt 
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Need a guy preferably who looks after himself for some late night fun. Young guy for reward 
very little limits, 
 
 
 
  
4375844524.txt 
I'll buzz you in, come in to my dark apartment, sit back on the lounge and let me blo you, 
discreet, no talking and leave once your done!  
 
Pls send a cock pic and your stats for my address. No Asians!!!!  
  
4375851501.txt 
Looking for a guy to host near CBD now! Keen to give a blowjob and take one, and fool around.  
 
Send pic and description, it's a must!  
  
4375859243.txt 
Hi i'm an 18 year old Asian who has just recently turned 18. I have an extreme sexual lust for 
men older than me and is completely submissive. Any age range from 20-50 is welcome, as well 
as all body types.  
If interested, send me an email. 
Also i am still a virgin and i have not engaged in any sexual activity in my whole life, so if 
deflowering a teenager is what your into, then send an email. 
  
4375859719.txt 
Hi am 24 year from singapore. am clean and hygienic. very horny now.. can come to your place 
or you can drive in to my place and will have inside your car. I am 5.8 height and 65 kg. Pics 
attached. I am looking for a hot fun ..so lets catch up..am leaving sydney on wednesday so 
lets make it soon bro..reply with your to make it easy guys 
 
Special note: I have a great sexy lips and butt to play..any sydneysiders to make my trip 
memorable?? 
  
4375862755.txt 
I'm a straight curious guy if you want my to suck my dick with no return (maybe and I stress 
maybe) can't host can meet somewhere quite close by. 
Shaved and cut  
  
4375863030.txt 
Just at home bored. Wonder anyone knows some way to maybe get a bit high together. Sane & 
disease free here & got a nice bod. You be too. Am an easy going Asian bloke. 
  
4375879304.txt 
Ggggt fggggg fgg thruth brave but grbtbrbtb Ruthhhh hehrjrhrjrj hehrjrhrjrj hehrjrhrjrj 
hehejrjrjrjr hehrjjrjrj 
  
4375892411.txt 
FREE WHOLEBODY MASSAGE AT YOUR PLACE  ... WITH OIL / CREAM OR DRY ... Please email me with 
time / address and your stats.... thanks 
  
4375908033.txt 
Eager to get my hole pounded now. Im young, fit, smooth, asian with a sexy bubble butt. 
Looking for someone who must be able to host, clean, DDF and generous. Not into sucking, just 
ram my tight hole when we meet. Hit me up with pics/offer and I'll get back. Pics get 
immediate reply! 
  
4375914073.txt 
Looking for a bottom who will blow me and let me possibly fuck them.  
 
Can't host but have my car and can travel within reason.  
 
Haven't been with a guy but have wanted to for awhile 
 
Please be under 30, clean, ddf.  
 
Only looking for Aussies / Asian. Just got out of a ltr with a Mediterranean and wanting 
something different.  
  
4375917153.txt 
Hey guys, I'm looking for casual meet ups in inner sydney. 
 
I have average looks, chubby 110kg, hairy, caucasian, brown hair, blue eyes, 6.5uc. 
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I particularly like sensual, tactile and intimate fun and am versatile-bottom when it comes to 
fucking, but that is not essential when I play. 
 
Looking for fun with nice friendly guys into big bearish types. I also like hairy guys, 
average to chunky is a turn on for me as well. Married, bi and curious guys are most welcome 
to come and experiment with me. 
 
Get back if keen with more then a sentence, to at least indicate u have read this posting, 
with some stats and wat u like to get up to.  
 
Cheers 
  
4375918344.txt 
Hey been out with the guys and heading home. I'm very horny with nothing to do. Had a hard day 
playing sport would love someone to rub it better. Str8 muscley athletic guy here.  
  
4375949551.txt 
I need a clean cock to suck. Free now and can host. Must be disease free and no drugs. 
  
4375954168.txt 
19yo btm boy living in inner west with average and hairy body. 
love sucking cock , getting mine sucked, getting rimmed and get fucked  
cant host or travel, so that means you have to pick me up and we can go anywhere ;) 
reply with PICS 
  
4375969192.txt 
19 yo bi sub bttm looking for any fun now can play in your car outdoors or you can host ne up 
to you im hot and want you deep in my throat and ass 
  
4375969414.txt 
25 year old Aussie guy looking for some fun late Sunday morning / early afternoon. I'm up for 
just about anything, but do tend to lean towards being a top, I've bottomed a few times but 
definitely prefer being a top.  
I can't host, so you must be able to. In your response send me location, stats and pics. 
Responses with pics get first priority.  
  
4375981371.txt 
Looking for someone who is older around 35 to show me the ropes. Looking to be a bottom person 
to you being top. If you can pick me up the better the go. Send a full body pic with clock and 
seperate torso to get a reply. You must be 35 plus. I am 19 years old and looking for older. 
  
4376042504.txt 
hey guys im 21 young male wanting to get high and have some fun :) 
im a top but i also love sucking dick to ;) 
i also have a virgin ass you can try change :D 
  
4376056368.txt 
Just home after a few beers pissed and wanting a hot time anyone else up for it ?  
  
4376079491.txt 
I can host I live alone private and discrete 
Give me a good reward and get off!!! 
The Best Way to Start the Day26 
  
4376091346.txt 
Young Aussie guy, 23 avg build and 5'8, still awake and was wondering if anyones awake and 
around the cross/eastern suburbs area and looking to get their cock sucked and balls licked or 
just fool around in general. 
  
4376096012.txt 
Looking for NSA fun here. I'm not into anything weird.  
 
I'm inexperienced so It'll be better if you more experienced.  
 
I'm prefer straight acting guy. Big plus if you're hairy and of bigger build than me. 
 
Let's have fun soon. 
  
4376103009.txt 
hi guys im horny as hell, a little drunk 
i love to suck and wanna get fucked 
let me know what you wanna do  
im 20 latino abit chubby but not full on fat, ad get told im good looking  
im not fem at all  
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4376153132.txt 
Im a young asian boy looking for hot discrete action with older men. I am still a virgin and 
is inexperienced with sexual experiences, please violate me 
  
4376192493.txt 
Hey horny str8 boy looking for bj. In surry hills. Send deets and let's do this. Will not 
reciprocate 
 
7" uc muscley here 
  
4376268911.txt 
hi.. this is a serious post.. 
 
i am looking for a STR8/bi/bi-curious guy who enjoys a wonderful massage, muscle worship and 
loves to be sucked for hours and hours! :) i am clean, educated, drug-free, working 
professional who enjoys these sort of casual encounters. i have taken a course in sensual 
massage and have been told i'm a very good sucker :) this can be a one time thing or a couple 
of times (if we click) or maybe even a regular thing (if we really click).. you can smoke, 
watch porn (str8 or gay) while I service you.. you will be serviced/worship from head to toe.. 
I am into tall guys.. at least 5.10.. preferably 6 feet and over.. and prefer muscle/buff 
guys. i've done this a couple of times and guys have really enjoyed it. I can travel or host. 
a clean, safe apartment in a quiet neighbourhood in Caringbah. 
 
please reply with some pictures of yourself and we'll take it from there. we don't have to 
"get to know" each other, if you don't want. it can be as anonymous as you want. 
  
4376268969.txt 
Early risers! Drunk guys! Straight or curious! Release some load in a hot mouth now, before 
the day starts! Treat yourself to that much needed release! Now! 
 
I can host now this morning at St Peters! Be clean, &lt;34, reasonable body and serious about 
meeting and blowing!  
 
If you're drunk and need to crash, you can crash here on the spare bed. 
 
Blow and go! Simple! 
  
4376331762.txt 
Hi guys wired , 37 years old anything goes very clean and descreet, looking to cop it cum play 
your fantasy on me , I'm bi like tranny and women too 
  
4376343982.txt 
any guys want to be my first step  
im here now watching loads of porn and i want to try a few things 
make that i need to im so horny  
so any guys want to start with coming and playing with my dick 
im 23 also if that helps 
  
4376389602.txt 
I've learned Swedish massage. 
 
I am gay but love to service str8 guys. 
 
I use oils and various lotions/products.  I stay clothed.  You have the option of being naked 
or in your undies/towel. 
 
If you want, I can also end the massage with a blowjob or a handjob. ;) 
 
You must be str8, bi or bi-curious and have a muscle body. 
 
Total discretion assured. 
  
4376438187.txt 
I am bi top and dominate 
32 yo 
 
Looking for a teacher who can ease me into taking cock 
 
Please no one over 40 
  
4376559278.txt 
I want to hook up with a voyeur, 
someone who wants to watch me strip and tell me 
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to start playing with myself. 
Have me on display anyway you like. 
 
For your eyes only - me partially naked or in the nude. 
You can take pictures as you wish.  
 
Suggestions that suit you most welcome. 
 
SORRY, but I can't host. 
  
4376559675.txt 
Interested in meeting a decent looking and fit guy (any age) who is closeby and can host. Into 
having a play around today. Early 20s, slim/fit body, Cauasian with decent looks. 
 
No age limit and in fact older guys are a plus, but of course you must be clean and look after 
yourself. 
 
Get in touch - provide a face pic to exchange. 
  
4376573236.txt 
Horny btm looking for fun in Bargo area...  Free till midday today Sunday.... I'm Aussie 7 cut 
will do anything to pleasure you....  Can't host but penty of safe outdoor locations....  Send 
me stats etc ASAP to arrange pay.... 
  
4376584830.txt 
sunday and older guy looking for some fun with slim 18-40 yo. live in hornsby can host am 67 
171cm 1bout 83kg about 7"cut cock and am top.please reply with stats and pic, yours gets mine.  
  
4376587534.txt 
Fit, tall, hung guy here looking for discreet hook up in darlinghurst. Looking for other fit 
guys under 40 for jerk/suck in quiet place, or more if you're keen to btm. Must be this 
morning. Contact with pics 
  
4376589429.txt 
Looking for some fun now. Be at work soon and will be alone until 8:45 so need to be quick 
play. 
 
Please include pics and stats in reply to save us some time. 
 
Stats: 28 years old, 182 cm tall, 110 kg 
 
Clean and std free, please be as well.  
  
4376609619.txt 
Good looking masculine guy With a deep throat that loves getting slammed. Hung, bi, str8 
curious and Dom Guys to front of line. Slam fuck my face and make me splutter and gag. Cum 
down throat or on face. Piss on me if u like. Service u and ur mates.  
  
4376618779.txt 
Looking for dom top to take me use me however they want I'm here to serve I have no limits and 
always do as I'm told no matter what  
I'd love to be ur fucktoy I'm a submissive bottom thr always does as told and always aims to 
please and will do anything u want me to do. I love cock and crave cum a love to be treated 
like a dirty whore 
  I'm 22 6ft Caucasian slim build hungry holes  
  
4376639763.txt 
slim twinks most welcome come and get wired with me today have fun need be 100% clean top bot 
or versatile pls send pics thanks 
  
4376645027.txt 
hi guys, 
 
just coming down off a weekend filled with party supplies, im all out but still have the 
drive. 
 
looking for a friendly couple to play with. 
 
Me: 
 
30 
bottom 
5'6 
5.5" cut 
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99% preference to GWMs 
99% preference to cut guys 
size is not an issue but thickness is a must (for at least 1 of you) 
I am wanting to try out DP as this is a massive fantasy of mine. 
Women: I'd love to lick you out while your partner is doing me doggy style. I am also keen for 
penetration but would prefer to just please you with my tongue.  
 
Also role play can be hot, I love the idea of me coming over saying hi ect ect once were cool 
to play I would go to the bedroom/lounge and sleep (or pretend to sleep) the two of you would 
then begin playing near me and eventually try to penetrate me on any end without waking me up. 
I love the thought of waking up to your manhood at full mast and mid penetration! 
 
travelling can be an issue for me unless you are close to a train station. Alternatively I can 
be picked up and dropped off afterwards. 
 
I have pics on request, please send your pics on first message. 
 
FYI im not really a submissive type, i know what i want and i know what i like and i know how 
to get it ;) 
 
Speak soon. 
 
topcraver 
  
4376647836.txt 
Would love to suck a hot footy/rugby player through the leg hole of his shorts.  
 Reward offered to the right person 
 Aussie guy here west of the city, pretty fit.  
 Would love to see pics of what you have to offer 
  
4376661041.txt 
Hey. Home alone and would love to suck a nice Asian cock at my place this morning or sometime 
today. I prefer young (18-25) slim uncut Asian guys  I'm Aussie, 48, slim and love Asian cock. 
No reciprocation reqd but up to you. Please send stats and pic. 
  
4376665430.txt 
Hey guys 28 tall avg build nice cut cock looking for places around Potts for casual hook ups 
if u know any let me know or if your interested send me your picks  
  
4376667359.txt 
Bi married guy 52 years old tall big build / abit chubby looking for no strings M2M fun 
Like to wear wife's panties when with other bi married guys 
Can host daytime today and Monday  
Prefer guys 25 to 50 under 100kg hairy guys ok 
  
4376690269.txt 
I offer you a great, firm, soothing , revitalising body massage. Let me know your tension area 
and I will work it out for you.You will feel relax and rejuvenated after the massage, I am 28, 
athletic with good massage hands.  Email me if interested along with your age and stats. See 
you soon. 
  
4376698664.txt 
Horny and simply looking for some nsa sucking today. 
 
If you are young (18-30), horny and clean and want to be sucked and to blow your load in a 
nice mouth today then hit me up. 
 
Can host - private and discreet apartment 
  
4376706984.txt 
Hey guys, 
 
I'm looking for a sagger who is exhibitionist too as me. I would like to make a good fun 
friend and enjoy a lots of fun with him. 
 
Thanks to answer with stats and pics guys. 
 
Time wasters or bad curious move away!!! 
  
4376736064.txt 
Hi, I can do all your cleaning duties this evening 
for free, no charge. Can do a good job. 
 
I will strip in front of you and you put me to work. 
Or be your servant should you prefer. 
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Relax as you watch me work. 
If you like the idea of having a naked guy around 
your place, I am the right person. 
 
I am easy going, friendly and do as I am told. 
Average built, ready to be inspected for your approval. 
 
Any age and nationality,  
but prefer inner west. 
 
Thanks. 
 
 
  
4376760693.txt 
 vers guy here , looking  for some fun, c Up for some fun now. suck u or u suck me 
  
4376773547.txt 
im late 30s fit clean with a big cut cock 9' 
i want to meet a hung guy that has poppers  
and blindfold me let me sniff popper and make me sux n lick u   
tease me then slowly fuck me till im relaxed then fuck me hard n deep then pull it out of my 
ass and cum down my mouth' 
must be distrete 
  
4376798654.txt 
I love to smoke weed I seeking men under 35 to get high suck play and fuck I am not looking 
for a relationship I don't mind if we become friends but as the title says get high and have 
some fun I have never been with a guy before and this will be kept discreet I can't host but I 
do have a car I don't expect any response but if interested reply with pics please i am 
avaliable early afternoon evening nite and early morning depending on your location  
  
4376804321.txt 
Yo lookin to get fukd today. Cnt accom can travel , western suburbs. Slut here will do nething 
u want. 22. Slim. No old or fat sorry  
  
4376812182.txt 
Keen to suck cock, can host host after 6pm 
Can travel within reason 
I don't do face pics as I prefer discretion, must be drug & disease free 
NO TIME WASTERS. 
I can suck you in my car or in the bush.  
  
4376830783.txt 
Professional GWM 171cm 70kgs str8acting OK looks. 
 
Looking for cute slim Asian btm, less than 165cm for fun, hanging out and maybe LTR. 
 
Age open over 25. 
 
Basically nice Aussie guy looking for nice, cute, fun, Asian BF material! 
 
Get back to me if U like  
  
4376834106.txt 
PLAYING FOR A REWARD 
MAKE ME AN OFFER 
 
TOMMY 
23 yrs old 
DARK AUSSIE/MAORI/ IRISH MIX GOODLOOKING 
FIT SMOOTH DEFINED BODY 
7.5" THICK UNCUT COCK  
HOT TIGHT BUBBLE BUTT ASS 
5"9 TALL 
VERSATILE 
 
AVAILABLE NOW!!! 
  
4376840376.txt 
Hi all 
Im a 25yo aussie bi guy. boyish looks. slim/ave body, 7inch uncut cock. ddf. 
Im really keen to find a hot guy who can give me a sensual nude body massage. really work out 
the tension and work me up :) 
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After this ill be in the mood for some hot fun. 
you host please. 
cheers 
  
4376862149.txt 
Worked all morning, horny as, and boss now tells me he can't pay me until Monday! 
  
4376864647.txt 
Cute white ozzie here seeking any indian or dark skinned guys for hook up. 
I am 29yo, 166cm, Medium 67kg build, discreet, masc acting, cut 
 
Into most things safe and keen to suck get fucked 
 
I can host. This is a genuine post so no timewasters please 
 
Include stats and a pic or two for response 
  
4376868032.txt 
Hey 28 year old avg guy tall new to this whole thing hoping some of you out there can teach me 
a thing or 2 I will do anything once ... I'm very keen must be very discreet plz tell me your 
stats what you want to do and if you have pics send them 
  
4376884287.txt 
Short layover, hoping to have fun while in Sydney...clean, discreet & drug/disease free, love 
to suck dick & rim a clean ass if you're into it, reply with age, stats & pic if interested in 
NSA fun, hosting at Sydney Blvd Hotel, William St... 
  
4376886505.txt 
hey guys, vgl relaxed hairy guy here love getting fucked by young tops 16-19. experiened or 
inexperienced guys are welcome. straight, bi, curious, nervous, inexperienced guys all 
welcome, all body types. can be kinky 
  
4376892810.txt 
Hey, I'm looking for my first experience with a guy! Looking to fool around abit, wank, kiss, 
suck and have some fun, if all is going well maybe go further! I'm 24, fit, healthy, laid 
back! Romantic, love kissing and cuddling, dd free, no drugs, And just wanting to get off with 
another guy! 
Send me a message with your pic, does not have to be a dick pic so keep it clean! Just a nice 
pic of you! Thanks 
  
4376897726.txt 
Ill be at a air port hotel 9ish tonight night seeking 50+.... Chub.... Or first timer NSA Must 
be ddf no one can know. Mutual wank 69er finger maybe more send a pic cock size not important 
lets do this. I may cum early but prepared to go again  
  
4376905560.txt 
Hey Guys, I wanna teach a young bottom boy how to suck cock and get fucked (legal guys only). 
I'm a discrete VGL hairy well hung top that loves playing with younger guys. Race and 
experience are unimportant. I can go from passionate, gentle and teach you through to dominant 
and wild. Im a safe sane passionate guy  
  
4376910968.txt 
Good looking hairy professional guy here. Looking to have some fun with a young horny 
backpacker. Pics get attention. Let me know if you are top or bottom and what your into.  
  
4376914508.txt 
25yr old Aussie guy here looking for a naked massage by any guys out there who can host close 
to surry hills/darlinghurst. happy to reward if it's done right. pics /stats on reply 
  
4376926617.txt 
CHUB ISLANDER GUY 5'11 BTTM BOY 20 YRS OLD VIRGIN ASS 100KGS CHUB BUILD CANT HOST NOR DRIVE 
BUT IF ANYONE WANTS TO CHILL AND SMOKE SOME 420?? HIT ME UP IF YOU ARE FROM AROUND THE AREA.  
 
IF U WANT A PIC ADD ME ON SNAPCHAT: pacslife99 
  
4376927802.txt 
Hot big cock kiwi looking for deepthroat n love getting my ripe arse rimmed love opening up 
smooth pink boy pussy bring weed n amyl can host till 4 hit me up guys love sucking on hung 
white cock with big pink head  
  
4376927849.txt 
31 yr old looking for a top for some bb action... Can host. Genuine only please... No time 
wasters! 
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4376945940.txt 
Hey guys! 
 
So essentially im looking for a first time experience with another guy. Have been curious 
about it for ages now, and I would really like to act on those urges. Id be interested in 
mucking around, kissing, sucking, wanking and fucking with a care free and easy going guy 
between the ages of 20-30. Eager to top, and im trying to get interested in bottoming, maybe 
we can chat about it to help me get in the mood for it? The pictures ive put in are some of 
the positions I would like to try, either as a top or a bottom. 
 
About myself; im 22, 6'4" tall and 75kgs slim. Have a cut cock. And I don't mind if your cut 
or uncut, just as long as your clean. I might be able to host some days, but it would be much 
better if you could host. If your interested please message me, however if you want to message 
please include a face/torso picture of yourself, just so I know who im talking to. Cheers guys 
looking forward to hearing from you! 
  
4376946143.txt 
I'm kinky and looking for like minded company .I live in Bligh park and can host and even 
happy to pick  you up if you live local and are what I'm looking for .even fwb would be good 
as well .prefer younger then me  
 
Sexually I'm very kinky and open minded but haven't gone all the way yet with a guy .willing 
to try if it gets that far .vers. 
During the week it sometime in the afternoons or night time . 
I'm 34 m 6ft 3 82kg .looking for younger then me .under 20 gets first preference  
Must ddf  as I am  
 
 
 
  
4376951144.txt 
g`day guys horny masculine 40yo  looking to suck cock or be sucked & more if you wish, up for 
a play, can host near central. 6' 80k 8.5"uncut, any age nationality, get back to me with 
stats, pic if possible 
  
4376951738.txt 
Stocky bottom bear seeking hung tops to pound my tight hole. Totally anonymous as I will be 
blindfolded. NSA safe play only. Send stats in reply and let's fuck! 
  
4376964901.txt 
Come fuck my virgin ass? 
I'm very fit, good looking and give great head. 
Come loosen my hole and blow on me :P 
Disease free expect same 
Reward please 
  
4376965899.txt 
Just a casual meet up..curious and interested to suck a cock..cannot host so your place, car 
or outdoor. 
 
 
  
4376969517.txt 
Hi Guys. I'm a good looking guy, fit and discrete looking to meet fit muscular Rugby League 
players. If you are in the closet, that's fine. I'm in my early 40's and have a big cock. Lets 
hook up for some hot horny fun and keep it between us. 
No fat or old guys please. 
players only. 
  
4376970706.txt 
House to myself for the arvo, come fill my mouth! 
I love big cocks, hot young boys and lots of cum 
Help me out? 
Blowngo 
Discreet n disease free 
  
4376990015.txt 
I want my ass spanked hard and you can spank my balls lightly. I like to be handled roughly, 
push me around the room. Can't host. 
  
4376990655.txt 
looking for very blokes blokes who have a thing for smoko, maybe a few beers and gettin blown. 
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tall trim 47 here. only into good old fashioned aussie blokes 
 
based east sydney and pref lookin for local. 
  
4376991124.txt 
Chubby married btm Looking for fuck buddy  
Love to x dress and treated like a slut  
48 yrs old  
  
4376995936.txt 
Looking for an Aussie white guy 18-30 who wants to join me for some fun! 
 
I am more top but into lots of fun depending on the guy 
 
You must be genuine clean, d-free and discrete and enjoy playing with an older guy 
 
Pic to swap 
  
4376996809.txt 
Older bottom looking for top to fuck me 
Average to large cock ( not small one) 
Can host or travel 
I am STD free and looking for the same 
  
4376997260.txt 
Hey guys 
 
Looking to give sensual relaxing massage to fit genuine guys in the SW area.  You must be 
clean, disease free.  Any nationality, straight, bi, married and gay guys are welcome, Prefer 
guys up to 40s. 
 
Hit me back with your details and pic etc for a quick reply. 
 
Cheers 
  
4377000664.txt 
A discreet top with a 7" cut and thick cock ( pics attached), mainly into lengthy fucking that 
starts with kissing, foreplay, body contact, intimacy, giving oral; looking for clean and 
disease free bottoms with similar interests who enjoy long hot fuck sessions and am up for 
whatever comes up: NSA sex, regular FB, friends with benefits, mates.... 
YOU MUST BE A YOUNG BOTTOM into FOREPLAY, KISSING and ANAL, CLEAN AND DISEASE FREE, CLEAN 
SHAVEN(NO FACIAL HAIR), NOT HAIRY BODY(smooth preferred), NOT OBESE(no bears). 
PLEASE REPLY WITH YOUR STATS, and attach some body pics(not interested in your cock). 
Open to all nationalities. Only genuine bottoms who want to meet please. No time wasters and 
male prostitutes please. 
I am 50 y/o white, 178 cm tall, 75 kg slim to average, quite fit and active for my age, health 
conscious and disease free, clean shaven, trimmed body hair. 
I can host or travel if you can host but not into car sex...... 
  
4377001659.txt 
horny asian cocksucker needs cock today 
 
I am seeking str8 or bi guy who is muscular or fit who needs his cock sucked 
 
Please be str8/bi.. muscular/fit.. white/leb/italian guy aged 30-50... 
loves to be on my knees sucking you off.. and be rewarded with a big load on my face 
 
I am discreet.. so no one has to know...your gf or wife won't know..  
Can't host but looking to travel or to suck you off in ur car! :) 
 
o for o too 8 tree for 519 
  
4377003587.txt 
Looking for young chavs, scallylads,skaters,sports kit guys 18-30 in sneakers/runners, sweaty 
dirty white sports socks that enjoy having their feet sniffed and licked,toes sucked clean. I 
like to lie on the floor with your smelly feet in my face with you enjoy a beer and watch 
porn. 
 
I'm NOT looking for anal sex, I am willing to suck and swallow. I would prefer a regular 
casual local mate to worship his feet....should a sexy face pic if asking for a quick hook up 
Contact me with your details and play interest to see if a 1st meet is in order. I won't agree 
to meet if your NOT fit slim to average build or supply a face pic, thats yours not a net pic 
  
4377008953.txt 
Any young straight guys want their cock sucked in the next couple of hours? 
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I can host, completely private and discrete. 
 
24 yr old straight guy just looking to experiment so give me something to play with! 
  
4377013587.txt 
Looking to suck off a fit guy. 
Will pay for 50 bux to let me clean you under the shower, rim your arse, then suck u off and u 
blow your load. 
Surry Hills.  Close to Central Station 
Im indian, 31yrs, slim, decent looks. 
You must be fit and have a load to blow! 
Send pics first if you are keen. 
Genuine enquiries only 
  
4377025236.txt 
Heading to westpoint now looking for another guy to suck me in a toilet at westpoint 
Blacktown. Need someone to suck me. No talking just suck me for a few minutes then leave. I'm 
27 slim asian 
  
4377026713.txt 
private discreet bi hung guy here looking for wank and suck today 
send a pic or a description and let's get it on 
  
4377027845.txt 
Guy in Surry Hills, with own place looking for a guy to come over and give me a massage and 
maybe more, hit me up if you are keen 
  
4377028093.txt 
Would love to have a true slim asian bottom over for some bed action. 
 
Into making out, oral and topping a nice boi pussy. DDF and always play safe. 
 
No games of time wasters please. 
 
Send your picture and stats with your reply. 
  
4377030451.txt 
Looking for wank buddy and maybe regular sessions if we have a good time. Asian here. I can 
host at my place. Be under 35 and send pics if possible. 
  
4377034532.txt 
Wanking buddy wanted to watch a porn together and shoot our loads. Discrete and quick. Can 
host. 
I love gang bang porn : one girl fucked and cummed on by many guys.... I have a few vids to 
watch :-) 
 
Prefer exchange a few emails. I'm looking for chilled men who just want to have a beer, a 
laugh, drop their pants and enjoy themselves. 
Be ready to have pics to share. I don't care that you have a girlfriend/boyfriend/dog, what 
might happen will stay between you and me : discrete and expect the same. I won't answer to 
messages with no stats and/or pics. 
Not looking for top model neither. I just like men to be men and preferably around my age. 
 
I have a fleshlight, happy to share it. 
 
Fit hairy 32 7.5'' uncut 
1m76 80kg 
 
Big shooters a plus. 
 
 
  
4377034603.txt 
GL bi guy. tall, in-shape,  easy going and discreet. 
 
Looking for guys under 30 to join me to kick back watch porn and jerk our cocks. mutual 
wanking/cock play as well. 
 
Only interested in Euro, white or Mediterranean guys. Reply with your 
stats/looks/background/age otherwise no response. Pic +++ 
 
  
4377038955.txt 
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Tonight 
 
Good looking, 30 yo, tall, toned, slim, tanned, australian 
 
I want you to come over we get nude and wank to some hardcore straight anal porn. 
 
You can rim and suck me too, maybe more. Seeking older dirty men, anonymous is a bonus also 
dirty talkers. Bring your own porn too if ypu like. Dirtier the better. Toys and dolls welcome 
too 
  
4377039406.txt 
I'm waiting to suck your cock. I'll deepthroat and lick your balls while you face fuck me. 
Daddies 40+ only. Also interested in you filming me while you force your cock down my throat. 
  
4377039988.txt 
Hey any young backpackers who are bored and can't get out because of the rain. I am hosting 
drinks for any young backpackers under 30 who want to have a play, a few drinks and a bit of 
fun. Pics and profile please 
  
4377042140.txt 
37 straight divorscee courious  
If you want to put in sometime and start with text talk and go from there (ease me into it) 
you could be the first inside me. 
Seeking 30 something gay or straight looking for same NSA must be single  
  
4377042156.txt 
Curious 18 year old guy for Skype and maybe more. 
 
65kg, 179cm, slim/athletic, bit hairy. Brown hair and eyes. 
 
Your pictures get mine :) 
  
4377045075.txt 
Am based near circular quay for work, would love for a hot guy or girl to give me a firm, 
sensual massage and have their way with me - whatever gets you off, I'm keen :) 
 
6ft4 and white, hung, your pic gets mine - if you can host I'm free in the mornings before 
8.15am, at lunchtime or after work... weekdays. 
 
Get in touch! 
 
  
4377045226.txt 
mature bi male..bottom.. looking to hook up with tops at sydney airport on 27 march between 
11-14 hrs 
  
4377048119.txt 
I'm younger than eighteen but still obviously legal (if that's a problem, turn back now); 
Iv'e never been fucked before and I think i'm ready. 
I'd prefer someone younger (18-40), good looking, athletic 
get back to me if you're looking for some fun! 
  
4377048831.txt 
The idea is simple, and a real fantasy of mine. 
I make a new mate through craigslist, a straight mate. 
 
We swap some emails, chat online, maybe even chat on the phone, 
then we can meet for beers, or hang out, catch up after work or when time allows. 
 
Talk about our week, whatever - a general friendship. 
 
As far as anyone knows, we're just 2 mates catching up for a beer. 
But then straight after, we head to a hotel, or my apartment, or your office, etc. 
 
So once we step into the building, close the door.. 
You've got your own personal cock sucker. 
Use my mouth like a pussy. 
I will deepthroat and swallow, and can suck for hours. 
 
My ultimate fantasy is to find a straight/bi guy who will roleplay and treat me like one of 
his naughty slut girls. 
Tell me to 'get on your knees slut' and grab the back of my head 'lick my balls, that's it 
baby' etc 
Move me into positions that suit you, and pump my mouth as slow or fast, soft or hard as you 
like. 
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I would also love love LOVE to find a guy who would tease and grab my nipples, 
and even lean in and suck them like he does his girls tits. 
 
Get back to me if you're even the tiny bit curious to learn more. 
 
The cut off is around 40, but if you are young looking and in shape, or with a huge cock, feel 
free to send a pic my way. 
 
We work out the terms of our arrangement, but best of all it is completely string free, 
discreet, just a bit of fun. 
  
4377049116.txt 
Hey guys, I have a nice place close to Kings Cross and it's a filthy afternoon. If any young 
straight guys,  want a few free beers in exchange for a massage just get back to me as soon as 
possible. 
Would suit any young guys who want a drink or are stuck out in the rain traveling. 
 
please reply with contact details...your description.....a pic is always good and any 
questions you might have. 
 
One line replies will be ignored but all others will be replied to. 
 
Please put WET in subject jeader to prove you are not spam. 
 
Cheers GUys 
  
4377049959.txt 
Haven't been fucked for a while but seems like the weather today is perfect to stick a cock in 
my hole. 
 
Im asian with average looks and smooth body. hit us up and lets make it happen now. 
  
4377050720.txt 
Hey just seeing who is out there im looking for some heavy foreplay and possibly anal. ive got 
brown hair blue eyes 5foot10 54kg slim build very little body hair versatile uncut 8 inch. 
reward required 
message if interested :) 
  
4377051095.txt 
Attractive discreet guy, slim build. Looking to edge & tease a good looking fit straight guy 
today, or give an erotic cock massage. 
 
You: 18yo - 27yo. Aussie (white), European, Mediterranean. in shape (not overweight), clean 
and open minded. 
Can and prepared to travel around Sydney metro. 
 
Reply with your stats & full description. 
  
4377051685.txt 
Hey Boys, I'm only new to this but I am in Sydney for a week from tonight and was hoping to 
have a little fun while I'm here. 
 
I'm (just a few months short of) 18, Tall, Fit, Uncut, Clean & Always Horny. 
I'm looking for a fit, clean, young guy that can meet up and have some fun with. 
I can Host and willing to travel anywhere in SYD to you or to meet up some where publicly 
private. 
Just looking to hang out, have some fun, get naked and fool around but for the right guy, im 
usually top but vers, and willing to go all the way to give or take, it's up to you? happy for 
you to stay the night at mine if that works.  
 
I'm free every night this week but would be nice to find someone for tonight :) 
 
if interested reply with stats and some pics and what you think we should do?? 
 
If this is still up, i'm still interested 
  
4377053841.txt 
I want an uncut pink cock to suck, or other colors too! Will be travelling in areas mentioned 
, can pick up, or u host or outdoors!! Fit and ddfree , fit euro Caucasian here! Detailed 
description or pic in first reply pls!!  
  
4377054792.txt 
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I am bi looking for young str8guys who need your cock services today tomorrow on St Patrick's 
Day. Prefer guys between 18-25 no fem/fat/chubby/hairy guys you must reply with stats and pic 
so don't need back and forward email and no time waster! 
  
4377055200.txt 
Hi Gay gym daddy bear  big cut cock seeks fuck buddy, for mutual anal play, blow jobs and more 
regulary if we click.  No druggies, Non-smoker, discreet and safe,  married, or first timers 
OK age build etc no probs just be into gay fun...... 
  
4377059169.txt 
Hey, I'm a fit 22 yr old British/Irish lad, twink/boy next door looks but very straight 
acting. Free all day, can do whatever, you host! Get back to me for more info if interested 
  
4377059253.txt 
Still looking to suck someone, in the back seat of your car. Male 45, park on the side of the 
road, I will get in the back seat and blow you. 
  
4377060551.txt 
Hi looking for a young sexy Gay asian male, chinese or vietnamese, effimanite, girly, non 
smoker.  Uni student welcome.  Me chunky daddy with big cut cock for you to play with, safe 
and discreet.  Into kissing, hugging and versatile.    
  
4377061688.txt 
Hey guys, 
Looking to suck some dick in the Warwick Farm Cabramatta area  
Dont care about age looks just be hard horny and keen to get 
Sucked off by me till you cum 
Can stay for a few times if you want cant host but 
Can travel in these areas.  
Reply with cock pic so I know what im going to be sucking 
 
Looking for now till 9pm  
 
Hear soon 
  
4377062903.txt 
Sat in daus panties phone me for fone jerk to discuss her or wife call me asap prefer older 
men 
  
4377064681.txt 
Any guys around interested in rewarding me to play with my feet? Looking to meet up today if 
anyone's keen, can send other pics on request 
  
4377064881.txt 
Easy going good lookin guy 180cm dark hair blue eyes slim 76kg looking to have a little fun. 
 
Discrete good looking hard and horny love to give head. 
 
Place to myself let me know if your in the area and horny too lol. 
 
not into asian sorry 
  
4377074815.txt 
Hi, 
I'm 37, clean, d&d free, safe & fit. 
 
I have a fantasy to worship a daddy cock. Maybe an older str8 bloke that wants to be serviced 
while he watches str8 porn. 
I'll serve your cock & suck u as long as you need.  
You must be very clean, discrete, drug free & disease free. 
 
Thanks  
  
4377080128.txt 
hey oldies young mixed race guy here 26 have the fantasy of giving a old guy a bj at a public 
toilet near by I know it discusts some of  u but I think it's kinky am an attached guy so it's 
all disctrete u have to be super clean and dd free this will be my first and maybe last tieme 
see how it goes and if I like to do it am free atm 
  
4377082185.txt 
im masc fit g'looking swimmers body.100% clean and discreet...looking for a young slim guy 
&lt; 28 to give a great discreet blow job to..im in double bay and weekdays would be great..i 
have a car or can meet cooper park or somewhere 
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4377083812.txt 
I'm tall, athletic built, half Aussie half nz, brown hair, green eyes. Im curious and want to 
try m2m but not with gay blokes. Looking for white, preferably Aussie but other is ok, 
straight blokes who like women and similar to the situation I'm in. 
I like straight blokes who want to have some fun, a beer and be mates. If that's you get in 
contact with me. And we can Skype or exchange pics. I'm gl and you won't be dissapointed. Your 
pics first  
  
4377089029.txt 
horny asian mouth seeks big thick white cock to suck 
i am seeking white man aged 30-40..  
loves fit/muscular man!  
please be straight or bi...  
loves a guy to cum all over me or my face! 
 
pics with number for fast response.. 
 
am discreet.. no one has to know i sucked you off... Married men are welcome 
 
o for o too 8treefor 519 
  
4377092365.txt 
tired guy after nice massage some ass play and either top or be topped seeking one or more 
come my place asap 
  
4377097174.txt 
Fem Guys please 
 
Age 18 - 99 
 
I am so very horny. Want a guy to come here and relieve the tension. 
 
Discrete , quick, dd free, ready now! 
  
4377099477.txt 
Looking for a bit of fun role play. Not something I do often or really at all for that matter 
but I'm def interested to give it a try. 
Ideally you would be looking to play a dad teacher role wanting to be pleased by your son.  
 
I'm happy to arrange a mutual time and prefer to do it at my place I'm happy to host. keen for 
this afternoon tonight 
 
Please email me with pics, stats of yourself and what you like and would like to do.  
 
I'm 27 slim 180cm tall dark hair blue eyes caucasian 76kg and good looking. I have pics to 
share in emails. 
 
Please be clean and disease free I am and expect the same. 
 
Hi dad, how can I make you feel good? 
  
4377101632.txt 
Looking for hung straight, bi or gay guys that need their load swallowed discreetly. 
 
Looking to want to wait on my knees, blindfolded ready to suck and swallow, all NSA!!! 
 
32 and 5"11 height, 65kg slim smoothish Aussie guy 
 
*** send your cock pics and stats please for a reply *** Face not necessary, unless you want.  
  
4377102686.txt 
Indian Male 25 here, 5'11 tall, 72kgs, clean and dd free looking for young bottom guys to rim 
my asshole, suck my cock and take my load out of me. 
  
4377114999.txt 
I have a fantasy I want to fulfill. I want to be stripped, worshipped and teased by a group of 
older men or older couple. It's a clothed male/naked male fantasy. I want to be undressed, 
massaged, fondled, licked, sucked, etc, by clothed men for their voyeuristic pleasure. By 
older I mean 55 and over or thereabouts - and I have NO upper age limit. I'm 38yo, athletic 
and very well toned. I'm Caucasian, 167cm, 60kg, and look younger than my age (but not too 
young). Being exhibited and tasted for the pleasure of a couple of group turns me on. Not sex 
- exhibition and voyeurism. Some kind of role play scenario is cool - strip poker where I lose 
every round - or something like that. I'm flexible with days and nights. Cheers! 
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4377117888.txt 
Hey gay guy from dee why looking to suck off straight, curious or married men. Cant travel but 
am home alone so can host disceeetly.I rim, deepthroat and will bottom for the right dude. 
Please be under 35 so message if keen x 
  
4377127330.txt 
Nice looking fit tanned 50, 74kg, ddf looking to meet during the day for casual fun, lunch, 
few  drinks or whatever.Easygoing and friendly and looking for same. Could be regular and can 
be generous. Can host or travel. Get back to me with mobile if interested. Happy to meet 
beforehand if you want. 
  
4377128062.txt 
Bi curious type looking for similar - light play, potentially more. 
 
Seven inch u/c - in six foot, in good shape Aussie. 
 
Can host - safe play only 
  
4377129209.txt 
Looking for tops to come over and play in my bed and ultimately I want to try to bottom. 
First clean guy to send pic and stats gets my hole. 
 
If you are into Asian ass, hit us up 
  
4377129399.txt 
happy sunday, horny and keen to have some nsa fun this afternoon/evening at my place. 
 
love to give head, jerk, kiss anythigfun. 
 
Im 28, 181cm tall dark hair blue eyed good lookin 76kg. 
 
Respond with pics and ill do the same. im lookin to host. 
 
If your lookin your horny like me, lets have fun. 
 
discretion assured 
  
4377130961.txt 
looking for a reward? 
If you are hung and uncut get in touch. 
Be height/weight proportionate and under 35. 
Full stats and a pic for a rapid response. 
Hosting on the north side. 
  
4377136662.txt 
Any dads around? 
looking for dirty minded dads to talk to 
anyone into fone? 
 
hit me up  
  
4377140291.txt 
Hi. I have a fantasy for a grandpa (age about 70 or the older the better) to come to my house 
and play with my cock. I'm also up for a finger prostate massage at the same time and a maybe 
suck me if yr keen. (See how it goes but I might wanna try sucking your cock too). I'm just 
out of the shower, have a shaved cock and balls and I'm squeaky clean. I'm late forties slim 
Aussie and I can host all afternoon and all night. If we plan a hook up, I'll leave my front 
door open and I'll be lying on my sofa wearing just shorts. You can just come in, slowly pull 
down my shorts and play with my lubed cock, balls and hole for as long as you like. Really 
horny now so send me yr stats and a pic and lets do this! 
  
4377142268.txt 
hey, 
 
i've always wanted to be rimmed but the girls i'm into have never been into that idea. Its 
always been a fantasy of mine to have someone lick out my arsehole, i just want to feel whats 
it like. 
 
i'm 23 asian (born in australian) and fit.  
 
as i'm straight i'm not interested in anything more i just want to this to be fullfilled but 
willing to be nude while you do it and you can be too if you want. if there's any other 
suggestions on how it could be better for oyu let me know but i will not be touching cock and 
certainly not putting my cock anywhere. 
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i can't host but willing to travel. would like to be in the south west area liverpool, 
fairfield, campbelltown, parramatta, bankstown etc. 
 
not into old guys i think its just kind of creepy...  
  
4377143002.txt 
Visiting for tonight only. Regular guy here wants to suck cock tonight. Will it be yours? I'm 
non local so no one will find out. You host or in my car. Expert here. I know what I'm doing. 
Just lay back and relax. 
 
Hit me up and see where we go!  
  
4377148088.txt 
Looking for a cute bottom boy for passionate fun. I'm Greek background, very thick uncut. Love 
twinks, asians, slim guys. Looking to travel. 
  
4377151415.txt 
Hi men, 
 
Fit and athletic 24yo here, feeling extra horny on this great day.  
 
Stand 178cms and have a 6.5" cock, and a nice tight body and ass to match.  
 
INEXPERIENCED - but extremely genuine. Looking for someone to teach me a few things: how to 
suck IF you are 100% clean and very hygienic.  
 
How to take it: IF you're willing to warm me up first. Open to toys.  
 
If nothing else I've got a great set of balls full of cum and we can have a play with some 
porn. 
 
Sorry can't host but CAN and will travel within reason.  
 
Only seeking older, get back ASAP!! 
  
4377152362.txt 
hey 21 year old male seeking older men to keep me happy :) im discrete versatile also love 
piss xx hiv neg. exotic clean and knows how to please my daddys 
  
4377153264.txt 
Love wanking on phone with guys about my hot 29yo blonde wife. NO LIMITS. Send your number and 
ill call with dick in hand.  
  
4377153455.txt 
16 yr old in werrington near the station looking to get rammed asap.. 
if your keen let me know and il give you my number, cant host but will come to your house if 
your near the station but will do public places.. 
  
4377154347.txt 
Good looking athletic bi Aussie guy. Horny and hosting, would love to try and deep throat a 
hung BLACK / MIDDLE EASTERN cock. Always been a fantasy to do this. Please be D&D free as I 
am. Total discretion assured. No bullshit. Just send photo or description of your cock for my 
immediate response.   
  
4377157802.txt 
Hey boys, 18 year old bottom here, horny as fuck. Also stressed from uni and looking to give a 
bloke a nice long, slow blow job. I swallow! Can't host, can travel. Open to all races :) Not 
really looking for blokes over 35 though, sorry. 
I'm clean, STI free and discrete. I expect the same. 
I'm Lebanese, 175cm and 85kg. 
Include stats (Age, Height, Weight, Background) and a pic if you like, in your reply. 
Free till late tonight. 
Hope to hear from you! 
  
4377158165.txt 
Indian high school boy arrived Sydney. Just enter uni 1st year. Very fresh ass and clean. 
Country side boy looking someone have nice and big cock for some fun today evening . 
Better only for local man. I can't host. Honestly speaking I was sex twice one India with my 
cusin. And once in my college hostel. Please only genuine who really like Indian boy. I can't 
sent any pic. Sorry . But if u really like sent all details don't worry pic. But must under 
40. And only cock pic. Then I will come to see you crown st 426 around 7.50pm to 8pm. 
Definitely I will be there. Pls email before you come. Otherwise I will cancel my place. Only 
genuine pls. 
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4377160162.txt 
Always horny fit bottom guy can host daytimes looking to have my arse banged by a group of 
tops, mates ok or wog and Arab cocks  
Love to wait with my arse up 
For a rough fucking  
Also into tradies, police and cab drivers  
DDf discretion assured and can be blindfolded if u prefer  
  
4377165136.txt 
Looking for anyone who wants to meet up for some fun in return for a reward. I may be able to 
host but can meet in public or at yours if you want. Let me know if your interested 
  
4377166002.txt 
Just want to blow on a nice thick cock...can travel anywhere n host too if you wanna come 
over. No more than 30 yrs. u drop ur pants in the car or ur place or mine and I blow and 
go.... 
  
4377167644.txt 
Are you straight/bi and need your cock service by a hungry cocksucker? 
 
i m asian.. horny.. and needed to be covered by cum 
 
I am seeking white men who is horny and needs to dump a load.. 
please be str8 or bi.. muscular/fit.. and between 30-50.. 
 
if you are married.. or has a gf.. dun worry.. im discreet.. she won't know u been sucked by a 
fag! 
 
I am looking 2 travel.. 
pics with number for fast response  
 
o for o too 8treefor 519 
  
4377167903.txt 
Need some quick and relaxing bj from another guy on weekends. We can do it in your car or in a 
shopping centre toilet.  
 
Need to be discreet and you must be able to communicate by email only. 
 
If you're interested get in touch and let's arrange date and time. 
 
Reply with stats and I'll reply with cock pic. I'm 27 asian brown skin. 
  
4377171882.txt 
Str8 mid 30's caucasian male wants massage, mainly legs and glutes. Can host at my hotel in 
the city. No time wasters. Send email with contact details in your reply. Available til late 
tonight or tomorrow night. 
 
Non sexual service. 
  
4377174856.txt 
Offering a a free nude FULL BODY sensual massage. Not a professional, but been told I have 
excellent touch!  
Me - 31 yrs, 6"1, slim fully indian lad. 
You - under 35, decent shape. Please reply with pic and stats and I'll reply with mine.  
Genuine enquiries only please. 
  
4377175692.txt 
Hi all, 
 
No one over 23 thanks! :-) 
 
I am a young guy very new to cross dressing! 
 
I am very fit and down to earth (straight as well) and I need a guy like me! 
 
Wanting a guy who wants to wear panties, stockings and have mutual fun! UNCUT IS A BONUS 
 
I can host in the week ONLY.  
 
Pls note I am very new to this also!!!!  
 
:) 
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4377176336.txt 
Hi guys, 
I made some New Year resolutions and to be a bottom is one of them. 
I am tired of masturbating my small hole, I need something real. 
Ideally you can host close to the city, you are clean and respectfull. 
 
I am 1.72m, 66 kg and 26yo. 
 
Hope to talk to you soon 
 
Mike 
  
4377178847.txt 
As the title says if you want a bj message me. Serious queries only. Will suck u until u cum. 
30 yrs and below only. Car, travel, host is all possible, must be ddf n clean  
  
4377184174.txt 
Looking to suck cock tonight. 
Please reply with stat. 
I'm Asian, average looks, 37 yo, slim and clean. 
Married, straight and bi are most welcome. 
 
I can not host and travel. I can only suck you in your car or in a quiet street. 
  
4377185346.txt 
Into ball play, ballbusting, light cbt, cum control, long edging milking sessions, sounding, 
electro. Love getting tied up and milked for hours by a dom who's willing to take control of 
me, grab my balls and hold on for the ride 
 
Like most aspects of BDM. 
 
You host and free now. 
  
4377188372.txt 
First of all I DO NOT send pics  - Heres my stats go with it 
21yrs old 
Slim Build Smooth 
68kg 
174cm 
 
Just looking for a guy to suck and blow into my mouth - Have never let anyone blow into my 
mouth but I fancy the thought 
 
What I require of u IS A BODY PICTURE  
Looking for fit or athletic guys to suck - im not in to anyone Fat sorry,  
Shoot me a message im free all night tonight and all day tomorrow 
 
Don't hesitate to message me I will reply if I like you  
  
PS - I really like small/big UNcut ones, but any size shape watever would do as long as u look 
good 
 
 Also a bttm boy here so if ur interested in that. OPEN TO ALL SUGGESTIONS DONT BE SHY 
  
4377191147.txt 
Im a young straight acting guy who wants to suck a guy off and 
swallow there cum. 
If you are interested reply, dont really mind what you look like just have 
a good tasting cock 
  
4377191456.txt 
hey I'm horny big load vers who wants to fuck I'm 48 194 tall short hair 7 cut. I uv to rimm 
suck fuck who's up for it I can host 
  
4377193216.txt 
Asian bottom, can host now. 56yo, 5ft 6ins tall, 75kgs, smooth, tactile, passionate. Into 
anything safe and no pain. Kissing, sucking, wanking, long foreplay, tit play. I am bottom 
only. Discretion assured and expected. Satisfaction guaranteed. Can host now till 11pm. 
Genuine replies, please. 
  
4377194194.txt 
Hi there, 
I am a young, healthy, athletic, caucasian guy looking for fun (online or in real life). 
I am disease free and looking for older guys, that CAN host. 
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Please send a pic on reply 
  
4377195235.txt 
young healthy guy, total submissive looking to suck cock and hopefully swallow some hot piss. 
 
love to be on my knees waiting for you to unload down my throat 
  
4377199885.txt 
m a clean 27yo asian guy looking for a wank buddy or maybe more safe only). im very straight 
acting and discreet. 
 
young+++ 
asians+++ 
 
Just looking for some fun 
free tonight let me know 
i can travel 
 
Michael 
  
4377203591.txt 
Must be clean and safe. Can host in my car or your place.  
 
Looks or age don't matter just as long as u could suck well. I have plenty of cum.  
  
4377203857.txt 
Looking for someone, preferably a guy under 40 , Who would be willing to take my cherry 
anytime tonight.I enjoy fingering myself while jacking off slowly, it feels amazing , but I 
want the real thing now.¬† 
I just want a nice thick cock to play with today if thats not to much to ask for.¬† 
Im 5'8ft, 70kilos, with an adverage build and if you want to play with it a thick 6 inch cut 
cock..you.must be std free. 
I hope to hear from you 
  
4377205252.txt 
I'm an Asian guy, 29yrs old, fit and clean. I'm looking for a straight white guy to blow 
tonight. I'm totally easy going, clean/DDF and can travel around Homebush area. You should be 
clean/DDF and under 30yrs. Let me know if you're up for it. 
  
4377205588.txt 
just looking to get my dick sucked, maybe rimmed too if youre keen for that. public or you 
host, 
 
19 yo slim tall here 420 friendly 
  
4377207643.txt 
Looking for someone who's into giving and receiving sensual massages and maybe a bit of safe 
play. You have to be relatively fit and younger than 30-35 yo. I am 28yo, 173cm, very discreet 
(have a gf), sane, friendly and not pushy. Drug and disease free, you need to be the same. 
Reply with your pics and a bit about yourself. I can host tonight. 
  
4377209565.txt 
24 m  
Bored in hotel and want people to use my pussy Fleshlight (toy pussy)  
She needs a good fucking 
 
Walk in fuck it and leave  
 
Must be genuine  
Replies with pics get first pref 
 
 
 
 
  
4377209938.txt 
i need to suck a straight or bi man off 2nite 
my mouth needs to be filled with a man cock 
 
blow and go.. i go to your place.. get on my knees.. suck you til u pull it out and shoot all 
over my face.. 
i jerk off as u cum on my face.. 
i wipe myself clean.. and leave 
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YOU: 30-50 straight or bi man.. PLEASE BE muscular/fit.. and am seeking white man 
 
Pics with number for fast response 
o for o too 8treefor 519 
  
4377210944.txt 
younger male looking for an older mate to explore with. please be clean and discreet. I do 
travel. 
  
4377211825.txt 
Feeling very horny tonight ? Look out your window to the east, yep that's the full moon. Makes 
everyone toey, on edge and extra horny. 
 
Why not sate yr libido, come over to my nice city hotel room. Watch some top quality porn with 
a nice regular white Aussie guy, boyish good looks, discreet, bi, friendly and very horny. 
Love to suck similar guys here in the city. Here for the next few days. Come on try me fellas, 
what do u have to loose except your creamy nut . 
  
4377215715.txt 
good looking bi asian guy, 28yo and athletic 
 
looking for some light fun sometime today. mainly into bjs with under 35 only, clean and no 
weirdos.  
 
get back to me if interested, keen to make this happen 
  
4377217263.txt 
Me. A bi male 8' cut and thin 
 
Love to suck a nice cock and love to be sucked. 
 
I have a dark room in Enmore where we can be discrete. 
 
Need to see an image of your cock first 
  
4377219596.txt 
Need someone to met up in your car or a park in woodcroft area 
and bottom or just suck me off  
6ft 22yrs old 7.5inch cut cock 
  
4377221640.txt 
Don't call a cab. Let me give you a lift home and play with your cock.  
Be clean, discrete, d&d free, offer a small reward.  
Let me get you home safe with a nice hand job.  
For 18-30 only 
  
4377221913.txt 
Hey, Young good looking smooth bi guy will be home alone tomorrow. Looking for another in same 
condition. Must be young and good body shape. Up for anything. Just want to have fun. Take it 
easy.  
 
Pics and stats for reply, cheers. 
  
4377222375.txt 
Fit easygoing mid forties guy in good shape & good looks( 177 cm , 70kg, 7' cut) wants to give 
a younger lean guy a sensual massage etc :) or NSA in KINGS cROSS ..please send pic & details 
... backpacker,gay, bi or straight .:)  
  
4377224936.txt 
Want to suck a cock right now..cannot host..open to quite area or your car whatever works for 
you..just blow and go..nothing more or less. 
  
4377226093.txt 
hey 
 
im white, slim, tall with a 8" uncut cock. 
 
im looking for another guy around my age to meet with and have some light play. im wanting to 
explore. 
 
try be near Sydney Uni cause thats close to me. 
 
send me a pic for a reply and you must be ddf  
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4377227778.txt 
hey im 20, i am interested in trying to be fucked for the first time, if this interests you 
reply with a message with your age/location and a cock pick plus how big it is, i cannot host 
so you must host in canterbury or ashbury of must be in public park 
  
4377229698.txt 
Hey there where's all the well hung men at looking for older 35+ Well hung 8-9+ for my first 
bj n whatever we are comfy with get back ASAP really want to pleasure a big thick sexy cock n 
want to taste that thick hot load get back at me with what u got(pics preferred) n what u want 
;) talk soon xx 
  
4377231010.txt 
anyone interested in quick nsa oral fun?  come over to my place if you're closeby 
 
can host within cbd 
 
27 fit good looking asian here looking for someone clean and discreet (uncut is a plus) 
  
4377232313.txt 
Looking for a guy around the area who has car can pick me up take me to a quiet spot drop my 
pants and show me the way a cock should be sucked, I'm 30 year Irish guy with nice 7.5" smooth 
cock. Must be discrete as bi and have girlfriend  
  
4377232575.txt 
Looking for someone to give a sensual massage. 
 
I will be naked and you will come in and rub me all over. 
 
Might lead to more. No anal. 
 
Can't host but want to meet now. 
 
Please include a pic if you want a response. 
  
4377235039.txt 
Looking for a toned, athletic guy around 18-24 who has a smooth to smoothish ass who wants to 
get rimmed in secret.  I can be clothed or nude, (you be nude) and I'll rim your clean hole 
for hours.  I can pick you up, host or travel to you.  No anal.  Just a long rimming session 
on your beautiful ass.  Can become regular if you like it.  Must be ddf and a non-smoker.  
Still looking if ad is up. 
  
4377236625.txt 
Im a good looking, tall, toned, tanned atheltic australain man with a smooth 7" uncut cock. 
Im horny and wathcing str8 hardcore porn, looking for a dirty older man to come to my hotel 
room to suck, rim, finger and eat my cum or take it all over their face. 
 
Dirty talkers welcome too.  
  
4377241213.txt 
Relatively fit Asian. Had a long week so looking to get some relief tonight. 
 
Haven't done much with other guys but looking to try something new. 
 
Can host. 
 
Be under 30. Prefer white bottoms. Send pics and stats 
  
4377241678.txt 
In city driving around with a stiffy. Leaving soon to head out west. Anyone want a lift and a 
HJ or BJ. Would be good if you got a lift with me instead of a cab or train. Sit back, relax 
and feel my hand rubbing your balls and shaft on your way home. How good is that.  
Be clean, discrete, d&d free.  
  
4377241727.txt 
Hey I'm a 18 year old bottom looking for some fun tomorrow morning. I can not host but can 
travel but has to be close to my area so blacktown, Quakers hill, rooty hill etc. I'm full 
Aussie tall muscular and have a great mouth, I will give u the best blowjob of your life 
guaranteed, I only like older man and please please no time wasters I'm sick of them serious 
people email me ASAP 
  
4377242038.txt 
Some basics :) 
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- I'm 18 years old, 175cm (5'9"), short/medium brown hair and grey eyes, 62kg. 
- I'm a virgin, and consider myself bi-curious. 
- I'm looking to experiment in things like sissification, forced feminization, 
hypnosis/brainwash, BDSM, anal, etc. 
- However I'm straight-acting/looking and have real life commitments, so this has to be 
discreet. 
- I've never done anything like this on craiglist before so I'm VERY cautious and will want to 
talk/cam on skype first. 
- I can't host but can travel by train. 
 
My overall fantasy is to go to a dominant man's house and have him force me to watch sissy 
slave hypnosis/training videos with headphones on. I want to be dressed up to look like a 
sissy little bitch, degraded, name-called, humiliated, tied up, and fucked hard + deep 
throated. I want to be turned into a submissive sissy whore and forced to obey. My master (or 
daddy, if that's what He would prefer me to call him) can order me to make videos and send 
them to him, to skype cam for him, to cam online for others while I'm not with him. Maybe even 
down the line I can be shared with masters friends like a worthless whore. 
 
I'm also willing to just be fucked/trained in usual guy/guy scenario if that's what you 
prefer, and for this to be a one-time, short-term or long-term thing. 
 
But as much as all of this excites me, it also scares me, and I will want to take things very 
slowly at first. Before meeting I would want to first start with emails/skype. 
 
For this to work we'll also need slutty clothes, make-up, dildos/bondage equipment, 
headphones, a TV (preferably large) connected to a computer with lots of hypnosis videos. I 
can help pay for some of this but getting it is a problem for me. 
 
If you're interested, please reply with a body/face pic and the subject line "Hey Bitch", and 
tell me about yourself and the things you'd like to do with me. 
 
Thanks. :) 
  
4377243528.txt 
New to this, looking for other bi/straight guys to suck or wank. Can host or travel or even 
car.. Must be discreet.... 
  
4377243889.txt 
Looking for oral sessions whilst wearing girly clothes. I just love to dress up im not 
passable as a CD i just like cock and like pleasuring it while im dressed up. Any age or race 
i cannot host but can travel 
  
4377246133.txt 
Good looking Aussie guy just wanting to suck a fit younger dude, sit back and relax, we can do 
more if you want. Please reply with pic/suburb etc. Can host or travel 
  
4377251123.txt 
Really wanna meet up with any young guys 18-25 ONLY 
 
I can travel to u pick u up, you can host or whatever, meet sumwer halfway or whatever... 
 
Looking to try a cock and go all the way for the right person 
 
Just one condition BODY PIC that's all 
 
I cant provide any right now..... but im requiring urs so ya 
  
4377251381.txt 
Hey Mate,  
 
I'm a good looking guy, Masculine 24 year old guy who has a handsome cock on offer. I'm 5,9 70 
kg with tan who is looking to be offered something in return... 
 
I have brown Hair Brown eyes and i can be rough if you want me to ;)  
 
Get in contact with me, i'm looking for GENUINE guys who know the deal. 
  
4377253959.txt 
Hey boys! Good looking Aussie guy, ddf, fit, discreet and can host. I am very clean and a hot 
btm! You won't be disappointed.. 
 
If your a gl, ddf top (not Asian sorry) get in touch. Stats and pic will get response!  
  
4377255744.txt 
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Looking for nude massage and more with any age, reply with pics and info to get my reply, 
don't Mind paying for professional massage and fun  
  
4377263916.txt 
If you are free at 12am and can host or would meet in my car for me to suck your cock, email 
me. I'm 22, average build, great cocksucker and love to please and be dominated. You can suck 
me if you'd like to also - Im easy. In your email include age, build and your area as I'll 
travel. I'm smoker friendly and looking to meet asap 
  
4377271161.txt 
Hi guys, 
 
I will be at the University of Technology tomorrow (UTS) for class and wanted to ask whether 
anyone is keen for some NSA oral fun? There are many places I know of that we could go so let 
me know if you're keen. I do prefer older guys, and guys who can last longer than 5 minutes, 
but not fussed with cock size. 
 
I am Asian, bicurious, height and weight proportionate, 5.5uc. 
 
Some pics, like face and cock, are welcomed! I look forward to hearing from you guys. 
  
4377276621.txt 
Just sitting here about to watch the Liverpool vs Manchester United game and looking for a 
mate or mates to sit and watch it naked or close to naked and fool around and whatnot  
  
4377277460.txt 
24yr aussie, 6ft tall 76kgs, average/slim build, clean dnd free.  
 
anyone out there up for giving a late night blowie?  
 
email me pics. please be clean and understand that i can't travel. 
  
4377280343.txt 
Hot fit and discrete guy looking for an NSA fuck now 
 
I can host or come to you.. 
 
Come on guys no time wasters send pic with first message 
  
4377283354.txt 
Hey guys. Older looking for nsa with younger guys. Into kissing touching sucking and wanking. 
Interested? then get back to by email. Hope to hear from you soon 
  
4377290767.txt 
Young slim guy looking to explore myself and life. I am very curius about my sexuality. I've 
been with 1 girl only and never a guy . 
 
I am looking to be rewarded for fome fun.in teaching me things. 
 
I'm a great studnet so who wants to teach 
  
4377290905.txt 
I'm looking to give quick anonymous blowjobs in the local park or your car 
 
Past midnight, any night ;) hit me up with a pic and your number 
  
4377293661.txt 
 
Anyone looking for a massage? 30's Euro guy looking to give and receive massages. Can 
sometimes host but prefer if you host.  
 
Message me if you are interested or for pics. Must have pics before meet. 
 
M 
  
4377314023.txt 
Bi guy here from the parramatta area looking for a mate that's easy going and not pushy. I'm 
still finding my feet with this so looking for something discreet. Am married so time is a bit 
if an issue. But if I've got a mate I can hang with then it makes it easier. Don't mind 
hearing from all age guys if we get along then that's sweet. Like to chat and see how things 
go. Am keen to play but only with the right guy. I prefer btm but am happy to go both ways.  
 
Maybe ill hear from you.  
Please dont be pushy and must like erotic chat 
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4377326540.txt 
Looking to get down and dirty at club x on Monday (today) never been before but love the idea 
if you would like to take me there and have some fun I will be in the city by 9am looking 
forward to it :) 19 Aussie slim clean disease free hit me up x 
  
4377343874.txt 
Hi Guys, 
 
Anyone still awake? Staying in the CBD got a hotel room to myself and wouldnt mind some NSA 
fun. 
 
Im 23, Aussie, 5ft11', Average Body. 6.5" Cut. Drug and Disease free. 
 
Let me know if your keen to meet up 
  
4377346855.txt 
Looking to be sucked by and older man, and to fuck him too. Only into the car scene, must 
travel to ashfield. Please send stats and pics and ill reply.  
  
4377356945.txt 
Hi, 
I want to worship str8 cock. You wear a condom. Sit back & get blown as long as you need. I'll 
suck your cock & balls to completion. 
I'm fit, bi, discrete, very clean, d&d free.  
You must be very clean, discrete, d&d free. You must wear a condom while I worship you. 
 
Older men are fine. Say hi.  
  
4377357176.txt 
Anyone still up and keen to trade blowjobs? I really want my mouth around a big cock (7+ 
inches) now! Blow and go by me if you do not want to reciprocate.  
 
Only pictures of your cock will get a reply. I don't care what you look like, just your cock. 
Keen to do this soon within the next hour, so send a pic and let me suck you off until you 
blow.  
 
  
4377487932.txt 
22 M - Filo/Aussie btm boy looking for any kind of work.  
 
Ideally work around the CBD area but willing to travel within reason. 
  
4377508071.txt 
hi guys, 
i am 25 male, 180cm, 68kg, fit, smooth, asian. i am a nice friendly guy. i am a clean, 
discrete guy and attached to a partner, so, i am here after married guy to be buddy, to have 
fun. you will be professional, 28-40 yo, fit, clean, non-smoker, D&Ds free, like kissing, and 
touching, willing to commit at least to meet once a week for regular fun, able to host 
sometimes, or has hotel room. i can host sometime but not too often. 
 
please, if you are serious, send me pic with some detail of you, be genuine. i will always get 
back to you to keep in touch. 
 
best luck for us. 
 
thank you 
 
  
4377734453.txt 
Young, 5'6, 60kgs, athletic build, good looking guy with the tiniest bit of sweet p to do and 
no one to do it with, looking for someone who wants to party till the sunrises, your pics will 
get mine let's make this happen asap 
  
4377736078.txt 
Any guys feel like takin a break and me take care of that morning glory? 
I wld luv 2 make u hard in my hands until u blow ... dnt mind mess , all types welcome! 
 
just ryt now ! outdoors, toilet .. watever .. i can travel 
 
email me  
 
Im 37m good lkn ...discreet and happy to please 
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4377765836.txt 
I am bi heading to Anytime a fitness Gym in Merrylands every early morning. And keen giving 
guy blow job in the shower room after the gym. 
  
4377938265.txt 
I am looking for a regular hook up with a young guy 18-25 - will reward 
 
Looking for uni student, apprentice or muscle guy - straight, bi or curious 
 
Must be in the hills area 
 
Please send a pic and put the word "regular" in the subject line to avoid spammers 
  
4377943275.txt 
Pretty horny this morning and keen to chat with someone and wank together. 
I'm aussie and looking for other straight or bi guys to chat about experiences, fantasies, 
pretty open mind 
Fairly fit and 34 
Can chat over email/kik/phone 
Get back asap 
  
4377948851.txt 
Hey Guys, Mauritian Chub here , new to this and need to be extremely discreet! guaranteed 
discretion for you also!  
 
I can host before 2PM today and all i am looking for is a DDF and legit guy to give an epic 
blowjob to.  Hit me up to chat ;)...Yes i am large but i guarantee you the most discreet  and 
amazing ( no one will EVER know ) blowjob and will ensure to the highest degree that you leave 
fully satisfied...$$$ reward can also be offered for the right person , so name your price !  
 
Please be keen and legit. 
 
Cheers.  
 
P.S Bonus for guys who like being rough when getting blown ! 
  
4377955518.txt 
Curious straight guy looking to experiment with TS or feminine CS/guy. 
Looking to suck and be sucked, maybe more for the right person. 
Must be discreet and must be able to host. MUST BE CLEAN. 
Reply with subject line "casual" and face/body pics or no reply. 
Awaiting your reply...  
  
4377958842.txt 
Swing by and let me enjoy that hard cock, happily devouring until your creamy load shoots.... 
cum on by 
  
4377974321.txt 
Anyone know of good locations for gay nude sunbathing/group fun other than nude beaches? 
Bushland, national parks etc? 
  
4377985601.txt 
White hung masculine aust top/vers guy 46 with 7 1/2" keen on young guy for hot safe times. 
Can host. Looking for bot or versatile. Sissy +++ East or south east asian +++ smooth +++ 
Under 25+++. Inexperienced and first timers ok. 
  
4377993617.txt 
Asian bi looking for big white tool. Send pics. Reward waiting. From now onwards.  
  
4378013763.txt 
Hi guys 
 
Feeling stressed and tense the whole body, want someone to massage you and work on your sore 
body with a bit of extra ending? 
 
I am offering a sensual relaxing massage and maybe a bit of extra fun if that makes you more 
relaxing and enjoying. 
 
I will be free after 6:00pm today either at Inner West (I can travel, can't host) or after 
10:00pm at South West (can only host). 
 
I am of Asian background in my 30s, very clean, discreet, natural smooth body, short dark hair 
and eyes, easy going, fun guy. 
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Cum on guys, shoot me an email and arrange for one massage that you will want more.  Reply 
with pic, stats and contact number will make it easier.   
 
Cheers guys 
  
4378015919.txt 
finishing a meeting in the city around 9.30/10am today and looking for some mutual fun on my 
way back to the office. Discreet bi guy here, 6 inch uncut, 80kgs. like mutual wank/suck 
sessions. 
 
you must host!  
  
4378025614.txt 
Hey 21 year old attractive guy got the day off work, looking for people of similar age to have 
some fun, really only into the light stuff but I got some party supplies not much though and I 
can't host so who knows what will happen but it would be perfect for someone who already has a 
hotel room, send me.your picks and I'll send you mine and we will work something out. 
  
4378040776.txt 
ME   -  Single, GL, strait acting guy. 174cms  72 kg , Big thick cut cock , smooth, d/d free 
and i do anything :)  
YOU -  Single, slim and look good 
SEX - Im totally versatile, so r u - not into u hissy bottom retards 
Im into sport, surfing, beer, camping, walking, cooking, chilling on the couch 
SEND A FRONT ON NUDE PIC 4 A REPLY 
 
Would like to get a few guys for fun nites or w/e away   
  
4378053586.txt 
At 49, I am str8, happily married, fucked been sucked by both sexes. Love great massages by 
guys which normally ends with me being sucked and a couple of times fucking the masseur. It's 
time for a change. I want the massage but I want to be aroused for me which may lead to you 
fucking me. REst assured that has never happened and I know for a first you can't be thick. 
Length is fine. So let me pay you at yours for a great 1 -2 hour session of massage followed 
by some attention for me. I am 6', 105kgs, blue eyes, blond/grey hair, 7.25" cut thick. 
  
4378070025.txt 
26. Curious aussie. Place free this week and want to massage and worship some tradie feet. 
Come by on your way home and get em done. Im hoping some tradies out there have maseurs aswell 
as id be kees an anything to try foot worship after youve been wearing them. Genuine but must 
be very discreet as have gf. 
  
4378078446.txt 
Woke up this morning horny as fuck, need a tight bottom guy to help me out? Prefer to host, 
nsa, fit build, tall, goodlooking guy. 
  
4378085349.txt 
horny cumdump in mid20s looking to be used by 9inch+ guys. 
am clean and expect same. 
420 friendly 
wired fun welcome. 
can occasionally host but not very often. 
 
***if you are not 9inches or more dont waste my time or yours. 
  
4378089691.txt 
Keen to get my cock sucked in the city today, nice cock waiting to unload, 
Hit me up let's bust a load.  
Free till about 3ish  
Prefer close to my age.  
  
4378100619.txt 
Looking for guys between 17-22 to have some light fun with now til about 12.30pm. 
can host in canterbury. 
be quick not much time left, horny! 
hope to hear from you.  
no one older! 
  
4378100931.txt 
Business guy looking to play north side. Married, anything safe, fit, 7" cut, can't host but 
no a quiet place to park if interested 
  
4378114159.txt 
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I am a 53yo Aussie caucasian guy looking for another Aussie guy 20-35 who is is into sensual 
fun. Kissing, cuddling, sensual touch and gentle pleasure. 
 
I am open to rewarding a genuine guy for a one off, but something regular would be even 
better. 
 
You must be clean and drug/disease free as I am and have a pic to swap. 
 
I have my own place close to the city and looking for an un-rushed, chilled and great time 
together. 
 
Drop me an email and lets work something out. 
  
4378121703.txt 
26 married tradie needs a massage this arvo. Im really sore so a massge is actually what im 
after but i like when my cock and ass are played with. No oral. U be Aussie and around my age 
and in good shape, im fit average build, not a 6pk type but definitely not fat. Send me a pic 
to go front of line. U need to host around 4pm. 
  
4378137071.txt 
In the CBD for the next hour or so looking for a mutual hj or bj. I can't host. 
 
6inch uncut here. 
 
Prefer older guys  
  
4378140377.txt 
26.  Any tradies wanna drop by afer knock off and get their feet massaged. Sit back in your 
work gear and ill take your workboots off after a hard day and fix your feet. I dont mind 
sweaty smelly feey so just chill and enjoy this. If any tradies own maseurs bring em along. 
Can host sometimes. 
  
4378144552.txt 
 
4378148278.txt 
Any fit guys in their office attire, uniform or tradies in their gear wanna play? Have some 
safe fun. Clean & STI free so expect the same. Tall fit masc GL Asian here, I can host. Reply 
with your pics. 
  
4378153499.txt 
I want to meet and play with and older man only in the south west Sydney area 
I would love it if you had an uncut cock 
I would prefer for you to host 
I'm 22 not much experience still learning 
But would love for you to teach me some things 
I'm mainly into mutual head and hand job, body contact, showering with you, sometimes kissing 
And being under the sheets. 
If interested 
Please reply with your stats and a pic pref cock and body shot. 
Face pic not important yet looks not important. 
I hope to hear from you guys soon 
  
4378168274.txt 
Any married, str8, Bi/curious for blow job? On Saturday. I will be parked at Deep Creek. I 
will have my eager mouth waiting. Contact me for my whereabouts. Will swallow as many loads as 
I can. Very hungry. Need my protein... 
 
Contact me with a time that suits before hand if you want to make a firm time... 
  
4378173493.txt 
28 years Indian , brown  skin , nice rounded bubble butt ,6 inch uncut cock , 67 kilo,straight 
acting ,hairy chest , I am looking for white top with a big cock . Please reply me with a cock 
pic , no pic no reply .20-46. Can't host can travel nearby . Cheers  
  
4378184942.txt 
I'm looking to experiment. I'd like to have anal. Clean/disease free only.  
 
Will only reply to pictures sent. 
  
4378193711.txt 
  
Slim fit dom [41] with bondage gear and a place is keen on playing with a fit lad 18-28 who 
wants to explore kink and his submissive side. 
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All limits respected and SAFE only. Dont bother if youre into BB and chems.Let me put you in 
restraints and work your body till you beg to cum. 
Write with interests and include stats and pic if you're genuine. 
  
4378199469.txt 
Hung married guy, looking for discreet opportunity to have a tug, preferably around North 
Sydney area. 
 
Like to watch and be watched.  
 
Hung clean and very discreet. 
 
If you can host get in touch. 
  
4378204806.txt 
Good looking Aussie seeking no hassle times with fellas who like a bit of sneaky fun on the 
side. Bj's or naked play - as long as you're under 45 and in decent shape ;) 
  
4378216102.txt 
Every time I drive past I see a whole lotta hot tradies working around there. If any of ya are 
down for a casual sesh, I could get you off. HJ, BJ, or fucking. Whatever floats your boat. 
Local guy here working on that same street. Keen to sort some of you out. Or any other tradie 
blokes from the area. Gimme a buzz, lads. 
  
4378222526.txt 
I need a lift at 5pm from Cromer to manly I'm willing to do anything you want and will suck 
your cock deep and swallow for you  
  
4378235883.txt 
Hey, hungry mouth and ass willing to drop by your hotel room before work or after work and let 
you blow your load. 
 
Can finish work by 4.00pm and come by.  
 
Happy for Blow and Go or fuck my ass hard. 
  
4378240895.txt 
I'm 30 fit Aussie good looking and disease free. Offering NSA discreet dick suck to under 35 
fit and disease free - can host 
  
4378244378.txt 
I am looking for some hot guys to have some fun. versatile 7.5 uncut and can host in newtown. 
let me know if you are keen  
  
4378257619.txt 
Hi, 
As per title., im looking for a clean and presentable guy to give me a happy ending massage. 
 
I'm straight, fit & only looking to be massaged & have you stroke me until I cum! That's it in 
short. 
 
I can't host but can travel.  
Please include a pic or two & a bit about yourself.  
 
I'm serious & genuine. 
 
Cheers 
  
4378260413.txt 
Hi I'm a married and curious 32 Aussie bloke, who has a urge to find out what's it like to be 
with a male into nearly everything so I am open to all things equal. I can't host but can 
travel. So if u want to show me the ropes and have a lil fun then message me back. My stats 
are 175cm tall 6-1/2 inch cut and A chubby build, clean and disease free as I expect the same 
from you if u r interested message so we can do this. 
  
4378260729.txt 
horny? want a hungry mouth to get off in? 
 
Looking to blow men in my discreet apt near waterloo/zetland...no recip necessary, happy for 
you to walk in, drop your pants, let me service you, zip up and go.  str8, masc, hairy, trades 
or suits all welcome/preferred 
 
Thirty four yo, blond smooth one eighty eight cm, stocky build, meaty legs and arse, seventeen 
cm cut thick.  no recip needed, can stay clothed or naked as you like 
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clean mandatory, ddf/safe only 
  
4378273384.txt 
Im free tommorow(tuesday) mornining until 1. p.m. looking for girlish/smooth young guyfor 
discrete sex. in your place or my car. I'm specially attracted to short to medium height 
asians. But cute guy from any nationality more than wellcome. Im mainly top, strait acting 
hairy guy. 72kg dark skined  south asian. im5.5 foot. uncut 6.5 to 7 inch long. Please respond 
with your  body stats.  
  
4378276054.txt 
Just looking for a guy to jerk off and cum on my face. I can jerk you off aswell if you want. 
Also want to try getting pissed on if anyone's up for that. Not after anything more than that. 
Age/race doesn't matter. Get back to me if your interested with pics preferably. Hoping to try 
it out this Wednesday.  
  
4378298416.txt 
I'm 33 Aussie with a cut cck shaved balls and a 5 day load that I need to shoot! I'm clean and 
str8 normally, also love panties if you want me to shoot over your wife's g string? ;) 
 
I'm looking for other married type guys.. Normal dudes..  
 
Please reply 
  
4378302206.txt 
Expert cocksucker here, I do it so good, you won't believe it. And yes, I swallow! 
 
Me: 38 year old Asian male, 184cm 81kg and home alone today till 6pm. 
 
You: Built, muscular fit straight/bi guy wanting a no-hassle blowie. 
 
If you would like to experience the most amazing blowie ever, I can host. You just drop in, 
drop pants, no chat, and BLOW. 
 
I am discreet, and disease free. You should be too (I might swallow). 
 
Text me with your details (age, body type, etc). No emails or phone calls please. 
 
Oh. Four. Two.Four 
 
Six. Oh. Nine.  
 
Nine.One.Oh 
  
4378310457.txt 
Horny as at work today. Looking for a guy to suck me off or let me fuck him.  
24. Slim muscular build. Thick uncut cock.  
Cant host but know discreet places or can travel.  
  
4378318023.txt 
home alone today in city looking for fun with asian guy can be a rewarding experience live 
city north end  
  
4378331841.txt 
Im a strait guy. but like to experiment with gay bottom guy. if you can host please reply. im 
little chubby. south asian dark coulor guy. 
  
4378347300.txt 
vgl asian 5'11 75kg looking for hung top this arvo. muscular is a + 
can host 
your pic preferred 
  
4378353320.txt 
Im a 33 yo old married bi curious guy , who wants to do soft playing with another male, 
kissing rubbing oral sex that kind of stuff.. not really experienced only have done this a 
couple times.. so you have to be willing to teach me or if you are inexperienced as me thats 
fine, can host or travel near by the lower north shore, if you are up for some fun email me 
send me your picture.. if you expect a response. i'm 173 cm 95kg not slim,average size uncut 
dick. 
 
must be really discreet,disease free and safe and you can expect the same from  me.  
  
4378365162.txt 
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I want to give blow and go in the Umina/Woy Woy area on Thursday. Can't host so you would need 
to host or we could meet outdoors. 
  
4378380868.txt 
Hey I am 38, masculine, discreet, aussie dominant top seeks ns fun... specifically blow n 
go... ..walk in...strip...service me while I sit back and relax... rewards offered..be no 
older than 28..toned or muscled. .must be fit... send age.stats..pic.. I can host only...inner 
west 
  
4378381042.txt 
In the city tonight, anyone 18 - 24 wanna play around, suck and fuck? 
 
cant host but can travel 
  
4378388556.txt 
Looking for younger guys in and around Windsor that like NSA fun with older guy me 58yo slim 
easy going fun to be with and down to earth. 
  
4378393861.txt 
Hey just a super horny young guy here looking for a lot of fun with the right guy. reward 
required as that turns me on. im clean and just want it now. 19 borwn hair blue eyes 5foot10 
54kg slim build very little body hair versatile uncut 8inch and averagely thick 
  
4378405096.txt 
Im a good looking fit bi curious guy with GF looking for other very discreet fit guys to meet 
up with ASAP today - looking to muck around with other fit guys. Nothing to heavy - but love a 
bloke with a huge tool in a pair of running shorts or silky footy shorts . Im 100% genuine . 
Only genuine guys reply and please reply with a pic. If your a TRADIE or BODYBULDER - front of 
the line .. and any younger guys out there - a reward could be discussed . 
 
GENUINE 
 
cheers  
  
4378407285.txt 
Hey guys just a skinny 21 year old metrosexual bi guy here looking to have some fun with some 
dudes while my misses is away. free all day today and tonight as she is away till tomorrow. 
reward required and i host unless incentive to travel, cheers 
  
4378413495.txt 
In Hornsby area....  
Love to pop over and have a mutual play or wank over some porn.  
Straight curious guy, average build easy to get along with.  
 
Can't host but can travel...  
Reply gets pics! Let's do this!  
  
4378417298.txt 
Good looking normal discreet white Aussie guy, hosting in mid city hotel apartment this 
afternoon, and later tonight. Cum on over, watch some hot porn, have a wank, and ill suck u 
off till completion, with or without a condom. Can do a group scenes if anyone wants it, just 
tell me the time u can get here if u want a small group to wank with. Nice comfortable claean 
and quite subdued lighting, so it will be tota;;y discreet for everyone.  
 
Just be Fit, White and aged between 20 and 40. Dont need a pic, dont ask for pics, i will sort 
out those suitable according to age, build and needs, etc.  
  
4378422245.txt 
Free now till 4 
 
Looking it a quick blow and go 
 
Can't host, can drive.  
 
Aussie 23 6inch uncut ddf discreet 
  
4378430413.txt 
hi im a bi guy that will give blowjobs for a pic of their wife or someone you know or a item 
of clothing like panties be d&d free 
  
4378431358.txt 
hi im 175cm about 77kg uncut covk just looking to try dressing up for a guy in tight outfits 
and get my butt fucked im a virgin anyone welcome to contact me just be d&d free and yeah have 
a place to go public a car or a house 
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4378451611.txt 
Hi guys I'm looking for INKED TOPS who are into hardcore/rough play. 
Im only interested in verbal rough tops who know how to use a sub hard. 
I'm a slim smooth sub with a smooth bubble butt,69kg. 
INKED up MUSCLE guys into wild animalistic fun get first reply. 
  
4378462308.txt 
I am 23, 5'6, in-shape and h o r n y all the time. I am versatile and would love to try 
anything with the right person. 
 
You: 
- Younger than 40 years old 
- in shape.  
- into flexing or watching other people flex while you do the deed 
- into n i p p l e play 
 
Please send me a picture, shirtless would be best. Face pics not required. Available tomorrow 
after lunch, I can host. Safe play only. Thanks! 
  
4378465138.txt 
Hey dudes,  if you want your balls licked and cock sucked until you blow email me a cock big 
and lets meet up. I'm 25 skinny guy and hungry for cock. You must drive to me!  
  
4378470781.txt 
Hey everyone...thanks for reading my ad 
I will be in Sydney on Friday 21st of March 
I am a straight married man with streaks of curiosity 
I have never been with a man but was hoping to try what the title says 
Yeah, yeah sounds very gay...sorry...but I am very comfortable with who I am... 
I thought about it last week when I went for a swim in a local pool 
I am fit, body proportionate, reasonably looking mixed Asian man 
I will be staying overnight in this hotel close to the Sydney Airport so I can host 
You be my age or younger, fit, drug and disease free 
Seeking someone straight with curiosity streak, same description more or less... 
Get back to me if you are interested... 
I will ask for a face pic so if you are not cool with that, do not reply...I will not save any 
of it cause my wife checks on my stuff all the time 
Now that I am traveling alone, I thought I'd give it a shot 
Hope to hear from you.... 
  
4378472289.txt 
Want to deep throat a nice cock tonight.  
 
Can't host.  
 
If your interested message me your stats and cock photo. Big dicks get priority.  
  
4378473871.txt 
Looking for some fun today! Up for most things. Message me what you want even if it's me just 
giving you a blow job. Can't host but can meet at a park or pick you up in my car. 
 
Message me stats and cock photo and what you want to do. 
  
4378474872.txt 
Feel like giving some blow jobs today. Message me if you want to release a load. Hung cocks a 
plus.  
 
Don't mind if it's in a discreet public place like bush tracks or public toilets. You name a 
place.  
 
Cock photos get priority. 
  
4378480717.txt 
Heading home from work next hour and hoping to stop off in Chatswood on the way for some hand 
relief. 
 
Nicely hung, clean, D&D free, looking to sit back while you use your hands on me. 
 
Genuine. 
  
4378492733.txt 
Hi, 
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Straight, married, fit, clean, discrete, 33 y/o curious aussie guy. 
 
Looking for daytime hookups but can also make between 5 and 6:30 Monday evenings. 
Prefer local hookups and looking for You to HOST. 
 
As mentioned, I'm clean and discrete so you should be too. I'm Hung with 8.5 inches, thick and 
cut. 
 
Cheers 
  
4378494031.txt 
Safe, discreet servicing for straight & bi truckers driving through Bathurst who would like a 
quick stop off on their way through for a shower and safe (with a condom) servicing before 
they head off back on the road :) time to stop revive and survive! 
 
  
4378497301.txt 
25yo guy in ashfield, been horny all day would love a guy to come over and give me hand/blow 
me. I'm 180cm 95kg. 7 inches uncut. Send pics for a reply, younger and muscle guys to the 
front. 
 
Strictly NSA 
  
4378498969.txt 
20yo - Cant host but can travel, just want to suck a big Clean cock. 
First timer but very enthusiastic about doing this. 
Will do anything for the right guy. Age doesnt matter 
  
4378499850.txt 
Younger bi guy, average weight and height. Im 22 and an expert cocksucker! Looking to make 
some quick bucks. Will do deepthroat sessions for 50 and including hardcore anal 150. And yes 
I mean hardcore. You host or in the car. Will travel between parramayta and drummoyne. Free 
tonight. Send you mobile number so I can contact you. I wont send face pics. Will do anyone, 
short, tall, skinny, fat... you dont have to be respectful, talk to me as dirty as you'd like, 
just be clean and disease free. Sorry to anyone who emailed last night, something came up and 
I couldnt meet.  
  
4378509949.txt 
on the hume hwy looking to suck. im a big guy that loves cum. 
 
lets do it. 
 
blow on me! 
  
4378512241.txt 
Curious guy here Looking for str8 guys 17-25yo who wants their cock sucked. Will rewaard in 
return. 
 
 be disease free, good shape and discreet 
  
4378520189.txt 
Fit clean Asian, just finished work in the city, still in my suit. 
 
Looking for massage, sex and shower before I go home. I can't host, you must be able to host. 
 
 
Looking for a white male under 35 who can host me ASAP or now. I'll stay here for dinner until 
6 or 7. So contact me before these times. 
 
 
No straight men please. 
  
4378529392.txt 
I'm looking for an older guy (35+) with a huge cock for some mutual oral fun soon in Hornsby 
or closeby. 
I want to walk into your place, kneel at your feet, pull down your pants and suck you dry, 
then have you suck me too! 
Please be near Hornsby because i can't host but can travel to you. 
Bonus if you're in suit pants! I'd love to pull them down! I'd also like to try eating whipped 
cream off your dick if you've got any and would be into that ;) 
 
I'm 19, Aussie, athletic/muscular build, 6ft, 6inches uncut dd free you must be too 
Please send a pic or at least your stats 
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4378530641.txt 
Looking for some fun with an older guy (40++). I would like to give you a blow job and up for 
other things for the right guy.  
 
Message me with stats and photo. Big dicks get priority :) 
 
  
4378530658.txt 
Bi curious first timer.  
 
Looking for a top to have some fun tonight. 
 
Must be discreet. I can't host. 
 
Send stats and photos. 
  
4378531114.txt 
Hey guys aussie guy here looking to suck local and interstate drivers and truckers in there 
truck. I'm 29 average looks, am in Blacktown and can travel so if ur near by and need to lose 
a load let me know 
  
4378533075.txt 
Hi guys. Mid 40s married bi guy here. 
 
Can anyone tell me about what goes on at La Perouse beach? I've heard about it, driven past it 
but never actually been down there. Is it safe & discrete? What do people get up to? Is it a 
group free-for-all or just one on one fun? Any females get involved or just men?? 
 
I want detailed descriptions please. And maybe you can encourage me to meet you down there 
sometime soon. 
  
4378547901.txt 
cocksuker at your servic 
if you want to get great bj 
send pict and stats please 
 
keen to give you pleasure 
prefer younger Caucasians  
  
4378548456.txt 
Hosting a blow and go now at my place. 26/M/Bi 6" cut GL guy... 
 
No pref for age, your picture gets mine.  
 
Looking for as long as this post is up 
  
4378552204.txt 
Slim discreet guy really turned on by idea of being ordered to kneel in bath and drenched in 
piss by young fit dom guy. Str8/bi ok. Write with stats and what you are keen to try.  Will 
supply beer and suck cock in return. D&D free, you be too. 
  
4378553078.txt 
young bicurious dude looking to sample what syd has to offer... 
looking to talk dirty, swap pics and maybe hookup.  
pics + taboo a plus :) 
  
4378557128.txt 
Hey looking for bottom guys out there that have toys. Looking to use them on you. Dildos butt 
plugs etc. I'm 27 Aussie uncut 6'2 85kg clean shaven discreet. Bring your toys and lets play. 
Cock size not a issue. :) reply back with  
age  
Weight height.  
Cock size 
What toys u have.  
And only if you can travel.  
DND free and expect the same 
Genuine offer. All nationalities welcum.  
  
4378557284.txt 
Bi masc clean discreet guy looking to suck and serve masc guy 
 
Cant host can travel.  Very discreet.  Love to suck 
 
No recip required. In CBD now can travel.  
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4378557441.txt 
i do anything. w.s, fisting,feet .bring  alchahol or 420. its all good 
slim, single guys only. i have reg and large condoms,lube,dildo,enema, lingerie if u want to 
wear that 
send a front on nude pic for a reply and i only text my address 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                    
 
 
  
4378557721.txt 
I'm looking to buy a fleshlight, discretion is required. Message me if you are interested. 
  
4378559160.txt 
Looking for smaller cocks under 5". Love playing with them n getting them off. I'm a top if it 
comes to that. Must be small keen now. Send pics of it.  
  
4378560762.txt 
Aussie 30 167tall 69kg 
Need to blow my load now...anyone wanna help out 
Stats and pic 
I'm hosting Waterloo 
  
4378562231.txt 
Hi I'm 45 love to have phonesex and if I like wat I here maybe we can meet, free now all day 
ready for your cocks. 
  
4378567175.txt 
Fit married guy loves to suck nice fat cock. I've had only a dozen or so encounters and got 
yummy loads each time. Just the thought gets me deliriously horny. Regular would be awesome. 
Prefer older non pushy. Happy to progress further when I feel it's right. I do sensual slow 
blow jobs. Not deal throat capable yet. Love you to talk dirty and call me daddies cock slut. 
Love to swallow. Very genuine. Clean and dd free and expect same. 
  
4378567943.txt 
Any shire guys want their cock sucked tonight? 
 
Must be able to host or know a place to meet outside. 
 
let me know if your horny and I can be there asap. 
  
4378568506.txt 
On Friday, 21 March 2014 I will have a motel room in Engadine. 
 
Looking for any guy/guys that want to have their cock sucked. I will be blindfolded, lying 
down with my head over the bed when you arrive. 
 
Nothing is wanted in return, simple arrive, slide your cock down into my mouth until you cum 
and leave. 
 
I am 30, Aussie male, very tall, chubby and D&D free. I am not worried about looks (as I will 
be blindfolded) but only accept guys who are D&D free. My preference is to guys who are top 
and want to face fuck or treat me rough however anyone is fine to turn up. 
 
Lastly, if you interested please reply with "Friday Night" in the subject line. I will not 
give out my mobile however will send you an email with the address and room number on the 
night. 
  
4378569434.txt 
I'm a 22 guy that has just got back in to the country after being away for a week and a bit , 
I'm a big chubby bear that's horny let me now what you want to do and send a pic also be under 
28 
  
4378570224.txt 
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I ambi.curious never funked or been funked but wanting to expand my sexual pleasures with a 
male or males26 6ft tall with an athletic body and nice 7.5 uncut cock looking for some hot 
mutual fun. 
 
I am vers and up.for.anything fun looking for guys around 18-33 if u want fun hit me up asap!  
  
4378570285.txt 
I am a good looking guy. Discreet, in shape and Aussie. Ddf! I am looking for a str8/curious 
guy that wants to play with a young guy or a top.. Will only reply to a pic of some sort and 
your stats.  
  
4378570919.txt 
Looking for someone to host.  
Bit of play, porn, kissing, nipple play, ect. 
 
Nothing to heavy....  
 
I'm 30, average build, cut, shaved, clean and ready to come to u now!  
 
  
4378570971.txt 
Chub young couple looking for third tonight!  
 
I'm versatile love head, my bf is strictly top, we like it rough, most likely going to use and 
abuse.  
 
Walk into apartment it will be black and ready, be great if u bought a face mask or anything u 
want to use,  
 
Email me back ;)  
  
4378571397.txt 
Tradesman daddy after Aussie son for light play.  
Keen on bi, curious or straight looking.  
Reply for details and for pic swap.  
If you have no intention of meeting up, do not waste my time. 
  
4378572852.txt 
Looking for some fun with a big cock, pictures get priority straight/ curious, for tonight 
Monday look forward to hearing from you 
  
4378575768.txt 
Blonde surfy twink after some fun - 
 
Talk to me on kik first 
 
18 seeking any age and any style -  
 
Send photos and stats - :) 
  
4378577721.txt 
Hey guys,  
I'm 27, 6"2 85 kg Aussie. I'll be in bankstown tonight and just looking to give head and get a 
facial, reciprocation cool but not required. Pics get preference, can host, can't travel 
  
4378580677.txt 
Wank sesh! Hit me up. Must be young, goodlooking and not gay acting please.  
 
Looking to either hang out for a wank sesh (porn etc) together or over skype.  
 
  
4378581538.txt 
i will be going for a walk later tonight 830-10ish. ill be walking around the wetherill park 
industrial area. would love to suck a cock during my walk. we can arrange anywhere safe  that 
i can walk pass  n i find u there stroking ur cock in or out of ur car, i  suck ya off and 
continue with my walk.  let me know if ur interested. chubb stocky wog guy here. 
  
4378581555.txt 
I'm 23 tall slim smooth all over seeking an experienced gay guy who will be top for my ass. I 
prefer fem guys.  No straight or bi guys. I want you make me cum and cum in my ass. You have 
to be absolutely clean and disease free. Gentle and respect my wishes. You will need to supply 
lube and stuff like that 
  
4378581680.txt 
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Anyone close by? 
This will be a first time for doing this!!  
Send your pics n where your from? 
I can host or in a car or outside 
  
4378584053.txt 
Looking for an older brother to explore ;) 
I enjoy sucking cock, not ready for anal yet though 
 
Young, Slim and Smooth  
 
Please be around the age 17-25, discreet and D&DFree 
 
Send me a pic and i'll send one back :)) 
  
4378584664.txt 
35 year old aussie ebar type looking to snuggle with an intelligent, cute, young guy (about 
18-24) average to toned guy (swimmers build to athletic) and smooth or smoothish.  You must be 
ddf and a non-smoker.  No anal.  I don't reward and be genuine.  If ad is up, I'm still 
looking. 
  
4378585368.txt 
Good looking white bi Aussie after another good looking guy to come over and suck me off until 
I blow. Would be hot if you swallowed.  
 
Must send pics. Looking to do this now.  
  
4378586351.txt 
looking for to suck big cock, uncut preferred. 
 
Let me blow you and go, no recip required 
 
reply with pic and stats 
 
  
4378589347.txt 
Want a hot top that wants to come and play with me. No Asians sorry. I am a good looking 
Aussie dude and have a place to myself. Am fit, ddf. You won't be disappointed.. Send your pic 
and stats for reply :) 
  
4378590246.txt 
Anyone around the kensington vicinity wanna meet up for some fun and hang out? 
 
Young student here alone after St Patties celebrations and wanna blow a wad of load. only 
looking for similar young guys. Cheers! 
  
4378590611.txt 
Need to relax and let fly?  
 
50 year old GWM 178c 89k loves to suck men off, rim beefy ass. I take piss in the gob too if 
it's not wired. Hosting here, I have pix, send at least age/stats/general bearing so I know 
what to expect 
  
4378594726.txt 
Horny fat teen wants to be taught how to suck a cock, and please a daddy! Use and abuse my 
tight hole! Make me your bitch! Use me! DDF 
  
4378595805.txt 
Married 40 year old masculine guy who works in the city weekdays. I'm Aussie Caucasian and in 
decent shape. My regular 8" cut cock I've been sucking for 4 and a half years has moved to the 
UK :-( 
 
You aged 25-40 who is located in and around Sydney/City/CBD with a cut cock that loves to be 
sucked dry. You loved to be sucked slow and deep and explode into a willing mouth, say once or 
twice a week. Maybe than twice sometimes. I'm told I'm an awesome cocksucker too. 
 
Idea is I drop around after work, get my cock and cum then I fuck off home. I actually don't 
live in the city myself and this arrangement is easier without the sneaking around with the 
missus. Me giving the bj is all. Nothing else! The missus certainly isn't part of the 
transaction either. 
 
Essentially after one regular cock instead of sucking half of Sydney. Though respect might be 
a trial and error process to find that. 
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4378604129.txt 
looking for a massage.  
 
prefer white, slim/fit, 18-30 years old. send a body pic.    I'm looking for a massage and 
will return the favour. thanks a lot.   
 
I'm not looking for anything else, my body aches, and would appreciate it if someone could 
give me a massage tonight. 
  
4378605162.txt 
I'm a fit 20 yo sub. Looking for a dom or master to take me to theirs or a park/outdoors. I 
want you to use me, piss all over me and my clothes and strip me naked, treat me like your 
bitch and own me. Open to be used however you want, filthier and more humiliating the better. 
replies with pics get my pics 
  
4378605977.txt 
Discreet Bi Guy looking to suck dry a hot dick and have cum spat over my face. Only apply if 
genuine  
  
4378606321.txt 
Looking for a toned 17-23 year old who wears panties and wants to hang in bed and i'll lightly 
play with you.  Let me know if you're nervous and new to this.  I'm patient and non-pushy.  
You must be ddf and a non-smoker.  Still looking if ad is up. 
  
4378606857.txt 
looking for a guy to fuck my ass with a huge dildo while you stay fully clothed. let me know 
if you're into that. 24yo, gl, athletic body. 
  
4378610635.txt 
Chinese submissive bottom looking for someone who enjoys watching a bottom do bdsm like shove 
in weird objects to stretch or penis rod insertion ... if youre keen add me on ex.couple 
(skype) ... im online now ..  
 
Jay 
  
4378612856.txt 
24 m bored and wanna jerk a guy off with my toy pussy Fleshlight 
She is tight and needs a warm load 
 
Reward me if u can 
Genuine only 
Must be std free 
 
  
4378616999.txt 
need a no string BJ on your way to work? or lunch break? can host at mine anytime. 
 
27, discreet, white, i just love giving head. 
 
get in touch and lets set this up. 
  
4378617710.txt 
Good looking 50 yr guy with nice cock looking for guy around same age or younger for nude fun 
at your place daytime or around 7-8am Mon-Thur  
I want to get naked touch each other teasing each other's cocks etc  
I am new to this but have fantasised for years about being fucked or fucking a nice clean arse 
People say my arse and cock are hot 
You must be able to host be clean shaven no beards sorry clean DDF cut cock or for skin must 
be able to pull back over the head the larger the better be at least 6 inches no small cocks. 
If you have a enama kit a plus love someone playing with my arse it's sexy 
I am polite well mannered 6ft 2 in tall dark hair built like a retired footballer with a nice 
size cock 
Would love to play with a couple too  
If interested let me know if you want to meet first no worries if you like what you see then 
we can go from there  
Ps I am married so discretion and NSA is a must 
Parramatta ,Homebush ,Olympic park area ,Penrith  and in between  
Will not meet for sex in toilets etc  
  
4378622467.txt 
39 married curious guy here, keen to chat to the same 
you want to talk about things before you explore it 
you want to discuss things that you don't want to tell people you know 
let's chat......drop me a line or your phone number to begin..... 
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4378626702.txt 
Seeking large and fully loaded younger guy to milk by hand tonight in my hotel room near CBD 
Under 40 preferred 
  
4378627407.txt 
26 year old looking to be fucked by guys with small or thin cocks 
I will suck you off if you like and let you fuck me 
Am willing to do just about anything 
Can sometimes host, can travel by public transport, will meet for public fun 
hit me up with a pic of your cock so i can judge if its small or thin enough, a face pic would 
be good too 
 
NO PIC NO REPLY! 
  
4378641688.txt 
27 mixed race looking to suck on a big cock now...... nothing in return...only into giving 
oral...like it when a guy flips his monster out and lets me suck till he cums..... can travel 
or in the car somewhere quiet and dark is fine. Now!! 
  
4378647247.txt 
Guys in the area , let's have safe fun. 
 
No email ping ponging. Your pic gets mine 
 
I'm clean , must be discreet , outdoor/ park fun. 
 
I have a car so meeting up shouldn't be an issue. So horny wanna do this now 
  
4378649519.txt 
Looking for a nice good fuck and suck :)) must be safe. I love to be throat fucked mmmmm 
  
4378652934.txt 
Skinny to stocky gents. Sub looking for a top or a wank and suck session. 
Can host weekdays daytime only. Looking for guys on a semi regular basis. 
  
4378653802.txt 
24 year old aussie guy looking for a younger brother to hang out with. 
drink beers, play video games and have some fun. 
your pic gets mine 
must be disease free 
  
4378658634.txt 
walk into bedroom straight off the street. Door open. Room dark. No need to speak. Strip off 
gear. Get onto bed for long solid action on mouth with your cock. Punch it. Work it right 
over. Lose your load in my face. Beautiful. Good looking,fit 40's bloke. Nude and ready now. 
Caringbah.  
  
4378668266.txt 
Look younger with botox injections 
Experienced injector 
Crows feet and frown lines will vanish 
Safe and effective, last 3-4 months 
$120 for 150 units 
 
  
4378680033.txt 
Come pick me up right now and let's fuck. Guy or girl.  Don't mind. Hopefully car if not then 
park nearby or car park whatever. I don't care. Hit me up! 
  
4378681534.txt 
Me: indian/iranian 183tall 78kg 36yr slim build 8inch cut total top. Lookin for bots. Ideally 
u will be Indian or Asian but open to other races too, lookin for slim under 32 young bots in 
Blacktown area. Can travel and may be able to host between 10-2pm on Tuesday. Not into pic 
swapping and email ping pong 
 Send your mobile and we all discuss how we can make it happen. 
  
4378688467.txt 
Tradies in the area... 
Want your dick sucked while you're on a break? Or before you head home? Hit me up! No 
reciprocation required! I agree to most things. Just tell me what you want. Send your 
stats...I'll send the address...then I will buzz you in. Whip out your cock, I will suck and 
lick...whatever LOL A massage can be thrown in if you have time. Hope to hear from you SOON.  
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Day or late nights OK!  
  
4378751994.txt 
Keen to play w 18 - 30 cut guys preferred unless you got a nice one.... 
30yr Aussie/euro gl 5ft7' tanned  fit - can host on North Shore (local only) 
Must be D&D free & send pics with stats (pics to swap). 
Any race/body provided you're clean & I like you're pics. 
 
  
4378775391.txt 
18 virgin chub looking for some fun , will try different things message me and give me some 
details. message with pics will be replied to quicker.Age is not an issue. 
  
4378790231.txt 
Anyone looking for a little fun later today? Keen on k9, love to play with cocks. Interested 
in taboo anyone cafe to email and discuss? Make me hard with some pics? Then maybe play? 
  
4378819968.txt 
Want to have beer naked? 
Drop by, bring a friend, or 2or 3...LOL  
 
I provide the beers then I blow you and your friends. I'd love to drink your cum...all of 
you!!!  
 
Let's make this happen. You don't have to do anything to me.  
Pay for the beer with your cum! LOL No hidden agenda. I just want a FUN night. The more the 
merrier. Let me know ahead to make sure we have enough beer. Crash here if you like! 
 
Backpackers welcome too! Any race! It makes it more interesting! 19-30 y/o  
 
Near kings cross station!  
Straight or Bi men only.  
No sissies, please!  
 
  
4378826039.txt 
I'm seeking a male or CD sub to come to my CBD apartment either as a once-off or recurring 
theme to submit to their master as a kitten. You'll be required to move about only on all 
fours and communicate in meows. You'll be stripped down but collared, a tail plug will be 
inserted into your arse and depending on whether or not you're a neutered kitten you'll be 
placed in chastity. 
 
You'll be trained to be a good kitten, being punished if not performing as required. Will 
involve oral and anal sex, BDSM and more. Limits respected. 
 
If you have certain gear already, please provide pictures. I will purchase additional 
equipment necessary. Please also provide a picture of the pet in question as well as your pet 
name. 
  
4378889893.txt 
looking to have fun with koreans not older than 30. i dont know why but i just love korean 
men, they are so damn hot.. can host or drive.. message me.. 
  
4378934952.txt 
In CBD can host or travel. Tuesday morning 1am keen to be a slut whore now. Be used as a 
toilet eating pig pissed on, ass play, dump in my mouth Wired fit late 20's boy. Anonymous is 
also hot 
  
4379000719.txt 
give great bj, love to suck, all age/nationality, can host,sucking, 41yo, 78 k, horny as, 
cut/uncut all fine 
  
4379270933.txt 
masculine fit 45 yo seeks bloke keen to have a smoke,then have a bit of a heavy duty boxing 
match in my mouth with his cock. anywhere up to an hours worth of slow hard sleazy punchin 
action in and out of the mouth with that cock. workin hard on that mouth around the bed in a 
good ringside match. Ready now.  
  
4379296139.txt 
Male, 38, White Aussie, Bi-Married looking for any guy between 25 to 45 for mutual play. Into 
mutual wanking, sucking only, nothing heavy. Can host sometimes. 
  
4379408462.txt 
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Asian bi looking for a good looking white/arab bloke with big tool. For today until midday 
on;ly. Serious takers please and no dramas with email. Your reward $$$ is waiting sooooo hurry 
up. NO belliesand oldies  please. Send pics and stats.  
  
4379472994.txt 
does your cock look like this photo? i love dark cock, especially hot hairy indian men,  
 
I love to be on my knees worshipping your superior dark meat. Especially love small cocks but 
all considered. 
 
im fit 26yo redhead submissive cock sucker. DDF very good at pleasing a man 
  
4379475506.txt 
bi married average build into most things 6in cut vers driving around. but not getting 
anything 
  
4379538491.txt 
Recently got out of a long term relationship with a girl and wanting to explore my bi side. 
Keen to try anything really, may be a friend with benefits thing might work if we click.  
Also I can host most nights when my flatmate's working. 
Please be under 25, fit and ddf, reply with at least a face pic so I know what you look like.  
  
4379553334.txt 
Really am tight across neck, back, shoulders, lower back, feet and more. Need a guy or guys 
who know their shit and can relax every single muscle. Will pay for a 1-2 hours depending on 
rate/service. Must be today and you must have a safe and discrete studio/place. Strength is 
important, don't mind if nude as long as the picture looks ok. I am a str8/adventurous married 
aussie/yank, 6', 105kgs, blue eyes, blonde/greying hair. Should it matter I am a real 7.25" 
thick cut. 
  
4379570350.txt 
Hi Craiglist, 
 
I'm a 25 male and love the idea of trying anal. I've never done it before and so I would need 
you to be gentle. I'm attached to a girl and so it would need to be very discreet. 
 
I'm a normal guy - fit, sane, d/d free (you must be too) etc. 
 
I'm free until 2pm today and can host. 
 
I must stress this will be a one off - I am curious to try this however don't see anything 
else happening. 
 
I guess I'm looking for someone who can be gentle and help me realise my fantasy. No 
preference to age or status, as I mentioned, I'm looking for someone who can help me live my 
fantasy. 
 
If this is you please get in touch. 
  
4379602303.txt 
THis is for u. Asian guy wants good looking big /tall arab/white/aussie. And  to be rewarded 
for your tool. Must be now till midday. Email me for stats/pics. Looking forward. I will host. 
No pingpong emails. No bullshit please.  
  
4379612878.txt 
Im looking for someone my age that I can explore with. Im up for most things from mild to wild 
:) I can host all day during the week. please be drug and disease free (420 is fine though) 
hit me up with your pic and stats. 
  
4379634302.txt 
Im a fit good looking Bi guy that works out regularly and is looking for a 4 hand massage 
today ! SO PLEASE if there are any masseurs out there that can find another set of male hands 
please respond ASAP - please respond with pics and rates  
 
GENUINE 
 
  
4379642752.txt 
Hi I'm looking for a wank buddy into nasty porn, nastier the better, beastiality, whatever. 
Nothing shocks. 
You must be able to host, and if you have a fleshlight, even better :) 
 
Free all day today. Between 12 and 3 is best. 
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Get in touch. Include stats and a cock pic and what nasty porn you've got for us to watch. 
Remember nothing shocks. Nastier the better. Nothing tame 
  
4379666997.txt 
25yr old Aussie guy heading out to marrickville metro today for a few hours looking to meet up 
with guys who can host. I like getting the other guy off and seeing him blow. Talk soon boys 
  
4379677836.txt 
Hi, 
I'm a 32 yr old bi guy after a guy or girl to exchange som e hot and horny emails with during 
the day. 
I'm 6'2 88kgs athletic body and 7 uncut. 
Work in the CBD. 
Hope to hear from you :) 
Hopefully this could lead to some meets much further down the track. 
Sean. 
  
4379690071.txt 
fit clean asian looking for a massage, will return the favour.  can host until noon. 
 
you must be local, fit/slim, white and under 30. send body pics thanks. 
  
4379697434.txt 
Fit Tradie home alone tonight. Wanting  another fit, in shape guy for company, fun and a good 
massage swap and more 
would love to snuggle and see wot happens 
just open to wotever happens 
prefer to  host but can  travel if needed 
please reply  with face and body pics, stats and a contact number 
, still looking if post still up 
im 180, 65kg, aussie born chinese masculine tradie 
  
4379703717.txt 
Anyone free today to host me in the st george/shire area to suck my cock and swallow my hot 
load? 
20, white Aussie, slim, tall and smooth - looking for similar. 
TODAY ONLY!!! 
  
4379714590.txt 
Discreet boy hosting for those men who need to unload and release.  
 
Fit sub boy here. MSG for more details.  
  
4379730875.txt 
20 yo uni student here looking for a blowjob and maybe wank together either at one of the UTS 
toilets or somewhere close by perhaps at Market City or something. prefer not to reciprocate 
as my straight - curious. Prefer younger but not that important. 
 
chuby 
5 inch uncut 
 
must have pics in reply 
  
4379739934.txt 
Hung straight business guy in need of some relief from work, looking for a discreet porn and 
wanking session anytime today in North Sydney. 
 
Discretion, hygiene etc promised and expected. 
  
4379740654.txt 
I'm 18 7.5 uncut aussie white guy up for fun like:Cuddling, kissing hugging sucking fucking 
whatever you want to do even just to chat or hang out. Just tell me what you want to do and 
let's go with it. And if, if you can reward that's a plus but if not thats okay too lets have 
fun 
  
4379752619.txt 
Heading to Werrong Beach Friday 10AM - 1PM. If you want to have your cock sucked just lay your 
towel next to mine and tell me Frank sent you here. 
  
4379753725.txt 
Looking for another DTE guy preferably with a nice bod for some safe clean fun. Reply with 
your pics.  
  
4379767879.txt 
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Hi! Bored? anyone who wants being sucked afternoon or tonight.- be cut and clean. straight 
acting. send stat or pic. no picture no reply face body. 
  
4379785581.txt 
In a very horny mood. 
Cocks hard, balls full 
Only missing someone to help 
Waiting erect for contact fun 
  
4379786562.txt 
I am a good looking Aussie guy. Ddf and fit. I like to bottom and keen on hosting a good 
looking top today at mine. Looking for discreet and NSA. Please send your stats and a pic. Not 
into Asian, sorry..  
  
4379791321.txt 
any smooth guy 18-30 would like to be rimmed deeply and for long? 
37yo guy here 
based in Potts Point.  
  
4379800540.txt 
hi guys im in mt pritchard looking to fuck now cum get me! Im versatile and pnp play  
  
4379803115.txt 
Looking for a boi who wants to get their cock locked up in a chastity cage. 
 
If you think you wank too much and could spend more time developing yourself better, get back 
to me. 
 
Looking for bois aged 30 and under. 
If interested, send me stats, pics, and why you want your cock locked up 
  
4379805566.txt 
hi im looking for a daddy ( older than 40) who would be up for some nsa fun  
im 100% bottom, dd free and you must be able to host 
  
4379808011.txt 
I am an Indian professional guy, 37 years, 5'6, 72 kg , rugby build, discreet. looking for 
guys enjoy kission, nipple play, licking, rimming and sucking, at your place. I am STI free 
and looking for same. 
No money involved please. Pl have a pic to email. 
  
4379811982.txt 
wanting an older man 25-60 for some fun now... must have a cut cock 6.5' or bigger, will need 
a cock pic and stats if you want a reply... prefer aussie guys who are in alright shape. must 
be discreet and disease free as i am. Im an aussie guy, 22, fit body, tight ass.. free now!!! 
  
4379816487.txt 
Any hunky Asian dudes want to be deep throated and swallowed NSA? CBD now, be clean and 
disease free. Uncut is preferred but either is good. No hang ups. Discrete, married here. So 
must be discrete  
  
4379821173.txt 
walk in, get naked, open your legs, lift them up over your shoulders to expose your hole and 
let an expert enter your rectum with all his fingers then he will form a nice, firm 
fist.......he'll rotate his fist inside you until you shoot your cum. 
  
4379823873.txt 
aussie male top seeks bottom for fun times today age/nat open reply for more info. 
  
4379832237.txt 
Any young guys interested in chilling out on Obelisk this afternoon from 4pm? Laze in the sun, 
splash in the water? 
 
Preferably smooth guys under 25.  
  
4379841149.txt 
Im a 21yo submissive quiet student with slim body, and a 6inch uncut cock, looking for kink 
roleplay with a older master. 
 
Ideally would like to spend a day in training with you. Keen to experiment with light bondage, 
slave play, pet play, indoor humiliation, or somethimg along those lines. 
 
Im ddf free, expect same, and only into safe fun. I cant host. 
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Thanks. 
  
4379857754.txt 
good looking fit married guy looking for a smooth slim twink to suck my cock, lick my balls & 
swallow my load! 
 
cant host but can meet somewhere quiet. 
 
clean here so expect the same. 
 
you must be smooth slim twink!! 
 
my stats: greek/italian, 85kg, thick 8" uncut cock, 185cm, good looking. 
 
reply with the following OR YOU WILL BE IGNORED: PIC, STATS, NATIONALITY, LOCATION!! 
 
  
4379894666.txt 
Yes, a real life thick juicy 8 inch cock here, clean and discreet, and in need of a regular 
pair of hands for some good old fashioned hand relief. 
 
Email for details.  
  
4379898005.txt 
A good opportunity for a young backpacker or traveller ....this evening only. I want a massage 
and I will show you how if inexperienced. Contact me for details but this is a straightforward 
offer and worth your while. Must be young and preferably a straight traveller or student. 
 
Send all details and questions and a contact detail, ph or email . 
No one liners but all other replies will be answered. 
Put NOW in subject header please, 
 
Cheers 
  
4379901206.txt 
hey guys,  masculine versatile here guy here gwm 6' 79k 8.5"uncut  any nationality age ok,. 
just let me know stats, can host, near central, bj suck 
  
4379904320.txt 
Attractive, hairy, aussie guy here. 
looking to discreetly host a blow and go for a younger guy 
your pic gets mine and you must be clean and disease free. 
no time waisters 
  
4379913133.txt 
32 yr old, fit hairy asian guy looking for some fun this arvo. Maybe more if we click. Host.  
Prefer under 45, fit. 
 
Send face pic. 
  
4379913865.txt 
 
4379915346.txt 
Fit, grey haired guy here looking to venture into m2m by blowing a younger guy. 
 
Ideally you will be aged over 25, slim and preferably smooth with limited experience (someone 
wanting to try like me) and would be happy to have a massage and a head job. 
 
You will probably be a non smoker, doesn't matter whether you are cut or uncut - but you need 
to blow a big load into an accommodating mouth.   No need to reciprocate unless you want to.  
You must want total discretion. 
 
If you are interested in moving forward you will need to be available this afternoon or 
tonight. 
 
Looking forward to giving you the best bj ever!!!!!! 
  
4379918428.txt 
Hi, hosting sometimes or moving about around the quakers hill blacktown hills, wouldn't mind 
someone to come and sit on my dick, also interested in trying to sit on one for the right dick 
(beginner there) 
Transexuals and ladies also more than welcome. 
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Safe sex is a must, discretion too 
 
no undecisive people 
  
4379930854.txt 
Need a hot cock to suck and a load to swallow. Can't host at home but can meet in the bush 
reserve down the road from my place. Me DDF expect the same. Drop me a line if interested this 
arvo 
  
4379935754.txt 
Hi am 24 years slim and disease free guy. Cock pic is attached, I like to my cock to be 
serviced and will suck urs as well if you wish!! Am at CBD so looking in the city! Have a 
discrete washroom or you can host! Reply with yours stats cheers  
  
4379937995.txt 
Hey Im just a young guy who is looking at having some fun as a CD i have a bit of a fantasy to 
do with that which i can explain in depth over email but to put it simple, reward required. I 
dont have a wig or make up, but have everything else. please get back to me if your 
interested. xx :) 
  
4379950303.txt 
Do you live in North Sydney? 
Are you in a position to host today? 
Are you clean and discreet? 
Would you like to get your hands on a XL cock? 
Would you like to be the recipient of a big creamy facial? 
 
If you answer yes to the above get in touch as keen to blow a load. 
  
4379965638.txt 
Hey im 24, attractive surfer type.  
 
6"4 blond hair blue eyes.  friendly and down to earth. 
 
need a bit of assistance and looking for guys to help out.  
 
pics to share. 
 
please email with what your after, a pic and reward you can offer. 
 
cheers :) 
  
4379986117.txt 
Hey I'm a young man that wants to simply be spanked till my bum is red and sore  
I'm 20 Aussie looking to do this tonight but if add is still up I'm still looking thnx 
  
4379999722.txt 
Hi Guys 
 
Horny as hell this afternoon and looking for a hung guy who wants to fill my mouth with hot 
cum.  Heavy cummer and thick (big) cock preferred 
 
No reciprocation required as long as you can host (preferably near kent/market street) 
 
D&D free, Genuine 
 
Noty into email ping pong - tell me your stats and when you want to meet and i will blow your 
mind 
  
4380002073.txt 
bi guy 
looking for discreet meets 
tell me about you send me a pic and also tell me what you are into 
clean discreet genuine and play safe only 
can host or travel but prefer to host 
also open to any couples who want to play 
can host most late afternoon early evenings 
thanks 
  
4380002353.txt 
I have a fantasy i want to be work fixing a machine or light fitting  
want to be dressed in my overalls or dustcoat 
but underit i have on lingerie 
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you  want a quote or want to use the phone because your car doesnt run and you see what ive 
got on under it 
thats when the fun starts 
now tell me what you want to do  
i play safe only dont mind attached guys as im looking for discretion and clean safe fun 
send me a pic and lets organise together a play 
i have to organise the place but its discreet and does have machines for this type of fun 
im open to young and old 
  
4380003511.txt 
Just only with single slim guys 
Im 100% versatile , anal, oral, rimming,kissing, feet,ws, lingerie and most fetishes r good  
I have lingerie incl high heels if u want to wear it, also got lube and rubbers and other 
stuff 
I got safe outdoor places if ur into that. Basically im up 4 anything and so are you  
NO ur not coming around here just to suck my cock or me fuck u. i grew outa that 35 yrs ago. 
 
Send a FRONT ON NUDE PIC and i only text my address 
  
4380004856.txt 
Hello guys, I am having one of those rare occasions when I want to be on my back getting 
pounded.  
 
What it means for you is my hole is tight... so you might need to take your time at first.  
 
I am reasonably fit, in my 30s, Aussie, 175cm tall, 78kg and a great 8 inch uncut cock. And 
hey if you wanna get off even more by giving me a reward I am open to your ideas.  
 
Talk soon. 
  
4380005816.txt 
 strait acting clean gay,  single, smooth ,fit -174 cms 73kg.  
im bottom versatile, oral versatile, rim, kiss, got dildo and lingerie if u want to wear 
it,most fetishes and mild kink welcome 
i have an enema here you can use. gladly show u how 2 . im patient and a good teacher :) 
also have lube,condoms,dildo,lingerie 
SLIM ATTRACTIVE SINGLES ONLY under 45 ( no bottom onlies or 1 liners) 
send a front on nude pic or u wont get a reply 
  
4380022421.txt 
Lookin to have some fun with a bi guy in or near the city after work.  
You will need to be able to host.  
Me: 32yo professional bi 8" thick uncut clean and discrete so expect the same.  
Your pic gets mine!  
  
4380025537.txt 
Hi everyone!  
Guys girls or couples and groups 
 
Anyone wishing to have a naked guy for your use give me a call. 
 
Happy to be a nude slave or servant to do as you wish 
 In Wyong today  
Your imagination your rules 
04three1nine6nine7six4  
  
4380043518.txt 
Mid 40's and married, I really want to suck a hot cock only (no further). Only interested in 
other married guys and you need to host. Drug and disease free, but happy for a drink. You 
should be the same. 
  
4380046231.txt 
I'm looking to suck cock between 5-6 pm tonight. I will be on my knees and worship you and be 
you cock sucker 
  
4380050969.txt 
40's guy with red hot mouth who loves worshiping cock. Good looks and in shape offers no 
strings BJ to hot guys. Come lay back and let me blow you. Luv uncut and shaved. Have discreet 
private location in  Enmore. Late night early morning before work or during the day. Got 
popper and porn. Send pix 
  
4380051482.txt 
younger, slim/fit build, olive skin, inexperienced, after reward; pics/stats for priority :) 
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4380053871.txt 
married m 45, with wifes worn panties, seeking you with same from wife, gf or other, for sniff 
of them and mutual wank watching porn n pics together....tonight only....after 9pm 
  
4380056474.txt 
Only posted once before and had a great time. I'm Australian, gl, fit and ddf. I have pics to 
swap. I'm looking for a guy that wants to play this afternoon. I am a bottom so like to please 
:)  
 
If your interested hit me up with a pic and your stat/age etc...  
  
4380067225.txt 
I finish work at 7pm tonight near Wynyard and I'm looking for some mutual fun on the way home. 
 
I'm a 30yo discreet bi guy who is into mutual wank/suck sessions. 80kgs, 6inch uncut cock.  
 
You must be able to host. Prefer older guys, but don't really mind.  
  
4380072004.txt 
Hey guys, I'm a young fit 24 yr old looking for abit of NSA fun this evening after work! I 
work in City and finish about 7.30! I'm fit, dd free, 5'7, 61kgs, uncut and clean! Love 
kissing and cuddling! Not into anal, but am into fooling around and making each other 
satisfied!  
Can't host so be awesome if you could! I am bi, just up for playing around abit today! Message 
me with a pic and we will go from there! Please! If your going to send a dick pic, don't! I 
think I'd rather see your face than that lol!  
  
4380076554.txt 
Hi 
I'm a 31 yo male seeking guys who can host for wank over ur wife's ,gf's , sisters,mums 
panties and pics. 
I love smelling wet stained panties, I really like how every woman has a different scent. 
So let me come over and smell ur woman's scent. 
  
4380078143.txt 
Hi 
 
Horny 31 yo bloke, wondering if there are any wanking groups on the upper northshore. 
Would be good to meet up and wank to porn on way home from work a couple of times a week. 
Do things like this exist? 
Anyone want to start one? 
  
4380079129.txt 
Hi 
 
Seeking male/ female / couple / tranny to host for a jerk session to porn 
I'm a bit chubby and hairy 6 inch cut cock looking to do this today around 4.30 
In the northern beaches/upper  north shore areas only. 
 
Get back to me 
  
4380089229.txt 
Hey, 
 
I'm a married bi guy who's interstate for work. I'm 32 and really horny for a bit of man on 
man play. Looking for someone around my age 
 
I'm fairly fit, good looking, have a big thick cock and would love to meet up with another bi 
dude for a bit of a session today. 
 
Hit me back if you're keen 
  
4380094614.txt 
I am a 40 yo daddy who needles a daily handjob and sweats himself into a lather and will drip 
sweat all over you as I work you over. I genuinely want a skinny or hunky twink or preferably 
two twinks to smash on a regular basis 
 
Must have pics, provide your location and MUST BE DISEASE FREE as daddy is married and be 
slim/good looking! 
 
Free to host or travel 
  
4380101570.txt 
helllo hello 
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i am a young bottom who want your pleasrue 
i am very bottom 
i am young and very naughty 
come on boys 
 
kiss 
  
4380105762.txt 
Young and horny guy looking to be bare backed in public or at yours. Can't host but can 
travel. Please me with your cock 
  
4380105929.txt 
Young Dom looking for gay/bi/straight guys to be my slave via email. I want you to do 
everything I say, no matter how kinky it might be. Will treat you like a dirty faggot slut and 
I expect some pics for some of my requests. 21, Dom, can top and bottom, love seeing fags do 
exactly as I say with their cocks and holes. Reply by telling me why you would be a good slave 
or just send some pics of you being a slut 
  
4380107345.txt 
To the UTS guy that I have been chatting to before and has some light guy fun. 
Sorry can't replie to your email as you craiglist posting has been removed/ expired. 
Could you please make contact again or send me a direct email. 
In your reply please make comments to where we catch up. 
  
4380107617.txt 
looking for regular hook ups with a top guy... in to most stuff mild to wild... any age.. get 
back to me with what you like to get up too 
  
4380111758.txt 
I am a good looking Aussie dude  
 
Fit ddf and hot 
 
Looking for a guy that wants to fuck a hog dude NSA, I may suck as well 
 
Get in touch with a pic and your stats for mine  
  
4380113074.txt 
Hi, im just a late teens femme boy who has recently moved from New Zealand im average height 
and quite slim i have very little body hair. i am however strictly a top. so please dont 
message me asking me to bottom unless there is a worthwhile incentive. reward required hit me 
up 
  
4380116593.txt 
31 yo str8 male seeking wank mates who can host, 
I enjoy nuding up and having a good old wank to pussy porn and enjoy chatting about ex gf's or 
your wife etc. I would also enjoy wanking over ur gf, wife's , sisters,moms, panties. 
You must host, am looking for today, upper north shore area ideal. 
 
Get back to me. 
  
4380124135.txt 
Horny bottom, up for meet. Keen to suck or get fucked by masculine top under 40 years. Send 
pics. Can travel anywhere. 
  
4380128735.txt 
Looking for guys under 40 who want to come over, watch porn, sniff amyl and exchange blowjobs 
and more. 
 
I am hosting in Summer Hill, am slim and well hung. Reply with age, stats and a pic in your 
first email to get mine and my address/phone number. 
  
4380131163.txt 
2 Caucasian guys [ 30 & 40 ] looking for a submissive playmate for regular training sessions 
 
We are after a guy who is 25 - 40 fit attractive and able to travel  
You must be either experienced or willing to submit to learning  
Power bottom 
Rough play 
Deep oral - gagging  
Kissing and Spit  
Piss  
Fucking - stretching - fisting/ lots of arse play and rimming 
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Amyl and pnp friendly  
 
If you think you might be interested send some pics and detail on your experience or 
willingness to learn 
 
We are disease free and expect you are as well/ safe fucking only 
 
 
 
 
  
4380135382.txt 
I want to lick and suck your hard throbbing clean and fresh cock 
Bigger the better 
You host 
You host 
Very discreet 
Need it right now  
Guys with pics too the front 
No time wasters please 
Cheers! 
  
4380136010.txt 
Hey guys, Im looking for some fun at UNSW. Contact me if you're interested 
Please, send me a pic on your first message. 
Not into Asians and people too older than me, sorry, just not attracted. 
 
  
  
4380137095.txt 
Horny for a quick jerk off session with like minded attached guy. Stroke our cocks chatting 
about partners or while watching porn. 177 cm tall 85kgs 6.5" cut. Clean / discreet / healthy 
and seek same purely for wank session - nothing more. Can host . Also very curious to watch or 
maybe stroke a much bigger cock than mine. 
  
4380137837.txt 
If you like a massage and a happy ending, just write to me ur location and a photo of urself 
if possible 
Also if you are uncut you will be served first 
For more info and price please contact me  
I'm available 8am till 12.30pm be quick to booked me 
  
4380149064.txt 
Male 16 you will have to host , if you are looking for car fun then I will only give handjob! 
  
4380151793.txt 
I am straight curious wantto be the first man to suck my cock, nothing in return meet only in 
discret location, introduce to me to the pleasure of men. 
White guys only (nothing personal I just feel more comfortable) 25-30,  suck me and leave, 
maybe more another time, tonight after 8pm clean cut and shaved.  
  
4380155647.txt 
Hi 
Horny Bi male looking to suck regular cock around Mona vale area. 
Prefer 35-55 cut and with shaven balls.  
You must host sorry, Pic required for reply.  
  
4380156120.txt 
i host and do anything . 500 mtrs from hornsby station 
im so horny. the only guy who turned up yesterday blu in 3 mins and left which is ok but i 
havent shot 
i have lube, an enema, lingerie if u would like 2 wear it 
SINGLE SLIM under 45  guys only unless u got a hot cut cock :) 
send  NUDE FRONT ON PIC with a sensible message or you wont get a reply. 
 
 
 
 
  
4380159586.txt 
Hi im an 18 year old asian boy who is looking for a older man to have an ongoing sexual 
relationship with. I am very submissive. I have an extreme fantasies to fuck anywhere in 
public. Also is still a virgin, so you get to deflower me. 
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4380160558.txt 
35 year old stocky, hairy guy with a bit of a tummy looking for a masculine, goodlooking 26-34 
year old who wants to get nude and frottage at your place. I'm not into anal.  You must host.  
Tell me if you're new to m2m and nervous.  You must be ddf and a non-smoker.  Be genuine.  I 
can travel now.  I'd like to frot for a few hours.  If you're younger and can host, say hi 
too. 
  
4380162564.txt 
Hey boys - visiting sydney and looking to release. 27 fit bro looking for similar to have some 
discreet fun - can you host? See pic and reply with pic and stats. 
  
4380171310.txt 
Am looking for some clean fun with bi/straight guys tonight , the biggest cock and pictures 
get preference no time wasters  
  
4380175451.txt 
Hosting only.  
 
Serious leather Master looking for equally serious sub boys/couples/female sub sluts. 
 
Into all aspects of BDSM leaning more towards lifestyle approach than purely 'role playing'. 
 
Tastes range from light to more extreme. Used to easing in nervous beginners as I am dealing 
with pigs more used to hard abuse. 
 
If you don't have pics to send including one of your face then I will not be interested. 
 
Looking to arrange inspections and if interested to be arranged sooner not later. I'm not here 
for you to wank over whilst exchanging messages you have no intention on following through on.  
 
Serious applicants only and if that is you approach with the appropriate level of respect. 
 
SIR 
  
4380175695.txt 
Howdy Guys 
 
Bi Straight acting dude that is looking for some NSA fun. I am Aussie and fit. 
 
175cm tall and 72kg 
 
If you want to know more just let me know, more than happy to swap pics and take it from 
there. Happy to travel 
 
Get back to me and see how it goes. 
 
Open to whatever you guys would like. No one over 35yrs. 
 
Cheers 
  
4380178044.txt 
Looking for a younger guy 18 to 25 ...be a top or versatile. 
Into mutual oral and fun. 
I can host. 
Want to do this asap 
pic attached 
Please put bj in subject line. 
Looking for Tueday night between now and 10.00 or Wednsday afternoon.  
 
Lets have some fun !!!  
  
4380178805.txt 
32yo interstate guy in Sydney next week. Looking for discreet fun with young good looking 
professionals, travellers and students. NSA, discreet only and can reward the right guy. Only 
genuine replies please thank you.  
  
4380179519.txt 
Get wired on pipe,watch a few particular sadistic hard punchin wrestling clips then spend a 
few hours slowly punchin your fat cock in and out of my mouth. Punish it and work it hard 
around the bed. Am 45 fit masculine. Ready now.  
  
4380179914.txt 
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Any guys str8 the better who likes to fk and be fkd by a discrete professional guy? Average 
5cut here. Smooth and in blacktown . You must be clean and std disease free. Drop me a mail 
with your stats and face pic.  
  
4380181608.txt 
I'm 20 yrs of age muscular bod  I'm Vers but after a top up for anything bigger the better ;-) 
no limits! Can host! Near parramatta 
  
4380182292.txt 
Any masculine muscular athletic types,any race need a good firm rubdown? Up to 
40yrs.NSA/DISCRETE. Easy going guy here, 
Get back with info 
  
4380184803.txt 
New to this, want a more experienced man to show me how it's done. Looking for oral, maybe 
more if things go that way... I'm submissive, 27yo, stocky build guy, uncut, mixed indian 
background. Stocky, masculine guys + Alpha dominant guys +++ Looking for someone discrete, 
safe, DDF and someone to host. I can travel. Reply with stats or pic. 
  
4380184847.txt 
Hey guys  
Sorry to put it this way , but im in a rather serious situation after my flatmate robbed me 
and cleaned out my accounts and now facing eviction . im hoping to find a generous friendly 
guy whos in a position to helpme out with a littlecoin to assist my cause . 
Im 100% clean safe ddfree and toey as hell and more a bottom guy 
can host close to the city or travel locally and happy to get into anything safe mild 2 wild. 
im genuine honest and reliable and expect the same pls 
cheer matt 
  
4380185563.txt 
Hello, 
 
As stated above I am a chubby "straight" guy looking to experiment with another man. 
I am interested in being a bottom and be guided by an older more experienced person. 
 
If you are interested in helping me please don't hesitate to respond, preferably with a brief 
message of who you are and picture if possible. 
 
Thank You, 
 
P.S. Cannot host, I am DDF and hope you are to. 
  
4380187351.txt 
61 year old top dad looking to cuddle up for long, slow, light play with younger son &lt;30. 
Into oral, wanking, body contact, pleasuring, kissing. Am 165 cm, 85 kg, hairy, 5"uncut and 
have a nice big belly. Love speedos and jocks.  
 
 Inexperienced is OK. 
 
 Can host if you can travel. Free tonite & all weekend. 
 
 If you're interested, let me know what you'd like to try. No face pic = no reply  
  
4380189795.txt 
Any young in-shape dom guy want to get into some pissplay with a slim fit sub? 
Only into fit healthy guys , must be d&d free.  
Come over for a few beers and some wet fun. 
  
4380190271.txt 
I'm masculine, mixed ethnicity, 6 feet, 70kg, slim, nice cock, drug and disease free 
Looking for similar, prefer smooth and decent shape. No one over 40 please 
I can travel around the area, cannot host 
 
More pics available to trade 
Include your stats/pics/location or no reply 
Available the next couple hours 
  
4380190753.txt 
I am 30 yrs, fit, 172 cms and 67 kgs 
 
Drug and disease free 
 
Need a suck from under 30 yrs. No Sex 
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If interested and can host, contact me with your pics 
 
No time wasters please only genuine people who qre ready 
  
4380190869.txt 
Fit clean Asian looking to makeout for a long time. 
 
Prefer young white fit male who likes to kiss. Your place or car. Please send pic. 
  
4380192420.txt 
Any fit guys up for drinks at mine then some safe fun or let me know what you got in mind, 
only safe though. Tall athletic GL Asian here. Clean expect the same. If you like the idea 
reply with your pic. Cheers 
  
4380193279.txt 
any one out and about tonight ,for some out door fun ,  
in car or bush some where 
let me know ,  
leaving home at 8.30 pm looking , to play  
  
4380195808.txt 
if your fit....muscled...or slim & toned...ot just fit and under 30.... maybe after wired fun 
or just want sum puff to take away? then maybe we can trade...quickies for it... send your 
stats...age..location. ..face and bpdy pic 
  
4380196884.txt 
seeking fit passive, sub, slaves for regular or one off training and use. 18-35, gym fit only. 
verbal, dominant master session tailored based on your limits, interests. send your age, 
stats, pic & what your into for a quick reply. my stats, 36, brown hr, green eyes, masculine, 
discreet, aussie, hairy chest, hung. 
  
4380197974.txt 
Hi im a 19 year old bi bttm looking for fun tonight im good looking and fun in the bedroom 
into any kinks and can travel anywhere close to the hornsby and hills areas 
  
4380198275.txt 
Chubby guy looking for some fun. Twenty-five, 5'11" ninety-five kilos, hairy (trimmed where it 
counts). 
I'm a top so looking for verse or bottom boys and men. 
 
Hit me up with pics if you're keen. 
  
4380198844.txt 
Will leave door unlocked you walk in to find me on bed on knees...legs spread ready to be 
fucked. 
 
Slide your cock in and fuck me till you cum...over my hole 
  
4380199575.txt 
Looking for rimming .................... rimming and than sucking my cock all should be ddf  
 
Regards 
  
4380200760.txt 
DDF is Must 
 
looking for rimmer and sucker ................. free now and waiting  
 
ass is clean even from inside and cock is hot and hard  
 
  
4380200784.txt 
VGL toned tanned 7inch uncut seeking wank buddies in maroubra. You host. Be under 35 and in 
reasonable shape. Discreet.  
  
4380201600.txt 
Im really horny 18yo boy good body, nice face and a proper good mouth for sucking your cock ;) 
I want to meet anyone with a decent sized cock (7"+) to suck off in a glory hole. Wether its 
your private one or the UNSW one or the coogee bathroom one i don't care.  
I just need to drink a big load of warm cum :) 
Messages with pics get first priority  
  
4380202139.txt 
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Looking for a discreet one night hookup for this weekend in the CBD . .. Will host ... Safe 
sex ... Bi guy .. Drop me a line ...  
  
4380203114.txt 
Bi guy got night away from the Mrs.  Need to find a sub dude around my age (32) or younger who 
wants to worship a big married cock and let me dominate you. 
 
I'm 175cm 85kg fairly fit, brown hair and eyes and have a big cock that you wont be able to 
deep throat but that I'll try to train you to. 
  
4380203649.txt 
24yo, smooth dark hair 5,5" 69kg mix, looking to suck & deepthroat cocks & swallow . No 
talking i get on my knees & suk/deepthroat on your cock, grab my head while u face fuck me 
forcefull watching me gag/choke on ur cock..watch me  swallow all ur load & go, any size any 
race 18-35yo Im free now till 530am...asians welcome:-)  
  
4380203920.txt 
I can host in Parramatta and looking for a horny young bottom boy that wants my cock - 
nsa....discrete and private apartment - just come over and my cock and cum are yours.  The 
younger the better (but legal age of course) and bonus points if you like kissing. 
 
Will be available all night Wednesday morning till midday. 
 
Happy to swap face and cock pics if you are genuine. 
  
4380204055.txt 
24 years old uncut indian bottom with 7 inch shaven cock and ass looking for an older late 
30s, 40s 50s gentleman to have some fun with. Looking to suck, get sucked, rimmed and fucked.  
Please be discreet and drugs and disease free. 
Can only host morning till around midday. Pics will get preference also love uncut cocks. 
Please reply with your stats, pic, what you're interested in as well as what time you can make 
it tomorrow. 
Can host another time if you can't make it tomorrow. Keep in touch. 
  
4380204810.txt 
30 year old muscular bottom visiting and staying in hotel in CBD. I am a very passionate 
kisser and love to deep throat big huge cocks. I am also a great bottom and know very well how 
to please my man. 
 
looking for some "fun" today. Message me if u r interested. I am open to all types as long as 
u have a nice dick and you know what u r doing.  
 
Hotel radisson 
  
4380208171.txt 
Looking to blow another straight acting, curious or attached guy either later tonight or 
tomorrow at my place. New to this so please send me some info on yourself and a pic thanks. 
 
Still looking if post is up. 
  
4380208665.txt 
Very fit, good looking, discrete and masculine Aussie guy looking for a hot time with a 
leathered up biker. Ride over and show off your bike. Near the CBD here. Safe fun only, your 
pics get mine. 
  
4380212590.txt 
New at this do you want to come to my hotel room after chub or first timer as I em or 50+ must 
be ddf no one can know mutual wank 69er finger 
  
4380217177.txt 
walk in unzip and enjoy 
 
discrete guy here, keen to meet up 
 Looking for some light NSA fun 
 looking for Straight, gay, married or curious, 
 I am slim, clean dd/free 
 can host  
  
4380217706.txt 
As long as your clean drug and disease free sounds good to me I'm up for it !  
I'm looking for something safe casual or ongoing too if you want & must be discreet !! I can 
host Friday 21st March midday  till 8pm at Campbelltown. I have condoms , lube ,,, etc 
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I am a fit 34 yo Bi-Male ( do not look my age I look younger), straight acting, I'm fit, 
healthy, D and D free, 80kg, Well hung 9inches cut cock, 6foot tall, black hair, brown eyes, 
good stamina and very, very horny too! I always have safe sex condoms to be used at all times.  
 
I'm a total experienced top guy I would love to fuck you in your ass and stretch your tight 
hole with my cock. I love to give it to you long and hard ! 
 
Please do not ask for face pictures. Just need to be very discreet no face pictures!  
 
I am only into smooth guys that are not hairy, D and D free and are 30yo or younger but still 
legal. Please send pictures of yourself with your reply. 
 
I look forward to playing.... Could be ongoing if its good. 
 
No time wasters ! 
  
4380220274.txt 
I'm sure there are guys that need an expert mouth to help them release their load. You host or 
in my car. Now till late. I know what I'm doing. Will swallow every drop. 
  
4380220591.txt 
Attractive 26 year old blonde Aussie sub guy looking to service lads tonight (bi/straight 
friendly); no strings, 100% discreet. Can travel. Hit me up if you're after some quick Tuesday 
night fun. 
  
4380221238.txt 
Hi,  
First timer doing this, 
Im after fun with a much older guy, something like 50+ 
I would like to just give him a handjob and maybe suck on his balls a bit! Im happy to travel 
local. 
 
Reply with an email and photos if possible 
  
4380225701.txt 
Anyone got a foot fetish? Get in touch and talk to me. Tell me why you like them.  
  
4380232316.txt 
I am a dom seeking a sub to submit to me in my Central Park apartment for a whole weekend, 
with the first available opportunity being the 28th March - 30th March. During the time you 
are in my apartment you will be required to accept all that is given to you, and your limits 
which will be discussed beforehand will be respected. I am seeking someone who is able to 
totally obey the commands given to them as a worthless fucktoy and will be trained as 
necessary to perform. 
 
Once you take your first step into the apartment you will be stripped, collared and plugged. I 
will run through basic procedures and training for you as part of your serving of me through 
the weekend. You will be fed when required, and you will eat off the floor. You will sleep at 
the foot of my bed, chained. When you need to use the bathroom you will request permission and 
the door will remain open. 
 
You will be tasked with various chores to complete around the house. They may involve 
cleaning, laundry, exercise and more. You will submit to training, including but not exclusive 
to: 
 
- Oral sex 
- The use of ball gags, or open ball gags 
- Rimming 
- Nipple clamps 
- Collars 
- Anal sex 
- Ass to mouth 
- Butt plugs 
- Blindfolds 
- Hand/foot cuffs 
- Orgasm denial 
- Bondage 
- Whips, flogs 
 
Time permitting, you will be dressed an taken to public places where you will still be 
required to submit. You may be asked to leave the apartment with collar and butt plug in, or 
other similar arrangements. If you do not do as you are told, you will be punished accordingly 
until you do as required. If you orgasm without permission, you will also be punished. 
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I may invite friends around or seek guests from CL who you will serve as necessary. I expect 
after such a session you will sleep with the remaining cum drying on your skin. 
 
Photos and video will be taken, but your face will never be included (unless 
blindfolded/hooded). For this weekend, you must submit in your entirety. You will have no 
sense of self and will be referred to only as slave. You will be used and abused as a sex 
slave. 
 
If this sounds like you, get in touch. Age or fitness does not matter, just be drug and 
disease free. Please provide pictures, your limits and other areas of interest that we may 
explore. 
 
Sir 
  
4380236015.txt 
24 year old str8 guy with a 7.5 inch and thick cock looking for a quick blowjob, currently 
driving and able to travel, your pics get min  
  
4380240552.txt 
Come over to mine I'll suck an play with u an u can piss an cum on me or whatever u want 
  
4380242087.txt 
Look to suk a 16-19 year olds cock tomz at 9:30am let me know if ur up for it. 
,....................gay rocks.................. 
  
4380251433.txt 
anyone up for mutual sucking soon with a g/l 27yo asian?  
 
free today and hosting in surry hills. send stats on ur reply and you must be D&D free 
  
4380258292.txt 
hey im 21, looking for a bottom around my age, looking for ASAP!! tonight is a must, love 
outdoor public fun cant travel so you must come to me and pick me up happy to play in car  
 
REPLY ASAP!!! 
  
4380269745.txt 
Really horny and i need a guy to suck my cock dry. I wanna suck too! cant host but can travel. 
  
4380273739.txt 
hi im a 21 yr old with a 7inch cock waiting to to be sucked and fucked, cant travel looking to 
be picked up for kinky car fun  
 
 
reply with pic, doesnt have to be face i dont mind, your pic gets mine 
  
4380274284.txt 
Very simple, send a few details about yourself, if all good pop over and I blow you. Prefer I 
stay clothed. Drop by, drop your pants sit back and relax. Shoot your load into my swallowing 
mouth then go. Simple. If you enjoy, do it again some time. Don't make a habit of it but 
around tonight and would like a regular supply of hot fresh cum from one good person. 
Especially love younger heavy spunkers, the inexperienced and uncut but happy to consider all. 
Be clean, sane and ddf, as am I! 
  
4380291161.txt 
Anyone want a blow job tomorrow morning before work? I'm gl aus 27 with not much experience. 
Looking for similar. 
  
4380293838.txt 
are you looking to practice ur oil massage skills? I'm looking for a sensual oil massage, 
happy to travel as i can't host, chub/stocky latino guy 
if interested reply with age natio and location n we can go from there no time wasters 
free either morning or after 2pm  
looking for something free or very affordable 
  
4380304211.txt 
Hot young 19yo looking for someone to suck and fuck with please no small cocks. And only under 
30.  
 
Pics get replies and only if your close as in within 10 minutes 
  
4380309186.txt 
Fit masc discrete guy wanna suck cock, wanna get face fucked and deepthroat, love aggressive 
guys too, love to swallow 
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Got a place free, genuine only 
  
4380311580.txt 
So I'm a gay teen that's clean and uncut. I expect the same please, I can travel short 
distances but can not host. It's my first time though I have sucked before and would do so 
again, so I'm up for pretty much anything. Send me your pics and stats to get mine. ;) look 
forward to do this soon :) 
  
4380328528.txt 
I know this might not be the best place to look for genuine individuals judging by some of the 
postings here, but I'll give it a shot...... 
My flatmate is potentially moving out in a month and kinda hoping that I'd be able to find a 
(first and foremost) decent flatmate who doesn't mind the occasional wank together over some 
straight porn or even picking up chicks to tag team together. 
 
About the flat / room: 
It's at Randwick, Eastern Suburb. It's extremely convenient location, across the street from 
the shops, gym, etc. The room is medium size, all furnished. 
Share the flat with me and another guy (who wouldn't know what we're up to, so I need someone 
who can remain discreet. I don't mind him knowing us tag teaming so much, but I'd wanna keep 
the wanking part discreet). 
Rent is $230 / week including bills. 3 weeks bond. 
Got wireless internet and washing machine. 
 
A bit about myself... I'm 27, 6'4", 91 kg, in a decent shape. 
I train 3x a week (mostly strength training, I'm a wannabe powerlifter), so a training partner 
would also be great. 
Got mixed interests: Love fitness (powerlifting, nutrition, supplements science, psychology, 
etc.). Love music, going to gigs, movies and talking shit or serious over a beer or two or 
five with the right person. Also got just the right dose of geekiness. 
I'm Asian, grew up here. Even lived in the outback for a bit. 
I'd say I'm straight / bi-curious, I do enjoy sex in the company of other guys (not to have 
sex with guys, but just in their company, e.g. tag teaming, sex in the same room, etc.). 
 
The other flatmate is an American guy, also my age. He works professional job full time and 
does part time study. He's an easy going, mind your own business kinda guy. 
 
The kinda person I'd be looking for: 
- Not a creepy guy, decent easy-going bloke 
- Age: 23 - 35 
- Sorted financially (i.e. stable income) 
- Straight / bi-curious. 
- Neat / clean, house-trained. 
- Someone who also trains. Would be good to have a training partner. 
 
Please fuck off if you're just gonna message me being all creepy. 
No, I'm not interested in sex offers. 
 
Send me a message with your details (pics would be nice, just wanna know if you seem like a 
decent guy. Not interested in pics of your dick). 
Hit me up boys.  
 
(Please email me directly to bros.maister at gmail dot com. Emails from craigslist address 
often end up in spam folder or disappear completely. I've particularly had troubles with yahoo 
emails. I reply to almost all emails).  
  
4380392367.txt 
Blow my nose to mars and you can have me to use as you wish. I have been with 2 guys before 
and done everything. Ihave a tight as ass. Just use me as you wish. no scat or piss but 
anything else pretty much. Im big and muscular with a strong mind but ill go low for the blow 
baby.... I host near drummoyne 
  
4380406474.txt 
Do any guys have any fantasay let me know whAt they are u can be any age i like chubby guys 
but not limited to them pics get first reply u need to be d&d free  
  
4380425738.txt 
Hey guys, 
 
Would love to come over to someone's place and suck 2 or 3 cocks in one sitting... Then maybe 
watch you fuck each other. 
 
Love pleasing guys and hearing them moan. 
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22 year old white Aussie guy here, 6.3ft 88kg. 
 
Hit me up if you're keen! 
  
4380444774.txt 
Hoping someone would be keen to drive to my place and have me suck them off in there car. 
 
22 year old Aussie guy here... 
 
Hit me up for an awesome blow job! 
  
4380467257.txt 
hello just moved to sydney and ready to be pleasured by like 5 guys at once there will be 
massive rewards for this. looking forward to you guys emailing me thanks  
  
4380503951.txt 
hey im 20 and im in canterbury park, looking for some fun, send me a message with your age and 
natio and what you want to do and then come meet me 
  
4380533820.txt 
Hi want to meet up with someone before work I'm in to everything just wanna do it soon if u 
can host would be a bonus keen as 
  
4380552094.txt 
22 year old straight curious chub kiwi looking for first male on male experience. Looking for 
someone who can make me feel beautifull pasionately.. Up for most things .. 
cant host send pics and what you can do to me.. 
MUST be disease free and good looking and cut 
STILL LOOKING if ad is up .. 
  
4380560134.txt 
22 year old straight curious guy wants to get cock sucked by another dude and maybe more, Kiwi 
background, tall, average sized cut clean cock,send phone number and face pic 
 
 
Cant host can travel not far  .. meet me in nearby park 
  
4380723496.txt 
Hey there 
Me: 24 slim toned good looking straight curious 7.5 inch thick cut cock clean 
YOU: Smooth, 16-32 years of age, slim to medium built preferred, clean and D&D free 
Reply With Full stats ( Age, weight, height, body type, Natio etc..) I cant not stress that 
enough STATS PLZ, no one liners! you will be ignored, Not into ping pong 
YOU HOST, I can travel!  
ASIANS+++ 
 
Ok I have done this twice, meaning I fucked two guys, and believe me they loved it to bits 
they we enjoying it, and were bent over taking a long satisfying pounding. They loved my cock, 
my looks and my performance and not the mention the load they recieved at the end ;) 
Put me to the test. 
 
YOU MUST BE CLEAN, SMOOTH and tell me how you want it... rough and hard or slow to medium! 
must submit to me and my cock! 
 
I dont do pics I am discrete as can be... but take my word for it.. you wont be disappointed! 
so please dont ask for pics, I am not asking for yours, however if you send yours then you 
will get a reply first upto you :)  
 
 
Thank you 
  
4380749482.txt 
After other guys turned on by the brawling,punching,sadistic,sleazy wrestling action of the 
70s and 80s to smoke pipe with,watch matches and fool around. Me-masculine 45yo fit good 
looks.  
  
4380777967.txt 
hey guys im 21 young and fit i have the place to myself and would like to have some fun, i 
have a big house we can have alot of fun in :) 
im a top but i love sucking dick and up for anything 
please msg me ur pic and number asap 
  
4380797094.txt 
Sucking cock at my place this morning....anytime from now till about lunchtime. 
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Just be YOUNG, horny and clean....will suck and swallow if you like that. 
 
Hit me up if you wanna drop by and drop your load - I am near the station if that helps or 
plenty of parking if you are driving. 
 
Pics and under 25 get first go at my mouth 
  
4380941465.txt 
Let me get on my knees and u force ur cock down my throat. This 47 year old sub bitch is 
looking to be used today by servicing cocks. You should be dominant, feel like treating my 
mouth as something to be used to drive home your dominance over this small cocked sub  . Can't 
host  
  
4380944116.txt 
training to be a good cock whore looking for a a good hard alpha male cock that would like to 
show me the ropes . I will get on my knees Just use me and make me gag. I'm know i should be 
trained to be a good cock whore . Im 47, and small cocked and submissive  
  
4381048255.txt 
Asian bi looking for casual hook up. Must good looking white/aussie/arab and have a big tool. 
Below 35.  From today until 12midday only. You will be rewarded for sure. Email pics/stats. 
With body pics a priority. Please no bullshit and long emails. Must be discrete. I will host.  
  
4381056356.txt 
Aussie fella looking to some fun today around Bargo area...  Unexpected day off looking to 
pleasure you...  Me vers btm keen for anything vanilla to kink...  Email stats etc and I'll 
respond...  Free till 2pm 
  
4381057172.txt 
I want to have some fun with darker guys.  
 
From the north, central or southern Africa or the middle east 
 
Any age, any body type, hairy or smooth, doesn't matter 
 
Am 48year old, am 180cm tall and weigh 97kg.  
 
Have a hairy chest, smooth elsewhere 
 
Am bttm, love to suck, deepthroat and swallow 
 
Also love to be fucked 
 
Like a guy to take charge if he wants 
 
serious guys only and no long email exchanges....just arrange it to happen 
 
Host near a station  
  
4381104348.txt 
I enter your hotel room, you order me to take keep my mouth shut and to strip my clothes off 
and you laugh at my body, you can barely see my small inadequate cock. You tell me I am a 
pathetic cunt hole and that your going to ram your cock down my throat.  
 
You tell me to lay on your hotel bed with my back on the bed, you roughly sit on my face and 
force me to use my tongue on your balls and anal passage almost smothering me, you then make 
me finger my ass and play with my patthetic cock, you bend my head over the side and force 
your manmeat hard into my mouth getting harder , telling me im a useless cunthole. You laugh 
as my erection reaches 5 inches and im now gagging on your cock asking you to slow down and to 
be gentle as spit and dribble comes out of my mouth, you ignore my pleading and laugh as I try 
to use my hand to stop your length reaching the back of my throa 
 
  
4381105834.txt 
Looking to blow a hung cut guy. Prefer someone wearing a suit and under 45. Can host around 
midday. Masculine straight acting aussie looking for the same. 
  
4381130658.txt 
NEED YOUR DISCREET PICS TAKEN BY DISCREET GUY?? 
I can do your pics for free for you 
This is for extremely discreet guys who need that done,so for guys into m2m,m2w,m2mm etc 
Very discreet place. 
All you need is your own  card for camera,so that you know pics are YOURS. 
I CAN PROVIDE SOME ASSISTANCE TO GET YOU HARD TO IF YA KEEN,BUT THIS IS TOTALY UP TO YOU. 
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GET BACK IF YA NEED THE DETS AND WHAT PICS YOU AFTER 
This is also for couples needing fuck pics to be taken. 
I do not join,comment,want to be part of any action. Just here to take your pics. 
Cheers 
  
4381157307.txt 
Seeking white guys. arabs welcum too. And willing to be rewarded for yur big tool. You must be 
able to come now and until 12noon. Traddies welcum. Please be serious and no bullshit. With 
stats or pics a priority I will host 
 
 Asian bi  
  
4381171641.txt 
Discrete, friendly, Aussie, bi guy available to suck legal young cocks.  Rim also if u like. 
 
Non-caucasion, inexperienced, gay, bi, straight - all good.  No recip required.  Just be 100% 
clean. 
 
Host or local travel. 
 
Send me a good description of yourself, when u r available, and pic/s if possible. 
  
4381189224.txt 
Married bi guy is after that rare find: a younger fit guy who has his own place. 
 
I'd like a casual but maybe regular relationship where I can arrange to meet up for various 
things, such as coffee, a drink, watching sport, a meal .... leading onto sex maybe. However I 
am active only. 
 
This sound like something you'd like to explore? A body pic at least in your reply will get 
things going. 
  
4381193433.txt 
Make a booking and tell me to strip and let me to do your house work or servant duties. 
 
Exhibitionist will do your cleaning, being stripped naked.... 
 
I can work for you for washing, cleaning, ironing, gardening, sorting out, more errands etc.  
 
Relax and watch as you give the orders as you make sure it's done to your satisfaction. 
 
I am easy going, very discreet, fit and sexy, 
6 tall 76Kg, euro, very clean and uncut. 
Any age and nationality welcome and nice rewards too.... 
 
Any issue can be discussed, so contact me if you have any question. Looking for a REGULAR 
POSITION work. 
 
Regards for all. 
do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers 
  
4381196050.txt 
North Sydney based, host or travel, professional discreet and clean. 
 
Affordable nude massage and oil rub with extras available ( bj/rim handjob and fuck) 
 
Versatile 
 
Contact me for details 
  
4381217386.txt 
Am single very clean and uninhibited for hot sex. Good body, medium to athletic build, 68kg, 
7" uncut, some body hair, Like all forms of clean sex, sucking, licking fucking, and my boy 
pussy is nice open and waiting. Love sex with asian men, would like to hear from Indian, Euro, 
Caucasian and like to taste the dripping precum. 
 
All genuine replies will be answered. Please advise your availability in first reply. 
 
Prefer single with nice and thick c***. 
  
4381229030.txt 
Fit toned lean smooth bottom 44, working in these areas today and wana meet up with a hot top 
to fuck me and get sucked by me. 
I am bi married and very masculine DDF clean neg std free bottom guy,I like really masc guys 
who like to fuck ass and get their cock sucked. 
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Please be genuine and be able to host,meet outdoors or in ya car. 
Cheers 
  
4381239151.txt 
Great cock sucker 25 year old gl, looking for guys to please. Can't host, if I can't willing 
to do it public. Let me know 
  
4381255885.txt 
Its my Birthday today and I'm horny. I'm looking at rewarding uncut hung guys. 
 
Im a sucker for wog looking guys with beard or stubbles and chest hairs. 
 
Straight wogs to the front but not fuzzed. Also rewarding straight acting gay guys. 
 
If you need some help send me an email with pic and and stats and we can start talking about 
rewards. 
 
Keen to make this happen asap. 
 
Still looking if this ad is still up. 
 
Genuine only and no time wasters. 
  
4381267913.txt 
Hey guys popped  in from melb here for a short time I usually service all the hung guys in 
melb and they love it so I'm a regular ;) and hope to have some here am mixed race 26   clean 
ddfree good looks slim face hot mouth nice body and legs hot arse for spanking and doggy lol 
am in the alexandria area can't host the transport is good or ur car am hiring a car later 
today so can travel  
  
4381319715.txt 
Hi there :), 
 
I just arrived a week ago in Sydney. As i mentioned in the title I'm a straight guy never had 
something with a men before but I'm interested in it and i would like to change that. 
 
I would like that you suck my dick and fuck me in my ass :) . Even it is my first time i would 
prefer a big cock... I do only safe sex and you must be good looking and of course diseases 
free! Maybe i would like to suck your dick and fuck your ass too if it is possible. You should 
be between 18-30 years old and able to host. Your apartment or whatever should be also clean 
and nice. 
 
I hope i will find somebody who will help me to lose my "ass virginity" :D. I'm really exited 
if you also exited and interested send me a pic of your body, face, dick your location and 
dick size! 
 
I will answer every request but only if you send me a pic of your body, face, dick your 
location and dick size! 
 
Kind regards 
 
The straight guy 
  
4381321914.txt 
Married Aussie 38 tall in good shape. I love to get naked and put on a show for you. At your 
place only as I cannot host. I'll walk in strip right off and jerk off in front if you. Come 
on who wants a personal show?!! Genuine ad. Not looking for oral, just love showing off etc. 
You can direct proceedings and even touch me if you want but hands only. 
  
4381325029.txt 
Hi all. I am 39 Aussie tall brown/blue 6 cut rubgy build not muscly. I am married but love 
jerking off with other guys. I cannot host so looking for someone who can and this means a 
house not a car or bushland! This is a genuine ad and if you can host not too far then I 
promise you have the chance to see a fully naked guy stroking a rock hard cock and blowing a 
load of cum. There are so many fakes on here but surely someone fits the bill? 
  
4381334072.txt 
Masculine ddf hung top/vers aussie 46, 185 cm with 7" seeking young east or south east asian 
vers/bott guy under 26 for hot times. can host inner west. reply with bod pics. No jocks not 
into muscle boys. 
  
4381341993.txt 
51yo guy here looking for fun today/tonight at my place close to the city 
 
Open to caucasian guys 18-30 who are clean, d-free and discrete 
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I am more top but open to fun that is passionate and hot  
 
Like mutual fun so don't reply if u just want your cock sucked with nothing else 
 
I am genuine and be great to find someone who is horny and open to having a good time with an 
older guy 
 
Let me know what you are into and what reward you are looking for.... 
 
Pics to swap 
  
4381370738.txt 
Seeking Fit and Hung Guys 
Drop in Strip off and enjoy a relaxing top to toe oil rub rimming and blow job 
$50.00 per hour USUALLY LONGER THAN THE HOUR 
Married Single Bi Gay Tradies 
Private and discreet 
Photo and age with reply 
AVAILABLE NOW TILL LATE EVENING 
Cheers 
  
4381418291.txt 
In the city until the afternoon, anyone looking for some quick fun, we can make each other cum 
and be on our way. 
I would love to suck and be sucked, please send me photos. 
 
  
4383143454.txt 
Straight male seeking r3wards 
 
Slim, tanned, 5'8, 62kg and 25 years old 
 
Generous offers need only apply 
 
Photos available  
  
4383180606.txt 
Looking for a fit dom guy enjoys pulling on the gloves and playing as a doctor.  
Patient is slim/fit/gwm enjoys being ordered to strip to jocks, examined, probed, milked. 
Looking for evenings. 
Can provide toys / lube / poppers.Safe only.  
  
4383187256.txt 
Seeing a few hot tradie lads in area on building sites lately. 
Any fit bloke needing some relaxation after a hard days work get in touch. 
Few beers and a play on cards. 
42/gwm/clean and fit/discreet/can host 
 
  
4383192323.txt 
Masc very discreet guy with own place looking to play with dominant black men 
 
Love aggressive men who like it rough or like to face fuck guys 
 
Genuine only 
  
4383196550.txt 
Hi guys, I'm 46 yo, 6'2" tall, large stocky build, hairy bear type, 7.5" uncut thick cock, 
bottom versatile looking for fun now. I can host at the moment until about 4pm. Also happy to 
share in cost of motel room if you want to go all night and can't host. I'm looking to bottom 
today.  
 
I'm very clean and have a very high level of hygiene. I'm d&d free and expect same. I'm a non 
smoker. I'm very discreet and our meeting will stay with the two of us. 
 
I'm also interested in women, ff couples, mw couples, mm couples. Age open. 
 
Young, slim smooth inexperienced guys very welcome whether you are top or bottom. 
 
Please send at least a body pic to get one in return. Guys that don't give me some info/stats 
and a pic are unlikely to get a reply from me. I will reply to everybody else. Please don't 
ask for face pic. 
  
4383199887.txt 
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Fit, gl guy asian mix. HIV--, DDF 
Looking for other masculine guys who want to have some fun, experiment, no strings, safe fun. 
Very easy going guy who likes to mess around on the side. 
Have a recent pic for a reply.  
  
4383211457.txt 
In Sydney next week for business and hoping to catch up with someone for some fun.  I'm 
staying in a CBD hotel and will be able to play either during the day or night.  I prefer to 
bottom and like my boys well hung.  Love to deep throat and love to ride a nice thick cock, 
but for the right arse, who knows what I might do.  You'll need to be clean, D&D free, 
discreet and always play safe.  Pics jump to the top of the queue.  Reply with subject of 
"Hells Balls" so I know you're real. 
  
4383211577.txt 
Looking to be a toilet for under 40 guy this afternoon. 
Walk in take a seat over my mouth and shit while i rim you clean. 
Serious guys only. 
  
4383215412.txt 
Very gook looking, Leb top 8inch uc, 185cms, 82kgs, fit 
 
Ive go a hotel looking for NSA hot sex with sexy bottom men - NO ASIAN OR INDIANS 
white boys with blue eyes a bonus!! 
 
no ping pong emails  
 
Send your pic and a number then ill give you the address 
 
nice and easy 
 
cheers 
  
4383232282.txt 
Hi everyone any want a guy to serve them nude today or tomorrow? 
Currently in Bondi by can travel bonus if you don't mind takeing some photos of me too 
 
Other than that just happy to be naked for you or you and your friends 
 
Guys or girls what I do is up to you  
  
4383238409.txt 
Well adjusted, mature age guy wants to hook up with a couple of guys or a group for some nsa 
fun.  I am into massaging, kissing, cuddling, oral and anything that is clean and comfortable.  
Also happy just to watch if that is what you like. 
 
It needs to be at your place as I cannot host.  You need to be clean and drug and disease fee 
(as I am. 
 
I am fit and tall and eager to have some fun. 
 
Please respond and I will reply. 
  
4383241135.txt 
Hi all, 
 
19yo fella with Friday off, looking to get dirty with a guy or guys ( would be better ) some 
good ol' piss shit fun is something I've always wanted from a group of guys, but one will be 
great. Stop on by and walk straight through the front door to the bathroom and see me lying in 
the tub naked , use me and abuse me then leave and I await the next. Kik me so we can discuss 
what you'd love to do, or just reply with a body pic, face no required. I'm pretty hairy btw, 
heh  
 
Kik me and we can discuss ;) ( AusAwesome ) 
  
guys under 20 would be most preferred but anyone will be great to have, older can be really 
hot hehe, maybe I can even suck you off in some bushes near  by and have you walk me home on 
my hands and knees ;)  
 
see you guys soon. 
  
4383243740.txt 
Hi guys 
I need my dick sucked 
And need to do someone tight hole 
Must want swallow  
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Need a regalar sucking and draining 
Must be close to moorepark and iner west area 
 
If you are a couple happy to give and maybe recieve 
Need it soon 
Send picks number 
 
Aged 18-25 u must be able or be confortable sucking me off in my car late at night 
  
4383254487.txt 
Will provide r3ward for your time.  
Looking for guys under 30yo 
 
Great for students, tradies and curious guys 
 
Can host or travel  
  
4383255126.txt 
Hey,  
Im 19, tall, slim athletic white guy, quite smooth.  
 
Looking for a slim young guy to have fun with. 
Prefer to start slow and see how we feel :)  
 
Send us stats (height, weight etc :) and a pic would be nice  
 
We can skype too to get to know each other so send ur skype and when u on 
 
Im ddf and discreet 
 
Lets do it soon 
  
4383257480.txt 
5'9" Tall, european looks, slim swimmers build, 7.5" uncut. 
I need a hot beef injection orally and maybe anally (safe). Happy to just suck you off if you 
want. Very hungry. 
I can host at my place in Darlinghurst or meet you somewhere. 
 
Email me now..  
 
  
4383261405.txt 
Im a bi guy looking for some fun in the local area  
 
I have 420 to share if your keen 
 
Reply with a pic and stats must be discrete 
  
4383266890.txt 
Toned and athletic caucasian, vers boy, 24, bubble butt, thick 8inch cock looking for rewards. 
 
Contact me with your age, stats, and pics or no reply. Will reply to serious only 
  
4383268209.txt 
Straight acting, attractive slim 21 year old, long brown hair, blue eyes. 7.5'' Uncut, can go 
for hours. Cannot Host. 
I'm new to all of this, feel free to email me, I'm very friendly and outgoing. Ages 28 and 
under only please. 
 
If you cannot host, maybe we can work something out - Split Hotel/Public/Your Car. Wherever.  
 
No asians/indians. (sorry)  
  
4383270001.txt 
looking for a hairy daddy for some day time fun. Can host in the east, 180 cm, 83 kg, asian, 
22 y.o. Would like to chat first or email if possible.  
  
4383274791.txt 
25 bi guy in town for a few days. Looking to have some fun while I'm here. 
mutual sucking, fucking, j/o etc. 
slim, 6.5" smooth. 
  
4383275281.txt 
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Looking for someone who might be a yoga instructor, or semi experienced in yoga, that wants to 
strip off and do nude yoga together. Could be a regular thing if we click.  
 
I'm a good looking aussie guy, slim/athletic build, brown hair, 6.5" uncut cock and a bit of 
an exhibitionist :) I've done one on one nude yoga before and I loved it. I know there is a 
Naked Yoga class in Newtown that is fairly cheap and I really want to go, but I want to go 
with someone else that I know and have met beforehand.  
 
Preferably you can host, as I only have a small 1 bedroom apartment on the North Shore. It 
could work but it would be squeezy.   
 
Please send your stats and a pic in your reply and let me know how experienced you are at 
yoga.  
  
4383285667.txt 
Hi, 
 
I am 28yrs 179cm and 69kgs athletic smooth male. 
If you're looking for a free massage, drop me a line with your AGE, HEIGHT and WEIGHT. 
 
You should be slim or fit. and under 40. i do make exceptions for age if you're fit. 
 
have discreet place in surry hills, suits straight, gay, discreet, bi guys. 
 
also looking for nice guys who'd like to keep  in touch :) 
 
  
4383302759.txt 
White, early 30's, good looking, awesome cock sucker. 
 
Want to suck white/Middle Eastern blokes only.  If ur fem, not interested. 
 
Tradies/truckers/footballers esp welcome. 
 
you host (inner west or CBD) or outdoors (your recommendation not mine) 
 
  
4383306049.txt 
Sub Bottom looking for GangBang tonite at Syd park, looking to be picked uo taken to park and 
used by as many as possible also love to swallow cock drink a load love to be fucked amyl piss 
drinking. 
 
Reply with interest and what you like to do. 
  
4383308720.txt 
I really just want to take a guy out on a date, if it goes well, you can blow me or whatever. 
You've got to be d&d free and attractive, as I am! Please do not respond if you are: much 
older, overweight or just a general pain in the ass. Thank you!  
  
4383310564.txt 
Any horny young british boys out there? Backpackers in need of relief? Drop by my apartment 
and I can take care of that for you. Blow and Go ok. You're welcome to stay for a beer or 2 or 
3. LOL 
  
4383315765.txt 
Where are all the spanking doms in Sydney? 
Seeking a dominant masculine bloke that enjoys putting a fit slim lad over his knee for a good 
hand spanking . Roleplay good, maybe medical, coach+player, suited boss+naked employee. WS. 
Open to ideas, only safe fun. 
Need someone that can host for a hot discipline session. 
  
4383324095.txt 
Hey 
 
Two wog boys here looking for a top or vers guy. 
 
Our stats: 
 
20 slim 7" bottom 
35 average 8" top 
 
if your keen email us your stats and pics and we will do the same 
 
genuine only! 
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4383329790.txt 
Hi married here, 32 old after younger - teens or young 20s. Prefer cut but not picky. I'm very 
inexperienced but keen to play. 
 
Email me if interested. 
 
  
4383335975.txt 
Looking for girly fem, sissy boys to be my online sissy slave. I love dirty talk and verbal 
humiliation. I have mic and cam. You MUST have CAM. skype first. If things go well I am open 
to meet. 
 
I am clean, I always use protection for both oral and sex, I always play safe, fit, hung and 
attractive easy going guy. 
 
No hairy guys. No pic no reply. Email with age and stats. Looking to own a online sissy slave. 
one timers are welcome. ;) 
 
m4m cd m4t 
  
4383347109.txt 
50 year old married bi guy - 6ft, 93kgs, 6.5 uncut with big balls - am fit, healthy and hairy. 
Looking for some NSA fun tonight on the Northern Beaches - like other masculine guys  - sorry 
not into Asians. 
Looking for some hot sweaty fun with other like minded guys - not into endless emails going - 
so if you respond please be genuine about meeting, like me. 
Thanks 
  
4383349145.txt 
Married male wife and daus out til 10pm stop by for sniff and mutual jerk into their panties 
to porn...prefer older guys and those who like taboo chat 
  
4383352479.txt 
Wanting to fulfill a fantasy, as the title says.  
 
I'm Australian, disease free, discreet and am told I am good looking. I am in shape and can 
host. 
 
If your interested send a bit about you and a cock pic, I'll reply with mine once I get 
yours..  
  
4383352691.txt 
Gay man seeks gay/bi men under 50 for naked hikes and light play in the lower Blue Mountains. 
Love to find a secluded spot along the trails for intense bate sessions. Also into WS, 
rimming, kissing, frotting and taking photos for pvt use. Will only reply to those who include 
pics and stats. 
  
4383354237.txt 
I'm 25 Aussie 80kg a little chubby, 6 foot, 5" smaller cock, looking to have some fun. Im bi 
curious and looking for fun with guys or girls. 
  
Very horny and keen to hook up, can host but must be discreet. 
  
Replies with pics get priority. 
 
420 friendly 
  
4383355175.txt 
Anyone wanna hot blow job...? Love sucking until you cum in my mouth. Need to be below 30 n 
fit. No discussions just drop ur pants, I blow u enjoy!! Can host travel or meet in car. 
Message only if you want a bj tonight. Cheers  
  
4383355357.txt 
Masculine wired fit 40s guy looking for bloke keen and horny on the idea of boxing and 
punching his cock in and out of my mouth for his own pleasure.A hard sleazy no time limit 
cockfight.Ready now. Small amount of gear left to smoke.  
  
4383356346.txt 
Any Indian top tonight? I dont really wanna know anything just ur age and tool size.. am in 
mood to throat ur cock. Thats all! 
  
4383357468.txt 
 Younger top or bottom wanted for fun. Located in the Blue Mountains, can travel. Let me know 
what you are looking for.  
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4383357965.txt 
bi stright acting  
is looking for a friend 
who wants to enjoy together  
few drinks, go to the beach 
and have some hot sex 
 
if you like cuddling kissing oral and sometimes more let me know 
 
would preffer to find somone younger and willing 
 
kindly send some stats and pictures if you are interested 
 
reward is possible 
 
cheers 
  
4383361749.txt 
Looking for a slave my age or under (&lt;20) who can service my feet and cock - willing to 
accommodate for other kinks you may have. 
I can travel but can't host so only message if you have somewhere you can get naked on all 
fours and lick my feet clean. 
Looking to meet later tonight. Reply with stats and pics if you're up for worshipping my young 
feet. 
  
4383368713.txt 
Two good looking masculine guys looking for a 3rd 
we are both masculine, clean discreet and disease free 
One is gay the other is bi and keen to try a 3sum 
You should be clean disease free, masculine 
Other bi or curious guys who want to be fucked are welcome to apply 
 
Can host Friday arvo 
Have pics and stats in your first email or don't bother 
Genuine replies only 
  
4383369527.txt 
Young guy,22 years,straight open minded can travel all around Sydney for light fun and 
massages :) 
 
Tall,7 inches uncut. 
Clean and Genuine 
Drug and Disease Free. 
 
Don't hesitate to send me an email if interested !  
 
Reward greatly appreciated :) 
 
See you !  
  
4383373155.txt 
cute, good looking twinky guy, with slim, fit body, little body hair, smooth cock and arse and 
open minded and fun :) 23 years old.  
 
will be at north palm beach (near the surf club at the northern end) tonight from 9pm...hoping 
to meet some hot, fun, KINKY & open minded guys tonight. Any age is fine, but mainly looking 
for guys 18 - 50's who like to play with younger guys.  
 
Hoping to meet with a kinky guy who is dom and we can go find somewhere private at the beach. 
I'm a bottom.  
 
PLEASE be disease free & clean as I am and safe play with condoms only.  
 
Send me an email with what you want to do, if you want & I can send pics back, otherwise I 
will just meet whoever turns up at 9.  
 
See you soon boys  
 
xx 
  
4383377025.txt 
Hello! I am a  nice respectful discreet silver daddy top who  can host you till late this 
evening. I am 172 cms tall, 86 kilos, stocky not fat, with a short cut cock. I also enjoy 
being sucked, mutual wanking and kissing. I am not into guys over 30, married guys, smokers or 
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guys bigger than 95 kilos. If you want to meet, please suggest a specific time in your email 
to me and tell me what fun you would enjoy with me because I won't engage in endless emails. I 
don't provide intimate pics nor rewards just happy endings!  
  
4383378623.txt 
Have never been fucked before but want to try...maybe with a medium sized cock...must be 
patient and take it easy as is a tight hole. 25-40 yrs welcome. Can host. Message with stats n 
pic. Fit guys only plz  
  
4383380048.txt 
25 year old guy into dominating guys by squeezing their nuts, slapping their nuts and forcing 
them to cum then polishing their sensitive dicks with my hand. 
  
I'm NOT looking for sex at all, so don't bother if that's what you want. 
  
I want someone who likes a bit of ball pain. You be fit and not fat. Send a pic of your torso 
in your email. 
 
Keen to meet up tonight. I can host. 
 
Slave 
 Kink 
 CBT 
 Ballbusting 
 Fun  
BDSM 
  
4383380937.txt 
I can host and am Aussie and gl... 
 
Love a str8/bi guy but am open. If your keen to come over send your stats and a pic and I'll 
send you mine.. Let's get this happening!  
  
4383381142.txt 
35yo 
white slave sub bottom slut. 
Experienced slave to serve looking for DOM MASTER. 
 
Im into: 
 - Drinking piss, spit, cum 
 - Licking toes, balls, ass, toilet 
 - being spanked soft, hard, harder 
 - being fucked, slapped, fisted 
 - being humiliated, tortured 
 - used by master (or couple) on regular basis 
 
Willing to learn/obey/discover 
 
Any age, race, size etc. 
 
Contact me to organize a inspection. 
 
Thank you 
 
  
4383381319.txt 
Hi, I will drink your piss.. 
I am 35yo white average guy. 
 Im very submissive and obedient, like to be used as a whore... 
 
I can bost 
 
available to serve now 
  
4383382944.txt 
looking for a daddy to have regular skype calls with. if all goes well there is a chance we 
could meet up. contact me with a picture and your skype account 
  
4383383916.txt 
I need someone to cum or piss or spit on my food and watch me eat it...   39yo white here, 
your age or looks dont matter. I host 
  
4383389257.txt 
26yo, Cute, Fit, DTE Korean guy. 
Lookin for hot/hung straight guys under 40yo to have some light fun 
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I am very very discreet & disease free. U must be the same 
Host only - Inner West 
Plz reply with some PHOTOS 
Genuine only THX 
  
4383389288.txt 
Hi Guys, 
Just want to have my arse opened up with toys, cocks, fingers, fruit, food,whatever you can 
fill it with. Want someone to take their time and work on my arse, lube it up while i sniff 
some amyl and open me up. Maybe someone experienced in fisting. I have some toys you can use 
on me,as well as lube and amyl. . Love amyl or anything stronger. Can travel. The kinkier the 
better. 
  
4383389899.txt 
Looking for fun tonight.  You must be hung and &lt; 38 and ddf.  Lets do this tonight!  
  
4383390138.txt 
Holsworthy and the area, n e guys lookin? Under 30 clean only. Pref str8 curious like myself, 
uncut is a plus, Asian is a plus, lookin now not tomorrow! 
  
4383390738.txt 
hi iam after a young asian guy with a cut cock who is  looking for a regular blowjob...when 
your horny ill be happy to suck you till you cum 
  
4383392422.txt 
Hosting now 
Smooth Asian, bi, dd free 
Into sucking, touching, wanking, maybe kissing., 
U must be clean.,and versatile 
I'm 75kg, cut 
State your age,stat and number I'll text address discreet fun. 
Pref below 40y/o 
Cheers! 
  
4383395063.txt 
Im seeking 36-46 yr old Cock sucking guy tomorrow 21/3 early am to worship this 7" cut cock. 
 
I am a straight (married) curious guy who is extremely turned on by a guy(s) sucking on my 
clean & D&D free cock. 
 
I am very discreet and expect you to be D&D free as well. 
 
I am a very heavy load bearer, if you don't like big hot loads of cum then dot reply... 
 
I like to be rimmed and hope you like to eat my ass, I will be cleaned!! 
 
Pic of face and cock will get preference and please be able to Host as I cant...... 
Obviously!!!! 
  
4383396625.txt 
Indian guy 40 .looking for cock to be sucked n nice arse to fuck.cant host can travel.send pic 
for a reply.uncut cock lots of foreskin to suck fully shaven n very hygiene. Get back guys. 
  
4383398472.txt 
As the title says, Inexperienced straight married male seeks to meet up with another First 
timer/Inexperienced male to suck my dick. I would prefer someone between 20 and 25 years of 
age. Definitely disease and drug free, and someone willing to go slow. Ideally, I would like 
to meet up later on tonight.  
  
4383398670.txt 
Looking to suck cock tonight and take a load down my throat.  In the park near me.Love 
swallowing your big load. Available till midnight. Hit me up with your stats and maybe a pic. 
Me DDF, expect same. No time wasters please. The clock is ticking. 
  
4383400143.txt 
Hey guys in john I'm looking for some smoko (weed) I'm willing to pay double what its worth I 
only just got to Sydney yesterday if u can help I'll leet u do what ever you want to me swell 
as me paying for it I'm a 27yo guy fit 6 foot tall and 90 kgs  
Please help :-) 
Oh and I ant no cop lol  
  
4383401082.txt 
26 year old masculine good looking hairy bi bottom in inner west. 
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dark hair, 6ft average hairy body. 
 
Love giving head to well hung older guys up to 45-50ish. 
 
your pics get mine if i'm interested. free & available tonight. 
  
4383405633.txt 
Older guy wanting his first experience at sucking a cock and having mine sucked. Not sure 
about anal at this stage. Unable to host!!!!  
  
4383407652.txt 
hung horny bloke keen to unload ' 
fit bod 5`11" 82kg v w hung euro guy 
anyone round 4 some fun sw syd?  
reply with stats nash into ynger guys  
can host , 
 
ready now  
Home alone and horny 4 it  
 
reply with stats and nash  
  
4383412318.txt 
looking for a horny guy around the city area who is keen for mutual blowjobs. 
 
if you're interested, please get back to me asap 
 
29yo attractive and gym toned asian guy here 
  
4383412708.txt 
Sane, relaxed, non-pushy bearish guy looking for a young (17-25), smoothish or smooth 
caucasian guy who wants to lie nude in bed and lightly explore.  Can host tonight or next 
week.  Say hi.  Be genuine.  Must be ddf and a non-smoker.  I don't reward and am not into 
kink. 
  
4383415837.txt 
Hey, Im keen to suck you off in your car.  
 
Im good looking, 24, im tanned and im fucking horny as fuck.  
 
Please dont be Fat, Fem, Ugly, Indian or Asian or old.  
 
No offense its just not what im into.  
 
MESSAGE ME NOW. LETS DO THIS. FIRST TIMERS WELCOME. YOUL LOVE IT! 
 
LEBBO,BLACKS AND DIG DICKS TO THE FRONT. 
  
4383416020.txt 
Love pacific islander bois - especially footy build. 
 
Im aussie and happy to swap details. 
  
4383417921.txt 
Up to 6 inch cock wanted to pop my cherry, break me in and use me when you want. 
No age limit just be a goer. 
I will suck your cock in car on first meeting ' 
Cant host, can travel willing to get motel after meeting. 
You must be DDfree and clean as i am. 
  
4383417931.txt 
Blow n Go for young guys, can host, no recip required, will consider re ward 
 
Send through ur stats n pic  
  
4383418090.txt 
Very discreet masc wog sub boy looking for other discreet masc or straight guys who wanna come 
over and use my holes 
 
Got a place free, love arabs, Indian, islander, black, Leb or Latino guys 
  
4383422671.txt 
Need my cock sucked 19 6.5" nice.cock, big + if you have 420 
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Looking to sesh and get sucked, reply for photos 
  
4383422672.txt 
Abt me.. 
 
26yo Submissive cocksucker... 
Indian Background and chubby...cute looking... 
 
love to suck cock and swallow load...even getting fucked too... 
 
I am horny now and looking for some juicy cock to suck...size race doesnt matter... 
 
I am also after some cash reward so tell me your reward and we can make it happen. 
 
Only looking for people who can host locally or travel here...I Cant host but willing to suck 
u in your car or near by park. 
 
pls be genuine and ddf...no time waster... 
 
Looking now till late night... 
 
reply me with your offer and when you able to meet..even open for option of sex slave for a 
day or weekend... 
  
4383425132.txt 
I am looking for a fun on this friday night . I am 5ft3" with a tight hole needs to be loosen 
;) 
 
  
4383425689.txt 
Collecting your cum for personal use only. 
 
Walk in, clothes off, bend over in all fours and I milk your cock like a machine with my hand. 
 
Must be d&d free. I'd like a regular customer 
  
4383425713.txt 
Looking to buy some 420 and will offer any service or $$. Looking for ASAP and someone not too 
far away. Let me know if you have some and what you want me to do for it.  
Hot 20 years old fit healthy 6pack brown hair 7" uncut.  
  
4383426828.txt 
and looking for caucasian cocks to suck! if you wanna be sucked to completion, caucasian, 22-
35 yr old, presentable and fit, safe, D&D, straight/bi discrete, hit me up! 
 
very discrete filo lad here, craving for white meat! 5'8 70k average build black/brown 
and fair smooth skin! safe and d&D free. Discrete and ok looking. 
 
reach me only if serious for meet, can host near hyde park 
O415353sevenfourone 
  
4383428638.txt 
Hey Super horny today, anyone want to suck my cock? I am 19, slim, smooth with a 6.5" uncut 
cock 
Prefer if you can host but am happy to do it mine or your car.  
 
Please Send a pic, be DDF and tell me your stats as I am happy to reciprocate :)  
 
if you could host we could have a shower together after we get all messy and sticky! 
I like to be teased and edge. 
 
let me know! 
 
NEED THIS NOW!!! 
  
4383430106.txt 
Only guy and i just want to suck some cock tomz 
Don't do anal but bring lube and I'll fist ur hole 
  
4383431738.txt 
looking to suck a cock NOW,will travel to you and suck you and swallow 
big cummers ++ send cock pics and be d&d free,hungry for cock  
  
4383432158.txt 
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I'm a young clean, good looking tall guy. I've had sex with men before though I consider 
myself to be bisexual and I lean more towards being a bottom , I'm curious about exploring my 
sexuality and was hoping that a top would show me the ropes into being the best top I could 
possibly be. I'm located in the eastern suburbs, I cannot host but I can travel. I'm also 
interested in TG/TV relations. If you're free tonight and would like to get together please 
let me know. No email ping pong, your picture will get mine. Write "Bottom" in the subject so 
I know you're not spam 
  
4383432292.txt 
anyone around the city and also horny now? keen for blow and go now, i can host  
 
27/bicurious asian/gym toned/good looking 
  
4383433189.txt 
As title suggest, i want to give a BJ to any rangas in the shire. 
 
Must provide pictures showing cock, body and that you are a ranga. 
  
4383433431.txt 
Hey looking for light fun now in the hills with young guys (under 25). 
Get back to me with where in the hills district, your stats, and a pic would be perfect 
  
4383442006.txt 
If you are a dom, send numbet, ill come right now. Im skinny looking to be dominated in city. 
  
4383444184.txt 
is the best place for outdoor sex in sydney and never anyone there. spread the word. 7km bush 
trail to drive through with numerous toilet blocks and bushland 
  
4383444229.txt 
 
 
I am a photographer who is available to take your profile pics or portrait at a very 
reasonable cost. I can take Fully dressed, partial or full nudity, from dormant to erect, and 
cum shots if you wish. 
Can also take pics of you dressed in your favorite TV or Bondage outfit. 
Can host in Marrickville, or come to your place for your comfort. Pics can be taken on your 
own sd card, or transferred to your flashdrive, or I can provide a flashdrive for a small 
extra charge. 
Photoshoots generally go for about an hour, and you receive 40-60 High Definition pictures. 
Payment by cash or paypal on the day of the shoot. 
  
4383444697.txt 
So I have this fantasy about being with two guys or more at once (c'mon lets be honest who 
doesn't). So you and your partner, friend, random or whatever just let me get in on the group 
action so I can play with multiple cocks at once. Your pic gets mine. Free all this weekend.   
  
4383444904.txt 
This is how I see this weekend going. I come over to yours, undress and climb into your spa. 
You bring me a drink and we have a few. Pretty soon my hand wanders to your cock and I start 
stroking it. You play with my ass for a while before you decide to fuck me. Let's get this 
happening this weekend! Reply with a pic. No limit on age. Big cocks to the front of the line! 
  
4383445203.txt 
I'm looking for a guy in a relationship who wants some fun on the side. I can't host but if 
you can I want to be shown an assortment of your partners bras and panties which I will wear 
while I suck your cock and be your bitch. Your pic gets mine 
  
4383445425.txt 
Inexperienced guy here wanting to hook up with a younger guy/(legal) teen. Only had the one 
gay experience before but I'm dying to let you fuck me Saturday. Your pic gets mine.  
  
4383445674.txt 
wired curious str8 guy looking for a small top to fuck me for the first time if you got party 
gear even better I'm 195cms and good looking also want to suck dick baaaad  
  
4383448661.txt 
feeling a bit horny... free now... will swap you pics and also not working on friday... early 
50's ...  - anyone want to eat ...after 8 am have the day free for some play...or just for a 
visit...  
  
4383449448.txt 
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18yo somewhat chubby bicurious teen here looking to suck for first time maybe more if I'm up 
for it at the time, keen to do it soon, reward would be very nice too if possible. Hit me up 
asap so we can work this out! d&d free and discrete please! 
  
4383452746.txt 
Discreet fit guy wanna be used as a man's toilet 
 
Piss, cum or shit in my mouth 
 
Got a place free all night looking for Arab, Indian, Leb, black, islander or Latino guys to 
use me 
  
4383453959.txt 
Looking to play outdoors tonite love to swallow cock drink a load love to be fucked amyl piss 
drinking and outdoor play. 
  
4383462174.txt 
Goodlooking discreet bi slim wog boy after goodlooking built straight/curious/bi aussies or 
wogs 18-40 that just need a good sucker. Make me suck till you shoot in my mouth. Don't mind 
being bent over and pounded once in a while as well. No need to reciprocate. Need to be very 
discreet, safe and clean. 
  
4383467564.txt 
pretty horny and looking to meet up with another guy for some mutual sucking. 
 
i can host near central, 27 attractive, muscular asian. 
 
get back if you're interested, no time wasters though 
  
4383469505.txt 
Bi curious 18 m looking to do a jerk group foru &lt;30s tomorrow night, in Chatswood to Ryde 
area 
 
Email pic and details if interested. I cannot host but there are secluded areas around 
  
4383470420.txt 
Hey guys , i really wanna find someone to host so they can suck me off. ive never had my dick 
sucked by a guy and i really wanna try it. It needs to be discrete though... i cant host. 
Im soooo horny!!! 
  
4383470500.txt 
I am a good looking guy.Want someone for regular meet or casual.  The person ideally should be 
clean, DDF, athletic,easy going.  I am not into anything heavy just sucking ,licking and ver 
but more a bottom. 
  
4383470682.txt 
Im in the mood to suck on a guys hot cock tonight and I know I will do a good job of it. 
All you need to do is relax and enjoy being blown. 
 
 
Me: Asian, 3o yo, 175cm 75kg solid/athletic build. 
 
Please have stats or maybe a pic on reply. 
Hairy a +++ 
 
Genuine guys only. 
  
4383485557.txt 
23 year old guy looking to hang out with a guy around my age or younger and fool around.  
Can host all weekend 
Email me for more info 
  
4383488768.txt 
Am staying in a lovely apartment near Macquarie uni, wanting to fool around will host.  
 
Lets do this now. Photos go to top of the line. 
  
4383490783.txt 
Online now and looking to have some cam fun, would love to wank over some hot porn on cam. 
Would be even hotter if we could get a group wank going. Put cam as the title so i know your 
not spam. Be 18 -30, pic not necessary, just want to get it going asap.   
  
4383492921.txt 
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I host for free all backpacker who want to be sucked and maybe fuck me. You will have your own 
bed and being serviced during all your stay by a cute and sexy slut. Your friends guys are 
welcome too. 
 
Answer me with stats and pics. 
 
Cheers guys 
 
Time wasters move away!!! 
  
4383496479.txt 
Hey guys... 
so got a day off uni tomorrow and looking to meet up with a older dom guy for a quick rough 
session ;)  
pretty inexperienced but always had a fantasy to be forced to get on my knees, get ur cock out 
and get my head pushed down till I gag over and over then get bent over and rammed hard up my 
tight clean ass with spanking and verbal stuff then pull out and cum all over my hot face and 
in my mouth  
you won't be disappointed ;) 
 
sound like something you like?? wanna be forced hard by a dom guy on my day off 
maybe host, defn can travel  
 
hit me back with your ideas, stats, and pics  
happy to send mine after  
 
can't wait to hear what you guys have in store for me  
 
  
4383510207.txt 
hey lets meet tonight for some light play like touch, jo together etc  
 
maybe suck  
 
im 19, slim athletic, tallish, white, and new to this 
 
can drive  
 
ddf and discreet  
 
lets skype and meet up :) 
  
4383514177.txt 
Who are seriously keen to humiliate a guy naked in public? 
 
Answer with "public humiliation" to know that your are real your stats and pics and what you 
will do of me. If I like the scenario I will do it without any no. 
 
Time waster or email ping ping or pics collectors go AWAY! 
 
This ad is serious.  
  
4383515318.txt 
ANyone interested to get rim tonight, love a hot ass and a nice cock, can travel if not too 
far, if you are horny, let me know 
  
4383519497.txt 
i'm at crown hotel for a friends birthday, and am super horny, my friend showed me this back 
route area in bella vista, which was like all farm.  
 
i want a dom, who can fuck me hard right now, that's D&D free  
 
i will suck cock 
you can piss on me  
bring a dog collar and leash to walk me if you want  
i have a very tight hole, so please fuck me whatever way you want, but i will most likely 
scream, so you're probs going to need to cover my mouth. 
verbal abuse is always appreciated 
(Condom is a must! except when throat fucking me) 
 
please contact me asap 
  
4383524477.txt 
im eighteen and not very tall and slim build & ive got freckles, 
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bi-curious and done everything except for anal but keen to try it ;) (I like giving head) 
ahaha 
cant host but keen to have some fun with 1 or 2 guys . 
discreet .  
  
4383527468.txt 
I am looking for guys from 18YO to 25YO to come to me for a blow & Go in your car at the 
corner of my street. I will give you the details of my street if you reply to me 
  
4383542480.txt 
22 year old straight,in need of funds..willing to suck cock for it ... 
 
 
cant host,can travel   
Reply with location and phone number.  
 
Only cut clean cocks 
 
 
Price depending on location 
  
4383546944.txt 
Short asian abit chubby! 6.5uncut clean ddf no hiv. Can travel.. doesnt smoke im more of a top 
but can try to bottom virgin so very tight.. friendly easy going looking for 
 
You must be ddf no hiv easy going any nat or age aslong as ur friendly.. stats and pic would 
be goood but tell me what ur into 
 
Reply now! 
  
4383553753.txt 
Hey all, 21 year old guy here up all night looking for chubby, fat or bigger guys who are up 
for some fun :) im a uni student, just under 6 foot, average to slightly chubby build, mostly 
a top and open to pretty much anything. Would love to get something going asap or even just 
chat and exchange pics. 
Contact me through here with your age, pic and number or send me a text on 0449 five seven 
seven 920. 
  
4383557030.txt 
25 fit masc Aussie, tall, hung, ddf and you are too looking now, hit me up if your still 
awake, can travel, ages 18 - 40 
  
4383573025.txt 
19yo usyd student stuck at uni tomorrow, and looking to submit to slave tendancys and thoughts 
I just cant shake. Meant to be studying all day, but will get sick off it by lunch ;) 
 
Im a genuine bi guy who justs wants to be submissive to a daddy type guy, and be used and 
abused. 
 
Pls be able to host, be ddf free, and please be someone capable of being a rough master! 
  
4383581391.txt 
seeking young east asian males prefer fit guy types  legal age for light sex.  
 
please reply with pictures & stats. 
 
im mature white male. 
  
4383583050.txt 
PRIVATE GLORYHOLE SET UP IN MY PLACE NEAR WILLIAM ST IN CITY.YOU WALK IN DUMP YOUR LOAD IN MY 
HOT MOUTH AND LEAVE,100% PRIVATE AND DISCREET.PORN CAN BE PLAYING IF U KEEN 
  
4383612781.txt 
hi im looking to fuck someones tight ass idc what you look like or age cant host be d&dfree 
  
4383658407.txt 
Anyone whos is travelling through Sydney and wants a tight ass submissive to fuck, let me 
know, would like to be trained by out of towners, am currently a virgin with guys 
  
4383750143.txt 
Horny British backpacker wanting to suck some cock in the morning before I start work. Can't 
host but will come to you. Send me a pic and where you are and I'll see you in the morning 
  
4383789793.txt 
  182 
37 daddy type top hosting now 4 a teen/twink 16 to 22. You must be slim and a bottom and into 
bb. 
 
Reply with stats and pics. I will also. 
 
I am 5ft10 79kgs lean 6 inch thick cut dick. 
  
4383830008.txt 
Up and awake and horny  
 
Aussie 42 bi 8unc wanting to see whoms up and about , cool to chat  
Drop me line 
  
4383834902.txt 
†am looking for a host this morning, im a big guy 29 and have a smaller cock but I can 
guarantee you a nice tight fuck as im a genuine first timer. Looking for over 40 at least and 
MUST be able to host, I finish work about 6:30am so im hoping to have you in me by 7. Send me 
through your contact number so I can call you asap about 6am to sort out details 
  
4383910971.txt 
Asian man ,33, looking for campanion for cuddling , kissing ..., open to more possibilities.I 
am looking for caucasian aged betwwen 28-45 . 
  
4383970490.txt 
White young blond slim fit open-minded up for anything any where parks public or place of your 
choice. 
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Appendix 5: Lemmatised frequency list of the m4m corpus (up to 250 words) 	  
Rank Frequency Lemma Lemma Word Forms 
1 5369 and 
      2 4753 to 
      3 4662 be am 800 are 402 be 1790 
   been 93 is 608 m 945 
   was 18 were 6   
4 4170 a a 3924 an 246 
  5 3735 i 
      6 3031 you u 368 you 2663 
  7 2476 for 
      8 2217 guy guy 1255 guys 962 
  9 2128 look look 86 looked 3 looking 1958 
   looks 81     
10 1939 me 
      11 1727 txt 
      12 1635 with 
      13 1580 the 
      14 1566 in 
      15 1544 or 
      16 1537 your ur 142 your 1326 yr 69 
17 1507 can 
      18 1323 if 
      19 1171 host host 1118 hosting 53 
  20 1128 have had 48 has 84 have 897 
   having 27 ve 72   
21 1124 my 
      22 1064 cock cock 978 cocked 6 cocks 80 
23 992 want want 744 wanted 36 wanting 73 
   wants 139     
24 931 get get 682 gets 66 getting 51 
   got 132     
25 892 suck suck 562 sucked 165 sucking 162 
   sucks 3     
26 823 will ll 143 will 680 
  27 743 of 
      28 716 up up 704 ups 12 
  29 703 on 
      30 698 but but 698 
    31 676 fun 
      32 672 some 
      33 657 it 
      34 645 like like 630 likes 15 
  35 618 not 
      36 613 clean clean 595 cleaned 6 cleaning 12 
37 588 fit fit 585 fits 3 
  38 584 free free 584 
    39 583 reply replied 6 replies 51 reply 520 
   replying 6     
40 580 no no 580 
    41 580 please please 571 pleased 3 pleasing 6 
42 576 pic 
      43 556 as 
      44 555 just 
      45 543 good good 543 
    46 541 im 
      47 535 pics 
      48 529 who 
      49 525 send send 513 sent 12 
  50 524 do do 444 doing 30 done 50 
51 499 old old 304 older 195 
  52 497 only 
      53 491 love love 437 loved 12 loves 39 
   loving 3     
54 485 this these 15 this 470 
  55 481 young young 322 younger 159 
  56 480 must 
      57 477 that that 453 those 24 
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58 476 t 
      59 460 discreet 
      60 459 so 
      61 450 stats 
      62 440 straight str 108 straight 332 
  63 417 fuck fuck 240 fucked 117 fucking 60 
64 414 bi 
      65 407 need need 347 needed 12 needing 6 
   needs 42     
66 404 play play 339 played 6 playing 59 
67 399 wc s 399 
    68 398 go go 239 goes 33 going 117 
   gone 3 went 6   
69 395 let let 317 lets 75 letting 3 
70 395 travel travel 384 travelling 11 
  71 394 into 
      72 393 at 
      73 390 all 
      74 390 would 
      75 358 any 
      76 354 time time 306 times 48 
  77 352 bottom bottom 277 bottomed 3 bottoming 3 
   bottoms 12 btm 39 bttm 18 
78 349 here 
      79 348 age age 305 aged 32 ages 11 
80 342 now 
      81 335 know know 311 knowing 3 knows 21 
82 332 ko d 332 
    83 327 asian asian 294 asians 33 
  84 327 meet meet 309 meets 12 met 6 
85 326 very 
      86 324 keen keen 324 
    87 322 slim slim 322 
    88 319 aussie 
      89 316 horny horny 316 
    90 307 what 
      91 303 interest interest 9 interested 276 interesting 3 
   interests 15     
92 297 tonight 
      93 284 blow blow 251 blowing 15 blown 18 
94 279 top top 240 topped 6 tops 33 
95 279 we 
      96 276 body body 276 
    97 275 hot hot 272 hotter 3 
  98 275 off 
      99 275 someone 
      100 272 over 
      101 270 around 
      102 269 conjurer also 269 
    103 265 come came 3 come 247 comes 15 
104 263 man man 125 men 138 
  105 259 more 
      106 257 hey 
      107 256 out 
      108 256 year year 163 years 93 
  109 255 back back 252 backed 3 
  110 253 place place 229 placed 3 places 21 
111 248 from 
      112 248 prefer prefer 209 preferred 39 
  113 243 yo 
      114 242 hi 
      115 240 by 
      116 230 uncut 
      117 229 give give 176 given 6 giving 47 
118 228 email 
      119 227 nice nice 227 
    120 224 first first 224 
    121 222 face face 222 
    122 222 kg 
      123 220 big big 194 bigger 23 biggest 3 
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124 216 today 
      125 213 safe safe 213 
    126 212 under 
      127 210 cum 
      128 209 curious 
      129 207 disease disease 204 diseases 3 
  130 207 one one 204 ones 3 
  131 206 tall tall 206 
    132 205 cut cut 205 
    133 205 work work 187 worked 3 works 15 
134 203 too 
      135 201 maybe 
      136 198 after after 198 
    137 198 massage massage 171 massaged 9 massages 12 
   massaging 6     
138 198 then 
      139 194 ddf 
      140 190 genuine 
      141 189 about 
      142 189 don don 189 
    143 185 car car 185 
    144 178 white white 178 
    145 174 area area 150 areas 24 
  146 174 boy boi 12 bois 6 boy 87 
   boys 69     
147 174 smooth smooth 174 
    148 174 take take 138 taken 21 takes 3 
   taking 12     
149 173 anyone 
      150 173 seek seek 12 seeking 134 seeks 27 
151 171 make made 3 make 153 makes 15 
152 170 build build 146 built 24 
  153 165 discrete 
      154 165 marry married 165 
    155 165 open open 156 opened 9 
  156 165 other other 156 others 9 
  157 165 there 
      158 165 wank wank 114 wanking 51 
  159 161 hung 
      160 159 re 
      161 157 anything 
      162 157 ass ass 154 asses 3 
  163 156 mine mine 156 
    164 156 reward reward 102 rewarded 18 rewarding 18 
   rewards 18     
165 155 load load 137 loaded 3 loads 15 
166 155 mouth mouth 155 
    167 152 use use 108 used 44 
  168 150 nsa 
      169 147 hard hard 141 harder 6 
  170 147 same 
      171 145 male male 140 males 5 
  172 144 message message 135 messages 9 
  173 143 sex sex 140 sexes 3 
  174 140 inch inch 101 inches 39 
  175 135 blowjob bj 87 bjs 6 blowie 12 
   blowjob 30     
176 135 etc 
      177 135 thing thing 42 things 93 
  178 133 try try 121 trying 12 
  179 132 happy happy 132 
    180 132 really 
      181 131 day day 110 days 21 
  182 131 hit hit 131 
    183 131 porn 
      184 131 tell tell 92 tells 3 told 36 
185 129 cm 
      186 128 dick 
      187 127 see see 103 seeing 24 
  188 126 hairy hairy 126 
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189 125 before 
      190 125 being being 125 
    191 125 mind mind 78 minded 44 minds 3 
192 123 enjoy enjoy 90 enjoyed 3 enjoying 12 
   enjoys 18     
193 123 n 
      194 123 watch watch 93 watched 3 watches 3 
   watching 24     
195 121 able able 121 
    196 118 sub sub 60 submissive 58 
  197 117 gay gay 117 
    198 117 thank thank 21 thanks 96 
  199 117 wanna 
      200 116 city city 116 
    201 114 down down 114 
    202 114 great great 114 
    203 114 regular regular 114 
    204 114 till till 114 
    205 113 night night 98 nights 15 
  206 113 picture picture 54 pictures 59 
  207 111 long long 102 longer 9 
  
208 111 
masculin
e 
      209 111 welcome welcome 108 welcomed 3 
  210 111 well 
      211 110 willing 
      212 109 asap 
      213 108 bite bit 108 
    214 108 expect expect 99 expected 9 
  215 108 soon soon 102 sooner 6 
  216 108 touch touch 93 touching 15 
  217 108 while while 108 
    218 107 hope hope 54 hoping 53 
  219 107 thick thick 107 
    220 106 contact contact 106 
    221 106 detail detail 9 detailed 6 details 91 
222 105 hair hair 102 hairs 3 
  223 105 mutual 
      224 104 even even 104 
    225 104 kiss kiss 21 kissing 83 
  226 104 near near 104 
    227 102 athletic athletic 102 
    228 102 dom dom 66 dominant 36 
  229 102 few few 102 
    230 102 pm 
      231 102 right right 102 
    232 102 swallow swallow 81 swallowed 9 swallowing 9 
   swallows 3     
233 101 cant 
      234 101 foot feet 57 foot 44 
  235 100 easy easier 9 easiest 3 easy 88 
236 99 cheer cheer 3 cheers 96 
  237 99 than 
      238 99 their 
      239 98 sydney 
      240 96 hole hole 87 holes 9 
  241 96 late late 66 later 30 
  242 96 naked 
      243 95 average average 95 
    244 95 drop drop 92 dropped 3 
  245 95 still still 95 
    246 93 better better 93 
    247 93 dont 
      248 93 drug drug 81 drugs 12 
  249 93 session session 54 sessions 39 
  250 92 head head 92 
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Appendix 6: Concordancing of SUCK with context word off and horizon 5L to 5R 
 
1   acting guy who wants to  suck a guy off and swallow  
2  d experimenting or letting me  suck him off. Doesn't matter  
3   mouth, and jack and/or  suck me off. Explore my body - 
4   area and bottom or just  suck me off  6ft 22yrs old 7.5 
5   to host so they can  suck me off. ive never had  
6  . Looking for a guy to  suck me off or let me  
7   me his boner and says ' suck me off'.   real blokes bl 
8   guy to come over and  suck me off until I blow.  
9   GWM 178c 89k loves to  suck men off, rim beefy ass.  
10  Looking to  suck off a fit guy. Will  
11   horny and keen to get  Sucked off by me till you  
12   a decent sized cock (7"+) to  suck off in a glory hole.  
13   from dee why looking to  suck off straight, curious or  
14   my place and have me  suck them off in there car.  2 
15   shower, rim your arse, then  suck u off and u blow  
16  , have a wank, and ill  suck u off till completion, wi 
17   out of ur car, i   suck ya off and continue with  
18   watch hot porn while I  suck you both off and and  
19   swing buy this morning and  suck you off?  I give great  
20   or thin cocks I will  suck you off if you like  
21   anally (safe). Happy to just  suck you off if you want.  
22   looking to travel or to  suck you off in ur car! :)   
23   hehe, maybe I can even  suck you off in some bushes  
24  Hey, Im keen to  suck you off in your car.    
25   one has to know i  sucked you off... Married men  
26   a pic and let me  suck you off until you blow.   
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Appendix 7: Concordancing of FUCK with sorting 1L 
 
  mine, blind fold me and  fuck me hard or gentle. I' 
 'm 27 love to suck and  fuck. Drug free disease free.  
  keen on mutual sucking and  fucking outdoors today. I'm lo 
  and break me in, and  fuck me like a good bitch  
  then turn me over and  fuck me till you cum then  
  like to get sucked and  fuck you. I'm disease free  
  nice cock to suck and  fuck.. prefer younger guys.. I 
  get high suck play and  fuck I am not looking for  
 kissing, sucking, wanking and  fucking with a care free and  
 led, humiliated, tied up, and  fucked hard + deep throated. I 
 4 wanna play around, suck and  fuck?  cant host but can trave 
 .  Slide your cock in and  fuck me till you cum...over  
  suck, get sucked, rimmed and  fucked.  Please be discreet an 
  to to be sucked and  fucked, cant travel looking to 
  for someone to suck and  fuck with please no small cock 
 vailable ( bj/rim handjob and  fuck)  Versatile  Contact me f 
  you suck my dick and  fuck me in my ass :) . Even  
  to suck your dick and  fuck your ass too if it  
  old bottom here, horny as  fuck. Also stressed from uni a 
  up this morning horny as  fuck, need a tight bottom guy  
  and im fucking horny as  fuck.   Please dont be Fat, Fe 
 im 52 bottom  looking to be  fucked hard  by one or more  
  a good bitch should be  fucked. I cannot host but will 
  that i like to be  fucked  i love cock had a  
  interested in trying to be  fucked for the first time, if  
  also willing to just be  fucked/trained in usual guy/gu 
 26 year old looking to be  fucked by guys with small or  
 ...legs spread ready to be  fucked.  Slide your cock in an 
  swallow  Also love to be  fucked  Like a guy to take  
  a load love to be  fucked amyl piss drinking.  Re 
  guys who want to be  fucked are welcome to apply  C 
  a load love to be  fucked amyl piss drinking and  
  to suck cock swallow, been  fucked once a bout 2 years ago 
  now); Iv'e never been  fucked before and I think i' 
 Haven't been  fucked for a while but seems  
 Have never been  fucked before but want to try. 
  sucking, being sucked, being  fucked, licking, kissing and i 
 . I also am into being  fucked. I am into just blowing 
 tasised for years about being  fucked or fucking a nice clean 
 d soft, hard, harder  - being  fucked, slapped, fisted  - bei 
  outfits and get my butt  fucked im a virgin anyone welc 
  place o somewhere we can  fuck I want to be treated  
  want a dom, who can  fuck me hard right now, that' 
 Come  fuck my virgin ass? I'm  
  4s, slip on a condom,  fuck me till you blow, dress  
  cock. Slip on a condom  fuck me blow dress n go.  
  for fun.  Love to dominate,  fuck, spank etc.  If your into 
  it. i like to face  fuck.  be ddf, less than 40    
 with pics and dominating/face  fucking requests.   
  as you like ... even face  fuck me! perhaps if we make  
  your balls while you face  fuck me. Daddies 40+ only. Als 
  top and want to face  fuck or treat me rough however 
  my head while u face  fuck me forcefull watching me  
  suck cock, wanna get face  fucked and deepthroat, love ag 
  rough or like to face  fuck guys  Genuine only  
 (53) seek uninhibited men for  fuck session. Come get your ar 
 hubby married btm Looking for  fuck buddy  Love to x dress  
  1st timer looking to get  fucked for the first time over 
  and really want to get  fucked again  pretty opened mi 
 ucked, getting rimmed and get  fucked  cant host or travel, s 
  to suck and wanna get  fucked let me know what you  
  and keen to suck get  fucked  I can host. This is  
  to suck cock and get  fucked (legal guys only). I'm  
 . Keen to suck or get  fucked by masculine top under  
 sucking some dick and getting  fucked. i like to be submissiv 
  hairy guy here love getting  fucked by young tops 16-19. ex 
 d swallow load...even getting  fucked too...  I am horny now  
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  gang bang porn : one girl  fucked and cummed on by many  
  pussy)  She needs a good  fucking  Walk in fuck it and  
 Looking for a nice good  fuck and suck :)) must be safe 
  interests who enjoy long hot  fuck sessions and am up for  
  cock and cum then I  fuck off home. I actually don' 
  done this twice, meaning I  fucked two guys, and believe m 
 looking, 24, im tanned and im  fucking horny as fuck.   Pleas 
  a good fucking  Walk in  fuck it and leave   Must be  
 ttached), mainly into lengthy  fucking that starts with kissi 
 f clean sex, sucking, licking  fucking, and my boy pussy is  
 , I am str8, happily married,  fucked been sucked by both sex 
  to be sucked and maybe  fuck me. You will have your  
  me off or let me  fuck him.  24. Slim muscular b 
  suck my cock or me  fuck u. i grew outa that 35  
  is also for couples needing  fuck pics to be taken. I  
  my rents and WILL NOT  FUCK IN PUBLIC. "But what abou 
  guy looking for an NSA  fuck now  I can host or  
  Saturday for mutual blow or  fuck.  Can host or meet somewh 
  get my dick sucked or  fuck u  i cant travel. and  
  bottom   Either just Oral or  Fucking, whatever is prefered  
  you off. HJ, BJ, or  fucking. Whatever floats your  
  for Blow and Go or  fuck my ass hard.  
  years about being fucked or  fucking a nice clean arse Peop 
  cple tats/piercings been out  fucking all nite few hours to  
 ging  Kissing and Spit  Piss   Fucking - stretching - fisting 
 e a training partner.  Please  fuck off if you're just  
  very tight hole, so please  fuck me whatever way you want, 
  me and let me possibly  fuck them.   Can't host but  
  arse up For a rough  fucking  Also into tradies, po 
  in reply and let's  fuck!  
  right now and let's  fuck. Guy or girl.  Don't  
 or totally anonymous NSA safe  fuck sessions now. Come in my  
  you are as well/ safe  fucking only      
  bear  big cut cock seeks  fuck buddy, for mutual anal pl 
  loves my face being slam  fucked. Do what u want to  
  to front of line. Slam  fuck my face and make me  
  u   tease me then slowly  fuck me till im relaxed then  
 . I uv to rimm suck  fuck who's up for it  
 ling, kissing hugging sucking  fucking whatever you want to d 
  I'm here. mutual sucking,  fucking, j/o etc. slim, 6.5" s 
  naked and do whatever the  fuck u wanna do to me  
  me till im relaxed then  fuck me hard n deep then  
 . I love to be throat  fucked mmmmm  
  a must! except when throat  fucking me)  please contact me 
  guarantee you a nice tight  fuck as im a genuine first  
  and a couple of times  fucking the masseur. It's time 
  to drink and want to  fuck around with a guy, if  
 Teen wanted to  fuck my bear ass then take  
  or  if you want to  fuck me then that's on  
  95kg seeks hung tops to  fuck my tight hole. Come in  
  sucked or you want to  fuck a hot btm..... I am  
  and if you want to  fuck even better! I am 48, eas 
  time. Would be keen to  fuck someone but sorry atm not 
 -bottom when it comes to  fucking, but that is not essen 
  bottom looking for top to  fuck me Average to large cock  
  load vers who wants to  fuck I'm 48 194 tall short hai 
  and older man, and to  fuck him too. Only into the  
 looking for a guy to  fuck my ass with a huge  
  in mt pritchard looking to  fuck now cum get me! Im  
  a guy that wants to  fuck a hog dude NSA, I  
  have an extreme fantasies to  fuck anywhere in public. Also  
  guy I would love to  fuck you in your ass and  
  with a hot top to  fuck me and get sucked by  
  masc guys who like to  fuck ass and get their cock  
  sucked n nice arse to  fuck.cant host can travel.send 
  while before you decide to  fuck me. Let's get this  
  for a small top to  fuck me for the first time  
 hi im looking to  fuck someones tight ass idc wh 
  a tight ass submissive to  fuck, let me know, would like  
  which may lead to you  fucking me. REst assured that  
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  you like and let you  fuck me Am willing to do  
 tting... Then maybe watch you  fuck each other.  Love pleasin 
 'm dying to let you  fuck me Saturday. Your pic get 
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Appendix 8: Concordancing of BLOW with context word load and horizon 5L to 5R 
 
1   uncut - but you need to  blow a big load into an  
2   in touch as keen to  blow a load.  
3   a rock hard cock and  blowing a load of cum. There  
4  atties celebrations and wanna  blow a wad of load. only  
5  ussie 30 167tall 69kg Need to  blow my load now...anyone wann 
6   and have a load to  blow! Send pics first if you  
7   cock and balls till you  blow the most amazing load.  P 
8   after work and let you  blow your load.  Can finish wo 
9   to be sucked and to  blow your load in a nice  
10   suck u off and u  blow your load. Surry Hills.   
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Appendix 9: Concordancing of WANT with default sort 
 
  be as anonymous as you  want.  
 ace not necessary, unless you  want.   
  to meet beforehand if you  want.  
  on me or whatever u  want  
  with an uncut dick that  wants a bj. I can host  
  the title says if you  want a bj message me. Serious  
  car. Message only if you  want a bj tonight. Cheers   
 Anyone  want a blow job tomorrow morni 
 I  want a cute young Asian guy  
 I  want a decent, clean guy with  
  was like all farm.   i  want a dom, who can fuck  
  suit any young guys who  want a drink or are stuck  
  If any young straight guys,   want a few free beers in  
  No hidden agenda. I just  want a FUN night. The more  
  gym and body is aching.  Want a good massage. You can  
  18 - 99  I am so very horny.  Want a guy to come here  
 Hi everyone any  want a guy to serve them  
  need a guy like me!   Wanting a guy who wants to  
  a few beers pissed and  wanting a hot time anyone else 
 
Want a hot top that wants  
 horny?  want a hungry mouth to get  
  to head out west. Anyone  want a lift and a HJ  
 ller ....this evening only. I  want a massage and I will  
 New to this,  want a more experienced man to 
  real thing now.  I just  want a nice thick cock to  
  muscular fit straight/bi guy  wanting a no-hassle blowie.  I 
  if you. Come on who  wants a personal show?!! Genui 
  AROUND THE AREA.   IF U  WANT A PIC ADD ME ON  
  i have on lingerie you   want a quote or want to  
  pic and stats if you  want a reply... prefer aussie  
  include a pic if you  want a response.  
  work you over. I genuinely  want a skinny or hunky twink  
  can get here if u  want a small group to wank  
 travelling through Sydney and  wants a tight ass submissive t 
  you off aswell if you  want. Also want to try getting 
 
wanting an older man 25-60 for 
 I  want an uncut pink cock to  
  type, i know what i  want and i know what i  
  for as long as you  want. And takes direction and  
  willing to do anything you  want and will suck your cock  
 , talk to them how you  want, and you are free to  
 it Tradie home alone tonight.  Wanting  another fit, in shape 
 Hi! Bored? anyone who  wants being sucked afternoon o 
  even touch me if you  want but hands only.  
  fuck me whatever way you  want, but i will most likely  
  pull me off (if u  want), but the massage is main 
  a few times if you  want cant host but Can travel  
 . Deep and hard as u  want. Cum down throat or on  
  involved or just men??  I  want detailed descriptions ple 
  things. Message me what you  want even if it's me  
  to be used however you  want, filthier and more humili 
  Younger top or bottom  wanted for fun. Located in the 
  is something I've always  wanted from a group of guys,  
  for guys around 18-33 if u  want fun hit me up asap!   
  is for u. Asian guy  wants good looking big /tall a 
  time. Could blow if you  want. Got a place or travel  
  pleasure of other guys. I  want guys to (force) strip me, 
  to meet a guy who  wants his cock sucked tonight. 
 Older guy  wanting his first experience a 
  your undies/towel.  If you  want, I can also end the  
  want to do, if you  want & I can send pics back,  
  to walk me if you  want  i have a very tight  
  me use me however they  want I'm here to serve  
  if that's what you  want.   I want someone who lik 
 ! Let me know what you  want, I will respect your limi 
  can be too if you  want. if there's any other  
  maybe a pic if u  want. Ill reply with stats and 
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  their cock sucked.   Nothing  wanted in return.  First prefe 
  when you arrive.  Nothing is  wanted in return, simple arriv 
  other, if you don't  want. it can be as anonymous  
  go anything goes however you  want it is what ill give  
  a group scenes if anyone  wants it, just tell me the  
  on. im clean and just  want it now. 19 borwn hair blu 
 ious queries only. You either  want it or don't. Will  
  and tell me how you  want it... rough and hard or  
  me serve you however you  want, laugh as I cry and  
  or at yours if you  want. Let me know if your  
 Str8 mid 30's caucasian male  wants massage, mainly legs and 
  slim and smooth do you  want me? $$  Kisss  
  and will do anything u  want me to do. I love  
  have some and what you  want me to do for it.   
  can be rough if you  want me to ;)   Get in contact 
 , also love panties if you  want me to shoot over your  
 Any hung or hot guys  want me to swing buy this  
  and leash or stuff u  want me to wear I will  
  the city.  I don't  want money, its a totally free 
  one massage that you will  want more.  Reply with pic, st 
  or ongoing too if you  want & must be discreet !! I c 
 I  want my ass spanked hard and  
  horny young bottom boy that  wants my cock - nsa....discret 
  to trade blowjobs? I really  want my mouth around a big  
  straight curious guy if you  want my to suck my dick  
  sex slave? Look no further.   Want nasty pig? Thats me! Emai 
  and use me when you  want. No age limit just be  
 24 m  Bored in hotel and  want people to use my pussy  
  can do more if you  want. Please reply with pic/su 
 . Just tell me what you  want. Send your stats...I'll  
  to take charge if he  wants  serious guys only and n 
  here will do nething u  want. 22. Slim. No old or fat  
  guy in a relationship who  wants some fun on the side.  
 .  Let me know if you  want some great head!  
  am a good looking guy. Want someone for regular meet  
 ternoon today saturday.i just  want someone to come to my  
  and tense the whole body,  want someone to massage you an 
 
want someone to pick me up  
  you can fill it with.  Want someone to take their tim 
 's what you want.   I  want someone who likes a bit  
  ltr with a Mediterranean and  wanting something different.   
  after wired fun or just  want sum puff to take away?  
  do someone tight hole Must  want swallow  Need a regalar s 
 (pics preferred) n what u  want ;) talk soon xx  
 reat a cocksucker however you  want, talk to them how you  
  time for a change. I  want the massage but I want  
 , it feels amazing , but I  want the real thing now.  I  
 r knows somewhere outside and  wants their cock sucked.   Not 
 Any young straight guys  want their cock sucked in the  
  for str8 guys 17-25yo who  wants their cock sucked. Will  
 Any shire guys  want their cock sucked tonight 
  tomorrow (UTS) for class and  wanted to ask whether anyone i 
  want the massage but I  want to be aroused for me  
 Any hunky Asian dudes  want to be deep throated and  
  videos with headphones on. I  want to be dressed up to  
  a machine or light fitting   want to be dressed in my  
  bi or curious guys who  want to be fucked are welcome  
 any guys  want to be my first step   
  those rare occasions when I  want to be on my back  
 . I do not join,comment, want to be part of any  
  play a dad teacher role  wanting to be pleased by your  
 hey,  i've always  wanted to be rimmed but the  
  an older str8 bloke that  wants to be serviced while he  
  but if you can I  want to be shown an assortment 
  I want to fulfill. I  want to be stripped, worshippe 
  genuine bi guy who justs  wants to be submissive to a  
  (18-30), horny and clean and  want to be sucked and to  
  for free all backpacker who  want to be sucked and maybe  
 Horny fat teen  wants to be taught how to  
 appreciate the same.   If you  want to be the one to  
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 I  want to be tied down played  
  somewhere we can fuck I  want to be treated as a  
 ucked hard + deep throated. I  want to be turned into a  
  male/naked male fantasy. I  want to be undressed, massaged 
 I have a fantasy i  want to be work fixing a  
 Just  want to blow on a nice  
  NOR DRIVE BUT IF ANYONE  WANTS TO CHILL AND SMOKE SOME  
 Want a hot top that  wants to come and play with  
 Looking for guys under 40 who  want to come over, watch porn, 
 New at this do you  want to come to my hotel  
  of yourself and when you  want to cum.  
 ssage, just finished work and  want to de-stress. I will  
 
Want to deep throat a nice  
  before you explore it you  want to discuss things that yo 
  cock photo and what you  want to do.  
  me your stats what you  want to do and if you  
  let me now what you  want to do and send a  
 . Just tell me what you  want to do and let's  
  and natio and what you  want to do and then come  
  sucking fucking whatever you  want to do even just to  
  hooker that do anal. I  want to do her if we  
  now tell me what you  want to do  i play safe  
  age and and want you  want to do if we hook  
  an email with what you  want to do, if you want &  
  married bi curious guy , who  wants to do soft playing with  
  and fun. I can host.  Want to do this asap pic  
 y... early 50's ...  - anyone  want to eat ...after 8 am have 
  looking for a friend who  wants to enjoy together  few d 
  funked or been funked but  wanting to expand my sexual pl 
 'd come for me. I  want to experience making a ma 
  with a fit lad 18-28 who  wants to explore kink and his  
  relationship with a girl and  wanting to explore my bi side. 
  have some light play. im  wanting to explore.  try be ne 
  guys who are top and  want to face fuck or treat  
  out my arsehole, i just  want to feel whats it like.   
  for a hung guy who  wants to fill my mouth with  
 first. Before meeting I would  want to first start with email 
 apartment near Macquarie uni,  wanting to fool around will ho 
  with a guy but have  wanted to for awhile  Please b 
  your cock sucked or you  want to fuck a hot btm.....  
   Looking for a guy that  wants to fuck a hog dude  
  a bit to drink and  want to fuck around with a  
  sucking & riming and if you  want to fuck even better! I  
  horny big load vers who  wants to fuck I'm 48 194 tall  
  you go or  if you  want to fuck me then that' 
 Teen  wanted to fuck my bear ass  
 
Wanting to fulfill a fantasy,  
 I have a fantasy I  want to fulfill. I want to  
  up to you when you  want to get blown. 5) A good  
 year old straight curious guy  wants to get cock sucked by  
  bout 2 years ago and really  want to get fucked again  pret 
  at your servic if you  want to get great bj send  
 hey guys im 21 young male  wanting to get high and have  
  young in-shape dom guy  want to get into some pissplay 
  -30, pic not necessary, just  want to get it going asap.    
  around 7-8am Mon-Thur  I  want to get naked touch each  
 oodlooking 26-34 year old who  wants to get nude and frottage 
  free, no drugs, And just  wanting to get off with anothe 
  smooth to smoothish ass who  wants to get rimmed in secret. 
 Looking for a boi who  wants to get their cock locked 
 looks( 177 cm , 70kg, 7' cut)  wants to give a younger lean  
 As title suggest, i  want to give a BJ to  
 I  want to give blow and go  
 mature guy  wanted to give me hot massage  
  of motel room if you  want to go all night and  
  fairly cheap and I really  want to go, but I want  
  want to go, but I  want to go with someone else  
  old who wears panties and  wants to hang in bed and  
  for chilled men who just  want to have a beer, a  
 oung backpackers under 30 who  want to have a play, a  
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Want to have beer naked? Drop  
  cut 8-9' shaved straight guy  wanting to have discreet Suck  
  shape. Up for anything. Just  want to have fun. Take it  
 Hi Guys, Just  want to have my arse opened  
 . I like straight blokes who  want to have some fun, a  
 I  want to have some fun with  
  for other masculine guys who  want to have some fun, experim 
  for any guy/guys that  want to have their cock sucked 
  Friday 10AM - 1PM. If you  want to have your cock sucked  
  a willing bottom then I  want to hear from you. I  
 I  want to hook up with a  
 Well adjusted, mature age guy  wants to hook up with a  
 Inexperienced guy here  wanting to hook up with a  
  use your cocksucker, if you  want to. It's completely up  
 an Aussie white guy 18-30 who  wants to join me for some  
  tall and 72kg  If you  want to know more just let  
 I  want to lick and suck your  
  or smooth caucasian guy who  wants to lie nude in bed  
  suits before hand if you  want to make a firm time...  
 . Place free this week and  want to massage and worship so 
  slam fucked. Do what u  want to me. Deep and hard  
  u do what ever you  want to me swell as me  
  a big cut cock 9' i  want to meet a hung guy  
 I  want to meet and play with  
  your stats and when you  want to meet and i will  
  for sucking your cock ;) I  want to meet anyone with a  
  let me know if you  want to meet first no worries  
  anal.  Can't host but  want to meet now.  Please incl 
 ies. Only genuine bottoms who  want to meet please. No time  
  bigger than 95 kilos. If you  want to meet, please suggest a 
 Aussie man bi  wanting to meet up around lunc 
  tonight in the city and  want to meet up afterwards. Pr 
 discreet non scene man  wanting to meet up in ur  
 Looking for anyone who  wants to meet up for some  
 Hi  want to meet up with someone  
  park message me. i just  want to mess around and have  
  has a GF and just  wants to mess. Cool if it  
  message me, however if you  want to message please include 
 ciprocation required unless u  want to.  No married or attach 
 with, looking for someone who  wants to party till the sunris 
  open to any couples who  want to play can host most  
  looking for a guy that  wants to play this afternoon.  
  adverage build and if you  want to play with it a  
  a str8/curious guy that  wants to play with a young  
  with get back ASAP really  want to pleasure a big thick  
 Up to 6 inch cock  wanted to pop my cherry, break 
 ht divorscee courious  If you  want to put in sometime and  
  me if you do not  want to reciprocate.   Only pi 
  today. Message me if you  want to release a load. Hung  
 't be shy. I just  want to ride you ;)  
  cum with a BJ before.  Want to see if any guy  
 and horny   Aussie 42 bi 8unc  wanting to see whoms up and  
  respect people who don't  want to send a random stranger 
  can travel. So if u  want to show me the ropes  
  load of piss and cum  want to shower me?  i can  
 'm a young man that  wants to simply be spanked til 
 hings like this exist? Anyone  want to start one?  
  so horny  so any guys  want to start with coming and  
 emi experienced in yoga, that  wants to strip off and do  
 .  Into fit aussie/euro ass.   Want to submit and worship a  
 young straight acting guy who  wants to suck a guy off  
 
Want to suck a cock right  
 Good looking Aussie guy just  wanting to suck a fit younger  
  host but can travel, just  want to suck a big Clean  
  40's and married, I really  want to suck a hot cock  
 /haz, 5ft 10, fit, bottom guy  wants to suck and deepthroat a 
 I  want to suck cock today/tonigh 
 onight only. Regular guy here  wants to suck cock tonight. Wi 
  195cms and good looking also  want to suck dick baaaad   
  you 23 or under and are  wanting to suck 8 inches and t 
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 Hey Super horny today, anyone  want to suck my cock? I  
 ubby inexperienced but really  want to suck some dick never  
 Only guy and i just  want to suck some cock tomz  
 Horny British backpacker  wanting to suck some cock in  
 ooking, awesome cock sucker.   Want to suck white/Middle East 
 I really just  want to take a guy out  
  scares me, and I will  want to take things very slowl 
  chat to the same you  want to talk about things befo 
 'm VERY cautious and will  want to talk/cam on skype  
  big thick sexy cock n  want to taste that thick hot  
  a great studnet so who  wants to teach  
  things that you don't  want to tell people you know  
  in anything more i just  want to this to be fullfilled  
  tactile/voyeuristic guys who  want to touch, feel and explor 
  loads of porn and i  want to try a few things  
  aswell if you want. Also  want to try getting pissed on  
 bear looking for fun I  want to try it in the  
 h limited experience (someone  wanting to try like me) and  
 , green eyes. Im curious and  want to try m2m but  
  never been fucked before but  want to try...maybe with a  
  least 1 of you) I am  wanting to try out DP as  
  my bed and ultimately I  want to try to bottom. First  
  face mask or anything u  want to use,   Email me back ; 
  you  want a quote or  want to use the phone because  
 lowed discreetly.  Looking to  want to wait on my knees,  
  in Hornsby or closeby. I  want to walk into your place,  
  as i am.i also  want to wank your cock over  
 Wanking buddy  wanted to watch a porn togethe 
  with a voyeur, someone who  wants to watch me strip and  
  incl high heels if u  want to wear it, also got  
  dildo and lingerie if u  want to wear it,most fetishes  
  me!  Wanting a guy who  wants to wear panties, stockin 
 ,dildo,enema, lingerie if u  want to wear that send a  
  my age (32) or younger who  wants to worship a big married 
 Hi, I  want to worship str8 cock. You 
 eed to reciprocate unless you  want to.  You must want total  
 .  Let me know what you  want.  Total discretion and pr 
  you want to.  You must  want total discretion.  If you 
  you to use however you  want. Try out your fantasies.  
  pics to trade if u  want urs for mine   
  suck you off if you  want. Very hungry. I can host  
  to you im hot and  want you deep in my throat  
  straight or bi guys. I  want you make me cum and  
 , slim, tanned, australian  I  want you to come over we  
  my slave via email. I  want you to do everything I  
  or a park/outdoors. I  want you to use me, piss  
  like, your age and and  want you want to do if  
 Hey dudes,  if you  want your balls licked and coc 
  stats, pics, and why you  want your cock locked up  
 Hosting tonight. You either  want your cock sucked or you  
 't reply if u just  want your cock sucked with not 
 Tradies in the area...  Want your dick sucked while yo 
 Ever  wanted your own sex slave? Goo 
  am a young bottom who  want your pleasrue i am very  
  here for You and i  WANT  your pleasure i am young 
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Appendix 10: Concordancing of WANT with sort 1L–1R 
 
 
Want a hot top that wants to come and  
 
wanting an older man 25-60 for some fun now.. 
 
want someone to pick me up from parramatta an 
 
Want to suck a cock right now..cannot host.. 
 
Wanting to fulfill a fantasy, as the title sa 
 
Want to have beer naked? Drop by, bring a  
 
Want to deep throat a nice cock tonight.   Ca 
  at work and gym and body is aching.  Want a good massage. You can can play with  
  better I'm 195cms and good looking also  want to suck dick baaaad   
  jerk you off aswell if you want. Also  want to try getting pissed on if anyone's  
  over 40 and clean as i am.i also  want to wank your cock over me.hurry! ps  
 ' piss shit fun is something I've always  wanted from a group of guys, but one will  
 hey,  i've always  wanted to be rimmed but the girls i'm  
  must (for at least 1 of you) I am  wanting to try out DP as this is a  
 Anyone whos is travelling through Sydney and  wants a tight ass submissive to fuck, let me  
 Just home after a few beers pissed and  wanting a hot time anyone else up for it ?   
 24 m  Bored in hotel and  want people to use my pussy Fleshlight (toy p 
  out of a ltr with a Mediterranean and  wanting something different.   
 that can host or knows somewhere outside and  wants their cock sucked.   Nothing wanted in  
 26. Curious aussie. Place free this week and  want to massage and worship some tradie feet. 
 , i've had a bit to drink and  want to fuck around with a guy, if you  
  preference is to guys who are top and  want to face fuck or treat me rough however  
 a toned 17-23 year old who wears panties and  wants to hang in bed and i'll lightly  
  nz, brown hair, green eyes. Im curious and  want to try m2m but not with gay  
  a long term relationship with a girl and  wanting to explore my bi side. Keen to try  
 ooking for a massage, just finished work and  want to de-stress. I will return the favour.  
 f you are young (18-30), horny and clean and  want to be sucked and to blow your load  
  out for drinks tonight in the city and  want to meet up afterwards. Preferably somewh 
 y of Technology tomorrow (UTS) for class and  wanted to ask whether anyone is keen for some 
  host ne up to you im hot and  want you deep in my throat and ass  
  your cock is like, your age and and  want you want to do if we hook up?  
 Hi everyone any  want a guy to serve them nude today or  
 tiffy. Leaving soon to head out west. Anyone  want a lift and a HJ or BJ. Would  
 Anyone  want a blow job tomorrow morning before work? 
  condom. Can do a group scenes if anyone  wants it, just tell me the time u can  
 orking on friday... early 50's ...  - anyone  want to eat ...after 8 am have the day free  
  BUILD CANT HOST NOR DRIVE BUT IF ANYONE  WANTS TO CHILL AND SMOKE SOME 420?? HIT ME UP 
 Hey Super horny today, anyone  want to suck my cock? I am 19, slim, smooth  
  a week. Do things like this exist? Anyone  want to start one?  
 Are you 23 or under and are  wanting to suck 8 inches and then be topped?  
 Tradies in the area...  Want your dick sucked while you're on a  
 ore even better.  Into fit aussie/euro ass.   Want to submit and worship a big cut cock?   
 Horny British backpacker  wanting to suck some cock in the morning befo 
  to make me cum with a BJ before.  Want to see if any guy is up to  
 Aussie man bi  wanting to meet up around lunch time today hi 
   Feeling stressed and tense the whole body,  want someone to massage you and work on your  
  Younger top or bottom  wanted for fun. Located in the Blue Mountains 
 Wanking buddy  wanted to watch a porn together and shoot our 
 Have never been fucked before but  want to try...maybe with a medium sized cock. 
 ambi.curious never funked or been funked but  wanting to expand my sexual pleasures with a  
  to more. No anal.  Can't host but  want to meet now.  Please include a pic if  
 Up to 6 inch cock  wanted to pop my cherry, break me in and  
  to be taken. I do not join,comment, want to be part of any action. Just here  
  with a big load of piss and cum  want to shower me?  i can deepthroat you till 
 d shape & good looks( 177 cm , 70kg, 7' cut)  wants to give a younger lean guy a sensual  
 Any hunky Asian dudes  want to be deep throated and swallowed NSA? C 
 lean cock...serious queries only. You either  want it or don't. Will reply promptly  
 Hosting tonight. You either  want your cock sucked or you want to fuck  
 Ever  wanted your own sex slave? Good looking strai 
  be work fixing a machine or light fitting   want to be dressed in my overalls or dustcoat 
  guy! Need a sex slave? Look no further.   Want nasty pig? Thats me! Email for more info 
  you as I work you over. I genuinely  want a skinny or hunky twink or preferably tw 
 m.  You: Built, muscular fit straight/bi guy  wanting a no-hassle blowie.  If you would lik 
 THis is for u. Asian guy  wants good looking big /tall arab/white/aussi 
 Older guy  wanting his first experience at sucking a coc 
 I am a good looking guy. Want someone for regular meet or casual.  The 
 Short dark hr/haz, 5ft 10, fit, bottom guy  wants to suck and deepthroat a nice hard cock 
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 22 year old straight curious guy  wants to get cock sucked by another dude and  
 die type with a cut 8-9' shaved straight guy  wanting to have discreet Suck and maybe duck  
 Any young in-shape dom guy  want to get into some pissplay with a slim  
 mature guy  wanted to give me hot massage - can travel -m 
 Well adjusted, mature age guy  wants to hook up with a couple of guys  
 lthy afternoon. If any young straight guys,   want a few free beers in exchange for a  
 Any hung or hot guys  want me to swing buy this morning and suck  
 Any young straight guys  want their cock sucked in the next couple of  
 Any shire guys  want their cock sucked tonight?  Must be able 
 any guys  want to be my first step  im here now  
  need to im so horny  so any guys  want to start with coming and playing with my 
 .   Haven't been with a guy but have  wanted to for awhile  Please be under 30, cle 
   Like a guy to take charge if he  wants  serious guys only and no long email ex 
 Visiting for tonight only. Regular guy here  wants to suck cock tonight. Will it be yours? 
 Inexperienced guy here  wanting to hook up with a younger guy/(legal) 
 Hi  want to meet up with someone before work I' 
 horny?  want a hungry mouth to get off in?  Looking  
 uys please  Age 18 - 99  I am so very horny.  Want a guy to come here and relieve the  
 . Into mutual oral and fun. I can host.  Want to do this asap pic attached Please put  
 packer or traveller ....this evening only. I  want a massage and I will show you how  
 I  want a decent, clean guy with reasonable body 
  bella vista, which was like all farm.   i  want a dom, who can fuck me hard right  
 I  want a cute young Asian guy to give me  
 I  want an uncut pink cock to suck, or other  
  really a submissive type, i know what i  want and i know what i like and i  
 ? Any females get involved or just men??  I  want detailed descriptions please. And maybe  
  exposed for the pleasure of other guys. I  want guys to (force) strip me, take my gear  
 I  want my ass spanked hard and you can spank  
  bother if that's what you want.   I  want someone who likes a bit of ball pain.  
  masseur. It's time for a change. I  want the massage but I want to be aroused  
 jacking off slowly, it feels amazing , but I  want the real thing now.  I just want a  
  here now watching loads of porn and i  want to try a few things make that i  
  fit clean with a big cut cock 9' i  want to meet a hung guy that has poppers   
 As title suggest, i  want to give a BJ to any rangas in  
 I  want to meet and play with and older man  
 I  want to lick and suck your hard throbbing cle 
 proper good mouth for sucking your cock ;) I  want to meet anyone with a decent sized cock  
  a change. I want the massage but I  want to be aroused for me which may lead  
 I  want to give blow and go in the Umina/ 
 I  want to suck cock today/tonight.  I love gett 
 pnosis/training videos with headphones on. I  want to be dressed up to look like a  
  wired sessions with a willing bottom then I  want to hear from you. I am clean and  
  threesome with a hooker that do anal. I  want to do her if we can and we  
 I have a fantasy I  want to fulfill. I want to be stripped, worsh 
  oral fun soon in Hornsby or closeby. I  want to walk into your place, kneel at your  
 bear looking for fun I  want to try it in the bottom  any takers   
  to you, you'd come for me. I  want to experience making a man come in my  
  place daytime or around 7-8am Mon-Thur  I  want to get naked touch each other teasing ea 
  having one of those rare occasions when I  want to be on my back getting pounded.   What 
  can't host but if you can I  want to be shown an assortment of your partne 
 I  want to have some fun with darker guys.   Fro 
 Hi, I  want to worship str8 cock. You wear a condom. 
  have a fantasy I want to fulfill. I  want to be stripped, worshipped and teased by 
 I  want to be tied down played with and forced  
  and play in my bed and ultimately I  want to try to bottom. First clean guy to  
  a place o somewhere we can fuck I  want to be treated as a sex slave  
  tied up, and fucked hard + deep throated. I  want to be turned into a submissive sissy who 
 's a clothed male/naked male fantasy. I  want to be undressed, massaged, fondled, lick 
 I  want to hook up with a voyeur, someone who  
  and I really want to go, but I  want to go with someone else that I know  
 I have a fantasy i  want to be work fixing a machine or light  
 yo, tall, toned, slim, tanned, australian  I  want you to come over we get nude and  
  guys to be my slave via email. I  want you to do everything I say, no matter  
  fem guys.  No straight or bi guys. I  want you make me cum and cum in my  
  me to theirs or a park/outdoors. I  want you to use me, piss all over me  
  Boys  I am here for You and i  WANT  your pleasure i am young bottom and ver 
  meet with and have some light play. im  wanting to explore.  try be near Sydney Uni c 
  over the bed when you arrive.  Nothing is  wanted in return, simple arrive, slide your c 
  your cum! LOL No hidden agenda. I just  want a FUN night. The more the merrier. Let  
  I want the real thing now.  I just  want a nice thick cock to play with today  
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  that turns me on. im clean and just  want it now. 19 borwn hair blue eyes 5foot10  
 n host early afternoon today saturday.i just  want someone to come to my place,get on  
 d under 30.... maybe after wired fun or just  want sum puff to take away? then maybe we  
 . I'm looking for chilled men who just  want to have a beer, a laugh, drop their  
 Good looking Aussie guy just  wanting to suck a fit younger dude, sit back  
 20yo - Cant host but can travel, just  want to suck a big Clean cock. First timer  
 I really just  want to take a guy out on a date,  
  at a local park message me. i just  want to mess around and have some fun. i' 
  is bi or has a GF and just  wants to mess. Cool if it gets to be  
  and good body shape. Up for anything. Just  want to have fun. Take it easy.   Pics and  
 not spam. Be 18 -30, pic not necessary, just  want to get it going asap.    
 Hi Guys, Just  want to have my arse opened up with toys,  
  and cuddling, dd free, no drugs, And just  wanting to get off with another guy! Send me  
 Just  want to blow on a nice thick cock...can  
 Only guy and i just  want to suck some cock tomz Don't do  
 'm not interested in anything more i just  want to this to be fullfilled but willing to  
  have someone lick out my arsehole, i just  want to feel whats it like.  i'm 23 asian ( 
  gets mine. Don't be shy. I just  want to ride you ;)  
  fun so don't reply if u just  want your cock sucked with nothing else  I am 
  lunch ;)  Im a genuine bi guy who justs  wants to be submissive to a daddy type guy,  
 Str8 mid 30's caucasian male  wants massage, mainly legs and glutes. Can ho 
 hey guys im 21 young male  wanting to get high and have some fun :) im  
 discreet non scene man  wanting to meet up in ur hotel - be discreet  
  well) and I need a guy like me!   Wanting a guy who wants to wear panties, stoc 
  And need to do someone tight hole Must  want swallow  Need a regalar sucking and drai 
 to reciprocate unless you want to.  You must  want total discretion.  If you are interested 
  to pleasure a big thick sexy cock n  want to taste that thick hot load get back  
  and go by me if you do not  want to reciprocate.   Only pictures of your  
 tside and wants their cock sucked.   Nothing  wanted in return.  First preference goes to r 
  have on lingerie you  want a quote or  want to use the phone because your car doesnt 
  up and keen to trade blowjobs? I really  want my mouth around a big cock (7+ inches) n 
  we are comfy with get back ASAP really  want to pleasure a big thick sexy cock n  
 Mid 40's and married, I really  want to suck a hot cock only (no further).  
  Newtown that is fairly cheap and I really  want to go, but I want to go with  
  fucked once a bout 2 years ago and really  want to get fucked again  pretty opened minde 
 s 17year old chubby inexperienced but really  want to suck some dick never tasted cum befor 
  be looking to play a dad teacher role  wanting to be pleased by your son.   I'm  
 ably smooth with limited experience (someone  wanting to try like me) and would be happy  
 ly 30's, good looking, awesome cock sucker.   Want to suck white/Middle Eastern blokes only 
  to know" each other, if you don't  want. it can be as anonymous as you want.  
  best cocksucker in the city.  I don't  want money, its a totally free service, I don 
  afterall, so I respect people who don't  want to send a random stranger their face pho 
  want to discuss things that you don't  want to tell people you know let's chat...... 
 Teen  wanted to fuck my bear ass then take it  
 Horny fat teen  wants to be taught how to suck a cock,  
  a guy, preferably with an uncut dick that  wants a bj. I can host you tonight.  You  
  looking for a horny young bottom boy that  wants my cock - nsa....discrete and private a 
  ddf and hot  Looking for a guy that  wants to fuck a hog dude NSA, I may  
 Want a hot top that  wants to come and play with me. No Asians  
 Hey I'm a young man that  wants to simply be spanked till my bum is  
 nstructor, or semi experienced in yoga, that  wants to strip off and do nude yoga together. 
  daddy cock. Maybe an older str8 bloke that  wants to be serviced while he watches str8 po 
  in Engadine.  Looking for any guy/guys that  want to have their cock sucked. I will be  
  swap. I'm looking for a guy that  wants to play this afternoon. I am a bottom  
  am looking for a str8/curious guy that  wants to play with a young guy or a  
  top to take me use me however they  want I'm here to serve I have no  
 New to this,  want a more experienced man to show me how  
 their load swallowed discreetly.  Looking to  want to wait on my knees, blindfolded ready t 
 Fit Tradie home alone tonight.  Wanting  another fit, in shape guy for compan 
  piss an cum on me or whatever u  want  
  YOU ARE FROM AROUND THE AREA.   IF U  WANT A PIC ADD ME ON SNAPCHAT: pacslife99  
  the time u can get here if u  want a small group to wank with. Nice comfort 
  my hole and pull me off (if u  want), but the massage is mainly what im afte 
  want to me. Deep and hard as u  want. Cum down throat or on face. Being mates 
 thing fun looking for guys around 18-33 if u  want fun hit me up asap!   
  stats age location maybe a pic if u  want. Ill reply with stats and pic love rim  
  aims to please and will do anything u  want me to do. I love cock and crave  
  have a collar and leash or stuff u  want me to wear I will obey u. I  
 western suburbs. Slut here will do nething u  want. 22. Slim. No old or fat sorry   
  what u got(pics preferred) n what u  want ;) talk soon xx  
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  my face being slam fucked. Do what u  want to me. Deep and hard as u want.  
  u bought a face mask or anything u  want to use,   Email me back ;)   
   I have lingerie incl high heels if u  want to wear it, also got lube and rubbers  
 , rim, kiss, got dildo and lingerie if u  want to wear it,most fetishes and mild kink  
 le beach. no reciprocation required unless u  want to.  No married or attached guys.  
 't host but can travel. So if u  want to show me the ropes and have a  
 arge condoms,lube,dildo,enema, lingerie if u  want to wear that send a front on nude  
  time waisters please pics to trade if u  want urs for mine   
 Up and awake and horny   Aussie 42 bi 8unc  wanting to see whoms up and about , cool to  
 ng in a lovely apartment near Macquarie uni,  wanting to fool around will host.   Lets do t 
  as possible. Would suit any young guys who  want a drink or are stuck out in the  
  off in front if you. Come on who  wants a personal show?!! Genuine ad. Not look 
 Hi! Bored? anyone who  wants being sucked afternoon or tonight.- be  
  I'd like to meet a guy who  wants his cock sucked tonight. Can travel to  
  looking for a guy in a relationship who  wants some fun on the side. I can't  
  guy here Looking for str8 guys 17-25yo who  wants their cock sucked. Will rewaard in retu 
  things.  I'm a great studnet so who  wants to teach  
 rinks for any young backpackers under 30 who  want to have a play, a few drinks and  
 Im a young straight acting guy who  wants to suck a guy off and swallow there  
  sub dude around my age (32) or younger who  wants to worship a big married cock and let  
  to host also open to any couples who  want to play can host most late afternoon ear 
 I'm looking for tactile/voyeuristic guys who  want to touch, feel and explore. Cheers.  
 free, masculine Other bi or curious guys who  want to be fucked are welcome to apply  Can  
 hey I'm horny big load vers who  wants to fuck I'm 48 194 tall short hair 7 cu 
  keen on playing with a fit lad 18-28 who  wants to explore kink and his submissive side 
  to hook up with a voyeur, someone who  wants to watch me strip and tell me to  
 Looking for an Aussie white guy 18-30 who  wants to join me for some fun!  I am  
  afternoon and looking for a hung guy who  wants to fill my mouth with hot cum.  Heavy  
  a masculine, goodlooking 26-34 year old who  wants to get nude and frottage at your place. 
 7-25), smoothish or smooth caucasian guy who  wants to lie nude in bed and lightly explore. 
 Looking for guys under 40 who  want to come over, watch porn, sniff amyl and 
  a guy like me!  Wanting a guy who  wants to wear panties, stockings and have mut 
  all nationalities. Only genuine bottoms who  want to meet please. No time wasters and male 
  18-24 who has a smooth to smoothish ass who  wants to get rimmed in secret.  I can be  
  a 33 yo old married bi curious guy , who  wants to do soft playing with another male, k 
  I'm in. I like straight blokes who  want to have some fun, a beer and be  
 --, DDF Looking for other masculine guys who  want to have some fun, experiment, no strings 
 I host for free all backpacker who  want to be sucked and maybe fuck me. You  
 Looking for a boi who  wants to get their cock locked up in a  
  to do it with, looking for someone who  wants to party till the sunrises, your pics w 
  stright acting  is looking for a friend who  wants to enjoy together  few drinks, go to th 
 Looking for anyone who  wants to meet up for some fun in return  
 helllo hello  i am a young bottom who  want your pleasrue i am very bottom i am  
  and arrange for one massage that you will  want more.  Reply with pic, stats and contact 
  before so I'm VERY cautious and will  want to talk/cam on skype first. - I can' 
  me, it also scares me, and I will  want to take things very slowly at first. Bef 
 , fruit, food,whatever you can fill it with.  Want someone to take their time and work on  
 very slowly at first. Before meeting I would  want to first start with emails/skype.  For t 
  want. it can be as anonymous as you  want.  
 r a reply *** Face not necessary, unless you  want.   
  interested. Happy to meet beforehand if you  want.  
  meet now.  Please include a pic if you  want a response.  
 As the title says if you  want a bj message me. Serious queries only. W 
 dustcoat but underit i have on lingerie you   want a quote or want to use the phone  
  need a cock pic and stats if you  want a reply... prefer aussie guys who are in 
  or meet in car. Message only if you  want a bj tonight. Cheers   
 . I can jerk you off aswell if you  want. Also want to try getting pissed on if  
  however you want, talk to them how you  want, and you are free to tell your mates  
  cocksucker can suck for as long as you  want. And takes direction and sucks your cock 
  manly I'm willing to do anything you  want and will suck your cock deep and swallow 
  direct proceedings and even touch me if you  want but hands only.  
  hole, so please fuck me whatever way you  want, but i will most likely scream, so you' 
  Can stay for a few times if you  want cant host but Can travel in these areas. 
 ! Up for most things. Message me what you  want even if it's me just giving you  
  own me. Open to be used however you  want, filthier and more humiliating the bette 
  at the same time. Could blow if you  want. Got a place or travel  
  collar and leash to walk me if you  want  i have a very tight hole, so please  
  naked or in your undies/towel.  If you  want, I can also end the massage with a  
  curious guys welcome! Let me know what you  want, I will respect your limits.  Simple. St 
  with what you want to do, if you  want & I can send pics back, otherwise I will 
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  don't bother if that's what you  want.   I want someone who likes a bit of  
  it and you can be too if you  want. if there's any other suggestions on how 
  BE CLEAN, SMOOTH and tell me how you  want it... rough and hard or slow to medium!  
  hole blow n go anything goes however you  want it is what ill give you asap  
  degrade me.  Make me serve you however you  want, laugh as I cry and plead for mercy,  
  meet in public or at yours if you  want. Let me know if your interested  
  horny i am slim and smooth do you  want me? $$  Kisss  
  know if you have some and what you  want me to do for it.  Hot 20 years old  
  eyes and i can be rough if you  want me to ;)   Get in contact with me, i' 
  and str8 normally, also love panties if you  want me to shoot over your wife's g  
  something safe casual or ongoing too if you  want & must be discreet !! I can host Friday  
 I'm a straight curious guy if you  want my to suck my dick with no return ( 
 , break me in and use me when you  want. No age limit just be a goer. I  
  and relax, we can do more if you  want. Please reply with pic/suburb etc. Can h 
  to most things. Just tell me what you  want. Send your stats...I'll send the address 
  be to please.  Let me know if you  want some great head!  
 n. 9) You can treat a cocksucker however you  want, talk to them how you want, and you  
  a good description of yourself and when you  want to cum.  
  me stats and cock photo and what you  want to do.  
 . You either want your cock sucked or you  want to fuck a hot btm..... I am Aussie  
  a time that suits before hand if you  want to make a firm time...  
  some blow jobs today. Message me if you  want to release a load. Hung cocks a plus.    
  here, keen to chat to the same you  want to talk about things before you explore  
  share in cost of motel room if you  want to go all night and can't host.  
  discreet plz tell me your stats what you  want to do and if you have pics send  
  that's horny let me now what you  want to do and send a pic also be  
  or hang out. Just tell me what you  want to do and let's go with it.  
  pong - tell me your stats and when you  want to meet and i will blow your mind  
  with your age and natio and what you  want to do and then come meet me  
  conveinence. It's up to you when you  want to get blown. 5) A good cocksucker has a 
 . I just love sucking & riming and if you  want to fuck even better! I am 48, easy going 
 kissing hugging sucking fucking whatever you  want to do even just to chat or hang  
  too  If interested let me know if you  want to meet first no worries if you like  
 cocksuker at your servic if you  want to get great bj send pict and stats  
  the fun starts now tell me what you  want to do  i play safe only dont mind  
  is like, your age and and want you  want to do if we hook up? Simple. I  
  only.   Send me an email with what you  want to do, if you want & I can send  
 37 straight divorscee courious  If you  want to put in sometime and start with text  
  blowing you and you go or  if you  want to fuck me then that's on the  
  and fit.  175cm tall and 72kg  If you  want to know more just let me know, more  
 g mouth.   No need to reciprocate unless you  want to.  You must want total discretion.  If 
 interested please message me, however if you  want to message please include a face/torso p 
 smokers or guys bigger than 95 kilos. If you  want to meet, please suggest a specific time  
  even let them use your cocksucker, if you  want to. It's completely up to you.  A  
  I'll leet u do what ever you  want to me swell as me paying for it  
 m discreet and appreciate the same.   If you  want to be the one to break me in,  
  talk about things before you explore it you  want to discuss things that you don't want  
 New at this do you  want to come to my hotel room after chub  
 , 70kilos, with an adverage build and if you  want to play with it a thick 6 inch cut  
  to Werrong Beach Friday 10AM - 1PM. If you  want to have your cock sucked just lay your  
  relax and enjoy.  Let me know what you  want.  Total discretion and privacy, very com 
  for next 24 hours you to use however you  want. Try out your fantasies.  Need domestic  
 ). Happy to just suck you off if you  want. Very hungry. I can host at my place  
 Hey dudes,  if you  want your balls licked and cock sucked until  
 interested, send me stats, pics, and why you  want your cock locked up  
 	  
